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ABSTRACT
THE CRITICAL WORKSHOP:
WRITING REVISION AND CRITICAL PEDAGOGY IN THE MIDDLE SCHOOL
CLASSROOM
FEBRUARY 2022
ANDREA R. GRISWOLD, B.A., UNIVERSITY OF MASSACHUSETTS AMHERST
M.A., UNIVERSITY OF MASSACHUSETTS AMHERST
Ph.D, UNIVERSITY OF MASSACHUSETTS AMHERST
Directed by: Professor Donna L. LeCourt

This dissertation addresses the question of whether focusing on revision in writing
instruction can be a form of critical pedagogy in middle school classrooms. Building on
the work of A. Suresh Canagarajah, Lisa Delpit, Paulo Freire, Henry Giroux, Kay
Halasek, Joseph Harris, Amy Lee, Timothy Lensmire, Min-Zhan Lu, Peter McLaren,
Richard Ohmann, Ira Shor, and others, I explore and challenge commonly held attitudes
about revision and language, primarily that the goal of revision is to correct errors and
that language and its conventions should be thought of in terms of correctness. I explore
the ways in which traditional writing workshops both support and fall short of critical
pedagogy, and how a revised writing workshop—a critical workshop—might be a vehicle
for critical pedagogy. Would focusing on revisions give students the attitude, ownership,
and agency to enable them to identify what might be better in their lives and the world,
and to see themselves as agents of that change?
viii

As a teacher-researcher and teaching-researcher, I investigated students’ attitudes
toward revision to see if they became more critical during and after exposure to the
critical workshop. In other words, did revising become less about judging, earning
grades, and correction? In the minds of students, did revising writing become more about
making writing stronger, seeing applications of revision to other areas of their lives,
considering their audience and others, taking risks in their writing, and opening their
minds to new ideas? Did their critical thinking become more complex? Second, I used
my data to explore whether students appeared to feel more ownership of their writing,
and what kinds of agency this ownership led to.
My primarily qualitative (and partly quantitative) analysis indicates that focusing
on revisions in the critical workshop can significantly change students’ attitudes toward
revision to a more critical way of thinking. My data also indicates that the critical
workshop helps to create a variety of feelings of ownership and agency in students. I
propose that this approach to writing can be a form of critical pedagogy that is
developmentally appropriate for eighth-grade students.
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CHAPTER 1
WRITING REVISION AND CRITICAL PEDAGOGY

Teachers “need to consider seriously how writing can help develop the citizens of
tomorrow” (Graves 58).

Critical pedagogy might be summed up as the call “to imagine a different and
more just world and to struggle for it” (Giroux 78). Inherent in this definition is the call to
action and change, to “bend reality to the requirements of a just world” (McLaren 227).
Critical pedagogy requires people to identify areas of society where injustice exists as
well as to be able to envision and implement changes that might move society closer to
being just. In addition, citizens must also be able to reflect on and evaluate these changes
to assess whether or not they have actually created more justice or if the original
revisions need further revision. The process is recursive and continual.
In Paulo Freire’s terms, revising the world is revisioning the word. Because of
this, I believe that focusing on the processes of revision in writing might help position
students to see the world as changeable and to see themselves as capable of changing
it. However, too few of those in composition who are critical pedagogues have paid
attention to revision as part of the writing process. With regard to writing, the focus of
critical pedagogy is often found in the topics of student writing and how those topics are
addressed. In other words, “Critical pedagogy…foregrounds products, while paying little
if any sustained attention to processes” (Lee 47, original emphasis). Advocates of critical
pedagogy debate the merits of whether to let students write about topics that many would
1

consider racist, sexist, classist, homophobic, or in other ways counter to the formation of
a just world (Delpit, Freire, Giroux, Halasek, Harris, Lee, Lensmire, Lu, McComiskey,
McLaren, Miller, Monchiniski, Seitz, Wink). They also focus on how students address
the topics they write about and whether students, in the way that they reveal their political
views through their means of addressing topics in writing, are or are not promoting a just
world (Delpit, Giroux, Halasek, Harris, Lee, Lensmire, Lu, McComiskey, McLaren,
Miller, Monchiniski, Seitz, Stygall, Wink). In addition, critical pedagogues express
concern over whether teachers should or should not confront students about writing that
they identify as being in opposition to a just world, and, if so, how teachers discuss such
writing with the authors, their students (Delpit, Freire, Giroux, Halasek, Harris, Lee,
Lensmire, Lu, McComiskey, McLaren, Miller, Monchiniski, Seitz, Wink).
Where there is a gap in the research is exploring the process of writing. I suggest
that what we need to investigate further is the revision process, and whether a focus on
teaching revision in writing could be a form of critical pedagogy.

Critical Pedagogy’s Revision Beyond Content
Critical pedagogy, when invited into the classroom, brings with it many
complications and unanswered questions. When critical pedagogy is mainly applied to
the topic of writing or the ways in which students address their topics, teachers run the
risk of alienating some students—from their teachers, from writing itself, and from the
goals of critical pedagogy. As a public1 schoolteacher, I need to be an effective teacher

1

By public, I mean a true public school. I do not teach at a charter school. We are bound to all the
requirements of a regular public school, meaning, among other things, that our doors are open to all
students in our district, and many beyond, regardless of their strengths and needs.
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for all of my students—regardless of their beliefs, regardless of their use of language.
This does not mean letting students say whatever they want in the classroom without
comment. My job as a writing teacher is not to “help…students make their attacks more
effective” if, for example, “certain students want to use their writing to make textual
attacks on other students” (Lensmire 48). However, employing critical pedagogy does
mean beginning “where students are, rather than where one thinks they should be”
(Miller 405).
Joan Wink stresses that “critical pedagogy is the power that leads us from silence
to voice” (103), but students’ voices often say words that could be considered
problematic. While I have many students who promote ideas that seem to align with the
goal of creating a just world, I also teach a fair number of students who have ideas that
critical pedagogues would probably consider to be antithetical to this cause. I have had
experiences similar to what Richard Miller writes about: reading an essay that espouses
oppressive ideas or myths about particular groups of people. How am I to teach all of my
students, honoring where they are, and remain faithful to the goals of critical pedagogy?
Grappling with ideas that might promote a just world is necessarily complicated.
The movement toward justice, like learning itself, is not a linear process. As we move,
often clumsily, toward a just world, our knowledge, of not only what a just world looks
like but what it takes to get there, adjusts in response to the new information that change
and additional voices bring. Teachers do not have all the answers to the questions about,
as Ira Shor describes it, the “human capacity to transform the world” (Monday 105). How
can I confidently (let alone definitively) know what topics and what language will be
productive and which will be obstructive? How can I know that the topics and language
3

that I favor are what are best for students and most aligned with the goals of critical
pedagogy? How can I know that they aren’t just my preferences to fulfill my own everevolving political beliefs?
Additionally, not all students are willing to, nor should they be expected to, take
on the world’s problems through the topics of their writing. As David Seitz points out,
many students who are working class or impoverished are not in school to question and
challenge the status quo (the unjust world) but to gain access to its power because “they
seek economic mobility” (Seitz 147). They are “looking for ways to make their lives
easier, not more complicated” (Seitz 18). Some students will choose to remain associated
with patriarchal or homophobic institutions—a family church, for example—because that
institution can offer strength and support necessary for the students to face the often
hostile world of school. Some students, just by virtue of being present in school, are
making a political statement and making our world more just. Seitz challenges the
teachers who in turn heap greater critical expectations on these students stressing that
“we must respect students’ instrumentalist motives if we hope to gain their trust in the
writing classroom (59). While Seitz was referencing college students, I’m always
surprised at the number of my middle school students who make a direct link between
doing well in school and being able to go to a “good” school and get a “good” job, and
who cite this connection as their main motivation to do well in their academics.
For critical pedagogues, the focus on topic and language is not without value, of
course, but it has limitations in its application and chances for success in my classroom.
Instead, I believe that the connections between revising in writing and revising in
thinking or ideology need to be explored more fully. Revision need not be only a way of
4

looking at ideology and action; revising—that is, seeing possibilities for change,
experimenting with change, and reflecting on those experiments—could be a mindset
cultivated through writing that might be applied to other ways of engaging with the
world. This, I contend, is critical pedagogy as well, but a critical pedagogy that doesn’t
prioritize content.

Revision and Critical Pedagogy: Reimagining Language and the Goals of Revision
What is the connection between writing revisions and critical pedagogy? I
believe that revision might help students develop the habits and skills of critical
citizenship that Henry Giroux identifies as being fundamental to critical pedagogy. The
individual, personal writing process can be seen as symbolic of the larger global process
of working toward the creation of a just world. Julie Drew points out that,
as Victor Villanueva notes…writing is a process…‘texts don’t appear magically
on pages as whole products. There is a process in getting from mind to
page’…Such processes…involve more than just a direct link from autonomous
mind to page…there are social forces at work both inside and outside of the
author-subject (Drew 422).
Revision is a life skill, not merely a skill pertaining to making writing stronger. This
means that students can apply the complicated and already socially involved revision
skills they learn in the writing classroom to their lives and the worlds in which they live.
Being able to conceive of the possibility that the world might be better than its
current state is one of the tenets of critical pedagogy. People who are in the process of
forming a new consciousness about the world “come to see the world not as a static
reality, but as a reality in process, in transformation” (Freire 83), and that our “human
task” is “the permanent transformation of reality in favor of the liberation of people”
5

(Freire 102). On a smaller scale, this is precisely what writing instructors want students to
do when they consider their writing: imagining that it might be different or even better.
As Lucy Calkins points out, revision “helps us develop our thinking precisely because it
allows us to revisit our first thoughts” (20), and in this revisiting, students can begin to
imagine that their writing (both the content—their thinking—and the way the content is
expressed) might be transformed.
However, teachers cannot make assumptions about what the act of revising means
to students. Expecting students to revise their writing is a more complicated process than
just having teachers “get back to basics and just teach writing skills” (Drew 419).
Historically, both teachers and students have seen revision as a process of errorcorrection, and “this conception of revision” has “lingered for many centuries”
(Fitzgerald 482). This then is a primary and crucial revision—to revise what revision
means. In order to do this, it is necessary first to revise the very concept of error, which
then pushes teachers to also revise their idea of what English actually is. Reimagining
language is the critical function of a revision pedagogy for teachers who can alter the way
students view the world (and thereby alter power relations) by helping them see how
language plays a consequential role in world-making and is a significant factor in
creating and maintaining power relations.
Many critical pedagogues would not call English one solitary entity or argue that
there is one pure dialect of English. Rather, “English” is an umbrella term that captures
countless domestic and global dialects. Instead of seeing English as a monolingual entity,
critical pedagogy encourages us to revise and see English as a living and expanding
global language with many voices, all of which have strong communicative powers. This
6

new paradigm challenges the approach of “Dominant groups” who “will always want to
occupy the grammatical power position” (McLaren 134) in part to own the right to
determine what constitutes error, which comes with it the right to determine what
constitutes correct or acceptable language. Controlling language is a way of controlling
people, of maintaining, granting, or denying power. Revising our concept of language
rules, correctness, and error can revise the power that dominant groups have to affirm or
dismiss others, based on the dominant group’s perception of hierarchy in language use.
The terminology we employ to refer to language differences significantly influences
whether we see these differences as an enhancement or disintegration of language.
For writers of all ages, levels of experience, languages, and levels of education, a
classroom employing critical pedagogy is, as Peter Elbow explains, “a place where
students can learn to put their entire attention on their meaning and not on surface
propriety” (Inviting 668). Working within this value system, the role of students would
not be “error makers” but writers. And teachers would not be, “error finders”
(Empowering 164), but coaches and champions of language innovation (or at least, what
seems innovative to teachers but might be standard to the student). The role of revision
would not be error correcting but experimenting with possibilities, a crucial shift because
the concept of error itself can be a significant obstacle to teaching writing within a critical
pedagogy. A. Suresh Canagarajah asserts that “Overzealous teachers who impose
correctness according to SWE [Standard Written English] norms may stifle the
development of a repertoire that will help students style shift according to differing
communicative contexts” (611) thereby diminishing the linguistic range of the student as
a writer. After all, “there is more”—most writers would likely say infinitely more—“to
7

effective writing than just putting commas in their proper places” (McComiskey 133).
My experience with young writers is that they often resist revising their writing in part
because they feel that the need to revise identifies their writing as defective, which is the
perception that revision-as-error-correction promotes. You must revise because your
writing is full of errors--mechanical, rhetorical, topical, and personal. Students
understandably and justifiably resist the implication that their writing is wrong.
It is also important to explore this concept of error because teachers often identify
as error what is merely unconventional language usage (that is, unconventional using
Standard English as a measure). It is important to remember that all writers use language
at least somewhat unconventionally because no writer is “ever fully able to control those
conventions” of language (Miller 403). Bruce Horner et al. explain that “standards of
written English are neither uniform nor fixed. What constitutes expected norms…varies
over time and from genre to genre” (305), which brings the concept of error fully into
question. Even so-called Standard English or Canagarajah’s SWE are comprised of, as
Elbow describes, the “usage, grammar, syntax, punctuation, and spelling that will pass
muster with most university faculty…as correct or at least acceptable” (Inviting 642)
instead of a fixed and immutable set of rules. Therefore, even Standard English is a living
language; it is always in flux. The “rules” of English prove to be more conventions or
guidelines than rules because they are constantly evolving, and they will continue to
change.
Creating more acceptance of unconventional use of language encourages student
writers to do what most strong writers do, which is to personalize language, to create an
idiolect, because “to use a language meaningfully is to appropriate it and make it one’s
8

own” (Canagarajah 597). One way writers accomplish this, if they are writing with more
than one dialect of English at their disposal (and most writers are), is to code mesh2.
Blending the rhetorically best, most communicative aspects of all forms of English at
their disposal can be a powerful writing tool for any writers, including students3. This is
an approach that Canagarajah promotes because it can help writers form “polydialectal
competence” (602). Revising how we view language is a necessary step in critical
pedagogy.
A critical pedagogical approach to revision would encourage teachers to emulate
Min-Zhan Lu’s approach of looking for the communicative possibilities in students’
unconventional uses of English. So-called unconventional usage is ubiquitous among
many great writers, but because students are accorded very little authority as writers,
teachers are often apt to think of students’ unconventional usage as mistakes. As a way of
addressing this prejudice, Lu feels she must stop seeing some authors (because of their
fame or authority) as being “beyond ‘error’” (446) and to “stop treating the idiosyncratic
style of the not yet ‘perfectly educated’ solely in terms of ‘error’” (447). In practical
terms, this means avoiding the terminology prevalent in Carole Beal’s study in which
students are told to “‘fix up’ the texts” (249), and areas of text are often referred to as
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Code switching is often used synonymously with code meshing. As Canagarajah defines them,
code switching is when a language user employs one form of language in a particular context (a
job interview, for example) and another form of language in a different context (having a relaxed
visit with friends). This, in other words, is using the form of a language that best suits the context.
Code meshing (again, as Canagarajah defines them), is integrating one form of language with
another so that both are used simultaneously so as to get the best effects of both.
3

Indeed, with regard to lexicon, this approach of borrowing words needed to fill communicative
gaps—dating from English’s earliest days—has given English its uniquely large and rich
vocabulary.
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“problems” (251) that need “repair” (254). Revising our perceptions of English and error
requires revising our terminology.
We also need to revise the view of revision as a process of necessarily clarifying
writing. Instead, revision could be taught as a way for students to develop the thinking
they are trying to communicate in their writing. With this emphasis on writing qua
thinking, things can get messy. Critical pedagogy encourages teachers to revise their
current traditional emphasis on focus and clarity as a way of freeing student writers to
“think through the tensions” of complex ideas that are new or difficult to articulate
instead of deleting “contradictory sentences (the easiest and worst form of revision)”
(Harris 585). The role of revision as a tool to clarify too often results in simplification,
“triviality and evasion” (Ohmann 397). When teachers, “in the cause of clarity” urge
students “toward detail, surfaces, the sensory, as mere expansion of ideas…we encourage
them to…accept the society itself as just what it most superficially seems to be” (Ohmann
397) instead of critically challenging the status quo and seeing how society might be
different.
This perception is prevalent in Beal’s study in which one of the goals is to see if
children had the “ability to revise written texts to make them easier to understand” (248),
and children were “warned” that stories used for the study “were difficult to understand
because they were not written very clearly” (252). These terms identify difficulty in
understanding a text as a problem that needs to be corrected. Teachers often view
established authors as beyond not only error but clarity as well, so that “If an author
writes a passage that is unclear” they “assume there is a reason for it” (Stygall 325).
Teachers are less inclined to grant such agency to a student writer for whom “teacher10

readers often construct a non-literate, non-logical writer…or construct a less
sophisticated, pre-conceptual thinker” (Stygall 325).
A hyper focus on approaching revision as a clarification exercise discourages students
from engaging in complex thinking, and “basic writers may avoid altogether problems
not easily solved or issues that have no clear or correct answer” (Halasek 134). Grappling
with complex ideas can result in writing that is desultory, contradictory, and uncertain
while readers often appreciate and admire antithetical qualities such as orderliness,
conciseness, and clarity. While Nancy Welch allows that she does want her own writing
to be clear (as many writers understandably do), she doesn’t want it to be clear to the
point of being simplistic and uncomplicated, or clear to the point of excising important,
though perhaps not fully understood or developed, thoughts. Avoiding complexity, for
instance, might create a “denial of conflict” that “pictures a world in which [resources
such as a telephone] have the same meaning for all classes of people” (Ohmann 396).
This can weaken the critical power of the writing as the “injunctions to…be specific, be
concrete…push the student writer always toward the language that most nearly
reproduces the immediate experience and away from the language that might be used to
understand it, transform it” (Ohmann 396). While writing that is easily accessible is not
necessarily a bad outcome, critical pedagogy does not place a premium on it. Important
and/or new ideas are often difficult to understand, especially if writers are challenging
foundational beliefs (which critical pedagogy promotes).
Shifting revision’s primary purpose away from error-correction and simplification of
text is important to consider because many teachers “continue to teach revision as a
means to manage unruly voices and rein in excessive texts” (Welch 25) by “cleaning up,
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polishing, and pruning” (Welch 26), when teachers could instead be working against the
myth that “the process of writing is one of being in control” (Willis 99). Because of this
often-employed traditional approach, Welch finds that students “define composition…as
the systematic suppression of any kind of ambivalence, uncertainty, or anger” (Welch
32). To students, this makes revision feel like “death-work” that kills ideas, words, and
the self (Welch 36). Teachers who employ critical pedagogy would need to convince
students that revision, because it is about seeing the “textual possibilities” (Myhill and
Jones 340), is not necessarily about finding the answers. In fact, revision might lead to
writing that is less clear than the original if students are, as they should be, struggling
with their own complex thinking or if they are merely new to the practice of revising.
Students must be taught that, like any skill, revision requires practice to gain
competence. Early attempts at such an anfractuous skill as revising will rarely
demonstrate proficiency. Many teachers have seen that “revisions of inexperienced
writers often do not improve their texts” and in fact, “inexperienced writers’ revisions
often had a negative effect on quality” (Faigley and Witte 411). Even students “who are
no longer novices but are not yet experts… are sometimes aware of a better way to say
something but do not yet have sufficient confidence or experience to be sure of how to
say it better” (Myhill and Jones 340). As they are learning, students need to feel free in
the revising process to try ideas and words that, in the end, don’t actually help their
writing. The long-term goal of learning the habit of and faculty for revision is more
important than the short-term goal of producing perfect writing.
Essentially, teachers need to share with students that they see “writing as a way of
thinking, and not simply a product of ‘finished’…thoughts” (Lee 251, original emphasis)
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as well as a “process in which students can intervene” (Lee 273). Students often don’t
know that revision can help writers better understand what it is they ultimately think and
are trying to convey in their writing. Writers often “learn what they are trying to say as
they write and revise” (Fitzgerald and Markham 4), but students must be taught this so
they can begin to see that “the purpose of revision is not to correct but to discover”
(Calkins 88). Teaching students directly that the purpose of “revision strategies…is… to
develop rather than constrict a writer’s sense of purpose” (McComiskey 50) will help
them see how revision can benefit both them and their writing.

Experimenting with Possibilities
With this critical interpretation of revision, a crucial role for teachers is to teach
students the habit and skills of revision that will push them to consider what is possible in
their writing and thinking. Revision “instruction did affect…children’s…ability to know
how to make desired changes” (Fitzgerald and Markham 18). Students need explicit
instruction and ample, on-going opportunity to practice revising—which is true for all
skills teachers want students to gain and improve upon. In addition, “this intense focus on
the actual labor of revision has several benefits: it dispels any notion that revising an
essay will be less work than drafting it” and “it shows revision as part of a social process
of reading and response; it encourages students to be more ambitious in adding to and
rethinking their texts” (Harris 588).
With this perspective, students could also learn that writing is more about hard work
than talent. Teachers are “all familiar with students who labor, often with neither hope
nor success, under the illusion that effective writing in any context is produced by
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talented writers, and the writing is effective precisely because of talent, because of some
innate ability” (Drew 414, original emphasis) instead of hard work. The act of “liberating
students from that notion…is one way to directly address concerns of those who would
teach writing as a democratic project” (Drew 414). Not everyone has innate ability, but
most students are capable of diligent effort, especially on work that is meaningful to
them. By emphasizing revisions in the writing process, which is the dominant labor
involved in writing, teachers give students hope that their efforts (which they have some
control over) instead of innate talent (which they do not have control over) are more
important in determining the success they will have as writers. Later, I will say more
about the significant role hope plays in critical pedagogy.
In addition, when critical pedagogues relieve students of the expectation that they are
committing to using in their final drafts any revisions that they make in their early-draft
writing, student writers become free to experiment. This freedom is crucial to fostering
the flexibility of mind to not only imagine possibilities, but to try them, knowing they can
always go back to the original and/or revise the revision. Students benefit from being
taught that revisions are experiments they make with their writing, not promises they
make to the teacher. They may try a multitude of changes, and they can still go back to
the original if they like it better. Or students can revise the revisions to bring them closer
to what they envisioned for their writing. This approach, which promotes
experimentation and effort and thus fosters hope, also prepares students to put their
revision skills to work in the world outside of their writing. If the world really is “reality
in process, in transformation” (Freire 83), changes made toward the attempt to create a
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just world are not necessarily permanent or effective; changes students make in their
writing don’t have to be, either.
Once students have experimented with revisions, a next crucial step is having
students reflect on those revisions. This creates a nexus between action and reflection, the
two interdependent components of Freire’s praxis. It is my hope that this reflection might
benefit students in multiple positive ways. First, it could reinforce for them the reality
that not all revisions accomplish their intended goals. More often than not, revisions need
revisions. This return to assess their revisions and perhaps further revise helps lift
students out of the mindset of “the writing process as chronologically determined”
(Myhill and Jones 339) and into the mindset that writing process is determined instead by
the needs of the writer and the writing. This approach also gives students the chance to
encounter and perceive their writing as their audiences might. Joining the action of
revising with the reflection on its effectiveness creates the praxis that Freire promoted
because agents of change need both “reflection and action upon the world in order to
transform it” (Freire 51). Reflection is necessary if the changes one is experimenting with
are to be more than just a vacant gesture. Revision attempts should be a steppingstone to
stronger writing, knowledge, and ultimately, a more just world. Reflecting on these
experiments enables writers to assess their effectiveness and make further revisions. This
is crucial for developing a critical and flexible mind necessary for working toward the
recursive goals of critical pedagogy.
If “critical pedagogy is the power that leads us from silence to voice” (Wink103) and
leads us to see that “we can act in ways other than we do” (McLaren 74, original
emphasis), there is the possibility that this experience with revising could begin to help
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students see themselves as agents of change in their own writing. Students start to see, in
the revision process, that their thinking and how they express it can change. Writing isn’t
usually a process of writers seamlessly transferring thought to paper. Students can see
their thoughts develop and change as a result of their own acts of revising. This gives
students the potential to see that “things change” (Lensmire 11) and that they could be the
ones making the changes.
As students gain competence as agents of change in their writing (regardless of the
topics or the attitudes they espouse in their writing), they might increase their abilities to
be agents of change elsewhere. Students might begin to see ways in which their lives and
the communities in which they live could benefit from “revision,” and how they
themselves could be the people who make those changes. Teachers can “focus on how to
provide for students the analytical and rhetorical tools with which they might succeed in
the writing they must produce for us, and also succeed in situating themselves as authors
outside of sites of academic writing” (Drew 422). Students can also grow to see
themselves as co-authors of their lives and their roles in their communities and in the
world. This might happen when teachers use revisions as “a classroom practice that holds
writing as a means to another, quite different, end than discursive and rhetorical ability”
(Drew 424).
Further, students might also begin to develop the praxis, the reflective and
evaluative experience, to assess whether those changes actually do have the effect they
were hoping for not just in their writing but in the greater world, as well as the flexibility
of mind to consider other revisions that might work better. All of these are skills that are
necessary for critical pedagogy’s goal of moving the world closer to justice.
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A Revised Writing Workshop as a Vehicle for Critical Pedagogy
Writing workshop—championed and developed by such visionaries and
practitioners as Nanci Atwell, Lucy Calkins, Donald Graves, and Linda Rief—is a
method of teaching writing that some elementary and middle school ELA teachers use in
various iterations, and one that I have used in many different forms as I tried to get the
right balance of elements (choice, structure, discussion, novelty, and so on). It is an
approach that is highly adaptable to and, to some extent, already in alignment with
critical pedagogy. There are many ways in which the writing workshop approach is the
beginning of a thought that critical pedagogy complicates and refines. There is value,
however, in using those aspects of writing workshop that can be useful in a critical
pedagogy classroom—an iteration of the writing workshop we might think of as the
critical workshop. In the critical workshop, the practice of placing an emphasis on
revisions in the writing process could clearly play a prominent role.
In this section, before making a case for how a revised writing workshop might be
a vehicle for critical pedagogy, I need to identify notable differences, as well as overlap,
between the two approaches in the areas of voice, ownership, writing material
(content/topics), and student intention (how each positions students with regard to their
ability to use their writing to potentially lift up or “damage the community” {Ray and
Laminack 9}), choice, conceptions of strong writing, overall goals, and hope. Exploring
how each approach views these aspects of writing instruction will point to what might be
necessary revisions for a writing workshop to become a critical workshop.
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I am choosing to begin with voice and ownership because they play a privileged
role in the writing workshop. In many ways, they are foundational to writing workshop—
two of the most important distinctions between writing workshop and previous writing
pedagogies. However, the interpretation of these two aspects of student writing is very
different for critical pedagogy and writing workshop advocates, and understanding this
difference is vital to seeing how a writing workshop might transform into a critical
workshop. A critical pedagogical revision to voice and ownership brings the writing
workshop interpretations out of a primarily individualistic, self-actualizing, self-affirming
frame of reference to a more critical perspective that places voice and ownership firmly in
the social realm and asserts that they both are affected by and have an effect on others.
In a writing workshop classroom, student voice is considered to be innately
accessible and emerging wholly and uniquely from within the individual student and that
therefore, a student can have and use a voice that is singular and entirely original to them.
As Calkins explains, “writing well requires an act of confidence. A writer implicitly
claims, ‘I have something important to say’” (69). In writing workshop, “voice is found,
not created” (Lensmire 76, original emphasis) and seen as “a stable, preexistent self that
can be more or less expressed in writing” (Lensmire 62). Ultimately, “voice is the goal,
the desired endpoint” (Lensmire 65). For critical pedagogy, voice is also important.
However, “voices must not only be affirmed, but also questioned” (Lensmire, 67). In
critical pedagogy, “having a voice means knowing when to express and assert it” and that
students, in addition to speaking their truths, should also “be encouraged to listen as well
as to speak, especially if their voices tend to dominate and control others” (McLaren 44).
It’s just as important for students to “listen closely to the stories of others” (McLaren
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227) as it is to tell their own stories. In critical pedagogy, voice is also not viewed in the
singular. Students have many voices that they can use to code mesh and switch, just as
they have many identities that exist in a multitude of contexts. In critical pedagogy, voice
is a social construct that is created and influenced by power relations—never entirely a
creation of the student, entirely unique, nor existing in a vacuum. Students don’t write
with “their authentic voices untouched…by classroom context or without the imprint of
teachers, classmates” or any other part of their world (Halasek 59). And, in critical
pedagogy, voice is never the goal but instead, “a starting point” (Lensmire 65). In critical
pedagogy, voice is a vehicle for communicating ideas and positioning writers and readers
and must be continuously examined for the role it plays in advancing or hindering the
goals of critical pedagogy. Once a writer has found their voices, there is still work to do.
Similarly, the concept of ownership in writing workshop is also a supremely
individualistic interpretation that celebrates autonomy. Linda Rief explains that in the
writing workshop, “The writing always remains in the hands of the writers. I want the
writers maintaining full responsibility for that writing” (45). One role of the teacher is to
teach students “not only how to become better writers, but how to be independent
writers” (Rief 125). In the writing workshop classroom—here, very much in alignment
with critical pedagogy—students don’t have to wait till they have mastered certain areas
of writing before they are treated as “real” writers. Critical pedagogy broadens and
deepens the concept of ownership, however. In critical pedagogy, like voice, ownership
can never be solitary, total, or uninfluenced because students, the choices they make, the
voices they use, the topics of their writing, and how they write about those topics are all
socially constructed and experienced by both writers and audiences. As Shor stresses,
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“Empowerment…is not individualistic” (Empowering 16). This manifests in the
decisions students make, the impact those decisions have on audience (including
classmates and teachers), and the extent to which student writers can make autonomous
choices, given that some choices could be imperiling, and all choices are mediated by
societal forces. Critical pedagogy also specifies how students need to own what they
communicate in their writing—to be able to “articulate these choices but also to justify
and account for the choices they make” (Lee 180) in terms of how these choices affect
others and impact the ultimate goal of working toward a just world.
Making adjustments in these aspects of writing workshop so that voice and
ownership are seen through the lens of critical pedagogy is vital to being able to find a
useful nexus for the two approaches in the classroom.
With regard to the content of student writing, writing workshop is predicated on
the belief that all students already have important experiences and beliefs to
communicate. As Calkins writes, “we need to say to others, ‘This is me. This is my story,
my life, my truth.’ We need to be heard” (5). The curriculum of writing workshop “is the
content of real life, for the workshop begins with what each student thinks, feels,
experiences” (Calkins 8). In a writing workshop, writers are engaged in a process of selfdiscovery, answering “their biggest questions—Who am I? Why am I here?” (Rief 10). In
critical pedagogy, this is important as well, but again, the focus is not just on being heard
but also on hearing others. And critical pedagogues complicate the notion that students
always want to write about personal experience. Many of them, having been asked or
encouraged by too many teachers to write about their immigrant lives or experiences as a
particular ethnic group are “dead tired of writing about their cultural selves” (Seitz 19).
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In the writing workshop, the unexamined expectation is that the experiences
students share in their writing—by way of answering these questions—will be welcomed,
even celebrated by their audience of peers and teachers, that there is no potential cost to
students for revealing their truths. Writing workshop advocates feel it’s important “to
help young people see writing as a safe medium, a place for exploration and discovery,
and to see the writing class as a supportive community” (Calkins 106). In identifying
writing as “an act of self-exposure” (106) Calkins assumes that students can express who
they truly are and be safe—even celebrated. Critical pedagogues know that not all
students want to tell or would feel safe telling their stories and consider how teachers
might help to protect students who are not concerned “about being perceived as ‘good’ or
‘bad’ writers” so much as whether what they revealed about themselves in their writing
“would result in specific interpretations of and consequent behavior toward them, not
their texts, not their writing” (Lee 170, original emphasis). For some student writers,
there is no such thing as a safe space. From the perspective of critical pedagogy, writing
workshop advocates “over-estimate the goodwill and openness that students have toward
one another, especially across lines of social class, gender, and race (Lensmire 20). The
“I” in Rief’s questions Who am I? Why am I here? is an I that is inextricably situated in a
context of society and power, and “not all writers can access power from within
themselves” (Lee 83). It is also necessary to consider not only the well-being of the writer
but the well-being of the audience—in this case, the other students and the teacher/s as
well. I will address this in more detail later in this section.
One of the more prominent features of a writing workshop is that students have
significant choice—what to write about, what genre of writing they will employ, and so
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on. It is, by definition, differentiated: each child has a highly individualized curriculum as
“the choice of what pieces, what genres, work best is always the decision of the student”
(Rief 15). Critical pedagogy promotes choice but complicates it by situating choice
within the social context of power relations. Choice is never separate from the social,
which exerts its influence in all spheres, in ways that encourage both revealing and
concealing oneself. Choice is not uncomplicated, especially when “the kind of racist,
sexist, and homophobic sentiments now signified by the term ‘hate speech’ surface in our
classrooms” (Miller 395-396).
With regard to product, in a writing workshop, the teachers' role is not to tell
students what strong writing is, but instead, to model for students a broad range of what it
might be and to help students discover for themselves what they consider to be effective
writing. Writing workshop teachers promote the idea that the “definition of best will be—
should be—ever changing” (Atwell 4, original emphasis) and that “children can develop
a more flexible sense of what good writing is” (Calkins 89) but that “good writing
…must try to achieve balance, form, and grace” (Calkins 139) and that “when an author
speaks out clearly, forcefully, and honestly, the writing is strong” (69). Within critical
pedagogy, the concept of what constitutes strong writing is also mutable. However, it is
also not isolated from the social and very much influenced by power. And critical
pedagogues grapple not only with what constitutes strong writing but also what the
implications of the writing might be. This raises such questions as, What is the teacher’s
role if students are writing, as Calkins describes, “clearly, forcefully, and honestly,” but,
as Lensmire notes, intending to use their writing to attack other students? Critical
pedagogues see that strong writing can also be problematic writing.
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Some writing workshop advocates have taken steps away from promoting full
autonomy for the writer and steps toward incorporating more concern for social
responsibility by expressing the expectation that students produce writing that is not just
personally meaningful but socially meaningful as well, so that the writing “has little to do
with creating a monument and more to do with gaining consciousness” (Calkins 219).
However, this consciousness is still more personal and less socially oriented than
consciousness that is viewed through a lens of critical pedagogy.
It is in the second edition of her landmark book, In the Middle, that Atwell asks
her students to consider “What problems need solving—in your life, others’ lives, this
school, community, state, country, world?” (458), without dictating to students what
those “problems that need solving” are. Some workshop teachers have, to some degree,
articulated the desire for students to use “written language to act” (Atwell 457, original
emphasis) and “to make sense out of his or her own life” (Calkins 106). Again, Atwell
and Calkins’ messages here are in line with a traditional workshop approach—that the
writer’s primary focus should be on the writer’s own life, without reflecting on how one’s
own circumstances could be a stepping stone to critical thinking about how those
circumstances are created by others, how they affect others, and/or how others might
have been denied access, which is the critical “connection between their own lives and
the larger society” (Fiore and Elsasser 89).
One result of inviting this kind of personal and social exploration into the writing
classroom is that “monsters and outlaws will walk in the door” (Lensmire 115), and
teachers are often “unprepared to deal with what happens when the world so clearly and
boldly enters our classrooms” (Lee 40) especially since “outlaws are outside the law,
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sometimes, not because they are bad but because they are good” (Lensmire 115). A
writing workshop approach of responding to circumstances such as “when certain
topics… (violence, sexism, racism, and so on) can do damage to the community” might
be to “ask students to make another choice about what they will write about” thereby “not
taking away a child’s right to choose” but “taking away his or her ability to hurt another
person” (Ray and Laminack 9). However, this practice is problematic for critical
pedagogues. Critical pedagogy and writing workshop try “neither to establish a
community where a simple pluralism rules and hate speech is just one of the voices,
nor…an environment that is relentlessly threatening” (Miller 395-396). However, what
might hurt whom is a complicated determination to make. Also, “taking offense” and
quieting the provoking or potentially dangerous voices might be “the wrong tactic” that
doesn’t transform or eradicate those ideas but just sends them underground to fester and
grow (Miller 405). Critical pedagogues engage with student writing “without
romanticizing…or affirming what might constitute racist, sexist, or otherwise oppressive
ideologies and practices” (McLaren 49), nor do they necessarily stifle them.
Critical pedagogy also does not require particular political action on the part of
the student because “students must determine for themselves…based on their own
criteria, which values and identities they should accommodate, resist, and negotiate”
(McComiskey 92). The hopeful aspect of this is that critical pedagogy, as Shor explains,
creates a context within which students can see “that knowledge and the world” are not
necessarily “fine the way they are” (Empowering 12) but that “students can intervene”
(Lee 273). Educators who employ critical pedagogy can further help students to
“critically examine…their political and cultural experiences” (Elsasser and Steiner 56),
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and help students “be open to learning, growth, changing their minds” (Lensmire 101,
original emphasis) and seeing that “culture itself is a constantly changing process and that
their own writing can influence some of the changes that cultures undergo”
(McComiskey 24). One of the keys to achieving these goals is that critical pedagogues
strive to “begin where the students are, rather than where one thinks they should be”
(Miller 405) both in their writing and their level of conscientization.
With regard to the basic goal of writing instruction—that students actually make
progress as writers and thinkers—writing workshop aims to create an environment in
which students are not punished for being beginning writers but instead are given
“opportunities—to write terribly as they search for the good writing” (Rief 32). As
Atwell notes, “kids usually write as well as they can. As you help them move forward,
their best will get better. A piece of writing that isn’t working yet isn’t working yet; it’s
not bad” (225). Critical pedagogy works to complicate this approach as well by bringing
into question in the first place what it means for a piece of writing to “work.” Critical
pedagogy challenges teachers to consider another set of questions: What has gone into
the production and how is it being consumed? What are the social forces that impacted
what was written and how it was written? What social forces influence whether readers
think the writing is strong or weak? In engaging with these questions, teachers using
critical pedagogy need to acknowledge that they themselves are a component in the social
forces that impact student writing and affect how that writing is perceived and judged.
This acknowledgment can help teachers remember that they themselves are not, and
should not be, above or beyond revision. This critical approach that focuses on growth
toward mastery is a process where teachers “accept the child where the child is” (John
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Dewey quoted by Wink 106). Critical pedagogues believe that, for students, not only
“what they write can be changed” (Willis 2) but that “knowledge and the world are not
fixed”—beginning writers will at some point become more experienced writers and an
unjust world does not need to remain so—and that there is a “role for students to play in
transforming” conditions (Empowering 12). There is also a role for teachers to transform
as “the critical paradigm…says that both teachers and students start out at less than zero
and more than zero simultaneously” (Empowering 201, original emphasis). In critical
pedagogy, teachers “must always try to learn and teach so that we grow” (Wink 79). Part
of this involves teachers also seeing themselves as agents of change as they examine the
“visible and hidden human interactions between a teacher and learner” (Wink 1) and
between the learner and school, so that “if the curriculum needs to be challenged,”
teachers should “challenge it.” As Wink asks, “If not us, then who?” (Wink 109).
It is important to acknowledge that both pedagogies offer hope, the importance of
which cannot be overvalued in education and in processes of transformation. Both
pedagogies promote interest in students as individuals and the belief that they can grow
and make progress. Writing can be extremely demanding work, and examining injustice
can be profoundly challenging and abysmally depressing; in order to make progress,
keeping hope alive is paramount. Peter McLaren reminds us that “Critical educators must
function as more than mere agents of social critique. They must attempt to fashion a
language of hope that points to new forms of social…relations” (56). Both writing
workshop and critical pedagogy advocates have a strong alignment of purpose in this
area, though critical pedagogy takes the hopefulness that writing workshop practitioners
foster within their classrooms and individual students and projects it into the world and
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the possibility of justice. Before anything else, “critical pedagogy is about hope” (Wink
174).

What About Assessment?
The greater challenge than developing an approach that grants primacy to revision
in the writing process is assessment, the proverbial elephant in the classroom. How is this
writing pedagogy possible with the expectation of governments, school administrators,
students, and parents/guardians that students will 1) earn grades on assignments which
will be posted on electronic grade books (accessible to students, parents/guardians, and
administrators) and report cards4 and 2) continue to improve on state assessments? And
what such grading system is also 3) sustainable for most middle school teachers5 and 4)
capable of promoting the goals of critical pedagogy? In other words, how does one
maintain assessment and grading expectations while teaching students to write in a way
that prioritizes critical process? In the following sections, I will first address the inherent
problems with grading student writing, which revolve around the political and
appropriative role of grading in the classroom as well as the over-emphasis on grading
final drafts—product over process. I will then explore the solution I am putting forth:
grading revisions as critical pedagogy. Here, I will address the importance of revision and
teachers’ requiring it as well as various ways in which grading revisions is in alignment

4

Many students and families are so invested in these grades that they take advantage of an app offered by
our electronic grade book that sends, via text or email, a daily update of the students’ grades and an alert
when zeros are entered for assignments. It’s not uncommon, on the very day a test is given, for a teacher to
get an email from a parent asking why the test grade has not yet been posted.
5
The “first requirement for any system of responsive grading is that it be sustainable” (Newkirk and Kent
68). I typically have approximately one hundred students, and many teachers across the United States have
far more. Any grading system that has a chance for success will enable teachers to assess student work in
an efficient and timely way.
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with critical pedagogy, particularly the potential it has for developing a mindset in
students that prepares them to see what, in the various worlds they inhabit, needs
improvement and to see themselves as agents of that change.

The Pain of Grading
The problems with grading writing are so numerous that many teachers lament
that we are compelled to grade it in the first place. In fact, “assessing, testing or grading
student writing is often framed as the worst aspect of the job of teaching student writers”
(Huot 63). Grading repositions teachers, as many have pointed out, from writing coach to
writing evaluator. Also, “the marking of that student essay with a grade is not an
insignificant, nor apolitical, gesture” (Boyd 15), which is particularly true when teachers
use the traditional model of grading final draft writing (the product). Boyd stresses that
“the grading system, with its obvious ties to the disciplinary function of education, must
be regarded as an important component of the quest to exercise and impart ‘social
control’” (7) as though “the student were a carrier of disease who might infect all” (13).
Teachers will complain at times that students are too grade-focused, but why wouldn’t
they be? Grades are what students earn in return for their labor. They are the currency of
education. And, as Seitz points out, teachers “must respect students’ instrumentalist
motives if we hope to gain their trust in the writing classroom” (Seitz 59), especially
since students didn’t create this transactional grading system—it is the system that we
impose on them. It is imperative to carefully consider assessment and grading for the
critical writing workshop.
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With specific regard to grading writing, the traditional practice is to place great—
often entire—assessment value on final drafts, final products. Privileging the final draft,
however, presents many problems. One effect is to strip students of the agency and
investment that would be highly valued in a critical workshop classroom. When final
drafts bear the most assessment weight, students often find themselves striving to create
the final draft the teacher wants (or what they think the teacher wants), because “teacher
commentary often appropriates and redirects the students’ texts” (Stygall 324). And,
understandably, students want to do well, which, in most schools, means getting high
grades more than gaining a sense of improvement of skills.
When students learn to write final drafts primarily to please the teacher, not to
construct and experiment with their own thinking, nor to foster their own ideas of what
strong writing is, they are not becoming better writers. These conditions of assessment
would prompt critical pedagogues to ask, “Who is talking in these texts?” (Prior 291)
because the teacher has put “the ownership of student texts…in doubt” (Stygall 324).
Words “become ‘one’s own’”—understanding that our words are always at least “half
someone else’s” (Prior 297)—“only when the speaker populates it with [their] his own
intentions, accent” when the speaker “appropriates the word, adapting it to [their] his own
semantic and expressive intension” (Prior 297). While writing teachers know that there
are times when writers may have a strong desire or need to please their audiences (think
of Seitz’s students seeking economic mobility writing cover letters and business memos),
if this is the student writer’s primary experience in writing, the main educational benefits
of writing will be lost. In assessing only final draft writing, a teacher “privileges only the
final product of writing rather than the enlightening process of creating it” (Shiffman 59).
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The possible solution I am proposing for the critical writing workshop is to shift
the balance of focus of assessment away from the final draft and toward this enlightening
process of revision. Regardless of one’s interest in integrating critical pedagogy into the
writing process, revision is one of the most, if not the most, important components of the
writing process. I believe that writing revision might also be a key to advancing the
interests of critical pedagogy. Most writing teachers want to hold students to high
standards of rigor and accountability and want all students to become stronger writers. In
a critical writing workshop, these goals also apply but only in concert with additional
goals of students’ making progress in using “literacy as a tool of personal growth and
societal transformation” (Elsasser and John-Steiner 60).
Placing heavy evaluative weight on revising works in many ways to advance the
goals of critical pedagogy in part by taking the pressure off of students to produce a
perfect product. I feel that this will lead students to have a frame of mind and to gain
skills that will help them see themselves as agents of change in the world. First, revision
requires noticing that something in their writing might be better—or at least being willing
to accept that there could be improvements. It demands the willingness to experiment in
ways that might make the writing stronger…or might not. It requires the ability to
conceive of what might make the writing better and the ability to execute those ideas.
Revision also necessitates the ability to manage the discomfort that change often brings,
as well as frustration when attempts to improve don’t actually work, and the resilience to
persevere with re-revising to either improve on the original revisions or to develop
entirely new solutions for making the writing stronger. It requires an engaged, flexible,
problem-solving, determined, reflective, and patient mental attitude. And what does it
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require for a person to be an agent of change in their lives, local communities, and world?
I believe that they might be the same skills and mindset that are necessary for revising
writing. While students might grapple with issues of the world relevant to creating a just
world within the content of their writing in ways that might promote critical thinking
skills (that I outline in the next section), it is my belief that, regardless of the content of
their writing, students might be able to see the world as revisable because of their being
able to see writing as revisable. By grading students’ writing primarily on the revisions
they attempt instead of the final product, giving students vital experience revising and
largely freeing them from the pressure to produce the perfect product, students can gain
these skills which they will be able to transfer to their lives beyond the writing classroom
to the process of creating a just world.

Grading Revisions
Why am I so interested in making revisions the primary focus of grading student
writing? As Brian Huot explains, “what we assess determines what we value” (64).
Calkins agrees with most when she writes that “revision is essential to the writing
process” (20). Revision is paramount because it is “about seeing what else is possible in a
draft…Revision is ‘playing around with the possible’” (Ray and Laminack 267). Even if
revisions did not hold promise as a way of teaching a critical writing workshop, they
would be valuable enough to assess. However, as we have seen, revision isn’t just a
process of making writing more concise or clear—revision can also “affect writers’
knowledge” (Fitzgerald and Markham 4). Allowing students to write without revising is
allowing them to put minimal thought into all aspects of their writing. So that students
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gain the writing and thinking skills revision fosters, teachers must not merely give
students the time and freedom to experiment with impunity but hold the expectation that
students will experiment with revisions to their writing and affirm that expectation by
attaching it to credit students earn. This practice will make thinking and rethinking
central, active components to students’ writing process.
That process must then be acknowledged and evaluated in the assessment or
grading of the writing—even if the revision does not immediately produce stronger
writing—because it is the process of revision that is of long-term value. As Reade
Dornan et al observe, “freedom to experiment with language forms and genres, without
risk,” of being punished for that experimenting “is critical to good writing development.
Writers who fear making mistakes are writers whose writing is likely to be safe,
traditional, and dull” (24), and for a critical workshop teacher, if a student’s writing is
safe, traditional, and dull, their thinking might be as well. Ralph Fletcher and JoAnn
Portalupi say it plainly that “Students need to take risks to develop as writers” (105). In
the critical workshop, students also need to take writing risks in order to develop as
thinkers and prospective future agents of change. If we want students to take these risks
that are so beneficial to their writing, we need not only require risk-taking but “give
students a grade for risk” (Lane 129). I also propose that this grade for risk values the
risk-taking over the result of the risk-taking. This is, in part, because it is often hard to
even know that a student has taken risks—risk-taking might be hidden—if all of the risks
turn out well. Nick Carbone and Margaret Daisley affirm that “if a grading system cannot
or will not lead to major changes and improvements in the teaching/learning of writing, it
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has no reason for being…grading systems should be an extension of what teachers are
trying to do” (92).
Through revision, students can experiment with and revise their own thinking,
asking themselves as they are writing, “What am I discovering as I write this?” (Calkins
119, original emphasis). If “writing is the production of meaning” in other words, if
“writing is thinking” (Hillocks 198, my emphasis), then revising is questioning,
experimenting with, and transforming thinking. As Lee Odell explains, “if this ability to
think is essential for effective writing, an assessment of a student’s writing should give us
some insight into the thinking reflected in that writing” (7). While Odell’s conception of
thinking is more cognitive than critical, there is value in considering how he sees
teachers’ ability to access students’ thinking for assessment purposes. Because “no
finished text can reflect all the thinking processes that went into creating that text” (Odell
7), revisions on drafts become a crucial artifact for documenting student thinking.
It’s worthwhile to pause and reflect on that word, “thinking.” What does the word
encompass? What does it mean to the critical writing workshop? The “moment of
revision” in critical pedagogy, “offers us the chance to ask students to rethink not just
what they have to say but also what they are trying to do as writers” (Harris 588). Freire
asserts that “I cannot think for others or without others, nor can others think for me”
(Freire 108, original emphasis). In the critical workshop it will be important for “students
not only to feel capable of using language powerfully, toward a specific intent and to a
particular audience, but also to feel responsible for the world within their words and for
the readers they do (and do not) evoke—that is, represent—in their writing” (Lee 33).
Thinking skills are at the heart of what most teachers want their students to gain in any
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curriculum; the thinking skills and mental attitudes that I believe could be the outcome of
a critical workshop and evidence of critical thinking are as follows:
1. The ability to imagine and consider possibilities and create positive change
(the keystones of critical pedagogy)
2. A sense of ownership of their own writing (i.e., students feeling ownership
over what they want to write and how they want to write it)
3. Consideration of audience (e.g., how students position readers)
4. Consideration of community (e.g., how students position groups of people
who may or may not be readers of their writing)
5. Risk-taking in the content, wording, and/or form of their writing (i.e.,
students’ trying revisions in their writing that they are not sure will work or
that they or the teacher will like).
These are the thinking skills I believe students can gain and grow through revising
writing in a critical workshop, and they are also the thinking skills that I believe students
might be able to apply to other areas of their lives and communities that would allow
them to be agents of change in moving the world closer to justice. While “activism
cannot be a requirement, only a suggestion and a choice” (Empowering 252), critical
pedagogues would encourage students to take writing beyond clarity or conciseness to
making “connections…between single problems and the larger societal system”
(Empowering 127). Critical pedagogues can help students see that what they do “starts in
the classroom” but then can go “out into the community to make life a little better” (Wink
74).
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While teachers cannot think for students (Freire 108), we can promote this critical
thought process. Critical pedagogues see writing as “both a way of knowing and acting, a
way of understanding the world and also changing it” (McComiskey 62). Writing
revision and thought are necessary partners in the critical workshop, and, in the critical
classroom, it is the teacher’s role to illuminate and orchestrate this nexus.
Grading revisions might also promote movement toward a more just world
because placing assessment value on revising is also an effort equalizer. With this
approach, no longer will just some students be “struggling” writers for whom it is
necessary to perform much more labor than others in order to succeed (or too often, in
order to fail, despite their efforts). In the critical workshop, all students, like all writers,
will likely struggle to some degree with their writing because even experienced writers
will need to grapple with their texts and thinking to figure out how, or if, they can make
their writing and thinking “closer to fitting the demands of the situation” (Faigley and
Witte 411). This system enables beginning writers—who are too often punished with low
grades for their lack of experience and fluency—to earn high grades by engaging with
this work and for more experienced, fluent writers—who too often are not pushed to
grow as writers and thinkers—to not earn high grades until they have engaged in this
process of revision.
Grading for revisions also upholds critical workshop tenets of agency and
accountability. While maintaining rigor, teachers can grant students the power, once they
have attempted revisions, to reject all the revisions they experimented with and create a
final draft just like their original draft or a final draft that was ultimately revised based
entirely on the students’ own ideas, in other words, not the final draft the teacher was
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envisioning. Students can be liberated from the often-implied message of “don’t do it that
way, do it my way” that can infuse teacher suggestions for revisions (McGarrell and
Vebeem 234). With a grading revisions approach, student writers have the “right and
ability to experiment with innovative ways of deploying the codes taught in the
classroom” (Lu 457), whatever those codes might be—showing not telling, narrative or
expository progression, authoritative stance, and so on—because it is mainly the labor
that is graded, not the result. Under a grading system that prioritizes the final draft,
students might be penalized for imperfect execution of a risk or growth area or executing
a code that the teacher doesn’t value or understand.
There is also a cultural component to what readers value in writing. As a White,
European-American teacher, I might not be aware or appreciative of, for example, an
African-American discourse pattern that might use “narrative as part of argumentation or
exposition” (Dornan et al 211). Elbow explains that “our concept of good writing is
socially constructed...there are multiple and competing social constructions of good
writing—even in the same community” (Do We Need 88). With revision grading,
students are still responding to the teacher's recommendations about what to experiment
with, and therefore the teacher's culturally-based visions of what the writing could
be. However, because students control the final product, revision grading has the
potential of reducing the impact of teacher subjectivity in both the grade and the students'
own vision of powerful writing. The student writer can see the teacher as one voice that
potentially influences, not determines, what the writing will be.
However, though students can access a great amount of freedom through this
approach, it does not mean that, in the critical writing workshop, students would not be
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held accountable, for example, for learning the standard mechanical conventions of
writing (paragraphing, spelling, punctuation, etc.)—even if they choose to alter them in
their final drafts. While writing teachers have historically been overly concerned with the
conventions of Standard English, stressing that “errors” are a distraction that obstruct the
readers’ comprehension of a text, critical pedagogues call for disrupting this obsession
with conventions. Elbow says it plainly: Teachers need to “get over” the distraction they
claim from “mistakes” (Inviting 667). However, disrupting the attention and priority
granted to the conventions of Standard English does not mean eliminating all
conventions. In a world in which many students (such as the immigrant populations Seitz
references and Black American populations Lisa Delpit cites) have a strong and
understandable desire to advance economically, learning the codes of power is crucial.
Critical pedagogues acknowledge that there is a “culture of power,” and Delpit reminds
us that, given this truth, “students must be taught the codes” (45, original emphasis) of
written language, which “will allow them success in the larger society” (Delpit 29).
However, in a critical workshop, these conventions should be taught so that
students also understand how “arbitrary language standards are” as well as “how
politically charged they are” (Delpit 44). In a critical workshop, instead of teaching a
narrow set of rules, teachers make room for the conventions of many forms of English
while also expecting students to demonstrate reasonable control over the conventions of
Standard English. Critical pedagogy holds both of these truths, that “it is possible to meet
every one of those criteria6” that are often cited as elements of strong writing “and still

The criteria Elbow lists are: “sticking to the topic...; getting the information or concepts right; having
good ideas of one’s own; reasoning carefully; giving enough arguments, evidence, and examples;
organizing effectively; and making meaning clear at the sentence level” (Inviting 666).
6
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use lots of language people call wrong” (Inviting 666, original emphasis) and that
Standard English has a place in Canagarajah’s vision of polydialectally-competent
students’ repertoires. Grading revisions enables students to learn how experimenting with
a variety of codes or conventions has the potential of achieving a variety of powerful
rhetorical effects, without the students’ grades being contingent on the teachers’ fully
appreciating these effects or the students’ having mastered these conventions. Therefore,
instead of being rewarded for safe behavior that stunts growth, teachers can promote
student growth by expecting and validating students’ reaching, experimenting, and risktaking.
Using revisions as a means of assessing writing does not preclude any evaluation
of final draft writing. As Delpit writes, “teachers do students no service to suggest, even
implicitly, that ‘product’ is not important. In this country, students will be judged on their
product regardless of the process they utilized to achieve it” (Delpit 31). Product does
matter. Writing for tests (for example) is, after all, a product-oriented genre and must be
taught as such—not to the exclusion of, but side-by-side with other genres. One of the
elements of the Massachusetts Frameworks (a revised Common Core curriculum), is that
students write with a high level of awareness of purpose and audience. When students
practice test writing, they should write with the knowledge that the purpose is to show the
scorers that they, the students, can write conventionally7 (though not formulaically)

I must note my use of the word “conventional” with regard to writing because many writing
teachers assume that this primarily refers to the five-paragraph essay. My experience working for
several years with the Massachusetts Department of Elementary and Secondary Education
(MASS DESE) on the Massachusetts Comprehensive Assessment System (MCAS, our state
assessment) Development and on the Writing Standards in Action committees, and for one
summer as an MCAS scorer, and once as an anchor-setter, is that they do value conventionally
strong writing but not the five-paragraph construction. Committee members often commented on
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strong writing and, for this audience, final draft rules supreme; product, not process,
prevails. It means that students must focus on making their final draft appealing to a
broader audience, not just themselves. Giving revisions primacy in the assessment
process in no way precludes including product in assessment.
Student writers in a critical workshop also need to be held accountable to their
audiences. Like any aspect of education, “language is…a tool for empowerment” and “a
weapon of disempowerment” (Lee 40). In the critical classroom, one crucial role for
teachers is to encourage awareness in students of how they are positioning readers in a
piece of writing and to position them in such a way that moves the world closer to justice.
When teachers grade students on the work they put into their revisions, they are allowing
students to experiment with various ways of including or excluding others from their
writing and to think carefully about what this positioning means without losing credit for
grappling.
Through this process, I believe that students can begin to position themselves as
agents of change not only in their writing, but in their lives and the societies they inhabit.
It is also my hope that the freedom that revisions grading offers will encourage and
enable students to think more favorably about the process of revising, because, and this
must be addressed, many students believe that their writing does not need revision. My

a student's writing being successful despite its five-paragraph construction, not because of it.
There are many examples of score 5 and 6 (the highest scores) anchor papers for grades seven
and ten assessments that are not five paragraph essays. And several anchor papers that are five
paragraphs have some extremely long paragraphs, leading me to believe that teachers have
stressed the five-paragraph format, and that students have found it insufficient to contain their
writing. At any rate, in my experience, MCAS scorers have not been instructed to place value on
five paragraphs.
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students are often piqued, crushed, or even angered by the suggestions I give them for
revising, even though they know I don’t compel them to include these revisions in their
final drafts. A colleague, whose child was a student of mine several years ago, recently
told me that her child used to fume about the revision suggestions I gave them because, in
their mind, their writing was perfect just the way it was. This was a student who was
compliant and enthusiastic as well as a devoted writer. I was stunned; I would never have
guessed that this student harbored these feelings. This showed me that it’s not just the
students who are vocal about being offended by suggestions to revise who feel this
way—that beneath compliance there can also be resentment. There are also students who
feel that getting suggestions for revisions means that they are not strong writers (even
though I make it clear that everyone gets many suggestions). Sometimes students will
write that a goal they have for their next piece of writing is not to get so many
suggestions (meaning, to write first drafts strong enough, “good” enough, to not warrant
revision suggestions). Like Welch, I wonder why, if I see “revision as an
opportunity…do students so often resist it? And what can this resistance tell us about
revision felt not as opportunity, but as something much less benign” (Welch 35), or even
much less liberating? It is my hope that focusing on revisions for grading, will, over time,
help students see that experimenting with revisions is necessary for writers to produce
their most effective writing, not a sign that they—or their writing—have failed from the
beginning.
What helps me feel hopeful about this is that, while many of my students claim to
like their early drafts “just the way they are,” I have rarely had a student experiment with
revisions and then not use most of those revisions in the final draft. Also, in their writer’s
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reflections, students usually report that their writing is stronger because of their revisions.
It’s possible that this is because these students don’t really trust that they can make their
final drafts whatever they want them to be, or that they don’t trust that they can be honest
with me about their experience revising their writing. However, I believe that it’s largely
the knowledge that everyone (even “strong” writers) must revise, and that students can go
back and make the final draft an exact replica of the early draft, that will ultimately give
them the reassurance they need to experiment with their writing and feel more positive
about it. Students will hopefully, eventually, become receptive to change, knowing that I
am not requiring them to revise because I think that “something is wrong with a draft”
(Calkins 91) or, more importantly, wrong with them, their experiences, or their values. It
is my goal that eventually they will believe me when I tell them that everyone, strong and
emerging writers alike, is going to revise extensively because I expect all students to 1)
explore the possibilities of their writing and thinking, 2) show me that they are capable of
using certain elements of writing, and 3) make progress.
Toward this end, my aim was to study the approach of teaching writing using a
critical writing workshop and grading writing through revisions because I believe this
system of emphasizing revision in the writing process could be considered critical
pedagogy.
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CHAPTER 2
SITUATING THE STUDY: THE WHAT, WHERE, WHO, AND HOW

Research Questions
In pursuing this research, I hoped to learn the extent to which focusing on
revisions facilitated and promoted critical pedagogy in public middle school classrooms
and critical thinking in public middle school students.
The first issue to address in this pursuit is students’ attitudes toward revision
which I supposed was mainly one of error-correction. I was also supposing that my
approach might promote a shift in students’ attitude toward seeing revision as a process
of experimentation with meaning, expression, and critical thinking that would help them
see what was possible in their writing. Therefore, I needed to get a measure of students’
actual attitudes toward revision at the beginning of the study and throughout so that I
could see the extent to which my first assumption (that students see revision as errorcorrection) was valid, and to determine if my approach did seem to effect a change in
their attitude toward more critical thinking.
Next, I would need to see if there was a nexus between students’ attitudes toward
revision and what kinds of actual revisions they tried in their writing. What students
reported feeling could be an indication of how they were changing or not changing in
their attitudes toward revision and, possibly, in their critical thinking. What students
actually did in their revisions might be congruent with feelings they reported (if their
attitude is that revision is error-correction, and they actually do focus on ‘correcting”
conventions such as spelling, in their revising) or they could belie what they reported
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feeling (a student might report an error-correction attitude toward revision but in fact be
making much more substantial, critical revisions in their writing). In looking at both
reported feelings and actions, I was hoping to have richer data that might help me come
to stronger conclusions.
Next, in order for students to engage in revising at a more critical level than errorcorrection, they would need to feel some ownership of their writing. As Paul Prior
concluded, “studies of how English teachers respond to writing and how students then
revise their texts have repeatedly identified ownership as a key issue” (288). It was my
hope that, if students felt ownership in their writing, they would feel agency to engage
with their writing at a critical level and might be able to transfer the revision skill set to
other areas of their lives they felt ownership over. Therefore, it would be crucial for me to
attempt to assess the extent to which students did indicate feeling ownership of their
writing—the content, style, words, etc.—that comprise their writing.
Lastly, I would need to see if this approach to writing seemed to enable students
to apply writing revision skills to other areas of their lives and their worlds. Did it help
them to see what might be improved not just in their writing but in their lives and
communities and to see themselves as agents of those improvements, those changes?
With these factors in mind, I had the following research questions:
1. What are students’ attitudes toward revision?
2. How do these attitudes connect to the kinds of revisions students make?
3. How do these attitudes connect to students’ feelings of ownership of their
writing?
4. Is this approach to writing instruction critical pedagogy?
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My Role as Researcher
The site I chose for my study was my own eighth grade English language arts
(ELA) classroom at Mohawk Trail Regional School (MTRS), a true public school, not a
charter school8. I chose this site, in part, because any other site felt impossible. I am, as
Ruth Ray describes, a “teaching researcher” (295); I conducted this study while working
as a full-time middle school teacher. I needed a site that afforded me frequent access to
participants in order to collect data, and using any other classroom would have taken me
away from my own students too often to be feasible. Secondly, I also needed a site where
writing would be taught the way that was necessary for my study—with an emphasis on
revisions as experiments to see what’s possible with writing, not error-correction
(including vigilance about not using terms such as “fixing” when talking about revising),
and an emphasis on grading revisions with much more weight than the final draft. In
reality, my ability to impose this approach on another teacher was non-existent.
Therefore, I sought and received permission from my advisors and principal to conduct
the study in my own school and classroom.
Typically, a teacher researcher is a teacher who conducts informal research in
their own classroom and shares “the results of their inquiry, either orally or in written
form, to other teachers” (Ray 295). This is the approach that teacher researchers such as
Atwell, Calkins, and Rief used. It can be a valuable endeavor and, “its own genre, not
entirely different from other types of systematic inquiry into teaching yet with some quite

8

As noted in chapter one, true public schools welcome all students in the school district (and sometimes
beyond). There is no application, selection, or lottery system to attend our school.
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distinctive features” (Cochran-Smith and Lytle, as quoted by Ray 295). One of those
features is the ethical question of conducting research on students without the benefit of
Institutional Review Boards to oversee the research and protect the rights, privacy, and
dignity of students and their families. As Ray notes, “The ethical dimensions of teacher
research have barely been explored” (296), but the motives are sound, and certainly the
teacher research of Atwell et al have been transformative to many classrooms and school
districts. However, it was my desire to share my results beyond other classrooms and
teachers. It is my goal to try to address a gap in the research on critical pedagogy, both
with regard to revisions (process) and the middle school classroom. I needed a more
formal approach than what is typical for many teacher researchers.
Another challenge for teachers researching in their own classrooms is to “balance
conflicting roles and allegiances” (Ray 292). As a teacher, I had an allegiance to my
students, to their parents and guardians, to administrators, taxpayers, and beyond, and I
also had an allegiance to my own education and study. For me, teacher was always my
primary role, and in some ways my role as researcher suffered. I did let go of some
amount of data I could have gathered when I felt that my role as teacher was being
sacrificed, which resulted in my having to eliminate a small number of participants from
my final group. I also felt some amount of tension as a teacher in challenging some of the
status quo of education (such as strong focus on product and views on conventions). It
was my hope that I would be able to both “encourage students to learn within the
established school system,” because the established school system is what we had to
work with, as well as “challenge that system” (Ray 292) in some of its approaches, all the
while being an accessible, encouraging, challenging, and trustworthy teacher.
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One enormous benefit to studying students in my own classroom was that the
process of establishing trust as a researcher aligned with my need to establish trust as a
teacher. Trust was vital if I wanted students to share what they really thought and to
freely (within the confines of what is “school appropriate”) make choices with regard to
their writing. I needed them to know that I meant what I said when I told them they could
create the final draft they wanted to and that revisions they tried weren’t promises they
were making. Connected to this, I also did not have to choose from “the range of roles
that a researcher may take on while on the case, or put another way, the varied ways in
which she might position herself or be positioned as a researcher” (Dyson and Genishi
51). I would not “adopt a role as an unhelpful but attentive adult friend of children”
(Dyson and Genishi 52), as some outside researchers do, but the role of their teacher—a
helpful, attentive, and involved adult and leader who was warm and friendly, but not
really a friend.
And, as a teacher, I had a head start over an outside researcher. I had spent some
time with this group of students at the end of the previous year (when they were still in
seventh-grade). The eighth-grade teachers organized an orientation for these rising
eighth-graders which involved meeting with them in small groups. I played a getting-toknow-you game with my groups, and I performed my teacher party-trick of memorizing
all of their names during the relatively short period of time each group was with me.
These students, while in seventh grade, had seen me in the hallway several times a week
as I greeted my eighth-grade students at my classroom door or walked through the
seventh-grade corridor, smiling and saying hello, which is typical behavior for teachers in
my school. In past years, I had taught some of their siblings, and even some of their
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parents. By the time they were officially my eighth-grade students, I was not completely
unknown to them, and they knew I would be their teacher every day for the whole year.
This did not mean that all students automatically trusted me from day one, and I believe
some students never came to trust me. But, in terms of presenting myself as teacher and
researcher as “honest, informed, and genuinely concerned” (Ray 298), as well as friendly
and warm, and in terms of establishing a sense of stability as their eighth-grade teacher
whom they would see every day, I had an advantage in researching my own students.
At the time of this study, I had over 20 years of teaching experience, most of it at
MTRS. I also had a strong familiarity with the population, in terms of who my students
were, what kinds of situations they might live in, what interests they might have, and
areas of overlap in our lives. I was familiar with many of the same places and people, and
I was also neighbors with some of the students. If students mentioned finally being able
to make squirrel stew because they had amassed enough squirrels in their freezer to make
it possible, I didn’t exclaim at their eating squirrel. That’s just what some of my students
eat. Some of my students even have opinions on whether gray squirrels or flying squirrels
make better eating. When students mentioned that they had been stacking wood,
swimming at Sunburn Beach, mountain biking near the beehive kiln, hiking at High
Ledges, getting ice cream at Mo’s, going to Mass MoCA9, or “ringing the bell” at the
Ashfield Fall Festival, I knew exactly what they were talking about—I have been to those
places and done or seen those things myself. When they talked about their emus or
llamas, relatives who were famous writers, watching NASCAR, going to Broadway
shows, burning unwanted furniture in their yards, visiting relatives in Africa or Europe,

9

Massachusetts Museum of Contemporary Art, located about an hour to our west.
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or rebuilding a truck engine, I expressed enthusiasm and curiosity, but did not treat
students themselves as curiosities.
I feel that enthusiasm and curiosity are vital teacher responses generally—not just
for conducting studies. But, for the purpose of this study, I did my best to interact with
students in ways that would help to set them at ease about being honest in their responses
on the assessments, letters, and surveys. When I was collecting data, I reminded them
often that their honest responses for whatever questions they felt comfortable answering,
or whatever ideas they wanted to share, were what I was asking for and that there was no
wrong way of doing what I was asking. While they were revising their writing, I also
reminded them that they were experimenting with their revisions—trying them out, and
that ultimately, it was their choice what went into their final draft writing. When students
told me that they liked their writing the way it was, I expressed enthusiasm for that too,
telling them that I was glad that they liked their writing the way it was, and that they
could go back to that draft when they were done revising—if they thought it was the best
version.
As a veteran teacher who has had students who yelled and swore at me and
physically threatened me as well as students who gave me the gift of six beautiful eggs
their hens laid or a bracelet they made to match a particular skirt of mine they liked, I
have both confidence and humility that I hope puts most students at ease. However, along
with this, I tried to express openness to my fallibility as well as openness to feedback
from students. I constantly invited them to ask questions, I listened to them closely, and
took them seriously. But I also did not allow the class to become bogged down in endless
negotiation or to become a free-for-all; students had choice, but in my classroom could
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not “do what they want whenever they want” (Empowering 160). I agree with Shor that it
is a teacher’s “responsibility” both “to open and to limit negotiations” (Empowering 160).
My experience is that most students respond positively to this, that most students do not
want the class “hijacked” by endless negotiations or to lose productivity and focus with
too much freedom. They want to learn; they want to accomplish goals. I aimed for a
mixture of warmth, reassurance, openness, confidence (in students and in me), humility,
and enthusiasm. I hope that these qualities encouraged students to feel they could be
honest in the data I collected from them.
Researching my own students, of course, could open me up to biases and
preconceptions in looking at my data. The participants fell into a wide range of academic
skill, academic interest, behavioral tendencies, affects, and so on. Perhaps I would, as Lu
noted teachers and readers often do, give some students too much authority in their
comments and revision moves—credit them with more sophistication or insight than
others, and perhaps I could credit some participants with less—based on how
academically strong or socially sophisticated they were. Perhaps I would discount efforts
on the part of some students who struggled or disliked writing and would overly credit
some students with more critical thinking than the evidence supported. As a teacher, I
learned early how damaging preconceptions and biases can be to a student and their
education. Throughout my career, I have been shocked to learn that some of my students,
the year before I had them, were physically violent or verbally abusive to the extent that
they were not able to handle a mainstream classroom setting, and the year I had them,
they could not have been more peaceful and kind. I have seen students who struggle
mightily with their academics explain a challenging poem or passage of Hamlet to a
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student doing “honors” level work. It’s part of my job to keep an open mind about all
students and their capabilities. Still, I live in a world that encourages giving some people
more authority and admiration than others, so it is something I had to be continually
aware of both during my study and my analysis. One student in my study could be quite a
mischief-maker in school, one student had handwriting (some of the data I collected was
hand-written) that looked like that of a small child, and some of the students were either
notably sweet and friendly or edgy and even hostile at times. Some students wore trendy
outfits, were well-traveled and were on a clear path to college, and others wore what they
could, had not traveled much if at all, and had no close relative who had been to college. I
needed to continue to check my assumptions about how I was interpreting my data to not
let biases and preconceptions influence my conclusions.

Site of Study
Mohawk Trail Regional School (MTRS) is a small 7-12 school whose student
body, like many districts, has shrunk over the years. In my first year of teaching at
MTRS, the student population numbered approximately 860 students. During the year of
my study, there were approximately 440 students spread over six grades. The student
population was and remains ethnically quite homogeneous. According to the Department
of Elementary and Secondary Education (DESE) website, for the year I conducted this
study, the student body was roughly 90.5% white, 4.2% Hispanic, 2.6% Multi-Race nonHispanic, 1.5% Asian, .9% African-American, .2% Native American). The district was
socio-economically more heterogeneous. On one page of the DESE website, it states that
37.6% of the school’s population was "low income," and on another page, it indicated
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that 25.8% were "economically disadvantaged.” In the classroom, it is not always easy to
tell which students come from low-income and which from high-income families—most
students and adults at MTRS dress casually—the students mainly sport jeans, sweats, and
athletic wear. There were and are very few students for whom English is not their first
language (.4% school-wide during the year of my study). Students with disabilities
numbered 20.5% and students with "high needs" made up 38.8% of the school
population.
The school district is very rural, comprised of nine small towns, and is often
described as the geographically largest school district in Massachusetts. Our district is
comprised of lands from the Pocumtuc, Wabanaki (Dawnland Confederacy), Nipmuc,
and Abenaki indigenous territories, and our school is specifically located in Wabanaki
indigenous territory10. Many of the students and staff are related or know each other
well—often for generations. Though I did not grow up in the district, I have close
ancestral roots here as well. One of the towns in the district housed a working nuclear
power plant which closed about 30 years ago. From that point on, there have been limited
job opportunities in the area, and this, as well as a concurrent jump in housing prices that
made purchasing a home in the area difficult for young families, has been partly
responsible for a drop in the student numbers at MTRS. In this school, most of the adults
know most of the students’ names, if not their whole families. While from the description
it might seem like a provincial site, our school has a mix of student and faculty
experience. I have the occasional student who has never ridden in an elevator and

10

According to native-land.ca, which provides indigenous territory mapping that is as accurate as they are
able to construct at this time.
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students whose families have close ties to international celebrities and everything in
between. We also have LGBTQ student groups in both the middle and high school, and
just a year or so after my study, several students who are openly transgender and genderfluid. We have openly gay faculty and students, and we ask students which names and
pronouns they prefer for school and for home. Many students and staff are concerned
with and work for social justice. The families we serve and the students in our classrooms
come from a wide range of political, social, and religious views.
In my teaching career, with the proviso that I teach the applicable ELA standards,
I have always had the freedom and responsibility to design my own curriculum. I have
chosen the readings, assignments, timing, classroom design—all aspects of curriculum. I
realize that this is an unusual situation, and it’s one I have always valued (if not at times
felt overwhelmed by—it is very time-consuming to design curriculum and materials). For
several years now, I have also been the sole eighth grade ELA teacher, with the exception
of one special education teacher who teaches ELA for a very small number of eighth
graders (sometimes zero, sometimes up to about four students). The year I conducted this
study was no different—I created the curriculum and taught almost all the eighth graders.

Participant Selection
My participants were the mainly 13 and 14-year-old eighth grade students that I
taught the year of my study (2015-2016) who assented, and whose parents gave consent
for them, to be in this study. I invited all of my classroom students to participate in the
study. At the beginning of the year, I gave all of my students 1) a form of assent for
students (see Appendix A) and 2) a consent form for parents/guardians (see Appendix
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B). For all of the research materials I created for students and parents or guardians,
including the assent and consent forms, I used the Comic Sans MS font because one of
my colleagues described it as “the most student-friendly font.” I felt that, given the
likelihood that being a part of a study was a new experience for most of my students and
their parents or guardians, I wanted the presentation to be as “friendly” as possible.
The assent forms were for the purpose of both explaining the study and getting
permission from students to participate. Because all of my potential participants were
minors and not old enough to actually give consent, I also sent home the consent form for
their parents or guardians. In both forms, I explained that I was the eighth-grade English
language arts teacher as well as a Ph.D. candidate at the University of Massachusetts at
Amherst, and that I was asking them to participate in a research study to see “if my
grading the revisions on your writing affects the way you think about your writing.” I
chose to explain my study in just one sentence because if I included too much
information, I suspected that most wouldn’t get through it all—it was important for me
that the information fit on one page to be manageable for students and busy parents. I
informed them that the study would not require extra work for participants, and I outlined
what exactly I would be asking them to do (fill out four surveys—two of which were the
pre- and post-assessments—write two informal letters, write and revise essays and
narratives, and that that was all (no interviews, video-taping, or follow-up data
collection). I felt it would be important for most students and parents that the study not
include extra work. Because middle school students rarely want to appear “different”
from their classmates, it was also important for me to clarify that participants would not
be doing any work or activities that were different from their peers. By being clear about
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what exactly participants would be asked to do, I felt that I was both reducing any
potential anxiety and creating trust.
In these forms, I also explained that I did not think that, by participating, students
would be taking any risks (e.g., to their well-being or grades—though I was hoping they
would take risks in their writing). I was concerned about including this part because I
thought it might plant the idea of risk in their minds, and therefore make them less likely
to grant assent and consent, but it was important to be transparent about this in case
students or parents wondered. I included both my contact information and my advisor
Donna LeCourt’s contact information if they wished for more information. I wanted to
make sure they knew that I was available to discuss any concerns, and I also wanted them
to know that I was being supervised and that my supervisor was available. I felt that this
would also reduce potential anxiety and build trust, which was the reason why I also
expressly stated that all data I collected would be confidential and used anonymously. It
was important that students feel free to write whatever they felt they needed to on the
assessments, surveys, and letters, as well as to not feel that their writing would be made
public and potentially embarrass or shame them. I knew anonymity would help. I
included that I thought the benefit of participating was “knowing that your thoughts about
writing will be used to help me and possibly other teachers improve their teaching.” I
hoped this might encourage some students and parents to grant assent and consent
because they would feel valued in that their participation might help and influence others.
In the assent form, I encouraged students to talk the decision over with their
parents/guardians in part because I wanted them to know that nothing we’d be doing was
secret—they could talk to adults or anyone else about it, and I felt that this would also
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build trust in the study, my professionalism, and their safety. I made it clear in both forms
that not participating would not affect grades—that I wouldn’t even know who was
participating nor look at their materials (except for the writing) until after I turned in their
final grades. I included this information because students and their adults are
understandably concerned about fairness, favoritism, and grades. I affirmed that, if they
decided to be in the study and then changed their minds, they could rescind their assent
and/or consent by letting the guidance counselor know about their decision—that I would
not know they had changed their minds until after I turned in grades. I felt that this might
help those students and adults who were wavering about whether to grant assent and
consent because they’d be able to change their minds later, and the process for doing that
was simple, involved a trusted adult, and I would not know till after the year was over.
I also let students and parents know that whether or not they participated, they
would get a copy of the form they signed and turned in. Signing a paper that goes back to
an adult they don’t know well could make some feel anxious, and I thought that having
their own copy would help them feel that they were in control of the process and would
give them the necessary information should questions arise later. Because they would
have this information, they would be able to hold me accountable should they feel at any
point that I was not following the conditions they had agreed to. At the bottom of the
forms, I included a line for parents and students to sign if they agreed to be in the study
and a line to sign if they did not agree to be in the study. Including both of these options
was important for a few different reasons. Because I didn’t want to know who the
participants were until the year was over, I didn’t want to just get forms back from
students who were participating. Therefore, I needed to have those who were not
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participating to sign and bring forms in as well. Also, sometimes parents and students
sign things without carefully reading what they are agreeing to; by having two lines, they
would need decide which line to sign, which might encourage them to at least read the
difference between the two lines. It would also be as clear as possible to me what
students and parents were assenting/consenting to or not assenting/consenting to. It might
seem like there would be no ambiguity to signing the line that says, “I agree,” but
sometimes, parents/guardians write little comments on signed forms that can make their
intentions unclear. I wanted to eliminate as much ambiguity as possible so that the only
participants in my study were those that wanted to be and those whose parents allowed
them to be.
In another attempt to reduce anxiety on the part of students and parents, my
principal and I decided that I would introduce my study during an eighth-grade assembly
at the beginning of the year—an assembly during which many beginning-of-the-year
presentations were made. Planning presentations for students and actually making
presentations are often very different experiences because of the need to adapt
presentations to perceived student needs in that moment. Ahead of this presentation, I
was quite concerned that students would be nervous and have a lot of concerns about the
study. In the actual presentation, however, my read of the room was that students were
relaxed. Most seemed to look at the information I handed out with interest, some seemed
uninterested, but they did not seem to need a lot of explanation or reassurance.
Sometimes, being overly reassuring, or offering too much information, can actually fuel
students’ anxiety. Most of them seem to take their emotional cues from the adults around
them. If adults are relaxed and confident, this helps students feel relaxed and reassured. I
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found the introduction of my study to be informal, brief, and easygoing. I didn’t sense
that students had the kind of anxiety I had originally thought they might.
With regard to direct parent/guardian contact, I was able to make a presentation
about my study directly to parents during our school’s open house. This was only two
weeks into the school year, so it was well within the time period during which I needed to
get consent and assent forms. This open house was not well attended, but the parents and
families who attended seemed to listen closely and all of them took consent forms. They
did not ask questions, nor did I get any sense that they felt any negative feelings or
anxiety about the study. I didn’t feel from them that anything unusual had happened. I
gained consent and assent from a mix of students whose parents/guardians had attended
and not attended this presentation.
I collected assent and consent forms by having students seal their individual forms
in envelopes and write their names across the seal. I thought that this would give students
more confidence in my promise to not open the envelopes until I had submitted their final
grades, and I wanted accountability with the colleague who was collecting the data. I
wanted her to see that the students themselves had put the forms in the envelopes. Having
students do this last step was the most challenging aspect of collecting the forms! It
created some moments of both laughter and frustration as some students struggled to
understand what I was asking them to do. I had to model what I meant by drawing a
picture of an envelope on the board and writing my name across the seal. Even still, many
students had to “revise” their first attempts more than once. This was actually one of the
most surprising moments of my study.
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I then delivered these envelopes to the middle school guidance counselor who,
alone in her office, opened the envelopes, noted which students had both consent and
assent to participate, and made copies of the forms (which she gave back to students).
She kept the originals locked in her office. She did let me know how many students were
participating (so I would know that I had enough participants to proceed with the study),
but not which students. Students did not seem to discuss who was participating or not—at
least I was never privy to such conversations if they took place.
I did not access any of this sealed data until I had entered students’ final grades of
the year into the electronic grade book, and the grades had been stored by the school
administration (which meant I would not be able to change any grades without going
through the administration). This timing was for two reasons. I wanted to ensure that
students’ grades could not be influenced by any of the data they had submitted (including
whether they were participating). I also wanted to make sure that I was not consciously or
unconsciously treating students differently in the classroom based on their participation
or responses (both for their sakes and for the sake of the study). In the end, I had 16
participants who had assented, consented, and completed all of the data (pre- and postassessments, surveys, letters and drafts of all five pieces of writing). At the time of my
study, of these 16, seven identified as girls, nine identified as boys, two identified as
students of Color, and 14 presented as White (as far as I could determine). For the
participants I included in my “deep dives,” out of the 12, there were five girls and seven
boys and one student of Color. Seven of the students received special education services
and five did not. I attempted to get an even distribution of these demographics, and in all
the materials I developed and presented (curriculum materials, assent/consent forms,
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assessments, letter instructions, and surveys), and in the language I used, I aimed to be
inclusive. Girls, boys, students of Color, White students, students from low and highincome environments, students needing more or less support to be academically
successful, and students belonging to many more demographics, certainly can have
school experiences that are unique to their demographics. However, beyond trying to
include a variety of students in those whose experiences I delved into, I did not address
these subsets in my research as I felt it to be beyond the scope of my study, though it
would be a potentially fruitful area for future research.

Data Collection
Through collecting this data, I hoped to gain access to thoughts about revision and
writing that students experienced while revising. I hoped to get rich data from a variety of
angles. I wanted to gain access to students’ thoughts before, during, and after the revising
process, and I wanted to see what they actually did when they revised. To this end, I
collected the following data: pre- and post-assessments on their attitudes toward and
experiences with revisions (see Appendix C); two letters they wrote, each when they
were in the midst of revising a piece of writing (see Appendix D); two identical surveys
they completed (see Appendix E), each after they had completed revising a piece of
writing; and drafts they wrote of these four pieces of writing. My conducting this
research did not involve students’ engaging in substantively different activities from what
normally occurs in my classroom, and therefore did not require that students lose
instructional/learning time or do work that was not academically sound or standardsbased. The assessments, surveys, letters, and writing all involved work and reflection that
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are commonly promoted as components of effective teaching programs. Ray
acknowledges that some critics of teaching research are concerned that it takes the
teacher’s attention away from instruction, a situation I hope I minimized by the data
sources I chose.
While I read and used only the pre- and post-assessments, surveys, and letters of
the participants, I asked all of my students to complete the pre- and post-assessments,
letters and surveys as well as the four writing pieces. Reflection is a practice that has
recognized worth for all students. Reflection is written into the Massachusetts
Curriculum Frameworks for English Language Arts and Literacy, which establishes
reflection as a required and necessary practice for at least sixth through twelfth grades in
order to help students be college and career ready. Writing standard number ten stipulates
that students should "Write routinely over extended time frames (time for research,
reflection, and revision)" (Massachusetts 2017, 23). The worth of reflection is in the
process of reflection itself. The fact that I did not read but shredded the assessments,
surveys, and reflections of students who did not participate in the study does not void the
benefit of their having reflected on their writing, thinking, and revising.
At the beginning of the study, if students were absent on a day when I
administered one of the assessments, letters, or surveys to the rest of the students, I had
those students come to my room outside of class to complete the data point they had
missed. But after a few students did this, it started to feel inappropriate, almost like a
punishment because students were sacrificing their valued break time to complete the
data point. I didn’t want students to begin to feel resentful, which might have skewed the
feelings they expressed in my data and, more importantly, fuel resentment of writing,
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revisions, and ELA class in general. I soon decided that, if a student was absent when I
collected data, unless they asked to make it up or it was simple to have them make it up
during class time, I would let that data go. There was a small number of students I needed
to disqualify from the study for this reason.
I administered the assessments, letters, and surveys in this order:
Table 1: Timeline of Data Collection and Writing Pieces
Data Form

Administered and
Collected

Piece of Writing the Data
Form was Connected To

Pre-Assessment

September

First Letter

October

Passion/This I Believe
Essay

First Survey

December

Persuasive Essay

Second Letter

January

Narrative 1

Second Survey

March

Narrative 2

Post-Assessment

May

I chose to order the data collection in this way so that I could alternate my format
for collecting data. The pre- and post-assessments were very similar to the surveys in that
students were being asked to answer specific questions. While there was ample
opportunity for students to write their own responses (most of the questions were openended, and if they were a multiple-choice variety, there was always an option for students
to explain and give examples), these assessments and surveys were basically forms
students were completing. The letters, however, were free form; students chose what they
wanted to write about and how they wanted to write it. While I offered topics for them to
explore, I made it clear that students could ignore those suggestions. In case the different
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data collection tools provided different kinds of information, and to gain helpful data
from those students who communicate better with one format or the other, I alternated the
types of data collection tool. This also allowed me to use both a survey and a letter for
each type of writing students produced.

Drafts of Student Writing
Over the course of the year, I collected drafts of student writing on four different
types of writing. The first draft that I read I call the zero draft11, which was the draft
students turned in to me for revision suggestions. There was a wide range of polish in
these drafts—some of them were very early and rough, sometimes not complete, and
occasionally there were some that were very polished that necessitated more thought on
my part to find credible revision suggestions. That there was such a range was not a
problem for my study as I had informed students that they would be revising every piece
of writing—no matter how strong the zero drafts were to begin with. I called the final
product the final draft, which was the draft that students identified as such—the draft
that, to them, represented the finished product. In between, there were different numbers
of drafts. Because of timing, absences, interest, and a host of other reasons, for some
pieces and some students, there was only one draft in between the zero and the final, for
other pieces and students, there were numerous, and this was not necessarily consistent
for each student. One student might have just done a couple of drafts of one piece of
writing, then numerous drafts of another piece of writing. I collected electronic copies of

11

I did not use this term with students; I am only using it for the purposes of writing about their drafts.
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these drafts of writing through Google documents, and students wrote and revised on
Google documents as well.
Being able to examine drafts of student writing enabled me to see what students
actually did while revising as well as when they made these revision moves. Did they
revise based on my suggestions? Did they have ideas of their own? Did they revise their
revisions? Did they focus on conventions such as spelling, punctuation, capitalization,
and so on, as revisions? If yes, on which drafts did they tend to focus on conventions? I
was hoping that the answers to these questions would help me see more clearly their
attitudes toward revision and the ownership they felt over their writing. I also collected
this data in order to compare it to my other data (pre- and post-assessments, letters, and
surveys) in order to get a more complete picture. I hoped that the ways that the data
seemed to be in agreement or contradictory for each student would help me come to
stronger conclusions about what students might have been thinking or feeling.
As noted above, the student writing that was a part of this study consisted of four
pieces that students wrote in this order: a personal passion/This I Believe essay, a
persuasive essay, and two narratives (non-fiction personal or fictional). In these
assignments (which I describe in more detail in chapter three), I continued my practice of
giving students quite a bit of choice in terms of topics, themes, and theses, as well as
what they determined would be the final draft.
Just in time for use in my study, MTRS made available to students and staff a key
platform: Google documents. The year of my study was the first year I had students using
Google docs for their writing. I chose to use this platform for several reasons. First, all of
the writing drafts students wrote and revision comments I made would be typed, not
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hand-written. This was a boon because 1) the drafts and suggestions would be easier for
students and me to read, 2) revising would be a less laborious prospect for students
generally and specifically for students who struggle with handwriting, and 3) because of
increased ease, students might be inclined to truly make all the revisions they wanted to
in addition to all of those undertaken in response to my suggestions (there would be
fewer instances of students opting to not make that last revision because it would require
rewriting a whole piece). Using Google docs also meant that I did not have to rely on
students to keep track of all of their drafts for the purpose of preserving their revisions
(and therefore my data)—all of their individual drafts were stored in Google documents’
version histories. Lastly, Google documents highlighted in green the revisions students
made on each version, saving me tremendous time and effort, and increasing the
reliability of my data.
While students probably engaged with revising their pieces before they submitted
them to me electronically, I did not include in my analysis any drafts or revisions earlier
than the zero drafts. This provided a clear “starting line” for all pieces of writing and a
reasonable scope for my study. In the print versions (as I explain in the data analysis
section of this chapter, I printed out all of the drafts of all the writing), the comment
boxes with my revision suggestions showed on the final draft. Not having access to a
color printer, on the paper versions, the revisions students made presented as gray text
among the black text of the rest of the documents.

The Pre- and Post-Assessments
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At the beginning of the year, before we began discussing writing revision in class,
I administered to students the pre-assessment on revision (see Appendix C). The print
directions included on the pre- and post-assessments asked students to please answer the
questions and to feel free to skip any questions they didn’t feel comfortable answering. I
introduced the pre-assessment by explaining that it was a place for students to record
their current thoughts, feelings, and experiences with revision, whatever that might mean
to them. I did not say anything that might encourage them to connect revising with
writing so I could see the extent to which they made or did not make this connection
themselves (which was a part of my understanding what revision meant to them). I did
not reference my study. For students who asked if their pre-assessment would be graded,
I said no—that it was for the purpose of reflecting on and recording how they felt about
revisions at this point in time. I was a little nervous about this; I was worried that some
students would not bother answering the questions if they were not graded, but this (I
found out later) did not seem to be an issue for participants. For the few students who had
questions or weren’t sure if they were “doing it right,” I just encouraged them to give
honest answers to any questions that made sense and that they felt comfortable
answering. However, most students got right to it, didn’t have questions, and finished
without issues.
I chose a pre- and post-assessment that asked identical questions because I wanted
a tool that would help capture students’ thoughts about revising before we ever discussed
or worked with revision in class and then after students had had months and multiple
opportunities to engage with, discuss, ask questions about, and reflect on revising. I felt a
tool that asked the same questions in the same order would help me make useful before65

and-after comparisons for each participant. Below, I have listed the pre- and postassessment questions and which research question/s I was hoping each one would help
answer.
Table 2: Pre-Assessment
Question

Research Question/s I Hoped this
Question Would Answer

1. What does the word “revision” mean to
you?

What are students’ attitudes toward
revision?

2. What do you do when you revise? What What are students’ attitudes toward
does revising involve?
revision?
3. What do you think is the purpose of
revising writing?

What are students’ attitudes toward
revision?

4. Do you revise your writing?

What are students’ attitudes toward
revision?

5. Why?

How do these attitudes connect to the
kinds of revisions students make?

How do these attitudes connect to
students’ feeling of ownership of their
writing?
What are students’ attitudes toward
revision?

6. When you revise, how do you usually
feel about the results?
7. Why?

How do these attitudes connect to
students’ feeling of ownership of their
writing?
8. After you revise, do you ever feel
differently about the topic of your
writing? Do you ever change your mind
about what you’re trying to say?

Is this approach to writing instruction
critical pedagogy?
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9. Please explain or give an example.
10. When you revise, do you think about
the people who will read your writing?

Is this approach to writing instruction
critical pedagogy?

11. Please explain or give an example.
12. How many other teachers have you
had who required that you revise your
writing?

How do these attitudes connect to
students’ feeling of ownership of their
writing?

Is this approach to writing instruction
critical pedagogy?
13. How have teachers in the past graded
or evaluated your revisions?

How do these attitudes connect to
students’ feeling of ownership of their
writing?

14. How would a teacher grading you on
your revisions help your writing?

What are students’ attitudes toward
revision?

How do these attitudes connect to
students’ feeling of ownership of their
writing?
What are students’ attitudes toward
revision?

15. How would a teacher grading you on
your revisions hurt your writing?

How do these attitudes connect to
students’ feeling of ownership of their
writing?
What are students’ attitudes toward
revision?

16. Do you take risks in your writing
(meaning, you try new things that you’re
not sure will work or you’re not sure your
teacher will like)?

How do these attitudes connect to the
kinds of revisions students make?

17. Please explain or give example/s.
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How do these attitudes connect to
students’ feeling of ownership of their
writing?

Is this approach to writing instruction
critical pedagogy?
18. How much do you feel that the writing How do these attitudes connect to
(essays, stories) that you do for classes is
students’ feeling of ownership of their
your writing (what you want to write
writing?
about and how you want to write it)?
19. Why?
What are students’ attitudes toward
revision?

20. How would you characterize yourself
as a writer (circle one):
Terrible

Okay

Strong

I am the best writer in the world

How do these attitudes connect to
students’ feeling of ownership of their
writing?

21. Why?
22. Are there other things besides writing
that you revise? (List as many as you
like.)

Is this approach to writing instruction
critical pedagogy?

23. Why do you revise the things you
listed above?

Is this approach to writing instruction
critical pedagogy?

I administered all of the assessments, letters, and surveys in class, and students
had as much of the class period as they needed to complete them; if students had felt
rushed, I was sure I would lose valuable data. I also remained in the room with students
as they did this work. With older students, having the teacher leave the room might make
them feel more comfortable in expressing themselves. With middle school students, I felt
that they would be more comfortable having me in the room as I would be familiar to
them (not just as their teacher, but a trusted and protective adult), and my staying would
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indicate that the situation and work they were doing was normal and routine, which
would help middle school students feel at ease. Leaving the room would have been a
break from the routine of the classroom, which could have fueled anxiety or have been
interpreted by students as a signal from me that the work I was asking them to do wasn’t
important enough to merit my presence. My leaving the room would also have presented
a safety issue, and it would have encouraged students to talk with each other—
commenting on the questions and vocalizing their responses (and, in the process,
attempting to entertain their classmates by generating comical responses)—even if
another adult had taken my place. I needed students to complete these assessments on
their own to get the most reliable data.
I distributed the post-assessment toward the end of the year, several weeks after
students had completed their last writing assignment for the study, and I followed the
same process as I did for the pre-assessment. As with the other data, when they were
done, each student sealed their letter in an envelope which they signed across the seal.
Remembering that students were not always reliable about writing dates on their work, I
wrote the date of each letter on the sealed envelopes I collected in order to keep the data
organized. I then delivered them to my colleague to store until the end of the year. I
continued this practice of writing the date on the sealed envelopes throughout the study.

Letters of Reflection
The reflection letter was an informal letter that students wrote twice over the
course of the year, when they were in the process of revising two separate pieces of
writing (their personal passion essays and the first of their two narratives). The purpose
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of the letter was to try to capture their thoughts and feelings about revising while they
were actually revising a current piece of writing, and I was hoping that these letters
would provide some data to help answer three of my research questions: What are
students’ attitudes toward revision? How do these attitudes connect to students’ feeling of
ownership of their writing? and Is this approach to writing instruction critical pedagogy?
I passed out to students written instructions for the letter (see Appendix D), and I read the
instructions aloud to them. The instructions invited students to address the letter to
anyone they felt comfortable writing to: me, a friend, a hero, a fictional character, a pet,
and so on. I wanted them to feel as comfortable as possible while they were writing, and I
felt this would be facilitated if they were writing to someone they loved and /or trusted.
However, I did make it clear that I would be the one collecting the letters. This was tricky
because I couldn’t say that I would be reading the letters because I wouldn’t be reading
them all—and those I would read, I wouldn’t be reading soon—I had to choose my words
carefully. I also included in the directions that I would not be grading them on this letter,
neither what they said nor how they said it (spelling, punctuation, paragraphing, informal
language, etc.), and that they should share their honest thoughts, feelings, and
experiences.
Because “How long does it have to be?” is the first question many students have
when presented with a writing assignment, I suggested that, rather than aiming for a
certain length, they should write until they had said what they wanted to say, and that
there wasn’t a “wrong” way of doing this. All of these reassurances were with the hope
that students would feel freer and more relaxed in their responses and less like I would be
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judging them or their letters or that they would fail. Most students hand-wrote the letters;
a few students opted to type them.
I invited students to write anything they wanted to write about their revising, and,
if students were looking for ideas, I included in the written instructions some suggestions
of what they could write about. These topic suggestions were as follows:
What they were revising
What they were thinking about when they revise and why
Who they were thinking about when they revise and why
What decisions they were making and why
What effect the revisions were having on their writing
How much of their revising they thought they’d include in the final draft and why
How much they felt like this was their writing (what they wanted to say and how
they wanted to say it).
I chose to have students write these two letters (instead of administering another
survey) so that they could have a less-structured vehicle than the assessments or surveys
to communicate their thoughts, feelings, and experiences. I wanted to give them
opportunities to share whatever they were thinking, feeling, or experiencing without my
imposing a structure or particular questions that necessarily shaped and influenced what
they chose to share. I wanted to see what bubbled to the surface when they were
encouraged to write about whatever aspect of their revisions that came to mind.
Students wrote the letters in class, and, as with the other data tools, they had as
much of the class period as they needed to complete them. I remained in the room with
students as they did this work, but I positioned myself at enough of a distance from them
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that they would feel I wasn’t trying to peek at what they were writing. I was available to
answer questions, but I did not look at their letters or circulate the room. At the time, I
was a little surprised that students seemed to be immediately engaged with the letterwriting. Right away, they all seemed to have things they wanted to say about their
revisions. It surprised me because I don’t think they’d probably ever been asked to write
letters about how their revisions were going, so I think I expected more questions or
puzzled looks.

The Revision Survey
I thought that these surveys (see Appendix E), being a more structured data
vehicle, would be helpful in answering particular research questions about students’
thoughts, feelings and experiences about specific areas of revision. Students completed
this survey twice over the course of the study, after they had finished revising two
separate final drafts of writing. While on the pre- and post-assessments, only one
question had a “multiple choice” option to circle a provided answer, the surveys had
more “multiple choice” opportunities. Several of the questions invited students to circle
an option as an answer (e.g., for questions about how many revisions students tried or
used in their final drafts, options were None, Fewer than half, About half, More than half
and All of them). Each of these questions had a follow-up question that invited students to
explain the answer they circled. My reasoning for this construction was twofold. First, I
wanted to incorporate into some of my data the possibility of having clear comparisons in
students’ responses. In addition, I felt that, by having a variety of ways students could
communicate responses, I would be poised to gain the richest and greatest amount of
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data. Having students fill out the pre- and post-assessments and surveys by hand meant
that those students who didn’t like to write by hand or for whom writing by hand was
laborious might not answer all of the questions or might give very brief answers. Having
some questions that just required them to circle (or some way mark) a pre-written reply
seemed like a way to accommodate students’ different experiences and abilities to
handwrite. In hindsight, having students take these assessments and surveys
electronically might have addressed this concern, but scheduling more sessions in our
shared computer lab12, just at the right times, would have been impossible.
Students worked on these surveys in class under the same conditions as the
assessments and letters. Again, students got right to work on these and seemed to be
taking them seriously. The questions on the survey were as follows, and next to the
question, I have put the research question/s I was hoping to answer by asking that
question:
Table 3: Survey
Questions

Research Question/s I Hoped this
Question Would Answer

1. How many of Ms. G’s revision
suggestions did you try? (Circle one.)

How do these attitudes connect to
students’ feelings of ownership of their
writing?

None

Fewer than half

More than half

About half

All of them

2. Why did you try the amount that you
did?
3. How many of the revisions that you
tried were your own ideas (not Ms. G’s)?
(Circle one.)

How do these attitudes connect to
students’ feelings of ownership of their
writing?

12

At the time of my study, students accessed computers only in the lab. MTRS has since established the
practice of distributing chromebooks to all students, making computer labs obsolete.
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None

Fewer than half

More than half

About half

All of them

4. Why did you try those revisions?
5. Of all of the revisions you tried, how
many did you include in your final draft?
(Circle one.)
None

Fewer than half

More than half

How do these attitudes connect to
students’ feelings of ownership of their
writing?

About half

All of them

6. Why did you include the revisions that
you included?
What are students’ attitudes toward
revision?

7. What overall effect did revisions have
on your final draft? The revisions…
(circle one)
Ruined my writing

How do these attitudes connect to
students’ feelings of ownership of their
writing?

Didn’t have much effect
Made it a little stronger
Made it just the way I wanted
8. Why do you think the revisions had this
effect on your final draft?
9. After revising, did your thinking about
your topic change at all?

Is this approach to writing instruction
critical pedagogy?

10. Please explain.
11. While you were revising, did you
change your mind about your writing or
your revisions?

Is this approach to writing instruction
critical pedagogy?

12. Please describe or explain.
13. While you were revising, were you
thinking about who would read your
writing?

How do these attitudes connect to
students’ feelings of ownership of their
writing?

14. Please explain.
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Is this approach to writing instruction
critical pedagogy?
15. How motivating was it that the
revisions you tried had a big grade
attached? (Circle one.)
Not at all
Fairly

How do these attitudes connect to
students’ feelings of ownership of their
writing?

A little
Very!

16. How motivating was it that the final
draft would also get a (much smaller)
grade based on where in the rubric you
scored? (Circle one.)
Not at all

A little

How do these attitudes connect to
students’ feelings of ownership of their
writing?

Fairly

Very, but not as much as the revisions
grade
Very!
17. Would you have revised your writing
if revisions had not been a big part of your
grade?

How do these attitudes connect to
students’ feelings of ownership of their
writing?

18. Why or why not?
19. Do you think teachers should require
you to revise your writing?

How do these attitudes connect to
students’ feelings of ownership of their
writing?

20. Why or why not?
21. Do you feel that this final draft is your
writing (what you want to say and how
you want to say it)?

How do these attitudes connect to
students’ feeling of ownership of their
writing?

22. Why do you feel this way?
What are students’ attitudes toward
revision?

23. Do you think you took risks in this
final draft? (Did you try something you
weren’t sure about or something you liked
but you weren’t sure if Ms. G. would
like?)

How do these attitudes connect to the
kinds of revisions students make?

24. Please explain/describe.
25. Why did you take this risk?
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How do these attitudes connect to
students’ feelings of ownership of their
writing?

Is this approach to writing instruction
critical pedagogy?

These two surveys were identical and had some questions that were similar to the preand post-assessments. I felt that this would help me compare responses question by
question to see how individual students’ thoughts and experiences might have changed or
not changed over the course of the study.

Teaching Journal
Throughout the study, I kept a teaching journal, a teaching-researcher version of
field notes. I generally followed the method recommended by S. J. Taylor and R.
Bogdan (as summarized by Sharan Merriam) in that I made journal entries "as soon as
possible" after an event to "summarize or outline the observation" without talking to
anyone beforehand about these experiences and thoughts so as not to influence my
original responses (Merriam 105). I focused more on remembering the substance of a
conversation or experience than with producing a "flawless verbatim reproduction"
(Merriam 105). In fact, I made a point of not recording any direct quotes connected with
names of students as this form of data collection was not included in the assent and
consent forms.
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The notes I took are, of course, subjective. While it is necessary for me as a
researcher to be aware of this subjectivity and how it shapes my experience and
interpretation of experience, subjectivity is not a reason to not conduct research or to
discount research. In fact, A. Peshkin (as cited by Merriam) "concludes that subjectivity
'can be seen as virtuous, for it is the basis of researchers making a distinctive
contribution, one that results from the unique configuration of their personal qualities
joined to the data they have collected'" (Merriam 23). While I did not attempt to privilege
my subjectivity, I didn’t despair that it was a part of my research. I did my best to
monitor it and to notice its influence on what I remembered and what I thought was
important in my journal.
I made entries after classes that directly related to students’ revising or my
teaching revisions (this included some instances of impromptu discussions or comments
about revision). Usually, “as soon as possible” meant that I made these entries toward or
shortly after the end of the school day. I did my best to record the approach I took in
teaching revision, how students seemed to respond, how I felt about what I
communicated, and how I communicated it. As Anne Haas Dyson and Celia Genishi
point out, "our data include notes about ourselves" (56). I also included whatever other
information or reflection I thought was germane (again, with the exception of naming
students).
With the goal of maintaining my focus during the school year (especially since I
was not accessing the main data sources until after the school year ended), I tried to take
a similar approach to Margaret Price in her study, Writing from Normal: Critical
Thinking and Disability in the Classroom in that I tried to use the journal to keep myself
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focused on the research questions, but, like Price, was not always successful. At times, I
had the same question she did, Did I even remember what I was investigating? (55).
Teaching in the classroom is all-consuming. At any one moment, classroom teachers are
mentally keeping track of and making decisions about multiple people and situations.
Keeping track of my research questions was not always easy. Like Price, I was aiming for
monthly journal entries, but some months I made multiple entries, and some months—the
busiest months of March and April with their MCAS testing and other events—I made
none.
While I agree with Price’s assessment that teaching and researching can feel quite
lonely at times, I also noted successes and moments of thrill such as the following in
response to students’ having brought in their assent and consent forms:
I was surprised that a little over half… brought them in! (9/22/15).
While this might not seem like a high percentage, my colleagues and I often have trouble
collecting permission slips for field trips, so collecting over half of the forms for this
study, on the first collection day, felt remarkable. I also noted moments of invigoration,
such as with this entry:
I'm excited. These surveys are my first data that I've collected!! (10/2/15)
It was at this point that I think I felt a little bit like an actual researcher. I had data.

Coding Data and Data not Collected
Once I had posted students’ final grades for the year, I retrieved the data (pre- and
post-assessments, surveys, letters, consent, and assent forms) from my colleague and
shredded the surveys and letters of those students from whom I did not have assent and
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consent for participation. I wondered if I should keep the envelopes the data was sealed
in—would I need them for some unforeseen reason? I read through all of the materials of
the participants, and then digitally reviewed their writing pieces. I eliminated participants
for whom I did not have all of the data: the pre- and post-assessments, the two letters, the
two surveys, and all four pieces of writing, each of these with at least one revised draft. In
the end, I had sixteen student participants with complete materials. I then organized all of
the assessments, letters and surveys by student and in chronological order. Next, I went
through each draft of each piece of writing and undid the “resolving” of comments so my
revision suggestions would again be visible (most students clicked on “resolve” for each
revision suggestion which hid them from view). Then I printed, labeled, and organized
(also chronologically) all of the drafts of writing for each piece for each participant so
that I had 16 packets of complete data, one for each participant.
I then listed the participants on a separate document, assigned each a number and
(eventually) an alias. I selected aliases that, as far as I know, were not names of any
students I had had (at least recently) and names that were (as much as possible) not
similar to names of students I had had recently. I resisted the impulse to use names of
family members, friends, or literary characters so as not to unconsciously project
characteristics onto participants. On each piece of paper (pre- and post-assessments,
letters, surveys, drafts), I put the participants’ numbers and obscured their real names. I
made two copies of each packet and stored one set of copies and the originals in a locked
file cabinet at school, and the other copies I used as my working copies, which I also kept
secured when I was not actively using them.
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I did not carry out interviews for this study. During a previous mini study on
revision that I conducted for my research class with Anne Herrington, I interviewed high
school students who were also former students of mine. I specifically asked former
students to participate instead of current students because, given that the chance I would
ever be their teacher again was extremely remote, I was hoping that they would feel that
they had no reason to impress me. I didn’t want these former students to feel that they
had to give me the answers they thought I wanted or to feel in any way constrained in the
responses they gave regarding their feelings about and practices of revision. However, in
this set of interviews, I very much felt that students only gave me answers they thought I
wanted to hear. Many of their answers about revision in no way corresponded to my
experience as their teacher and how they had engaged with revisions just a few months
earlier. Therefore, a compelling reason why I did not use interviews in this study was that
I did not feel that they would yield helpful data.
Additionally, because I did not know which students were in my study and which
were not, if I had chosen to include interviews, I would have had to interview all of my
students. Finding time during class (so as not to impose additional work on students) to
conduct interviews long enough to be useful would have taken too much time away from
the curriculum I needed to teach. In our rural district, asking students to stay after school
for interviews would have presented transportation impossibilities for many students and
parents/guardians and would most likely have greatly reduced the number of participants.
I also opted to not ask participants to be available for follow-up data collection. I
felt strongly that parents and students (who were minors) would not want me tracking
them down outside of school to either clarify or give more information, that this could
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feel “creepy” to some students and intrusive to parents/guardians. I felt that asking for
follow-up access would have also made students and parents reluctant to give permission.
Nor did I think it would be feasible to track down students, a good number of whom
moved on after eighth grade to local technical or vocational schools. Therefore, I limited
my data to what I could collect during the 2015-2016 school year, the year during which I
conducted my study.
Data Analysis
My next step was to read through the pre- and post-assessments, letters, and
surveys just to begin to familiarize myself with them. I experienced very strongly the
feeling that “initiating a qualitative case study is akin to starting a journey without a
clearly marked route” (Dyson and Genishi 39). There was a lot of data, and a lot of
stories that could be told, depending on how I proceeded. Then I read through the
materials more carefully, to see what stood out to me. I was, as Dr. Herrington
recommended, looking for “what goes beyond generalities” and being “open to surprises”
and what “pops up again and again” (meeting notes 4/15/19). As I read through the data, I
looked closely and noted “any words, phrases, or patterns of behavior that seem relevant"
(Dyson and Genishi 85). This involved my making margin notes, marking what appeared
to be important data and beginning to categorize with a descriptive word or phrase, and
"developing the vocabulary needed to tell the story (or multiple stories) of what was
happening" (Dyson and Genishi 84). I noticed and considered a variety of elements
including word choice, graphic elements (underlining), use of all-capitals, and first and
second person statements.
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The first data that I looked through were the pre- and post-assessments. This was
so I could start to get an overall sense of where students seemed to have started and
ended up in their attitudes toward revision. Among the early words I noted with interest
on the pre-assessments that seemed far less prevalent on the post-assessments were
looking over, fixing, mistakes, and correction. Among terms that seemed more prevalent
on the post-assessments were thinking, change, and better, with noticeably fewer uses of
the words fixing, mistakes, and correction. As I wrote in my research memo to Dr.
LeCourt, “I am feeling quite interested, surprised and happy to see what seems to be a big
change in how most of the students saw ‘revision.’ Seems like there is a lot of movement
from seeing revising as fixing mistakes to seeing it as ‘making changes’ (as an example
of a common shift)” (July 8, 2019).
I started to underline words and lines of possible interest to me and to develop a
system of coding the data in the margins so that I could begin to see more clearly any
emerging patterns or anomalies. My first coding ideas were fairly crude and are as
follows:
Table 4: Preliminary Codes
Code

What it
Stood for

What it Potentially
Indicated

Why I Did Not Use this Code

R

Reasons for
student
decisions

Why a student made
the revisions they did

Too vague; I needed codes for
specific, possible reasons for
revisions.

I

Agency

Feelings of ownership,
critical thinking

If I were going to mark where I
thought students were showing
agency, I would use an A as the code
to make it easier to remember and
use.
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CT

Critical
thinking

Signs of critical
thinking

I wanted to be more specific—did
students change their thinking?
Were they considering their
audience? etc.

GIR

Griswoldinitiated
revisions

Revisions that seemed
to be performed based
on my suggestion/s

Because I was actually interested in
my role as a teacher with regard to
moves students made, I decided to
use T for teacher instead of G for
Griswold. I was also trying to make
codes no more than two letters; this
one could be shorter, and I settled
on TA, teacher-authority.

SIR

Studentinitiated
revisions

Revisions that seemed
to be performed based
on students’ idea/s

Too cumbersome.

RoSR

Revision of
student
revision

Signs of ownership

Too cumbersome.

RoTR

Revision of
teacher
revision

Signs of ownership

Too cumbersome.

Once I had these rudimentary codes, I tentatively began a process of open coding,
"breaking down, examining, comparing, conceptualizing, and categorizing data" (Strauss
and Corbin, 61). It was quickly clear to me that my first coding attempts were clumsy,
but they started me on the path to more useful, specific, and accurate codes. I also
realized that I would probably need two different sets of codes: one set of codes for the
pre- and post-assessments, letters and surveys, and another set of codes for the drafts of
writing. This was because, in the former, I was noting what students reported in terms of
thoughts, feelings, and experiences, and, in the latter, I was noting what they actually did.
I continued to develop my codes into more specific identifiers, and to get a sense of what
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might be most useful in answering my questions. As the categories emerged and I began
to see possible connections and better categories, my coding reflected the increase in
focus, moving to more axial coding by putting data "back together in new ways" and
"making connections between categories" (Strauss and Corbin 96) and looking at "causal
conditions, phenomenon, context, intervening conditions, action/interactional strategies,
and consequences" (Strauss and Corbin 99). My next iteration of codes was as follows.

Table 5: Codes for Assessments, Letters and Surveys
Code

What it Stands for

What it Potentially Indicates

CoT/TC/ChTh Change of thought

Critical thinking or not

Ch

Change

Critical thinking or not

TAN

Teacher authority negative

Ownership or not
Critical thinking or not

TAP

Teacher authority positive

Ownership or not
Critical thinking or not

E

Error

An attitude toward revision

SP

Self-perception

Critical thinking or not, and/or
ownership or not

U

Unease

Critical thinking or not

Cert

Certainty

Ownership or not
Critical thinking or not

RBW

Revisions to create better
writers

Attitude toward revision

G

Grade

Attitude toward revision

RLO

Revision looking over

Attitude toward revision

SWP

Seeing what’s possible

Attitude toward revision
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Aud

Audience

Critical thinking or not

RIMP

Revisions to improve writing

Attitude toward revision

LR

Low risk-taking

Critical thinking or not

HR

High risk-taking

Critical thinking or not

RY

Revision for clarity

Attitude toward revision

LO

Low ownership

Ownership or not

HO

High ownership

Ownership or not

Table 6: Codes for Drafts of Writing
Code

What it Stands for

What it Potentially Indicates

RS

Revision of student-generated
revision

Ownership or not

Revision of teacher-generated
revision

Ownership or not

RT

DelS

Attitude toward revision

Attitude toward revision

Deleted student-generated revision Ownership or not
Attitude toward revision

DelT

Deleted teacher-generated revision Ownership or not
Attitude toward revision

Add

Addition

Ownership or not
Attitude toward revision

Sub

Substitution

Ownership or not
Attitude toward revision

DP

Different place (student put
teacher-generated revision in a
different place from what I had
recommended)

Ownership or not
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I then moved to more selective coding, where I started to see core categories and how
they related to other categories (Strauss and Corbin 116). Ultimately, the codes that
proved most useful were most but not all of the above and were as follows, with some
additions to those I selected from the above list.
Table 7: Codes for Assessments, Letters, and Surveys
Code

What it Stands for

What it Potentially Indicates

CoT/TC Change of thought

Critical thinking or not

E

Error

An attitude toward revision

SP

Self-perception

Critical thinking or not, and/or
ownership or not

RBW

Revisions to create better writers

Attitude toward revision

G

Grade

Attitude toward revision

RLO

Revision looking over

Attitude toward revision

SWP

Seeing what’s possible

Attitude toward revision

Aud

Audience

Critical thinking or not

RIMP

Revisions to improve writing

Attitude toward revision

LR

Low risk-taking

Critical thinking or not

HR

High risk-taking

Critical thinking or not

RY

Revision for clarity

Attitude toward revision

LO

Low ownership

Ownership or not

HO

High ownership

Ownership or not

Table 8: Codes for Drafts of Writing
Code

What it means

What it might indicate

SG

Student-generated

Ownership or not

TG

Teacher-generated

Ownership or not
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RS

RT

Add

Revision of student-generated
revision

Ownership or not

Revision of teacher-generated
revision

Ownership or not

Addition

Ownership or not

Attitude toward revision

Attitude toward revision

Attitude toward revision
Sub

Substitution

Ownership or not
Attitude toward revision

DelS

Deleted student-generated revision Ownership or not
Attitude toward revision

DelT

Deleted teacher-generated revision Ownership or not
Attitude toward revision

DP

Different place (student put
teacher-generated revision in a
different place from what I had
recommended)

Ownership or not

Con

Conventions revision

Attitude toward revision

As I progressed in my coding, I added CON as a code to mark where students were
making changes to conventions (e.g., spelling, punctuation, capitalization, etc.). It was
particularly important for me to see if students were making changes to conventions as
part of their revising and, if so, when they were making these changes (as determined by
which draft). I felt that looking at whether they were addressing conventions at the
beginning of the revising process (early drafts) or toward the end, would help me to
establish the extent to which they saw making changes to their conventions as the
primary role of revision.
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Going a Bit Deeper: Allowing for Differences and Creating Broad Categories
Teachers are well aware that what is extraordinary effort and work for one student
might be coasting for another student. In this way, it also occurred to me while analyzing
this data that, what might seem like critical thinking for one student might not be for
another student—that critical thought exists on a continuum, just as writing achievement
does. If one participant, Van, wrote on his pre-assessment that yes, he did think about
people who will read his writing, “to see if maybe they will accept it,” and then wrote on
the post-assessment, “No because if I think it’s good, it’s good,” I could argue that these
comments, in and of themselves, seem to show a decrease in critical thought. In the first
comment, he was concerned about audience, and in the second he was not. But the
context of other comments and revisions that Van made might convince me that the
audience in the first comment was teachers, that it was teachers Van was hoping
“maybe…will accept” his writing. Then, I might make the argument that Van is showing
greater critical thought when he wrote, “if I think it’s good, it’s good,” because this might
indicate that he was showing greater ownership of his writing because he was no longer
relying on teachers to accept his writing or tell him it’s “good.” In context, Van’s
comments might show movement on the continuum from “I just do what the teacher tells
me to” to “I value my own opinions and authorship.” I realized I needed to interpret my
students’ comments and actions in the context of all of their comments and revision
moves, and not look at them in a vacuum, separate from other responses or revisions they
made. At one point, feeling deeply in the mud and weeds, I wrote in my work journal,
“Feels like what I will do is take the individual evidence which will be highly individual
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and use it to make generalizations. I know, obvious, but I need to say it” (July 2, 2019). I
was grappling with using an inductive process.
I also struggled at times when I couldn’t easily read a student’s response. The
student might have misunderstood the question they were responding to, or perhaps I
didn’t have enough context to understand their response. When I asked my advisor
Donna LeCourt about this, her response was, “If it seems like a student misunderstood a
survey question, what does it mean that they read it that way? Everything says
something” (meeting notes, 7/11/19).
Through this process, as Dyson and Genishi explain, I increased, shrunk, and
reorganized the list of indicators as I endeavored to "develop a more focused category
system for coding" (Dyson and Genishi 85). However, I did not predetermine categories
prior to this process. In this way, I aimed to "make room for the expected...and the
unexpected…because we remain open to multiple interpretations" of the data (Dyson and
Genishi 101-102). In this data, I looked to see what patterns emerged, and what I might
surmise and generalize from these patterns. While I, of course, had my research questions
first and foremost in my mind, it is also true that I am “not on the trail of singular truths
nor of overly neat stories" (Dyson and Genishi 111), and in fact, I ultimately changed my
original research questions to better match the potential categories I saw emerging.
After reading through the data many times and experimenting with various ways
of organizing and categorizing it, I created three different categories to help me see a
general way of understanding and interpreting the data. The first two, the extent to which
students saw revisions as error-correction, and the extent to which they felt ownership of
their writing, are directly related to my first and third research questions. The third
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category was the extent to which students reported a willingness to engage in risk-taking
in their writing, and I included it because I felt very strongly that risk-taking would play
an important role in the story I would choose to tell, and I was still considering the
possibility of including risk-taking in one of my research questions. If I did not end up
using it as its own category, I thought it might be an indicator of students’ attitudes
toward revision (Is there room for risk-taking in the revision process? Do students seem
to feel that they can try new things?), level of ownership (Do students show signs of
deciding for themselves if the risks worked?) and (relating to my fourth research
question), critical thinking (Do students show signs of having minds that are open to
trying things that might not work?).
To get a broad idea of what students might have experienced over the course of
the study, based on their responses to the pre- and post-assessments, I roughly rated each
participant for each of these categories using a 1, 2, or 3. The table below explains what
these numbers meant for each category.
Table 9: Preliminary Table for Categorizing Student Responses
Category

1

2

3

Attitude toward
revision

The student seemed
to increase their
feelings that
revision was for the
purpose of errorcorrection

The student seemed
to show some shift
away from seeing
revision as errorcorrection

The student seemed
to show a great
shift away from
seeing revision as
error-correction

Feeling of
ownership of their
writing

The student seemed
to feel less
ownership of their
writing

The student seemed
to show some
increase in
ownership of their
writing

The student seemed
to show a great
increase in
ownership of their
writing
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Risk-taking

The student seemed
less likely or much
less likely to take
risks in their
writing

The student seemed
to be somewhat
more likely to take
risks in their
writing

The student seemed
much more likely to
take risks in their
writing

Later in the process, this chart helped me see in broad terms which students’ data
might be helpful to individually analyze for attitudes toward revision and feeling of
ownership.
In the coding process, I had been identifying how students experienced revision.
However, in order to answer my research questions, I needed to be able to see how these
attitudes changed or did not change over the course of the study. Therefore, I needed to
be able to compare students’ attitudes and experiences (as indicated in the assessments,
letters, and surveys) from start to end.
Using topics that I saw often in their comments or topics that “popped” out at me,
as Dr. Herrington suggested, I created a list of nine more specific categories of attitudes
toward revision that might indicate to what extent students were engaged in critical
thinking at the six specific moments in my study when I asked students to complete the
pre- and post-assessments, letters, and surveys. I then organized these nine attitudes
toward revision on a spectrum of what I saw as showing the smallest level of critical
thinking that I noticed (if writing needs revision, it’s bad writing) to the greatest level of
critical thinking that I noticed (revision is something that has broad applications beyond
writing). This, as follows, is the original continuum that I created, from least to greatest
level of critical thinking:
1. Only bad writing needs revising
2. The purpose of revision is to get a grade
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3. The purpose of revision is error-correction
4. The main activity of revision is looking over writing
5. Revising improves writing
6. Revision clarifies writing
7. Revision might result in a change in thinking
8. The purpose of revision is to see what’s possible
9. Revision is something that can be done to other areas of life beyond writing.
This is a list that I ultimately refined and reordered, based on my increasing
understanding of what I felt were markers of critical thinking. In chapter four, I share and
explain the refined list and my reasoning for organizing the attitudes in the revised order.
Next, in order to see how my participants’ attitudes changed (or did not change)
over time, I noted where, as a group, they seemed to be on this spectrum based on
comments they made at the six data collection points in the study.
My next step was to create two tables using this spectrum. On one table, I
recorded the number of students who seemed to express these attitudes on each of the six
data sources, in chronological order. On the second table, I recorded the number of
comments that seemed to express these attitudes on each of the six data sources, in
chronological order. The purpose for the two different tables was to try to capture that
some students wrote more comments that seemed to indicate these attitudes than other
students wrote. It seemed important to have a way of representing the sense I had that
some participants seemed to be feeling the attitudes more intensely, while for others, it
might have just been one comment that appeared to indicate a particular attitude, which
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might have indicated less intensity. The two different tables, I hoped, would help to give
a more refined sense of what the data might be indicating.
These categories allowed me to see where students’ thinking seemed to be at the
beginning of the study, how it appeared to change or stay the same over the course of the
study, and where their thinking seemed to be at the end of the study. I used the data I
entered onto this table to create some quantitative analysis of students’ general attitudes
by using both raw numbers and percentages that helped give me an understanding of how
students generally appeared to be thinking about revision. My aim in this process was to
see if I could get an overall sense whether the participants as a group were increasing
their critical thinking, which would help me begin to answer my question, Is this
approach to writing instruction critical pedagogy? I knew that this “big picture”
approach would not be a complete answer, but my goal was to start to answer that
question here and continue to answer it in looking more closely at the revision moves of
particular students.

What Students Actually Did in Their Revising
I then started looking more deeply into the drafts of student writing. I used my
printed versions of the Google documents that indicated where students had made
changes in their texts and included the revision suggestions I had made. The revision
suggestions were in comment boxes with dotted lines connecting them to the places
where I indicated the student might make the suggested revision. These lines proved
helpful in noticing when students tried a revision I suggested, but in a different place
from what I suggested (potentially one indicator of the level of ownership students felt). I
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compared all of the digital revisions (in light green text) to the print versions (gray) to
make sure that the revisions students had made were correctly identified on the paper
versions.
The comment boxes in Google documents are automatically numbered, and this
included both the comment boxes in which I wrote revision suggestions and also boxes in
which students could write replies and boxes that indicated that students had “resolved”
the comment (whether or not the student responded to the suggestion—most participants
eventually “resolved” my suggestions to hide them from view). Because of this, the
number assigned by Google for each of my suggestions was not the same as the number
of suggestions I made—for each of my revision suggestions there were generally two
other boxes (reply and resolve). Therefore, for each piece, I made a count of the number
of revision suggestions I made independent of the automatic numbering and not including
those rare instances where I had made an observation that was not asking a student to do
anything. This actual number of suggestions was the number I used in my data. Then,
where students seemed to be revising in response to a specific suggestion I had made, I
matched those revisions to the specific suggestion I made using the number assigned by
Google (as that was a fixed number that would not change and was for identification
purposes only). I wrote that number in the margins next to or in the spaces directly above
those revisions.
I read through the drafts of the participants’ separate pieces of writing, and then
looked more deeply to try to determine the different kinds of revisions students seemed to
be making. Next, I started to brainstorm ways I could code these revisions, the lists of
which I included above.
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I then coded the revisions for each draft of each piece of writing for each
participant (64 separate pieces of writing, each of which had varying numbers of drafts),
using these codes. In my research memo to Dr. LeCourt, I noted one salient pattern,
namely that “…it seems like a lot of them are making their writing more conventional in
terms of spelling, punctuation, capitalization, paragraphing, etc. in the last drafts instead
of right at the beginning. This might show a shift in how they see revisions” from errorcorrection to something more meaningful (7/8/19).
While analyzing this data, I began to feel concern about what exactly I could
claim based on what students wrote. Because I had opted to not interview students or
seek follow-up clarifications, it was not possible for me to return to students to ask
questions such as, “What did you mean when you wrote this?” Even if I could have done
this, it still puzzled me how I could claim anything with certainty, such as that a student
was feeling strong ownership or still saw revisions as error-correction. In a conversation
with Dr. LeCourt, she indicated that I would not be stating anything definitively but using
qualifying words such as “seem,” “appear,” and “suggest” when making claims. This
helped me see how I could point out what I saw as evidence but could not prove as
evidence. In this study, I cannot say for sure that x revision meant student felt y, or that y
comment meant that student had x attitude—I can only work with possible correlation. It
is a function of qualitative research that “the findings of any qualitative case study are not
replicable per se; they are a concrete instantiation of a theorized phenomenon” (Dyson
and Genishi 115-116) meaning, they are my interpretation, using a particular theory, of
actual words my students used and actions they took in particular points in time. It is my
hope as a researcher that, “By understanding the particulars of its social enactment…the
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case can be compared to the particulars of other situations” so that “’truths’ or
assumptions can be extended, modified, or complicated” (Dyson and Genishi 116). Any
claims I might be making here will not be “truth” without the quotation marks, but will
be possible steppingstones for classroom practices, further research, and further
understanding.

Focal Students
Next, I selected the students I would use for my closer analysis of the attitudes
toward revision and ownership they appeared to show on their assessments, letters, and
surveys as compared to the actual revision moves they made in their writing. I reviewed
the method I explained earlier of assigning to each student a 1, 2, or 3, depending on the
level I felt each student was demonstrating for each category (attitudes toward revision
and ownership of writing). For each of these two, I chose two different pairs of students
for each level—1, 2, and 3—for a total of twelve students. Of the two student pairs in
each of the 1 category, one student in each category (attitudes toward revision and
ownership of writing) made comments and/or made revisions that were also somehow
anomalous or complicated. I wanted to make sure that I investigated students that seemed
to further their critical thinking, those who didn’t, those in between, and those that might
have presented anomalies.
For each of these students, I made a table for each of their four pieces of writing
for a total of forty-eight tables. These tables varied in presentation based on the number
of drafts the student had done for the particular writing, but the general template was as
follows:
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Table 10: Sample Table for Organizing Revising Data from Students’ Writing
1 Title

Draft 1

Draft 2

Draft 3

Revision
totals

Teacher Generated Different Place
Student-Generated
Teacher-Generated
Revision of Teacher-Generated
Revision of Student-Generated
Teacher Suggestions/Suggestions
Tried
Teacher-Generated Conventions
Student-Generated Conventions

I noted each revision students did in each category for each draft. I identified the
type of revision as well (addition, substitution, deletion, permutation) for each revision. I
then entered the total number of revision suggestions I had made for that piece of writing
and the total number of my revision suggestions the student had tried across all drafts. I
also entered the overall total numbers (including all of the drafts) of revisions tried for
each of the following categories:
1. Overall total (both teacher and student-generated)
2. Teacher-generated revisions that student tried just as I had suggested them
3. Teacher-generated revisions tried in a different place
4. Student-generated revisions
5. Revisions to teacher-generated revisions
6. Revisions to student-generated revisions.
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The raw numbers on these tables and the percentages I calculated from them helped me
to compare the revisions students were making across drafts and pieces of writing. As the
numbers of revision suggestions I made for each piece of writing varied with the writing
and the student, being able to use percentages of, for example, the number of revisions
attempted, helped me begin to see what individual students were actually doing when
they revised and how that compared to their other drafts and pieces of writing. Then, I
looked to this data for insight about how students were feeling about revision and
ownership as instantiated by what they did in the revision process. Did their actions, and
the timing of their actions, show a change in their attitude toward revision and a change
in their sense of ownership of their writing? Did this show an increase in critical
thinking?
One aspect of classroom experience I was not including in my study was student
achievement in writing. By this I mean, I chose to not take into account the extent to
which revisions may or may not have made students’ final drafts stronger pieces of
writing than earlier drafts. While I felt that the majority of revisions students tried did, in
fact, make their writing stronger, I was not convinced that including this factor would
yield helpful data. Some studies show that when “inexperienced writers” revise, they
“often do not improve their texts” (Faigley and Witte, 411). As with any process of skillacquisition, early results are not always effective. Indeed, I tried hard to communicate to
my students that no revision is guaranteed to work—even for the most experienced
writer. I was focused more on students’ experience of and attitudes toward revising, not
whether they were becoming expert at revising.
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Also, I was keeping in mind the factor of risk-taking (which I defined as students’
including in their writing something they weren’t sure they or I would like). By
definition, any move in revision that qualifies as a risk has a decent chance of not
working—yet writers will learn from risks that do not make the writing stronger, and
taking risks in writing could be an indication of critical thinking. Therefore, I chose to
stick to my original intent to not study the efficacy of revisions but to study students’
attitudes toward revisions and their feelings of ownership of their writing and what this
could mean about their level of critical thinking.
Throughout the process of analyzing the data, I focused on my research questions
as well as keeping an open mind to the "new spaces—new holes—in the developing
portrait of the case" when "new questions may take shape" (Dyson and Genishi, 81). I
continued to be aware of myself as the researcher and the extent to which I was
"mediating" my understandings of the data by my own "professional, personal, and
collective knowledge and experiences" (Dyson and Genishi 82). I made the decision to
quote students without editing their responses into Standard English so their true voices
could be heard throughout this dissertation. I often smiled thinking of the particular
students in the study, remembering interesting and fun exchanges with them as well as
thinking about how I could have improved in my teaching and interactions with them.
Although what I have described is how I analyzed the data, just as important is
understanding the context in which students completed their pre- and post-assessments
and surveys, wrote their letters, and produced their writing. One tenet of qualitative
research is that the context affects how we interpret data. Thus, in the next chapter, I
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share a narrative of my teaching that year to help readers situate my data analysis within
the context of the pedagogy students were experiencing.
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CHAPTER 3
MY PEDAGOGY (CONTEXT AND CURRICULUM)

There are three compelling reasons to include the context of my curriculum and
classroom practices, the first of which is so that readers can understand my data. Most
research I have read about revisions and critical pedagogy takes place within collegiate
contexts, not the very different public middle school context in which I teach and
conducted my study. Also, my middle school classroom probably has many similar
elements to other middle school classrooms, and also, undoubtedly, has some unique
qualities. Being familiar with one classroom is not the same as being familiar with this
particular classroom during this study. As Dyson and Genishi explain, “Singular case
studies do not aim to determine context-free associations between methodological input
and achievement data” (Dyson and Genishi 11). Being familiar with my particular
classroom will also help other researchers and teachers judge how my approaches might
be adapted for their own classrooms.
The second reason for providing context is so that readers can better evaluate the
conclusions I draw from my data. In interpreting my data, I will be “weaving together the
contextual threads” (Dyson and Genishi 112) in the hope that I create “a quilt of
persuasive images—a coherent narrative” (Dyson and Genishi 113). In addition to my
desire for persuasive conclusions, “Matters of source and context—more particularly,
matters of trust—are central to the concept of generalizability” (Dyson and Genishi 114).
Qualitative research is “not compatible with efforts to identify the ‘scientifically proven’
teaching methods” (Dyson and Genishi 11) but to “see what some phenomenon means as
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it is socially enacted within a particular case” (Dyson and Genishi 10). To do this, I need
to describe the particular environment in which the phenomenon I recorded took place—
my classroom, my pedagogy. Researchers “aim to construct interpretations of other
people’s…‘real worlds’” (Dyson and Genishi 18). If other researchers don’t understand
the “real world” of my classroom, they will not be able to judge whether my
interpretations are valid.
Lastly, teachers conduct research because they believe in what Dyson and Genishi
call “the transformative possibilities of social spaces for teaching and learning” (111). I
undertook my study and am writing about my findings with the hope that it will help to
create such a transformation, and if it does, if my conclusions that this approach increases
critical thinking and could be considered critical pedagogy are persuasive to others, then
how I achieved those results—what I did, what I said and how I did and said those
things—will need to be explained here so they can be replicated and improved upon in
new contexts.
Therefore, in this section, I will share some information about my school and my
students, academic expectations and license at my school, and my writing curriculum at
the time of my study, as well as some specifics about how I addressed revisions in
writing instruction.
During my study, I worked on the only eighth grade team in our school. Our team
was comprised of one teacher in each of these disciplines: English language arts (ELA),
math, science-technology-engineering-math (STEM), social studies, science, and special
education. In addition, in some classes, we had one or more paraprofessionals. We were a
close-knit team that worked extremely well together.
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For the year I conducted my research, I taught ELA to all of our school’s eighth
graders except a very small number who had highly specialized needs. The year that I
conducted my study, I had sixty students, which was a very low number, even for our
small school. As I explained in the previous chapter, I had tremendous freedom to teach
the standards in ways that I saw fit and to write my own curriculum. The administration
that existed when I undertook this study was extremely supportive, and I was not the only
faculty member who was working on an advanced degree at the time--our district still
pays for a large part of the cost of going back to school.
As is true for most teachers, the way I teach has evolved. I started my middle
school teaching career (after one year teaching high school at MTRS) in Vermont using
writing workshop exclusively but after the first year, was strongly directed by my
principal to develop another tack. I then shifted toward whole class teaching of writing
genres so that all students were writing the same kind of writing at once. This shift was
partly in response to my feeling the need to provide more structured teaching of the six
types of writing that students were expected to include in the Vermont State writing
portfolios (part of Vermont’s state assessments) and to be prepared for the Vermont, and
then later in my career, the Massachusetts state assessments. With an approach that was
much more genre-focused, I felt I could teach elements of writing more efficiently and
students would be better able to help each other with their writing. With this genre-based,
whole class approach, students still had choice in the topic of what they wrote as well as
their themes and theses. My assessment of student writing was almost entirely focused on
the final draft. When students, in response to revision suggestions I made, asked
questions such as, “But what if I don’t want that in my final draft?” I would essentially
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advise them to include in their final drafts what I thought made their writing strong
because I was the one grading their writing. And yes—this memory makes me cringe.
During this time, I created assessment tools for each writing assignment on which
I would list every element that I wanted students to have in their writing, and for each
element, I would assign a point value. Based on the extent to which and the success with
which they included each element, students would get from zero points up to the full
value for that element.
At the time, I was very happy with these assessment lists for a few reasons. They
articulated for students the elements that are often found in strong writing. I did not need
to say to students, “I know an A piece of writing when I see one” (how a lot of teachers
graded writing at the time); it was a check list students could use. I was being
“transparent,” and I felt that this articulation showed that writing was something that
could actually be taught (there were teachers at the time who actually questioned whether
writing could be taught!). What defined strong writing was no longer a secret. And I also
appreciated how much time these lists saved me. Reading and grading writing was still
very time-consuming, but the assessment lists made the process more efficient.
What also felt beneficial at the time was that, after I started using assessment lists,
students rarely, if ever, asked me why their writing earned the grade it did. It was all there
on the list. I didn’t have to try to remember why I had assessed their writing that way, and
I didn’t have to write extensive comments. The writing earned that grade because of what
items on the list the writing had and didn’t have. Students seemed to appreciate this. Or
so I thought, until a student wrote on a class evaluation—in response to a question about
assessment lists—that she did appreciate them because they gave her specific information
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about her writing, but she also didn’t like them because “the truth hurts.” I felt what she
was saying to me was that my passing judgment on her writing, on the final product, was
an emotionally painful experience. I immediately understood what she meant because
getting that feedback on my assessment practice hurt me a little—and I’m a professional
adult who is getting paid for my efforts. The last thing I want to do as a teacher is to hurt
students—or for them to feel that my assessment of their writing is the truth, the only
truth, about their writing. This student’s comment led me to consider ways of assessing
writing that would be rigorous but would try not to hurt.

How I Came to Try Grading Revisions
One of the workshop practices I followed (as described by Atwell, Rief, etc.) was
to assign rough draft writing that I graded every week based on quantity, not quality. I
did not continue the practice because I felt it became perfunctory for students, and it was
where I had the most problems with students’ plagiarizing. But it did make me think that
if teachers could use rough draft writing as part of their assessment, there might be a
different and more meaningful part of the writing process, beyond the final draft, that
could be used for assessment. This thought led me to consider revisions.
Revision fit several criteria as a basis for assessment. It is an undeniably
necessary skill, so it was worthy of assessment. Very little in writing is perfectly
measurable, but revisions are at least as measurable as any other facet of writing. It could
also provide increased choice and agency. If students could at least show me in their
revising the elements of writing that I (and Massachusetts standards) deemed important,
such as dialogue, imagery, transitions, and so on, then students could craft the final draft
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they wanted that might or might not include these elements—not the final draft they
thought I wanted. Focusing on revision or assessment also, to some degree, addressed the
problem of plagiarism. I cannot catch all instances of students’ plagiarism. But, even if
they start with someone else’s writing (skipping valuable writing experience, aside from
legal and ethical issues), they still get to engage with the invaluable skill of revision.
Along with the lure of the computers (which students usually enjoy working on
and which eliminated the physical toil of writing and rewriting drafts by hand—which for
some students is particularly physically arduous), I thought that grading their final drafts
(a practice I had previously abandoned) might also have helped them focus on their work.
In recent past years, I had only scored the final drafts on a rubric to indicate the level of
achievement of the writing; they had not been graded on the final drafts. I think in the
past, when I've said, “You're free to do whatever you want in the final draft,” some of
them caught onto the fact that I wasn't grading product, so they didn't put much energy or
thought into the final draft. This, combined with the physical effort and time it took to
create a completely fresh final draft, resulted in some final drafts that looked like a
student got about halfway through and just stopped because they could do so without
their grade being affected. Being liberated from the grade did not necessarily inspire
students to craft a final draft that they really believed in and that they had put a lot of
effort into. For the few students who had this response, I think it was mainly fueled by
the time and effort required of hand-writing drafts as I have not had the problem of final
drafts that are not at least as strong as the first draft since students received chrome books
and are mainly writing drafts electronically. Therefore, for these writing projects, I did
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assign a nominal grade to the final draft. The final draft points amounted to
approximately one-tenth of the points that the revisions were worth.
Did grading the revisions address the “hurt” factor? I thought it might. Most of
the writing grades would not be related to whether I thought their essay about when their
grandfather died was “good,” which students often see as a grade on themselves and their
experience (or the beloved family member, activity, ideals, etc., they wrote about). I
wouldn’t be judging them or their masterpiece but largely the work they put into it. I
thought such an approach might at least hurt less. And I would still be able to indicate (by
using a rubric instead of an assessment list), whether I felt students were writing at “grade
level”—something that parents and administrators tend to be very interested in. So, a few
years before my study, I began experimenting with grading revisions as the primary way
of assessing student writing. It was when I was taking Dr. LeCourt’s class,
Critical/Cultural Composition Pedagogies, that I began to wonder if this practice of
assessing writing largely based on revisions could also be considered critical pedagogy.
Could it help promote the critical thinking skills necessary to work toward creating a just
world?

Setting the Context
I am drawn to critical pedagogy because working toward a just world, though
supremely challenging, often depressing, and sometimes scary, is an undeniably
important, many would say crucial, endeavor. The primary goal in critical pedagogy is
teaching in a way that brings the ideal of a just world closer to fruition. The exact path
and vehicle to get to a just world, the exact materials and methods needed to build this
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world, are not definitively known. Despite these unknowns, I feel moved and obligated to
bring critical pedagogy into my teaching. I admit to being nervous about this. The
footing is not stable. And my desire to study critical pedagogy in my own classroom
raised questions for me as a teaching researcher. Is the goal of using critical pedagogy
political? Am I, a public-school teacher, empowered to have so-called political goals such
as working toward a just world? Or am I tasked solely with teaching students to read and
write—skills that are often erroneously seen as apolitical? Before I even began my
research, I felt that I needed to answer these questions.
As a teacher, I need to teach all of my students to the best of my ability,
regardless of their beliefs—even if those beliefs are that the world should not be just or
that their vision of a just world opposes what I think a just world would look like. It is the
expectation at my school that I never actively proselytize, and that I don’t even share with
students any personal beliefs that might be considered political. I avoid overtly
challenging students’ political beliefs (though I certainly discuss and challenge their
thought processes and ability to use evidence to support their opinions). Given these
reasonable expectations on the part of my school administration, I questioned whether my
researching critical pedagogy would necessarily take me away from my duty as a teacher
to teach all students well, and for that matter, to serve their families, the school, and our
community to the best of my ability as well. Would studying critical pedagogy be too
political? Would it alienate students and families? Would it get me fired? Or, would
engaging in this study help students (and their families) feel more included, more valued,
more understood?
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To begin with, in critical pedagogy, “everything in schools is political.
Everything” (Monchinski 11, original emphasis). Critical pedagogues believe that there is
nothing I could do in my classroom that would not be political—even deciding not to
pursue critical pedagogy would be political. To answer the larger question of the
appropriateness of having so-called political goals in my public-school teaching, I go to
the words that our school, like every public school in Massachusetts, is compelled to
broadcast every school day (or accrue a daily fine if we don’t): The Pledge of Allegiance.
The aspiration that is expressed in the last words of the Pledge, justice for all (which is
another way of saying a just world—or at least a just nation, which would be an excellent
start), is a U. S. American ideal, our commitment to which, again, we are obligated to
affirm each and every school day. I’m not sure why teachers and students would be
compelled to listen to (and encouraged to literally stand up for and say) The Pledge of
Allegiance if the words were not supremely significant to our pedagogies and school
goals. In fact, as the Pledge in most public schools, including mine, is recited every
morning—and as these are therefore among the first words students and staff hear (and
even say) every school day, it would be reasonable to assume that these are the
sentiments that set the very tenor and underlying principle of our teaching. My
interpretation is that not only am I allowed to teach with the goal of promoting justice, I
am being directed to teach with the goal of promoting justice.
The Massachusetts English Language Arts and Literacy Curriculum Framework
(revised in 2017), is neither silent nor averse to the subject of social justice. In the
introductory statement for grades 6-12, social justice is listed as an important avenue of
discussion and interpretation of literature:
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Reading, writing, speaking, and listening in middle and high school English
language arts curricula involve both literature and informational texts and media,
analyses of texts, informal research projects, formal research papers, personal
essays, and compositing and presenting media presentations. Such curricula
introduce students to literature that asks fundamental questions about personal
identity, social justice, truth, sorrow, and joy in human experience. Discussing
and writing about these ideas can be a powerful component of social/emotional
learning (Massachusetts 122, my emphasis).
And, in elementary school, students are expected to “read and listen to the teacher
read biographies of individuals who were courageous in the pursuit of justice for a variety
of reasons throughout United States history,” such as Dolores Huerta, Cesar Chavez,
Jackie Robinson, and Ruby Bridges (Massachusetts 37). This document makes critical
pedagogy a potentially foundational teaching tool for me (and any public-school teacher
in Massachusetts).

Nuts and Bolts
Like other years, in the year of my study, I tried to organize my classroom by
using a mix of ritual and novelty. Most days, I welcomed students at the door, gave them
daily opener questions, gave students time to make announcements, went over and/or
assigned homework, and then did the main lesson or activity, which included giving
students time to work on a writing project, having a class discussion on a reading, a mini
lesson on a skill, and so on. Then, students would have about five minutes to study
vocabulary on their own or with a friend, and then five to fifteen minutes of silent reading
time when students and I would independently read novels or other books of our choice.
In the year that I conducted my study, classes were approximately forty-seven minutes
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long, and it was a year-long class that met every day. Like most teachers, I rarely felt that
I had enough class time with students.
At the time of this study, students did almost all of their writing in class, so a fair
amount of time was dedicated to writing. Each piece of writing that culminated in a final
draft would take about three weeks of class time (which included some lessons on certain
aspects of writing skills—like how to write an anecdotal lead—as well as reflection on
and self-assessment of their writing).
For the study, I opted to start by asking students to write an essay about a personal
passion so that students would be writing about what they love the most, and I would get
to know at least one important aspect of each of their lives. It was my hope that they
would begin to feel some agency in their choice of topic (and that I was placing enough
important on it to have them write an entire essay about it) and that I would be able to
begin to form a relationship with them based on my interest in their passions. The passion
essay was followed by a persuasive essay, a type of writing that students usually found
very engaging. After the essays, I had students write two personal or fictional narratives.
In these pieces of writing, I hoped that students would have a way of entering them with
agency, as all four pieces of writing could, if students chose, be about the students
themselves. I also hoped that, in starting the year with assignments that invited (but did
not require) students to write about themselves, their passions, and beliefs, that I could
begin to foster trusting relationships with them because they would have the opportunity
to see me as someone who was interested in who they were. Everything I taught, I taught
a little differently for each child, depending on where they were as writers and people.
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Revision, the Introduction
Students often resist revision. Revision is hard work, and why shouldn’t they love
their zero drafts? In order to get students to warm to revising their writing, I first wanted
them to see that revision was already something they did outside of writing. If students
could see that revision already played a role in their lives, they might be able to see how
the same strategy could be applied in a perhaps more thoughtful and rigorous way to their
writing. Then perhaps they could also see how revision could extend to other very
important parts of their lives and even the world as well. But first, I needed an entry point
so students could make an association between revision and something they already do
and possibly enjoy in order to begin this trajectory toward critical pedagogy and critical
thinking. I decided to start with sports and shopping, two areas of intense interest for
many of my students.
When I first spoke about revisions with students in my study, I purposely didn’t
mention the word revision so as to avoid triggering any automatic negative reaction or
immediate connection to writing. I started by saying, “Raise your hand if you’ve ever
played softball or baseball13.” I had the students look around to see that several students
had raised their hands. Then I said, “For those of you who have played softball or
baseball, raise your hand if you’ve ever experimented with your batting stance.” Again,
there were several hands up. Then I asked individual students who had raised their hands,
“Why do you experiment with your batting stance?” The typical responses were along the

13

When students asked if it counted that they had played T-ball or similar questions, I told them that I
thought it did, but I was leaving it up to them make that decision.
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lines of, To see if I can hit better, To see if I can hit farther, To see if I can do a better job
hitting to a certain place.
Then I said, “Raise your hand if you have ever shopped for or tried on clothing or
shoes.” I added “or tried on” because some of my students have never shopped for
clothes—they get their clothes through hand-me-downs, donations, or other means. I
invited students to look around to see all the hands in the air.
Then I said, “Raise your hand if you want to give a reason why someone would
try on clothing or shoes.” Students gave reasons like, To see if it fits, To see if it’s the
right style, to see if I like it, to see if it is comfortable, to see if it goes with other stuff I
have, for fun, and so on.
At this point, I asked students, “For those of you who experimented with your
batting stance, did you have to keep that new stance you tried, or could you go back to
the old one?” They agreed that they did not have to keep the new stance—some actually
thought the idea was ridiculous.
Then I asked, “For those of you trying on clothes—let’s say they’re clothes at a
store or potential hand-me-downs from a cousin—did you have to buy or keep the
clothing or shoes you tried on?” Students affirmed that buying or keeping clothing was
not a requirement if they tried clothing on.
I then went over what we discussed. That sometimes people experiment with their
batting stances to see if they can hit better (farther, in the direction they want, etc.) but
that they don’t have to keep the new stance if it doesn’t work out. That people try on
clothing to see if it fits, if it feels comfortable, to see if it’s the right style, if it goes with
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other things they have, for fun, and so on, but they also don’t have to buy or keep it if it
doesn’t work out. Students nodded that we had generally agreed on this.
At this point, I brought up writing revision by saying, “Well revisions in writing
are very similar. They are experiments you can just try to see if they work, if they fit, are
the right style, look good, etc. You can try them to see if they communicate better—help
you get a “hit.” And if they don’t help you get a hit—if they don’t do what you were
hoping they’d do, you can go back to what your writing was before, or you can change
the revision. They don’t have to be forever.”
I continued by saying, “A revision isn’t a promise. You aren’t making a
commitment to a revision if you try it—you’re just trying it. It’s an experiment. Not all
experiments work. It’s okay to go back to the original or keep on experimenting. That’s
what revision is.”
These steps connect to my critical pedagogy goals in very essential ways. My
hope was that this exercise would start students on the process of seeing connections
between writing, revising, and other aspects of their lives—like sports and shopping. I
wanted students to see that revision was something they’d already used in relation to
activities that were important to them. They’d already made revisions in stances and
wardrobes, and they’ve made assessments of whether or not those revisions worked.
They have also had experiences of revising the revision. Maybe if I choke up more, that
will work. Maybe if I try this shirt on in a different size, it will fit better. This process had
also probably happened because someone close to them—a coach, a family member, or
friend—or they themselves—had noticed that something (batting stance, wardrobe) might
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be better, and that they (the students) then took steps (or suggestions) to try to make the
improvement.
Again, it was my hope that this introduction would help students begin to make
connections between their personal experiences with revisions and how writing revision
could be similar. With the writing revisions, they would be continuing this process of
identifying what might be improved and experimenting with changes to make that
improvement, assessing whether that revision helped or not, changing or eliminating that
revision, and circling back to assessing the new revision. It was also my intention that
they make the connection between their trusted coach, family member, or friend that
made suggestions and me, their teacher, who would be making revision suggestions to
their writing.
In chapter one, I explained that students often and understandably interpret
teachers’ suggestions for revisions or expectation that students revise as a determination
that their writing or the topics of their writing are somehow wrong or not good enough. I
broached this topic with students by assuring them that my expectation that they revise
their writing extensively wasn’t because I thought there was something wrong with their
writing or what they were writing about. I shared with my students that I wanted them to
begin to think about revision not as correcting or fixing their writing but experimenting to
see what’s possible in their writing. Though there might be inaccuracies, or lack of
success or appropriateness, their batting stances weren’t wrong, their wardrobes weren’t
wrong, and their writing wasn’t wrong. However, I explained, it was possible that maybe
something better, or at least different, something we had yet to even imagine, was within
our grasp. Thus, we experimented to see if maybe dialogue, for example, might make our
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writing stronger. Revision, I told them, was an experiment—it might or might not work,
but it was worth trying to see.
Some students nodded and looked as though the comparison made sense to them.
Some of their facial expressions didn’t give a lot away. But, when I asked them later in
class for feedback on what they learned about revision, several wrote about how they
learned that revisions can be revised and revising doesn't mean committing to changes.
(Journal entry 10/28/15).
After that discussion, I had students revise an essay on friendship that a student of
mine wrote several years ago (see Appendix F). I chose this essay because it was about
something almost all students are interested in—friendships—and the writing was just
about as general as it could be—there were no specifics at all except the occasional name
of a friend (which, as I’ve done for all student names, I changed). There was an entry
point of revising at all levels of expertise, even the most beginner level. Also, by starting
the revision process with someone else’s writing, I hoped to reduce the threat and feeling
of criticism—of wrongness—of their own writing, which I hoped would enable them to
dig into this essay and revise extensively. I also wanted students to all have the same
piece of writing to work with so that students could see the diversity of revisions that
students tried.
I handed out to each student a paper copy of this former student’s essay and made
sure everyone had a pen or pencil. Working alone or with a small group, students
experimented with what might make the writing stronger.
After a few minutes of experimenting with revisions, the students and I
reconvened the full class. I asked them to share the revisions they tried, and I wrote these
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on the overhead projector (yes, though some classes in my school had smart boards or
LCD projectors, at the time, I still used an overhead projector, though I no longer do).
Students added to their paper copies of the essay all the revisions I put on the overhead.
As I noted in my journal, “All of the students tried revisions on this essay, and some of
what they suggested to revise were pretty subtle and sophisticated” (Journal entry
10/8/15).
Sharing their revisions with the class gave students practice in demonstrating their
agency and ability to try revisions. They were also able to see what revisions other
students tried, giving students an important introduction to how differently various
audiences can experience a text and how audience consideration can be an important
factor in writing.
All students had a chance to share at least one revision they had made, which by
default included revisions to revisions as students often identified similar areas to revise,
and we had to work to incorporate multiple revision ideas to the same area of the essay.
Students could then see that the process of revision is recursive—one revision isn’t
always enough and is often revised multiple times. Working on these revisions also
modeled the resiliency needed when one applies revision to not just writing but to other
situations in the world. Because one revision is not usually enough to solve a problem,
revision has the potential to result in frustration, pessimism, and disengagement.
I also pointed out how messy the resulting writing was. Revising writing (and
thinking) is messy, and revising the world is messy, too. Strengthening students’
tolerance of mess and confusion is beneficial to writing revision and world revision.
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At this point, I commended my students for their revision experiments and their
collaboration in sharing them and further revising them. I affirmed that we would be
doing similar work with our writing all year. As their writing coach, just like a sports (or
wardrobe) coach, I was going to keep pushing them to see what was possible in their
writing, no matter how strong it was to begin with, and I would do this through 1) having
them use their own ideas for revising, 2) assigning them revisions to try (through specific
suggestions made to individual pieces of writing) and 3) having them decide for the final
drafts which revisions to keep, delete, or revise.
The idea that revisions are experiments to see what’s possible and that students
are not revising because there is anything “wrong” with their writing—revision isn’t
about fixing—and that every piece of writing, no matter how strong to begin with, would
get lots of revision suggestions, was a drum beat I played all year. In my journal, I wrote,
“I've been stressing how much I enjoy their writing, what a privilege it is for me to read
their essays, and that I'm really enjoying learning from the essays and learning about
them” (Journal entry 10/8/15). I think this was because I knew, no matter how often I told
them that needing to revise writing was not a sign that they were bad writers, I really
wasn’t sure how much they would believe me.

Before Writing
However, before I even had students writing essays or narratives, we started with
an examination of English itself. We explored how and why English has changed over
time. I prepared a list of about two dozen neologisms of the past 150 years (an
infinitesimal sampling compared to the hundreds of thousands of words that have been
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added to the English vocabulary since the late 19th century). We brainstormed a list of
neologisms that had been added to the language just in their lifetimes (hangry, selfie,
unfriend, locavore, etc.). Then, I had them create their own neologisms to fill what they
identified as a gap in English. The idea I tried to communicate was that English was
always changing, and that they, as users of the language, would also change it, which was
what they were practicing with their creation of a neologism.
I felt that this project prepared them to see English as a flexible and adaptive tool
of expression. I also did a lesson on formal and informal English and the different
applications and contexts for their use. All the time, I was communicating that there was
not one “right,” “correct” or “proper” English, but a variety of Englishes that could all be
“right,” “correct” or “proper” for particular purposes, contexts, and audiences. When they
used the word “fixed” for “revised,” I repeated, “Well, it’s not about fixing, it’s about
seeing what is possible in your writing.” I didn’t tell them that it was wrong to think of
revising as fixing; I just wanted to reinforce a different attitude toward revisions.
Once we had completed this project, students began working on the formal
writing projects that I used for this study.

The Passion/This I Believe Essay
I decided to start with having students write a personal essay about one of their
passions. I often struggle between whether to start with personal essay or personal
narrative. I want to start with one of these two genres for two reasons: I want to get to
know students as well as I can as soon as I can, and because the more personal the
writing is, usually the more engaging it is for students. This approach helped me forge
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relationships with students that would help in everything we did for the rest of the year. It
would help me tailor my teaching to their interests and it would help them see me as
someone who legitimately cared and knew about them—a prerequisite for learning.
By starting with the passion essay, I decided, we would start off exploring both
personal content as well as the essay construct as the essay genre is probably the most
practical type of writing in terms of both in- and out-of-school writing.
Having chosen the personal essay, I gave students the choice of several This I
Believe essays, from the popular National Public Radio (NPR) series, to read and respond
to (see Appendix G). The questions I asked students to answer (either as individuals or in
a small group), were as follows:
1.

What is the claim/thesis of this essay?

2.

What is the point of view the author chose? Why do you think this point of view
works or doesn’t work?

3.

List elements of this essay that you think make it a strong piece of writing. How is
the author trying to engage and interest you?

4.

What is the tone of the essay? What words help to create this tone?
The next day, we had a student-led discussion about the essays the students chose.

During this time, I listed all the elements that students identified as helping to make the
essays they read strong. That afternoon, I compiled the lists from all five classes (see
Appendix H), adding some of my ideas as well, to share with students when they were
ready to revise. I didn’t want them to see the list too early as many (if not most) of the
items on the list are elements that writers revise for—not necessarily elements that
writers use in early drafts. I felt that giving them the list too early would hinder their early
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writing process because they’d be thinking too much of all the rhetorical strategies they
“should” be using. However, I did want them to see that they already had strong and valid
opinions about what made a strong essay. I would use this list later as a basis for giving
them suggestions for revisions and assessing their writing. I wanted them to see the
agency they had in determining what made strong writing, to see the diversity of thought
of what made a strong essay, and to see that these criteria were not just coming from
me—that I wasn’t the sole authority of what made strong writing.
Then, as a homework assignment, I asked students, to write a list of at least eleven
passions or beliefs they had. The odd number was an idea I found in Linda Rief’s book
Seeking Diversity in which she claimed that an odd number like eleven told students that
they needed a fair number of items on their list and it also shook up their brains a little
because of how accustomed they were to having teachers assign more typical numbers
like five or ten. Additionally, I would add that it prompted an interesting (brief)
discussion in class about why a number like “eleven” might be “weird,” and questioning
what are often unexamined norms is a critical move!
I showed students a model list that I had made, demonstrating through my choices
(e.g., beliefs that stem from words of wisdom from my parents and being a teacher, as
well as beliefs about socks and dark chocolate) that the passions or beliefs could be silly
or serious—as long as students felt passionate about them.
When I assigned the list, I did not tell students that they were generating a list of
topics to write about. If they had known ahead of time, I believe they would have
censored their lists, by thinking, Oh this isn’t interesting enough to write about, or they
would feel unable to generate a list at all. While many of Lee’s college students “initially
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perceive their lives as texts to entertain and celebrate” (28), my students often need to be
convinced. In the past, the lists have been richer if students didn’t know they were listing
potential writing topics.
From this list, I asked students to choose one passion or belief to write about, and
I shared a list of questions with them (see Appendix I). These questions, I told them, were
ones that their readers might want to know about their belief or passion. I told them they
were not required to answer any or all of the questions if they had a different approach,
but if they were looking for help, these questions were available to them.
At this point, students and I spent a couple of days in the computer lab14 writing
the zero drafts of their passion/This I Believe essays. Students had a good portion of two
class periods during which to write these drafts. I had them do their writing in class for a
few reasons.
1.

It showed them that writing is important enough to use class time for.

2.

Their classmates and I were available to them as they were writing, if they had
questions or just liked the support of being surrounded by other writers.

3.

Many of our students were lacking computers and/or reliable/speedy internet. In
our district, at this time, expecting students to use computers at home was not
reasonable or equitable.

4.

The writing mostly got done.

5.

It reduced plagiarism.

6.

Writing instruction happened as students asked questions and/or encountered
problems that were helpful for the whole class to explore.

14

Again, these were the days before the school distributed individual Chrome books to students.
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Beyond the list of prompting questions I offered them, the models we read and
discussed, and the advice to “just start writing—don’t over-think a first draft,” I did not
give them a lot of instruction about how to write the essays. If students were stuck, I
referred them to the questions or I talked with them for a bit, asking other questions until
they got an idea of where to start or continue writing.
When these two days were up, students shared their Google doc essay drafts with
me, and I read them and gave feedback by writing in the Google doc comment boxes. I
tailored the comments I wrote based on the list of elements we valued in essays and the
temperament and/or learning abilities/disabilities of the students. Some students were
easily overwhelmed or had very long processing times—I tried to give these students
fewer suggestions. Other students were quicker processors and/or writers—I tried to give
these students more suggestions. I did my best to make sure that generally, students
received about twelve suggestions for revisions. I made sure that the stronger writers
especially had at least this number of suggestions as I did not want students to see
evidence that stronger writing received fewer revisions suggestions, which they would
understandably interpret as revising being something that only beginning writers did.
When I was making revision suggestions, I tried to
1.

Be brief. As any teacher knows, it takes a long time to thoughtfully comment on

so many pieces of writing. It is also physically demanding, requiring a lot of typing (or,
for some, handwriting). Also, students don’t want to (and some can’t) read through
overly long comments. Longer comments also position me, the teacher, as more of an
authority, running the risk of my voice overwhelming the student voice and my impeding
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students’ growth in making decisions about what and how to revise—which is what will
be required in order to move the world closer to justice.
2.

Be focused. I don’t comment on everything they might revise but focus on what I

think would be most helpful to the particular student, taking into account what I
mentioned above (temperament, learning disabilities, etc.). This focus was important
modeling as well. If one does not develop some kind of focus when looking for what
might be better in the world, then one will quickly become overwhelmed. In practice,
writers and world-changers need to be selective.
3.

Use language that connotes experimentation by using the word “try,” as in “Try

writing this as dialogue.” The use of “try” softens the imperative and reinforces the idea
that when we revise, we are trying something that might not work or might need more
work. It reinforces a positive, creative problem-solving mindset—necessary in critical
pedagogy.
4.

Avoid noting places I thought worked well. As Hedy McGarrell and Jeff Vebeem

note, “such stock evaluative comments as ‘Good’ and ‘Interesting,’ might be interpreted
by developing writers to mean, ‘Leave this part alone’ (233). In critical pedagogy, even
something working well could probably be better—or at least, examined and
experimented with to find out if it could be improved. There was also a practical reason
for this—by not noting everything I admired in their writing, I considerably reduced the
number of comments I needed to write.
In class, before I had students look at their drafts with my comments and begin
this stage of revising, I shared with them the list we generated of what we value in essays:
•
•

Being personal
Parts I can visualize
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•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Strong title
Lots of detail
Imagery/sensory language: showing, not telling!
Metaphors, similes, and other figurative language
Uncommon, strong, and interesting vocabulary
Humor
Quotes
Dialogue
Anecdotes and Flashbacks
Passion! Strong emotions/feelings
Self-reflection and realizations that change us as readers
Life lessons
Interesting thesis/claim/topic/event/purpose that readers can relate to
Strong lead and memorable conclusion / wrap up
The end refers back to the beginning!
Strong conventions
Topics readers and writers can relate to
Gives readers something to think about
Beginnings and ends of paragraphs make me want to keep reading
The unexpected

We read it over as a class, and students had time to ask questions, comment, or add items
to the list.
On the other side of the handout, I put a writing rubric that I wrote based on the
list of elements students generated (see Appendix J). Instead of going over the whole
rubric (which could overwhelm students with too much information), I focused on the
score 4 column (on a five point scale, I identified score 4 as meeting expectations) and
said, “Because these are elements that you identified as making a strong essay, try to use
as many of these as you can or as makes sense for your essay.”
I then reminded students that I gave feedback on their writing based on the list of
what we valued in essays, and I explained that I expected them to try my suggestions
along with any other ideas they came up with, and that most of the credit they would earn
for this writing would be based on the extent to which they tried every suggestion I wrote
on their drafts. I also explained that, once they revised, it was up to them as the authors to
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decide what to include in the final draft. If, after revising, they decided that their original
draft was what they wanted as the final draft, they could use their original as the final
draft. Any revisions that they tried they could either keep, delete, or further revise. I was
hoping to create for students opportunities to both identify improvements that might be
made in their writing (similar to seeing what improvements might be made in the world)
and experience ownership of their writing (which might develop their ability to see
themselves as agents of decision-making and change), as both of these skills would be
necessary for developing critical thinking and creating a just world.
I also modeled for students how to respond to my comments as mini assignments
of what to try revising in their writing—not questions I want them to answer just for me
in the “reply” box. I found in previous experiences with putting revision suggestions in
the comment boxes in Google docs that, in response to a comment such as, "How did you
feel about this?" students would just write "Fine" in the reply box, instead of
incorporating their feelings into the text of the writing, which was my expectation. I was
trying to help students see that I was asking on behalf of the reader, not for my own
personal interest outside of the writing. I was also hoping to make them more aware of
what the reader might need or want to know—just as, in the process of creating a more
just world, students and I will need to be able to be aware of other people and their needs
and wants.
In December, I realized that one of the reasons why students were (logically)
writing responses to my suggestions in the reply boxes was because I was writing many
of them as questions. Thereafter, I made a concerted effort to write my revision
suggestions in the imperative. This brought up another concern—how to create
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imperative comments that didn’t come across as overly authoritative. This, I thought,
would be unpleasant for most students and would likely stymie those students with
rebellious or oppositional tendencies. I was also worried that using the imperative would
train students to do what I said instead of also thinking for themselves about what might
make their writing stronger (an ultimate critical goal). I decided to temper the imperative
but still be clear about what I wanted students to do by using “try” as in “try writing this
as dialogue.” “Consider writing this as dialogue” was an option I considered and
rejected as I wanted them to do more than consider—I did actually want them to try. I
also thought that the word “try” would reinforce the idea that revisions were experiments,
important to critical pedagogy. To try something implies that, after the attempt, the writer
will assess how that attempt worked and then make decisions about how to proceed—to
keep it, delete it, or change it. My using the imperative instead of the interrogative almost
entirely eliminated the problem of students merely answering my suggestion-question
without actually revising.
After the first day of revising, I asked students to write their first revision letters.
When I went over the reflection letter “assignment,” I encouraged them to write the letter
to whomever they wanted, and I gave examples, “You can write it to me, a friend, a
family member, a character in a book or movie—whomever you feel comfortable sharing
your thoughts with.” I did this to create as much comfort and familiarity as I could for
them, hoping that they would feel freer in sharing their thoughts. Some students wrote to
me, others wrote to a pet, a friend, a family member (in at least one case, it was a
deceased and beloved grandfather), or a made-up character. Students wrote these letters
in the midst of their revising process and before they started to make decisions about
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what they would keep in the final draft. Most students hand-wrote the letters, and all of
them wrote the letters in class and then put them in the envelopes I provided. I realized
that I did not make sure students wrote the date on the letter and that my data could easily
get mixed up chronologically, which would have hurt my study. I dated all of the
envelopes before turning them over to my colleague. Doing it over, I would have
provided paper for them with the date already on it.
After the two days students revised in the computer lab, I looked at their work. In
my journal, I wrote, “I was pleasantly surprised at how many students had tried all of the
suggestions (nearly all), and how worked over their writing looked” from all of the light
green highlighting and strike-throughs Google docs version history showed. “From
experience, I can say that this is not typical. I think it helps that they are writing on the
computers and my comments are on the computer as well…they're not having to deal
with my handwriting, which can get pretty messy after the fiftieth essay I've read” and
many students are not confident reading cursive. They also don’t have to deal with the
physical fatigue—which is real for students—of handwriting all of their revisions
(Journal entry 10/27/15).
To help students prepare the final draft (at least, final for now!), I went over my
final draft expectations, including reminding students that they had the power to decide
which revisions to keep, delete, or re-revise. The students were all engrossed in their
writing (as they usually were in the computer lab).
I also passed out a writer’s reflection (see Appendix K) and rubric on paper—a
series of questions about their writing that I felt helped students reflect on their processes
and outcomes as well as identify elements (from the “what we value list” and rubric) they
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had incorporated into their writing, which also gave them practice using their literary
vocabulary. When students settled on what would be their final draft, they started
working on this reflection.
When students turned in their essays (electronically) and the paper version of the
writers’ reflections and rubrics, I read over the reflections, encouraging students to
continue working on any parts of the reflections that were incomplete. I reviewed the
version histories to assign credit for revising and read their essays for enjoyment and also
to note conventions (spelling, punctuation, etc.) that were not quite appropriate for their
purpose or audience. I noted where on the rubric I felt each piece fell, and I recorded all
of these points earned on their writer’s reflections, which I ultimately returned to
students. On these reflections, I also wrote a comment congratulating them on a particular
strength of the piece of writing or their work. When I returned these to students, I let
students know how much I enjoyed their writing and appreciated their efforts and that,
per our class norms, they could redo any of the work for more learning and more
credit/points.

Persuasive Essay
I was anxious about having enough time for students to write all the writing I
wanted them to do for the study, so I did not let much time pass before starting the next
piece of writing. In the week and a half in between the passion and persuasive essays, we
read and discussed a persuasive essay, students had a vocabulary quiz, and the whole
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eighth grade had two day-long field trips. Then we began our foray into persuasive
writing.
At first, I acknowledged to students that all strong writing is usually persuasive in
some way, but that a persuasive essay was actually a call to action--that the authors of
persuasive essays wanted their audience to do something (increase allowance, protect
wildlife habitats, join a boycott), and they were trying to convince their audience to do it.
Persuasive essays often call for similar skills that the creation of a just world
might call for: identifying something that could be better, identifying an audience of
those who might be persuaded, identifying reasons why the change should be made,
anticipating and addressing concerns the audience might have, and using persuasive
language. Being able to articulate a vision, how the vision might be realized,
acknowledging obstacles, providing pathways around the obstacles, and awareness of and
concern for audience are all potentially necessary skills to being a critical thinker and
actor in the world.
I had shared with students an essay published in the Washington Post titled, “I’m
a 12-year-old girl. Why don’t the characters in my apps look like me?15” We spent a class
period reading it and discussing elements such as point of view, formal and informal
language, and leads. We compared the essay to the list we used for the Passion/This I
Believe essays and discussed what elements made it strong and which the author could
have used to better effect. Then, I had students prepare to write their own essays.

15

I think that the instinct that told me that eighth grade students (typically aged 13-14) might be
offended reading an essay written by a 12-year-old was correct. I only used this essay this one
time. If you teach 12-year-olds or younger, I highly recommend it.
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Again, I started with a list, but this time, I asked students to make a list of at least
thirteen things in their lives that they were dissatisfied with—things that, if they were
changed, would make their lives or other people’s lives, better. And again, I modeled
what I was asking them to do by showing them my own list. Being careful to keep my
personal political beliefs to myself (as critical pedagogues emphasize, none of us knows
what a just world ultimately looks like, and teachers are not rarified beings with all of the
answers), I included a range from the light-hearted to the more serious (soft serve ice
cream should be served in the cafeteria, dog owners should obey leash laws).
This practice gave students experience in identifying aspects of their lives (or the
lives of others) that could be improved—important practice for critical thinkers. Teens
are often characterized as being dissatisfied with everything, but this year, like many
others, there were some students for whom this was difficult. After spending time with
them asking questions like, Do you love school lunches? Are you happy with every aspect
of school? Do you love homework? They were usually able to get a few things down. Of
these grievances, students started to narrow down their choices until they had decided on
one to write about. To ease indecision that some were feeling, I emphasized that they
were always free to change their minds at any point and write about something else. I
often repeated, “When it comes to writing, change is good!”
Next, I gave students a handout (see Appendix L) to complete in class, either on
their own or with a partner. On this handout, they
1. Listed what it was they wanted to write about—what change they wanted to see
2. Identified their audience (whom are they trying to convince to make this change?)
3. Listed reasons why the change would benefit themselves and their audience.
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These became the main points of their essays.
4. Listed concerns of their audience (what objections might readers have?), in other
words, counterclaims.
5. Responded to the audience’s assumed concerns. How would they “answer back”
to the list they had just written?
Step 4 reintroduced and reinforced to students the important of their audience
beyond me, the teacher. By asking them to consider their argument from their audience’s
point of view and to imagine the concerns or objections to their argument and to
acknowledge and respond to these, students were practicing a critical skill of being able
to see and understand topics from their audience’s point of view, which is necessary for
creating a more just world. It’s not possible to have a just world if people do not
understand the needs, desires, and experiences of others. I hoped that having students
begin to think about their audience beyond how much the teacher or others would “like”
their writing would help move them toward considering how others out in the world
would experience their writing. Through imagining and addressing counterclaims,
students would hopefully see or begin to see their audiences as those who needed to be
included, considered, respected, and answered to. This was a way for students to
acknowledge and understand that many people think about and/or experience the world
differently from the way they do—that students have goals, concerns, experiences,
obstacles, and so on, that might be different from those of other people, including and
maybe especially their audiences.
Identifying these audience concerns then led students to the step of answering
those concerns. This was another crucial component in not only writing effective
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persuasive essays but in critical thinking and pedagogy. Creating a just world will involve
negotiating with those who do not want a just world or might have a vision of a just
world that is different from another’s vision of a just world. Creating a just world will
necessitate discussion—positing beliefs and ideas, critiquing them and hearing them
critiqued by others, and being able to reason through possible solutions or answers to
objections or failed attempts. These are all skills that can be a part of persuasive essays as
well.
When students were done with this handout, I let them know that they had
basically written an outline of their essay! Before students started writing their actual
essays, I shared with them a persuasive essay, Paving the Dirt Roads, that was a writing
benchmark for the State of Vermont (used by teachers to both teach persuasive writing
and score students attempt on the state rubrics), and that tried to convince the audience to
pave the dirt roads in a small Vermont town (see Appendix M). This essay was written by
an eighth-grader in Vermont.
I chose this essay for a model because it was written well overall and therefore
included the elements of a strong persuasive essay: a scenario or an anecdote for the lead,
a strong thesis, counterclaims, rebuttals, main points, supporting details, transitions,
persuasive language, and a conclusion that included the thesis and a connection to the
lead. It was written on a topic they were all interested in (many of my students live on
dirt roads, and most of them regularly travel on dirt roads) but were not likely to write
about themselves (I didn’t want to take a great idea away from any students, and in all my
years of teaching, despite their personal interest in the topic, never have any of my
students proposed writing an essay about paving dirt roads). It was also an essay that was
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more than five paragraphs. All year, I work to undo the idea they have that five is a magic
number in essay-writing.
I’ve learned through experience that students often have no idea (or conflicting
ideas) of what I want them to produce for an assignment unless I show them a model.
This state of having no idea or conflicting ideas can be a rich place for exploration and
creativity, and it can also lead to disengagement and stress—obviously sub-optimal states
of mind for learning. When I show students an example, I let them know that I’m
showing them what I consider to be a strong example, but that it is just one way to do this
kind of writing. This is a message I often repeat as we examine the sample.
Rigid thinking is contradictory to critical thinking and pedagogy, so at every
chance, I also did my best to reinforce the overlap of genres and the variety within
genres. There will likely be many possible permutations of how a just world is manifest
as well. Flexibility in thinking and approach will be paramount.
With this particular model persuasive essay, I took students through a process of
color coding the important elements so they could see how a persuasive essay might be
constructed. I explained that they could write their essay using this example as a model
and using similar elements in a similar order, or they could just use it as a reference if
they chose to write their essays a different way. Giving students a choice was a method to
engage them and to give them practice at having the agency to make their own decisions
about how best to tackle a problem. It is unlikely that anyone would be able to create a
just world by following a fixed formula.
I gave each student a bundle of colored pencils and a paper copy of the essay, and
I projected an image of the essay for everyone to see. I introduced the activity by saying
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to students, “We are going to read through this essay to color code different key
components. It’s important that you listen and watch carefully and use the specific colors
I ask you to use—I chose the colors carefully, and they are symbolic.16” Periodically
throughout, I asked for questions, and sometimes students asked questions at other points.
I began the coloring by saying, “First, I’m going to read the introduction to you. With
your green pencil in hand, please read along, and put a dot where you think the thesis is.”
When I was done reading the paragraph, I gave them a moment to get their green dots
down, then students shared which sentence they thought was the thesis, and then I had
them highlight with their green pencil the sentence that I thought was the intended thesis.
We also talked about other sentences that students chose, and I saw (and acknowledged
to students) that I saw that there was more than one similar sentence that could function
as a thesis.
We colored the thesis statements green, the main points blue and yellow
(alternating paragraphs), the lead red, the transitions pink, the counterclaims orange, and
rebuttals blue or yellow. I asked students why they thought I had chosen green for the
thesis statements and blue and yellow for the main points of the body paragraphs. In the
classes that were not forthcoming, I gave them a hint, “What relationship do green, blue,
and yellow have to each other?” Then several students realized that blue and yellow make
green. “Exactly. Just like blue and yellow make green, if you put your main points
together, you should get your thesis.” I had them color the lead and conclusion red
because red is attention-grabbing and memorable, just like leads and conclusions should
be. Transitions hold things together like pink bubblegum can stick things together,

16

This approach is adapted from one I learned in my work with the Vermont Department of Education.
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therefore, we colored transitions pink. I made the counterclaims orange because orange is
the opposite of blue (one of the main point colors), just like counterclaims challenge the
points of the thesis. In the future, I’ll probably make the lead and conclusion orange and
the counterclaims red so the counterclaims could be the opposite color to the thesis,
which makes more sense symbolically.
All the while, we discussed our choices of what to color. We saw that some
paragraphs had more than one sentence that delivered the main point of that paragraph.
We noticed that the essay was not five paragraphs. Having students color code the essay
demonstrated that strong essays don’t always have just one clear thesis statement or
“topic sentence” in each paragraph. It’s a good reminder that writing is seldom as straight
forward as outlines and activities like color coding might make it out to be. Writing is not
a science, and the pieces aren’t necessarily as clearly identifiable as, say, the parts of an
engine. Maybe they are more like the parts of an atom which move around and take on
different properties as they gain or lose energy. There is a lot of overlap. There is a lot of
nuance. There is a lot of room for difference and innovation.
At this point, students were ready to begin their writing. I had them start with
their counterclaims and rebuttals. I told them, “I think it’s good to get the concerns out of
the way first because that way, your audience is not reading through your essay distracted
by the counterclaims in their heads...they aren’t thinking, ‘Yeah, but’ when they should
be focused on your message.”
Then I had students write their other body paragraphs--the ones that make the
main points that supported their thesis statements. I made a point of their not starting with
their introductions—unless they insisted. I explained to students that leaving the
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introductions till the end gave them the flexibility to change their thesis statements—to
change their minds about what they were writing about or what they had to say about
their topics. If they wrote their introductions first, they would be less likely to be open to
this kind of change because it would require the added work of rewriting their
introductions. I shared with students that as they wrote, they might discover, for example,
that their main points are really supporting a different overall claim. I did this to support
the philosophy that “writing is thinking” and not just reporting on thinking, and of course
to support the aims of critical pedagogy in which the necessity of people changing how
they think and being receptive to changing their thought is axiomatic.
According to my journal, during class one day when “I was reviewing how
students might go about creating the final drafts of their persuasive essays,” one student
asked a question about the revisions, and “he used the term corrected as in, once we've
corrected our essays...and it was a good moment to clarify that revising is not about
correcting or fixing our writing, it's about seeing what's possible in our writing.” That
day, I happened to be under observation by my assistant principal, and he noted both the
student’s question and my response in his observation, and we talked about it during our
debriefing meeting. He was taken with that moment and commented on how important a
life lesson that is” (Journal entry 11/14/15). From our discussion, it was clear that the
idea that revising didn’t have to be “error correction” was not how that assistant principal
viewed revision, so it was actually not a given either for students or educators in my
school to see revisions as seeing what’s possible instead of a process of fixing writing.
Once students had done some pre-writing, we moved back to the computer lab
where students had a couple of days to draft their persuasive essays. At this stage, the
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process unfolded in a similar fashion to the passion/This I Believe essay. Once students
finished their final drafts and writer’s reflections, I gave them the revision survey to
complete in class and followed the procedure I had established of students sealing them
in envelopes and writing their names across the seal.

Narrative #1
Again, I did not let much time go by before we began narrative writing. In the
intervening week and a half, students continued to learn literary and general vocabulary,
they learned about misplaced modifiers and analogies, they read and discussed a short
story, and went on another field trip. When we got to narrative writing. I started students
off with another list, also an idea I originally found in Rief’s book Seeking Diversity. The
original concept was for students to make a list of a number of the best things that had
happened to them and then a separate list for a number of worst things that had happened
to them. One year, I was called into the principal’s office about student and parent
complaints regarding the “worst list” assignment. Parents felt that students who have had
horrific experiences should not be re-traumatized by being prompted to list these events,
and such students didn’t always want to remember or share these experiences. I felt that I
had presented this assignment in a trauma-sensitive way (I always told students to only
include on the list what they wanted to), and plenty of students seemed to complete this
assignment with relative ease and could list bad but not horrific experiences—like losing
a championship game or getting chickenpox. However, these parents and students had
categorically valid points—critical pedagogy does not require those who have suffered to
display or share that suffering if they don’t choose to—and I certainly never wanted any
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of my assignments to traumatize students. Grateful for the feedback, I revised the
assignment so that students could comprise their lists of all best events, all worst events,
or a mix of the two—and the events could even be fictional if students really didn’t want
to reveal anything about their lives—I never asked students to tell me if the list was
fictional—as long as they put enough items on the list.
For their lists, I encouraged students to be specific. I explained that a weeklong
family camping trip probably held many memorable events that happened, and I showed
them how to think of the specific things that made the trip great or horrible and that could
help them get more events on their lists (e.g., We saw a moose, It rained and our tent got
soaked, We made s’mores around the campfire).
Again, when I assigned these lists, I did not tell students that they were generating
rich topics for writing; I only revealed this information once students had made their lists.
Then, I encouraged students to choose topics for their narrative that happened in a very
short period of time—just a few minutes, if possible—which is why I was urging them to
be specific on their lists. I also showed them a copy of James Joyce’s Ulysses and asked
them to guess how much time elapsed in the book. When I told them it was only a day,
many were surprised. I said, “James Joyce took 800 pages to write about one day—trying
to write about a week in a short narrative is usually too much time to cover.”
However, this was just a recommendation for students. While I wanted them to
write focused stories that were not the often unsatisfying “bed-to-bed” stories that Atwell
references, I knew that what I was encouraging them to do was not a rule—just
something that often, but not always, works. I wanted students to understand that while
there are guidelines that often help writers, they were not rules and didn’t apply to all
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pieces of writing or writing situations. It was more important for students to feel loose
and comfortable as well as feeling ownership of their writing than for them to be focused
on adhering to a lot of norms I could impose—especially for students who really struggle
with writing.
I had students then choose three events on their lists, and over the course of a few
days of homework, had them start writing 100-200 words (by hand or typed if desired or
possible) about each of the three they chose, an approach that Atwell and others take. I
told them, “Start telling the story of that event or just write down whatever you remember
or want to remember.” Once they were done, students had a choice of already-started
narratives that they could complete. Then I gave students a couple of class periods in
which to write their early drafts. They had the option of starting fresh with a new topic as
well.
During this time, my students and I also read an excerpt from Richard Bradford’s
novel, Red Sky at Morning. In this passage, the high-school aged main character gets
introduced to a game his new friends play. It is entertaining and engaging (in part because
some might also say it’s disgusting), and it also modeled code meshing as there is some
Spanish (and Spanglish) embedded in the passage. As our school district has very few
students who speak languages other than English, it is important practice for students to
see examples of this kind of code meshing. After reading this excerpt, students created
the following list of what they valued in narrative writing (see Appendix N):
•
•
•
•
•

Sensory language/imagery
Characters’ thoughts and feelings
Strong vocabulary, including words from other languages and informal English
Figurative language
Dialogue
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•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Unexpected story line while still making sense and feeling real
Action
Reflection
Comedy
Suspense/mystery/cliff hangers
Appropriate pacing (moves quickly when needed and slows down when needed,
like the climax)
The end connects to the beginning
Flashbacks and foreshadowing
Strong leads and conclusions
Personal
Interesting characters and relationships
First person (some people have a strong preference for this, but it’s not a
requirement)
Clear setting (when and where a story takes place)
Use of graphic devices like italics
Variety in sentence length
A reason to read it (there’s a point to the story)
I also taught lessons on such elements as dialogue and figurative language, both

of which appear on their list of what they value in narratives. For dialogue, which most of
them were familiar with as an element of literature, I first asked them, “How many of
you, through no fault of your own—either because you were on a bus, in a hallway, in a
restaurant, or just out and about in the world—have been able to listen in on other
people’s conversations?” And almost everyone raised their hands. I stressed that this was
not something they were trying to do, and of course would not do purposely to eavesdrop,
but that, sometimes, it’s almost impossible to not overhear conversations now and then.
Then I said, “Please raise your hand if you have ever found these conversations
interesting.” And just about everyone who had their hand raised before raised their hand
again. I invited students to look around the room as I said, “A lot of us find these
conversations very interesting—including me! Audiences do not always like what you
like or want what you want—but in some other important ways, your readers can be very
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similar to you. They can also like ‘listening in’ on other people’s conversations—without
feeling guilty about it. Literature gives readers the opportunity to gain access to the lives
of others in an acceptable way. And, one way we writers provide this for readers is
through dialogue. Many readers, like you, like to listen in—so let them! Let your
characters speak out loud.” This was one way I could share the concept with them that
their audience—and people in general—are people who can be both very different from
them (and each other) and very similar to them (and each other) at the same time. This is
an important message in critical pedagogy. People can be very different—so that we can
learn about, respect, celebrate, and work with differences. And people can be very
similar—which is important as we look for ways to connect with each other and build
paths of mutual experience to enjoy and build on. The process proceeded as it did for
other writing this year, and students wrote the second revision letter while they were in
the midst of revising their drafts.

Narrative #2
I gave students the option of continuing one of the three narratives they started
writing earlier, or choosing an entirely different event to write about, even if it was not on
their original list. This assignment proceeded much like Narrative #1 as students and I
continued to expand the elements on the “what we value list” that they used, such as
unspoken thoughts and flashback.
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In order to help students focus their writing, I introduced them to the “SomebodyWanted-But-So”17 chart in which I asked them to identify the protagonist in their stories
(the “somebody,” though this chart could also be completed from the antagonist’s point
of view as well), what that character wanted, what got in the way (main
conflict/antagonist, the “but”), and what happened as a result (the “so”). I had students
complete this chart for their own narratives, but first I showed them how it was done by
having us work together to complete one chart using the plot of a chapter of Jacqueline
Woodson’s I Hadn’t Meant to Tell You This that students had already read and discussed
in class.
Table 11: Somebody Wanted But So
Somebody

Wanted

But

So

Wanted to maintain
her status as “cool”
by being friends
with Sherry

But something
about Lena touched
her

So she sacrificed
her friendship with
Sherry and being
“cool” to get to
know Lena.

(Protagonist)
Marie

The way I introduced unspoken thoughts (as an example of another literary
element I explicitly taught), which some might think of as internal monologue, was by
using the Abraham and Isaac story from the first testament of the Bible. But first, I asked
students to raise their hands if they had ever wanted to know what another person was
thinking, which I clarified by saying, “Not all the time, necessarily, but have there ever

I have since changed this to “Somebody-Wanted-However-So” ever since I lost several minutes of a class
when some of the students read/heard “Somebody-Wanted-Butt-So” instead of “Somebody-Wanted-ButSo.” I now use “Somebody-Wanted-However-So.” It was pretty funny, though! I have adapted this from
Kylene Beers’ book, When Kids Can’t Read: What Teachers Can Do. Portsmouth, NH: Heinemann, 2003.
17
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been specific times you’ve wanted to know?” Most students raised their hands, and I had
them look around to see that many, if not all, of their classmates had their hands up. I was
also raising my hand. I continued, “A lot of people have this experience—including
members of your audience. There are likes and dislikes you might have in common with
your audience, and this is probably one of them. As a writer, it’s helpful to know that one
way of providing access to another person’s thoughts is to include unspoken thoughts in
your narratives.”
I then passed out to students a paper copy of the Abraham and Isaac story. Bible
stories are on the Massachusetts ELA Frameworks suggested reading list, and this one
has a plot that students often find engaging. In addition, it has dialogue and no unspoken
thoughts—but it also has excellent opportunities for unspoken thoughts. What does a
father think when God tells him to sacrifice his son? What does a child think when a
parent looks like they are planning to kill him18? What do the parent and child think when
God retracts the command? The copy of the story I share with students is one I created
with thought bubbles I drew at several key points of the story for students to write the
unspoken thoughts they each imagine Abraham and Isaac are thinking.
Giving students practice about how unspoken thoughts can be used in narrative
writing—and helping them see how much information that would otherwise be missing if
writers don’t include unspoken thoughts, has value in writing instruction. I believe it also
had value in prompting students to think about audience in two ways. One was in terms
of what audiences get to know or don’t get to know based on the inclusion or exclusion
of unspoken thoughts. And the other was students getting practice in speculating about

18

This story has some obvious potential triggers for students.
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what real people might think based on their trying to predict what characters might be
thinking in the different situations that arise in a narrative. Not all audience members are
the same, and that is crucial. However, just thinking about how the audience experiences
the story is a helpful critical step. If students are at least thinking of how the audience
experiences the story (What would the reader want to know here? What do I want the
reader to know at this point? Could unspoken thoughts help?), then they can start
thinking about how audiences might experience the story differently from writers.
Students’ being able to imagine what others (such as characters in the stories
other than themselves) are thinking and feeling is also an important element of critical
pedagogy. It’s possible that this awareness as writers will make students more attentive
not just as readers and writers but also as people in the world, where they might realize
that people might be thinking all kinds of different—and possibly unexpected thoughts—
that they do not articulate. It’s possible that it might prompt them to ask more often,
“What are you thinking?” which is another vital component of critical thinking and
pedagogy.
The process for the second narrative proceeded as it did for other writing this
year, and students completed the second revision survey after they had finished revising
their drafts.

Revising vs Fixing
Throughout the year, I also paid attention to language I used with regard to
revising. I actively avoided using words like “fix,” and instead used language such as,
“experimented with changes,” and “saw what was possible,” and I gently but vigilantly
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redirected students to do the same. It’s much easier for students to say, “I fixed it,” so this
is a big change to ask them to make.
Harder still is the change for conventions such as spelling, punctuation,
capitalization, and so on. On every final draft, I used codes to mark where there were
unconventional conventions. I made a list of the most common instances (e.g., S for
spelling, A for apostrophes, L for capitalization, C for comma), and I typed them in at the
beginning of lines that had an unconventional use (or lack) of these. For example, if I put
an S at the beginning of a line of text, it meant that there was an unconventionally-spelled
word in that line. Students had to find where it was and make it “more conventional.” I
adjusted which instances I identified and expected them to “work on,” depending on to
what extent they had mastered conventions or learning disabilities that might call for a
somewhat different approach.
I explained each time that spelling, punctuation, and so on, are conventions of
writing, not rules. They aren’t right, correct, or wrong, they are either conventional or
unconventional. However, this is even more awkward than getting them to say, “I saw
what was possible in my writing” instead of “I fixed my writing.” Getting students to say,
“I made my conventions more conventional” or “I made my conventions match my
purpose and audience” is a very big lift compared to “I fixed it.”
About half-way through the year, during the time we were working on this second
narrative, I noted in my journal, “I still have students use words like "correcting" and
"fixing" when they are referring to revising. I always rephrase it with words like, "It's not
correcting or fixing your writing--you're just seeing what's possible with your writing and
deciding what works and what doesn't work." (Journal entry 1/7/16). But after that day, I
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had a different experience with a student. This was a girl who was fairly edgy. She had
quite a difficult home life and was not really a child that I felt was well cared for. She
could be gruff and oppositional at times and was very intelligent and often wanted to do
well. Later that day, I wrote in my journal that this student “started to say that she fixed
her narrative but then stopped, smiled and said she tried all her revisions.” At that
moment, it started to feel that students were beginning to internalize the idea that revising
writing isn’t correcting writing.
Throughout all that I did this year, through the words I used and what I asked
students to do, I was stressing that revising is not fixing—it is writers’ (including student
writers’) experimenting and making choices for themselves about their words, thoughts,
audiences and more.
However, though I had a definite agenda in what I wanted students to learn about
writing and revision, it was (and is) crucial for me to remember that, as a teacher who is
interested in critical pedagogy, I do not have all the answers. My vision of justice for all
is imperfect, incomplete, and probably very different from many of my students’ visions
of justice for all. It is therefore necessary to “encourage multiplicity of voices in
classrooms” in which “subjects see others as subjects and not as objects” (McLaren 138).
Creating a classroom that is “a contact zone is a potentially powerful pedagogical
intervention if it’s not silencing or celebrating” the multiplicity of voices (Miller 407).
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CHAPTER 4
STUDENTS’ ATTITUDES TOWARD REVISION AND THEIR SENSE OF
OWNERSHIP AND AGENCY

Before looking closely at individual students’ data, I am going to set the stage for
the next two chapters. It’s important to look at an overview of student experiences before
delving deeply into individual cases. Students had specific, individual responses to the
critical workshop, but they also have a story to tell as a whole. The individual students I
will highlight in the next chapters are, in many ways, representatives of other students
who had similar experiences, but none of the participants had identical experiences.
While interpreting all of their data in detail is beyond the scope of this dissertation, I do
want all of these student participants to have a voice in this study. I also want to make the
case that the students I chose to highlight are indeed, in different ways, representative of
subsets of the group. All of their experiences are important and show the possibilities, as
well as the growth areas, of the critical workshop.
To prepare for chapter five, I will describe and explain a continuum of critical
thinking that I developed for my exploration of students’ attitudes toward revision. This
includes how I developed each level of critical thinking on the continuum, why I
organized the continuum the way I did, and what kinds of student responses helped me
identify these levels and place students within them. I will then briefly show the gains
each participant experienced. In chapter five, I will more specifically explore and
examine the data of a subset of participants. To lay the groundwork for chapter six, I will
first explain how and why my approach to ownership was different from the approach I
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took with students’ attitudes toward revision. Then, once again, I will introduce the
categories of ownership of their writing, how I developed these categories, and what
kinds of student comments helped me place the students in these categories.

The Critical Thinking Continuum
In advance of conducting my study, I developed these benchmarks to identify
what might qualify as critical thinking in students’ writing.
1.

Ability to imagine and consider possibilities, change thinking, and create positive
change (the keystones of critical pedagogy)

2.

Sense of ownership of writing (i.e., students feeling ownership over what they
write and how they write it)

3.

Consideration of audience (e.g., how students position readers)

4.

Consideration of community (e.g., how students position groups of people who
might or might not be readers of their writing)

5.

Risk-taking in the content, wording, and/or form of their writing (i.e., students’
trying revisions in their writing that they are not sure will work or that they or the
teacher will like).
Once I reviewed the data I collected (pre- and post-assessments, surveys, and

letters), I used this data to revise the list. The data indicated that the first, third, fourth,
and fifth types of critical thinking on my list seemed to go together in students’
experience of critical thinking. The data also indicated that the second type, ownership,
seemed its own category that needed to be explored separately. After making this
revision to my original list, I then used the data to guide me to an expanded list of three
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categories of students’ attitudes toward revision (each increasing in complexity), and
within these three kinds, I identified different levels. These levels identify differences in
complexity more than rigid distinctions for the purpose of providing a sense of difference
within each larger category. They are not an outline of developmental stages—I did not
feel that students needed to move through each previous level in order to properly be
placed in a more complex level. Also, students often showed evidence of being at
different levels in the same data point—each level is not an “either or” placement. While
I do not necessarily see the levels as rigidly defined, students’ responses and revisions
helped me to create and place students in these categories and in these levels.

Low Complexity Critical Thinking
Level One (L1): Communicating to Students That Their Writing is “Bad”
Because some students wrote comments such as, “I’m revising everything
because I screwed up really bad” (Van), and “I suck at writing” (Donnie), I determined
that seeing revision as a sign that the original writing was “bad” was an important
category. This attitude might be based on the idea that revisions are only necessary if
there are corrections or changes that need to be made in order for the writing to meet
teacher expectations—in other words, in order to be acceptable, the writing needs fixing.
This attitude is antithetical to the idea of using revisions as experiments—as a way of
seeing what’s possible, seeing how ideas, topics, or any other aspect of the writing might
be rethought or reframed, which might or might not actually be improvements. This is a
posture that might close students off from the hope, engagement, or curiosity that is
necessary for critical thinking.
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It is understandable that students might have this attitude (I remember having this
attitude myself as a student). If students have been taught that revision is only necessary
to somehow fix writing, it should not come as a surprise that they would infer that, if
their writing needs revising, it is broken or somehow wrong. It is also an attitude that
shows an acceptance of a classroom (and language) hierarchy—where the teacher is the
one who determines whether writing is strong or weak, good, or bad, instead of the
students as writers (and readers) having a voice in that determination. If a student
completely accepts that another person alone decides what works and doesn’t work in
their writing, that student might be less equipped to make determinations in their lives
(specifically) and the world (generally) about what is working and not working. Lastly, it
is the least hopeful of the attitudes toward revision. Students’ believing that the result of
their hard work (and, in some cases, risk-taking both in their writing and in sharing
personal events and/or feelings) is just “bad” is not inspiring to students. As I mentioned
in chapter one, hope is a necessary component of critical thinking.
The attitude of “I need to revise my writing because my writing is bad” is also an
attitude based on a deficit model of learning, or, as Shor puts it, the “zero paradigm”
where students alone start at “less than zero” and teachers start at “more than zero”
(Empowering 201). He explains that “the zero paradigm creates artificial divisions
between teachers and students, between students and students, between students and
knowledge and between knowledge and action” (Empowering 200-201), meaning that
this attitude works against critical goals.

Level Two (L2): Getting a Grade
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Because students wrote that they revised “to get a better grade” (Bryant), “to get a
better score” (Donnie), or “Because I dont want my grade to drop” (Walt), or for a similar
reason, it was clear that this needed to be a category on the continuum. Again, this
attitude supports the idea that revision is not about seeing what’s possible but rather a
transaction related to fixing the writing. These students will “fix” the writing because
there is a grade attached—but it’s just another exercise that they do for grades. The
writing then becomes, as Horner describes, “aimed ultimately at the production of a
commodity…which must be appropriately packaged in order to succeed in the market”
(511); beyond that, writing and revision have no deeper meaning and are not engaging
critical thought.
Again, this is an understandable stance. Schools have trained students to accept
grades (instead of learning) as the result or goal of their efforts. Students usually retake
quizzes or redo assignments “for a higher grade” not “for more learning.” Students are
taught to ask, “What can I do to raise my grade?” instead of “How can I increase my
learning or do better at showing what I know?” I am not criticizing students for this.
Students prioritize grades because they have been taught to. For many years of my career,
I presented retakes of quizzes or re-dos of assignments as opportunities to raise grades.
And for some students (as I will explain in chapter five), grades have actual transactional
value: sometimes there are family members who pay or somehow compensate students
for earning certain grades. That students focus on grades is entirely understandable,
however distracting it is from actual educational (and critical) goals.
Viewing revision as a means for a grade does not demonstrate High complexity
critical thought. This level, however, shows an increase in critical thinking complexity
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from the previous level. There are some students, particularly those who have been
marginalized and struggle against prejudice in their educational setting, for whom getting
high grades is actually a critical act. Revising for a grade is also a less destructive and
more hopeful motive than thinking “I have to revise because my writing is bad” because,
in this way of thinking, their writing is not necessarily “bad” to begin with, and it is
capable of improvement. And, because students at this level already see a potential
benefit to revising (grade), they might be poised to see other, more critical benefits to
revision (stronger writing, a more open mind).

Level Three (L3): Correcting or Fixing Errors
Given the prevalence of students’ equating revising with error-correction, it was
clear this needed to be a category on the continuum. When students wrote comments such
as “Revising involves correcting grammer” (Sheri), “You can see if you got something
wrong” (Camden), “see if I did any errors” (Lori), “fixing spelling” (Astrid), “fix your
mistakes” (Wren), or just “fix” (Bryant), I put those attitudes in this category. Errorcorrection presumes that writing is not a way of developing and sharing thinking, but
instead is an act of producing “correct” conventions of spelling, punctuation,
capitalization, and so on. While conventions can absolutely impact meaning, they are
often an aspect of writing that someone other than the author could (and often does) bring
into conventional use without taking away any of the authorship of the writer. This is
what copyeditors do, and copyeditors are not typically identified as co-authors.
So, while revising for conventions involves engaging with the writing and making
decisions that can at times affect meaning, these decisions are based on external rules (at
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least, students think of them—and many teachers present them—as rules instead of
conventions), and the students’ ability to follow these rules help identify them as good or
bad writers. Students (and many educators) have this attitude even though, as Elbow
explains, “It is possible to meet every one” of “the criteria that most teachers use in
judging most essays” and “still use lots of language people call wrong” (Inviting 666).
This focus on correction is also important to identify and, ultimately, interrupt, as it is a
disabling distraction that can prevent students from seeing writing and language
critically. As Kay Halasek explains, referencing her student Christian Zawodniak’s essay,
“it seems so pretty and easy, the notion that we can just follow the rules and everything
will work out,” however, teaching students this approach to writing “is the most
destructive thing we can do to the voices of students” (137). This intense focus on
correctness prevents students from seeing themselves as “language users and creators”
(Horner et all 307) as well as students being able to see writing as a way to “shape their
social reality” and “begin to participate in dialogue with a larger world” (Elsasser and
Steiner 51). Making correction the goal of revising, instead, promotes a form of literacy
that leaves students “not in control of their social context, but controlled by it” (Fiore and
Elsasser 88).
However, I see this level as being more critical than the others in this category
because it shows more hope than the first level (I need to revise because my writing is
bad) and because it is not focused on an external reward (the grade) granted by the
teacher. Conventions such as capitalization, punctuation, spelling, etc., can actually affect
the meaning of writing, however, and can open doors to discussions with students about
code switching and meshing—ways of expanding Canagarajah’s “polydialectical
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competency” that I mentioned in chapter one, as well as the historic, cultural, and
political influences of conventions. A focus on conventions can open the door to rich
discussions about who decides what’s “right” and “wrong,” and why we might want to
complicate that thinking.

Level Four (L4): Looking Over Writing
This is the highest level of Low complexity critical thinking. Several students
explained revision as a process of “looking over” their writing. When students described
revising with comments such as “looking over a piece of writing” (Abe), “look over a
piece of writing again” (Josie), “look over my work” (Bryant), or “Look back on
something” (Hazel), I put those comments in this category. “Looking over” is a very
general term—it might mean looking over as a proofreader might—looking for
unconventional usage, spelling, etc. It might mean looking over to see if there are
ketchup stains on the pages. It might even mean looking over the writing to see if it
communicates what the writer intended, though this feels less likely to me. I believe that
“looking over” indicates only a low level of engagement—a potentially more passive and
superficial review than actively rereading and rethinking, and this passivity can be an
obstacle to critical thought as “No person learns or generates knowledge from a passive
posture” (Halasek 178). In addition, a purpose for “looking over” was usually absent
from students’ responses, so it was not clear that there was a reason students had for this
action, possibly rendering it even less meaningful. However, I saw an increase of critical
thinking in this attitude because, while “looking over” implies passivity and aimlessness,
it has the potential for being a gateway for students to begin reflecting on and thinking
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about their writing. By helping students to establish a purpose for “looking over” the
writing, and encouraging them to not just look but read and respond, “looking over”
could more easily become “reading over and thinking about my writing,” showing more
complex critical thinking.

Medium Complexity Critical Thinking
Level One (M1): Improving Writing
This is the first level of Medium complexity critical thinking. In the pre, middle
and post phases of the study, students often expressed a correlation between revising and
improving writing. When students wrote that the purpose of revising was “making your
writing stronger” (Astrid), “so it can be better” (Maive), to “make it better” (Donnie), “to
make things flow” (Leon), I assigned those comments to this category. The intention of
improving writing is potentially showing evidence of greater complexity of critical
thought than the previous levels because it implies active work on the writing in ways
that might include deep rethinking and experimentation with the writing, which are
critical moves. However, it also presumes that revision always results in improved
writing when a more critical engagement with revision means having an understanding
that revising might not result in improvements. Some revisions might actually make
writing worse and therefore in need of further revision.
The idea of seeing revising as a means of improving writing is also problematic as
“universal standards of ‘good’ writing do not exist” and that “all criteria are subjective”
(Lee 214, original emphasis), and if there were such universal standards, as Horner et al
point out, “conformity need not be automatically advisable” (304). What makes for
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strong writing is heavily influenced by culture, context, individual readers, and more.
This attitude of revising leading to improved writing prompts such questions as, Does
improving writing mean making the writing clearer and possibly more simplistic?
Shorter? Longer? More complex and therefore possibly more difficult to read? More
inclusive? In addition, merely focusing on improvement might mean improvement solely
in the eyes of the writer—or the writer and their evaluator/teacher. It’s possible to focus
on improvement without considering a wider audience, but this consideration is necessary
for a critical approach to revision.

Level Two (M2): Clarifying or Making Writing More “Understandable”
Clarity is often a goal for writers, and some of the participants were not aloof to
this desire. When students responded that they wanted to “make sure it is clear to other
people” (Wren), or “revising involves…makeing sure that the reader understands”
(Sheri), I placed those comments in this category. Many students want readers to
comprehend, and therefore appreciate, what they are trying to communicate. Most writers
have this desire. However, for a critical approach, clarity is not the primary goal, and
sacrificing complexity for clarity or easy understanding can actually thwart critical
thinking and objectives. Creating a just world is a complex undertaking and requires
grappling with vastly multifarious components. Clarity will not always be possible.
However, equating revising with clarifying demonstrates more complex critical thinking
because it is a move toward consideration of audience. There is no way to work on
creating a just world if one does not take others into account—a just world is just for
everyone. A primary step in critical thinking is considering how others are positioned in
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one’s writing and to consider how others might influence and experience what is said and
how it is said. Hoping that a reader understands one’s writing does not capture all of this
concern and interest but is a step in that direction.

Level Three (M3): Connecting to Life and Activities Beyond Writing
When students wrote that they revised things such as “artwork, workouts,
posture…because they have potential to be better” (Hazel), “Art, videos,
performances…to make them Better” (Maive), “my baseball skills…to make it so i’m
better at that” (Walt), and “My life…Because I try to make it better” (Milo), I assigned
those comments to this category, the most complex level of Medium critical thinking.
Creating a just world will require students’ ability to transfer writing revision skills to
world-revision skills. However important this is, I see this level as being Medium
complexity critical thinking. Application of a new skill is commonly seen as a more
complex skill level than honing a skill (such as clarifying a piece of writing). However,
while it seems like application of revision skills might be further along my continuum
(originally, I placed it in the High complexity category), applying writing revision skills
to other areas of life, I realized, required less critical thought than the attitudes in the
High complexity critical thinking category. This is because it doesn’t include the most
difficult and necessary aspect of critical thinking, which is prioritizing the inclusion of
other people into the process (beyond hoping they understand the writing), taking actions
that are risks, and being open to new thoughts and ways of thinking. Applying the ability
to revise to other areas besides writing will always be crucial to creating a just world.
However, this is a skill that, once learned, remains a similar process. The more complex
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move (as is also true in, for example, math, where applied mathematics is seen as less
complex than theoretical mathematics), is for the mind to be able to rethink situations and
create new solutions in response to a changing world.

High Complexity Critical Thinking
Level One (H1): Thinking from Other Perspectives, Considering Audience Experience,
Considering the Positioning of Others
When students wrote comments such as, “I realize now that I had been writing it
as if everyone in the world knew all about Darren Criss” (Maive),”I’m thinking about my
brother and how he would interpret the story since he was apart of the story” (Leon), or “I
also try to think about my family members who went with me, because they might have
had a different idea about that day” (Sheri), I put them in this category, the first level of
High complexity critical thinking. Freire identifies the imperative to “dialogue with the
people about their view and ours” (96), an undeniably crucial step that moves the student
beyond themselves, where they are mainly existing in the previous categories, to the
world and people beyond themselves. To create a just world, students will need to be able
to think not just about how they experience the world but how others experience the
world: the extent to which they feel included, safe, respected, understood, known, and
able to access opportunity in equitable ways. A part of this broadened perspective in
students is considering how readers experience students’ writing as well as how students
position other people in their writing. This includes language that students use,
assumptions they might make, ignorance they might reveal, and so on. It also includes the
understanding that different people might interpret similar events very differently. It is
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High complexity critical thinking. However, I put this at the lower end of High
complexity because a student’s realization that other people might experience either a
particular event or everything in the world differently from the way they experience it
does not mean that the student will do something with that information. Conversing with
others and learning that everyone has a different perspective and experience is complex
critical thinking but does not automatically lead to the next step that Freire posits, which
is to “realize that their [other people’s] view of the world…reflects their situation in the
world” (96, original emphasis), and that situations, as critical pedagogues believe, can be
changed, if people change them. Realizing that a fellow student might experience a
situation differently is not as complex as realizing that this difference of experience might
call for a change in personal thinking or behavior. The H1 level of complexity is a point
of realization, not necessarily one of reflection, rethinking, and action.

Level Two (H2): Seeing What’s Possible, a Way to Take Risks in Writing and Thinking
When students wrote comments such as, “if I don’t like it, I can always take it
out” (Josie), “Revision means…changing for good or worse” (Leon), “On the poem, I
completely restarted in a new format just to try something new” (Bryant), “I knew I could
erase it if I didn’t like it” (Walt), or “we have to ‘try’ all of them and if we don’t like
them we don’t have to use them” (Eban), I put them in this category, the middle level of
High complexity. In these comments, students indicate that they have internalized the
belief that revision might not work, but the risk is tolerable because the revision can be
revised. Another likely requirement for creating a just world is creativity and
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experimentation and taking courageous action. In addition, when experiments fail, the
ability to bounce back and try again will be paramount.
The classroom can be a risky place. Freire identifies “the behavior of the
oppressed” as “a prescribed behavior, following as it does, the guidelines of the
oppressor” (47). In “traditional classrooms” this often means that “students are trapped
within the dominating monologue of the teacher” which “they seldom escape” (Lensmire
34). Taking a risk by challenging, for example, conceptions of “good writing” or safe,
acceptable topics, means, by definition, incurring the possibility of losing something. For
students, taking a risk might mean the loss of a grade, loss of teachers’ or peers’ valuation
of them as a person, or even the loss of physical or emotional safety. If grades are “ersatz
identity markers for all time” (Strickland and Strickland 143), risking teachers’
displeasure can be a high-stakes action. And, as Lee points out, “not all students have the
luxury to tell stories that do not implicate or introduce the social tensions (and sometimes
violence) of sexuality, race, and gender” (62). One of Seitz’s students elaborates, “The
world expects you to be a certain way, but as soon as you step outside the boundaries of
that, that’s where all the pressure comes from, like the way society has it all set up for
black people” (165). Students who take risks in the classroom are putting themselves and
what they value on the line. Students who risk failure by trying a revision whose success
(or acceptance) is not guaranteed and who believe that they can assess the revision and
try again as necessary, are demonstrating vital and complex critical skills. It is more
complex than realizing everyone sees things differently because this is the potential next
step—the realization that different experiences can lead to seeing what possible actions
might have the ability to create more justice.
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Level Three (H3): Changing Thinking, Seeing a New Way, Opening Minds to New Ideas
When students wrote comments indicating that revising involved “New thoughts,
better thoughts” (Hazel), “I hear thoughts and questions” (Lori), and “Revising involves
an open mind to changes” (Camden), I put them in this category, the most complex level
of High complexity critical thinking. However many unknowns there are in creating a
just world, one certainty is that it will necessitate changes in the way people think. Why
have I identified this attitude as the most complex? Critical pedagogues see this shift in
thinking, this mind that is open to changing, as emanating, in part, from writing (the story
telling, the risk-taking, the revising, and so on) because they see “writing as
transformation” (Lee 7). First comes the writing, then comes the potential (not automatic)
“transformation to critical consciousness” (Lee 7). Historically, those working on the
front lines of creating a just world have also identified changing how and what people
think as the most difficult and complex step of that work. With regard to the internal
debate in the Civil Rights Movement about which to prioritize—changing laws or
changing minds—Martin Luther King, Jr., told an audience at UCLA, “when you change
the habits of men, pretty soon the attitudes and the hearts will be changed” (King). While
“pretty soon” is an optimistic and indeterminate time frame, Dr. King identified changes
in the way people think and feel as coming after changes in their behaviors —presumably
because it is the more complex and challenging change.
Revising how and what one thinks, as Halasek puts it, is an “ideological
becoming,” (109), an elemental change in a person. Lee asks, “Isn’t this a reason to teach
writing? Not only does language give voice to experience…but it also gives shape to that
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experience, allowing people the space for recording, reflecting on, and revising their
identities, relationships, and values. This…is the best of what we do” (1). Halasek’s
“ideological becoming” will involve being receptive to changing one’s thinking based on
how one understands others’ ideas, feelings, perspectives, and experiences. Therefore,
thinking of and experiencing writing revision as a way of rethinking, seeing old
experiences in new ways, seeing people and their circumstances in new ways, and having
a mind that is open to changing, would be a crucial condition for participating in creating
a just world.
Though having this open mind is the final level in my continuum, it is not the
final step in creating a just world. As I explained earlier in this chapter, these levels
indicate a difference in complexity rather than sharp distinctions. They are meant to
provide a sense of difference within each larger category but not developmental stages.
Revising writing and revising the world are recursive processes involving multiple levels
of complexity, thought, and action. It is clear that the ideological becoming is not the end
result but goes hand in hand with the understanding that Hazel’s “new thoughts, better
thoughts” and the “thoughts and questions” that Lori hears ideally will lead to further,
ever more critical action. This is a level of complexity that I explore in the conclusion
where I also address the question, Can this approach to writing be a form of critical
pedagogy?
Below is the table form of this continuum organized into three complexities of
critical thinking, Low, Medium, and High. Each complexity is then organized into
different levels of complexity of critical thinking.
Table 12: Levels of Critical Thinking: Attitudes Toward Revision
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LEVELS COMPLEXITY OF CRITICAL THINKING
Low Complexity Critical Thinking: Error Correction and Lack of
Engagement
L1

Communicating to students that the teacher thinks their writing is “bad”

L2

Getting a grade

L3

Correcting or fixing errors

L4

Looking over writing
Medium Complexity Critical Thinking: Revision as Communication and
Application

M1

Improving writing

M2

Clarifying or making writing more “understandable” to readers

M3

Connecting to activities beyond writing
High Complexity Critical Thinking: Revision as a Way to Move Beyond the
Self and Open the Mind

H1

Thinking from other perspectives, considering audience experience, considering
positioning of others

H2

Seeing what’s possible: a way to take risks in writing and thinking

H3

Changing thinking, seeing a new way, “opening” minds to new ideas

The Big Picture: Students’ Critical Thinking Gains
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Below are four tables that have a profile of each participant and also show and
briefly explain how I placed each participant on the critical thinking spectrum at the pre
and middle and/or post phase/s of the study. The first three tables show which students
reached the High complexity critical thinking category at the middle and/or post phase/s
of the study, organized from the highest level (H3) to the lowest level (H1) of the High
complexity critical thinking that they achieved. The fourth table shows the students who
reached the Medium complexity level of critical thinking (all of them at the third and
highest Medium level, M3). Within each table, I also organized students by their critical
thinking level at the pre phase of the study from lowest level complexity of critical
thinking (L3) to the highest level of critical thinking students experienced at the pre phase
(M2). It is important to see where all of the students started at the pre phase and arrived at
in the middle and/or post phase/s in order to provide context (and support) for the subset
of students I explore in more detail in chapter five. All of the students’ experiences
showed important gains, and those that I highlight in the next chapter are representing
their classmates, whose experiences were equally significant.
Table 13: Students’ Reaching High Complexity, Level Three (H3)
Name

Profile

Pre phase

Middle/post phase/s

Camden Camden presented as a
White male. He was a
soft-spoken, kind, and
polite student who took
his education seriously
and worked hard. He
received special
education services.

L3

H3

Camden was very focused
on getting his punctuation
right and using revision to
see what he
“got…wrong.”

Camden now saw
revising as involving an
“open mind to
changes.”

Lori

L3

H3

Lori presented as a
White female who
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Wren

Josie

Astrid

Hazel

received special
education services and
was an engaged and
willing student. She
identified strongly with
her rural, “country” life.

Lori made a strong
connection between
revision and seeing if she
had made mistakes or “did
anything…wrong”

When Lori revised and
took risks as a writer,
she would now “hear
thoughts and
questions.”

Wren presented as a
female of Color. Wren
was often absent for
family reasons, which
often made it difficult
for her to engage with
school. She was soft
spoken, reserved, and
creative. She received
special education
services.

L3

H3

The majority of Wren’s
comments connect
revision to errorcorrection; she did not
change how she felt about
her writing topic.

Wren now sometimes
felt differently about
her writing topic after
revising.

Josie presented as a
White female. She was
a highly engaged,
respected, and prepared
student. She was very
involved in sports. She
came from a family that
had deep roots in the
community.

M2

H3

Josie ranged from L3 to
M2 in equating revising
with looking over writing,
error-correction, making
her writing stronger, and
wanting her audience to
understand her writing.

Josie still mentioned
error-correction but
also connected revising
with expanding her
thinking.

Astrid presented as a
White female. She was
coming from a welltraveled and educated
family. She had lived in
urban settings as well as
here in the country. She
was well-prepared.

M1

H3

Astrid made many
comments about revising
in order to fix errors, but
she also made more than
one comment about how
revising made her writing
stronger.

Astrid shifted from not
knowing if there were
other things besides
writing that she would
revise on her preassessment to writing
“Ideas” on her postassessment.

Hazel presented as a
White female. She was
hard-working, friendly,
and wanted high grades.
She found school

M1

H3

Hazel made many
comments that connected

Hazel mentioned
revision as errorcorrection, but also
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Donnie

lacking in relevance,
and often felt
disconnected or bored.

revision with making her
writing better.

responded that revision
involved “New
thoughts, better
thoughts.”

Donnie presented as a
White male. He
struggled with reading,
writing, and abstract
thinking and received
special education
services. Though he
often resisted and
avoided work, he was
usually friendly and
well-meaning.

M1

High, anomalous

Donnie wrote the word
“better” five times in the
first seven questions, as in
the purpose of revision is
to “make it better.”

Though he was angry
about it, Donnie
equated revising with
changing what he
thinks.

Table 14: Students’ Reaching High Complexity, Level Two (H2)
Name

Profile

Pre phase

Middle/post phase/s

Walt

Walt presented as a
White male who was
fascinated with the
Constitution and would
sometimes object to
classroom practices as
unconstitutional. He
received special
education services.

L3

H2

While Walt did mention
grades once, the majority
of his comments were
connecting revising with
correcting mistakes.

Walt wrote, “not yet,”
when asked about
taking risks, showing
his ability to imagine a
time when he would
take risks.

Eban presented as a
White male. He was
notably easy-going,
sweet, likable, and funny.
He was friendly to
everyone and not afraid
to poke fun at himself.
He received special
education services.

M1

H2

Eban mentioned fixing
mistakes, but he was more
focused on revision as a
way of making writing
“sound… and flow
better.”

Eban seems to have
internalized the concept
of revision as an
experiment he could try
and change if it didn’t
work—enabling him to
take risks.

Leon presented as a
White male. He took his
education seriously and

M1

H2

Eban

Leon
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showed great resistance
and strong emotional
reactions to situations
when his academic
and/or personal needs
were not immediately
addressed.

While Leon did write,
“mistakes are valuable” as
a way of explaining why
he felt good about his
revisions, he seemed
overall (from his laconic
comments) to focus on
revision as a way of
improving his writing.

For Leon, the purpose
of revision was now
“changing for good or
for worse” (risk-taking)
and “to see how
someone reading it
interprets the piece.”

Table 15: Students’ Reaching High Complexity, Level One (H1)
Name

Profile

Pre phase

Middle/post phase/s

Maive

Maive identified as a
female of Color. She was
a highly motivated,
confident, and engaged
student. She came from a
well-traveled family and
was notably fashionable
and charismatic.

M1

H1

Overall, Maive indicated
that revision was for
making her writing better,
“the best it could be.”

Maive was seeing her
writing from her
audience’s perspective
to reveal assumptions
she might have been
making about them.

Bryant presented as a
White male. He was a
polite, quiet, highly
engaged, serious, and
hard-working student. He
came from a welleducated and traveled
family.

M2

H1

Bryant mentioned fixing,
improving, and grades in
relation to revision. He
also mentioned that he
looked to see if his writing
“made sense.”

Bryant was taking into
consideration both his
audience and the
people he was writing
about.

Sheri presented as a
White female who
wanted to do well but
sometimes resisted work
and rule-following. She
was often engaged and
friendly. She received
special education
services.

M2

H1

Sheri mentioned
“correcting” grammar but
also felt that revision
would make her writing
better and more
understandable.

Sheri wondered how
people in her writing
might remember the
story differently—
thinking from other
perspectives.

Bryant

Sheri
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Abe

Abe presented as a White
male, an outdoorsman
who loved to laugh and
make others laugh. He
received special
education services and
was friendly and polite to
adults and classmates.

L3

H1

Abe was focused on errorcorrection

Abe showed more
interest in perspectives
different from his own.

Table 16: Students’ Reaching Medium Complexity, Level Three (M3)
Name

Profile

Pre phase

Middle/post phase/s

Van

Van presented as a White
male. He was puckish
and friendly. He was
given external motivators
from his family for
academic achievement,
which excited him. He
received special
education services.

L3

M3

Van saw revising as a
chance to “make your
mistakes into no
mistakes,” and fix what he
had “messed up.”

Van now revised “so
your essay or anything
can be better.”

Milo presented as a
White male. He was very
comical and clever and
would do what he could
to avoid academic work.
He was a popular boy,
and he received special
education services.

M1

M3

Milo stated that he saw
himself as a weak writer
and just did what the
teacher told him to do in
his writing. Revision was
also about using ‘different
words” and using “word
you never thought you
would use.” These
comments were hard to
classify, but it’s possible
that his comments about
words related to
improving his writing.

Now, instead of leaving
blank (not responding
to) the question, “Are
there other things
besides writing that you
revise?” Milo has
written, “My life.”

Milo
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Based on this continuum, all of the participants made gains in critical thinking. In
the pre phase of the study, all of them showed at least some signs of Low complexity
critical thought, although this Low complexity critical thinking was side-by-side with
some early level Medium complexity critical thinking for six participants. By the end of
the study, all but two were demonstrating at least one of the stages of High complexity
critical thinking, and the two that did not reach the High complexity level still showed
signs of increased critical thinking. To understand how these shifts might have happened,
and the evidence that I used to place students in these categories, it is necessary to delve
deeper into some of the students’ full experiences. I take this more in-depth approach in
the next chapter.

Ownership and Agency
I thought that if students felt an increased level of ownership of their writing,
fostered by their ability to make decisions about revising, that this would lead to
agency—feeling the ability and power to act. Of course, in critical pedagogy, the concept
of ownership is not without problems. Ownership as a way of wielding undue influence
or power over others, or as a means of isolating oneself from the needs of others, would
be in opposition to the goals of critical pedagogy. To feel agency, however, students will
need to feel some ownership of their lives and the world and its conditions in order to feel
the interest in effecting change, as well as the capacity to do so.
Knowledge itself cannot foster this ownership and agency because, as Shor
explains, “understanding reality is not the same thing as changing it. Knowledge is not
exactly power” (Empowering 6). Nor can education necessarily foster this ownership and
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agency as it “can socialize students into critical thought or into dependence on
authority…or into passive habits of following authorities, waiting to be told what to do”
(Empowering 13, my emphasis). However, I believe the experience of transforming their
writing through revising and making decisions about revising could lead to students’
feeling ownership over their words and how they use them; their thoughts, ideas, and
feelings; and their life experiences. And this ownership could then stimulate the agency
students will need to create transformation. I am hoping that the ownership and agency
students might feel about their writing could position them to use that ownership and
agency for transforming situations in their lives and situations in the world.
In order to examine their level of ownership over their writing, I identified four
categories that I will use to classify students’ sense of ownership in the middle and post
phases of the study.
1.

I wrote it, so it’s mine

2.

Ownership of words and usage

3.

Ownership of thoughts, ideas, and feelings

4.

Ownership of experience.

Categories of Ownership
1.

I wrote it, so it’s mine

This is the default level of ownership. I did not assign any students to this category,
though there was at least one participant who wrote comments such as “Because I wrote
all of it,” and “Because I wrote it its my story” (Abe) as reasons why he felt ownership of
his writing. I would have placed such students in this category if they had not shown
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signs of other types of ownership in the middle and/or post phase/s. However, all students
in the middle and/or post phase/s of the study showed other (sometimes multiple) types of
ownership, therefore, I will not be exploring this category in detail.
2.

Ownership of words and usage
This category is for students who identified using their own words or how they

used their words as reasons for feeling ownership of their writing, and their actual
revisions supported this reason. In critical pedagogy, it is accepted that no one person
owns a word, and, while critical pedagogues value monitoring what words communicate
and how others are affected by those words, it is also accepted in critical pedagogy that,
as Joseph Harris states, “writing…is a means by which we form a self to express” (qtd. in
Lensmire 62), and part of that process is writers’ being able to develop their own lexicon,
to code mesh, and/or at the very least, engage in the “exploration of choices and
possibilities” in language (Canagarajah 593). Student comments that referenced word
choice specifically or how their writing “sounded” helped me to form this category.
When students wrote, “I feel like it is my writing because It sounds like what I would say
to someone” (Walt), “It just sounds like me” (Maive), and “When I added revisions I
used my own words” (Josie), I placed them in this category.
3.

Ownership of thoughts, ideas, and feelings
In this category, students identified their thoughts, ideas, and feelings as reasons

for ownership, and they made actual revisions to their writing that supported their
reasoning. While students need to be accountable for their thoughts and feelings,
particularly with regard to how they impact other people, being able to have and identify
one’s own thoughts and feelings is foundational to critical pedagogy. Ultimately, the goal
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is to be able to examine those thoughts and feelings and, if necessary, adapt them to new
information and circumstances—in other words, in critical pedagogy, thoughts, ideas, and
feelings must be open to critique and change. But students and people in general, need to
be able to identify and articulate their personal truths before those truths can be
negotiated. When students wrote responses such as “I get to write my own thoughts”
(Lori), “All of the writing is what I wanted to say” (Donnie), and “It is based off of my
opinion” (Sheri), I put them in this category.
4.

Ownership of experience
In this category, students demonstrated what I identified as ownership over an

experience because they came to a new understanding or realization about a circumstance
they were involved in. I did not include students whose zero draft already expressed this
transformation or realization, just those who seemed to come to their reframing or
realization through the revising process. When students commented, “I have a very strong
opinion about what Im writing about, and I get angry when I see it happen…I don’t
nessisarly feel comfitable writing about this kind of topic. I think that is because I have
never wrote about Something like this before” (Eban), “You19 know I push for the best
grades. But, this is personal for me. I feel as though I’m letting go. But why is it that with
every word change and every grammatical error I think of you?” (Hazel), and “It also
brought out my growth in this sport…I was really bad, but over the past five years, I have
been able to make a three pointer without a problem. I believe that my essay show that
even though you might stink in the first practice, it does not mean that you are not going
to get better!” (Camden), I put them in this category.

19

This letter is addressed to a recently deceased grandfather
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These categories do not represent a hierarchy but rather a way of identifying
different kinds of ownership indicated by students’ responses. Ownership over one’s
words; one’s thoughts, ideas, and feelings; and one’s experiences (and how they are
processed and/or re/framed) are all vital aspects of ownership writers might feel over
their writing, and I am seeing these different types of ownership as equal in value. In
chapter six, I will examine a subset of participants with regard to their feelings of
ownership and how those might have changed over the course of the study. Because
agency is a primary purpose for ownership, I will focus on the kinds of agency each type
of ownership seemed to promote in students, based on the comments and revisions they
made.
A First Glance at the Data: Students’ Growth in Ownership
In order to understand what students experienced with ownership over the course
of the study, it is important to see where they started. In the pre phase of the study, most
students seemed to show little or no ownership when responding to the question on the
pre-assessment, “How much do you feel that the writing (essays, stories) that you do for
classes is your writing (what you want to write about and how you want to write it)?”
Three students did report feeling strong ownership of their school writing at the pre phase
of the study. However, my interpretation of the reasons they gave for these feelings of
ownership actually show a low level of ownership, which I will explain later in this
chapter.
Table 17: How Students Responded to the Pre-Assessment Ownership Question
Pre-Assessment Answers

# of students

Names of Students

No answer (blank)

2

Camden, Wren
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A statement about what they would like to
write about or that it would be good to
have choice

2

Lori, Josie

Apparent misreading of the question20

1

Walt

I don’t know/I don’t understand

2

Leon, Milo

No ownership

2

Astrid, Eban

Not much/very little ownership

2

Abe, Hazel

40-50% ownership

2

Donnie, Sheri

High level of ownership

3

Bryant, Maive, Van

In the pre phase of the study, most of the participants showed a low level of
ownership over their writing. Later, I will show what kinds of ownership they appeared to
be experiencing in the middle and post phases of the study. But first, I want to address the
high level of ownership reported by Bryant, Maive, and Van in the pre phase. They all
three affirmed resolutely that the writing they did for school was their writing. However,
though they reported high ownership, their explanations, as I interpret them, did not
support this reported high level of ownership. Van wrote that his school writing was his,
“because it’s easy enough for me.” However, just below, in response to the next question,
he wrote, “I don’t like writing. It’s to much work.” My interpretation is that it was easy
for Van to say that his school writing was his, but that didn’t mean that he actually felt
that it was. Also, there were an abundance of other comments on the pre-assessment that,
I believe, showed low ownership, such as his wanting the teacher to show him “what I

Walt wrote, “Most of it is writing…because they are writing essays or stories.” I interpreted this to mean
that he read the question, “How much do you feel that the writing (essays, stories) that you do for classes is
writing?” Instead of “is your writing.” This might be because, similar to those who left the question blank
or wrote, “I don’t know,” the idea of owning his school writing was a foreign concept to Walt, so he did not
understand the question to be related to ownership.
20
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did to mess up.” Bryant’s reason for feeling that his school writing was “100%” his was,
“I always try put anything I find online that help (research) into my own words.” I
encounter this attitude often in my teaching. Students’ interpretation of what they’ve been
taught about research is that, if they just substitute and switch a few words around,
whatever words, ideas, or information they’ve found are suddenly theirs and do not need
a citation. It’s a common misunderstanding of the process of research and the concept of
ownership. I was not convinced that the ownership that Van and Bryant reported was true
ownership.
Maive’s interpretation of ownership was a little more complex. She wrote, “I feel
very strongly that it is my writing” because “I have styles of writing, and they are the
styles that keep throughout all my pieces. As for what I want to wirte about, there is
always a space to turn it into something you enjoy writing about.” My interpretation of
this is that Maive has certain approaches to writing that work for her, that she replicates,
and that she feels create an imprint of ownership. However, she indicates that she has to
work at assignments to make them be something “you enjoy” (notably not “I enjoy”)
writing about. My interpretation is that Maive puts a lot of effort into creating a positive
ownership experience where opportunities for ownership are low. To me, this indicates a
low level of ownership.
The table below shows all of the participants and the type of ownership they
indicated or showed they were feeling at the middle and/or post phases of the study. My
interpretation is that, having shown little to no feelings of ownership at the beginning of
the study, that they all developed strong ownership in at least one of the categories
beyond the default. Leon presented anomalously and claimed to not feel ownership of his
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writing in my class, but I believe he showed ownership, and by the post phase of the
study had a better understanding of what it meant to feel ownership over his writing. This
I will also explore in greater detail in chapter six. As I did not create a hierarchy for the
ownership categories, I arranged the participants in alphabetical order.
Table 18: Areas of Ownership Students were Feeling at the Middle and/or Post
Phase/s of the Study
Name

Words,
Usage

Thoughts, Ideas,
Feelings

Abe

Experience

X

Astrid

X

X

Bryant

X

X

Camden

X

X

Donnie

X

Eban

X

Hazel

X

X

Josie

X

X

X

X

Leon

X

Lori
Maive

Anomalous

X
X

Milo

X

Sheri

X

Van

X

Walt

X

Wren

X

X
X

X
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After examining the data I collected, my conclusion is that all of the students in
my study did land in at least one category of ownership (beyond the default) in the
middle and/or post phase/s of the study. Ten students arrived at the “Ownership of words
and usage” category. Eleven students arrived at the “Ownership of thoughts, ideas, and
feelings” category. And five students arrived at the “Ownership of experience” category.
These numbers add up to more than the sixteen total participants in the study because, as
noted in the chart, there were nine students who showed evidence of ownership in more
than one category. Even those students who originally reported feeling ownership of their
writing, I feel, based on their original reasons for claiming ownership in the pre phase,
experienced a more critical form of ownership in the middle and/or post phase/s. Lastly,
there is one student whom I will address separately in chapter six as I feel he did seem to
increase his ownership, but did so anomalously.
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CHAPTER 5
ATTITUDES TOWARD REVISION: FROM ERROR-CORRECTION TO AN
OPEN MIND

My overall aim in this study was to see if this approach to writing could result in
greater critical thinking in students. One way in which I measured participants’ critical
thinking was in their attitudes toward revision. Because of the apparent prevalence of
viewing revision as a process of error-correction, I chose to primarily examine if, over the
course of the study, students saw revision as a more substantive pursuit than errorcorrection (I also included, to a lesser extent, other “Low” complexity critical thinking
attitudes). And, if their attitudes toward revision did shift toward the more substantive
revisions, could this be evidence of increased critical thinking?
For this purpose, I am using the complexities of critical thinking that I identified
and that I explained in chapter four. It is a spectrum from lowest to highest, each
complexity comprised of four levels (in the case of Low) or three levels (in the case of
Medium and High). Therefore, while “improving writing” and “connecting to activities
beyond writing” are both Medium complexity, the latter (appearing later on this list)
shows a greater complexity of critical thinking than the former.
Table 19: Levels of Critical Thinking: Attitudes Toward Revision
LEVELS COMPLEXITY CRITICAL THINKING
Low Complexity Critical Thinking: Error-Correction and Lack of
Engagement
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L1

Communicating to students that the teacher thinks their writing is “bad”

L2

Getting a grade

L3

Correcting or fixing errors

L4

Looking over writing
Medium Complexity Critical Thinking: Revision as Communication and
Application

M1

Improving writing

M2

Clarifying or making writing more “understandable” to readers

M3

Connecting to activities beyond writing
High Complexity Critical Thinking: Revision as a Way to Move Beyond the
Self and Open the Mind

H1

Thinking from other perspectives, considering audience experience, considering
positioning of others

H2

Seeing what’s possible: a way to take risks in writing and thinking.

H3

Changing thinking, seeing a new way, “opening” minds to new ideas.

The challenge of placing participants on any kind of critical thinking continuum is
that progress toward and maintenance of a skill such as critical thinking is not a strictly
linear process. In any acquisition and use of a skill, there are steps forward and steps
backward, and this was also true for participants in this study. In the same piece of data, it
was common for a participant to evince attitudes toward revision that showed both High
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and Low complexities of critical thinking, side by side. What I was looking for, however,
were signs of growth. Did participants make gains in critical thinking—even if they
existed side by side with less critical attitudes? I believe the answer is yes. All of the
participants showed signs of advancement of critical thinking in either the middle or post
phase (or both middle and post phases) of the study compared to where they started in the
pre phase.
In the post phase of the study, two participants showed evidence of the M3 level
of critical thinking after starting solidly in Low complexity critical thinking. They moved
from, in one case, not really knowing what revision meant and equating it with errorcorrection to seeing revision as a process of making their writing better that also had
applications beyond writing. The remaining 14 out of 16 participants arrived at some
level of High complexity critical thinking, having shown in the pre phase mainly Low
complexity critical thinking. Of these 14, four appeared to arrive at the H1 level. They
did so by increasing their awareness of and curiosity about how both their readers and the
people represented in their writing might be thinking about or experiencing their writing,
a level of concern beyond just hoping their readers would “understand” their writing
(which I ranked as lower on the critical thinking continuum as it was an attitude that
focused more on gains for the writer and less on concern for the reader or those
represented in the writing). Another three of these 14 participants reached the H2 level of
critical thinking in that their attitudes shifted to seeing revision as a way to “see what’s
possible” in their writing—that revisions are not necessarily permanent or successful but
a way of experimenting. Seven of these 14 participants arrived at H3, the most complex
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level of critical thinking, by changing how they think, seeing a new way, and “opening”
their minds to new ideas.
The remaining student of this group of 14, Donnie, also reached High complexity
critical thinking but in an anomalous way, which I will explore in more detail later in this
chapter. Donnie experienced strong feelings that, at first, might be interpreted as being
completely shut down to my revision-focused approach to writing, but I believe his
responses actually show his realization that revision and writing had to do with, at a deep
level, changing how and what he thought.
Again, my claims don’t mean that all of the attitudes participants expressed after
the pre phase of the study showed an increased complexity of critical thinking, but that
participants did at either the middle or post phase—or in both the middle and post
phases—express attitudes that showed an increase in their complexity of critical thought.
In the pre phase, most of them did express mainly Low complexity critical thought; they
mainly saw revision as error-correction (and/or a judgment, transaction, or superficial
process) but a few showed signs of Medium complexity critical thought alongside Low
complexity critical thought. Whatever attitudes they expressed in the pre phase—entirely
Low or a mix of Low/Medium, I believe that these students’ experiences with this
pedagogy resulted in their making gains in critical thinking.
To discuss in detail all of the participants’ experiences would be well beyond the
scope of this chapter. Therefore, I have selected six of the 16 participants to discuss in
detail. For the categories with four or more students, I opted to highlight two students to
give a better representation.
1.

Van landed at the M3 level of critical thinking (connecting to activities beyond
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writing) and represents the two students I placed in this category.
2.

Sheri and Bryant landed at the H1 level of critical thinking (seeing from other
perspectives) and represent the four students I placed in this category

3.

Eban landed at the H2 level of critical thinking (seeing what’s possible) and
represents the three students I placed in this category

4.

Josie and Camden landed at H3, the highest level of critical thinking (opening
their minds to new ideas) and represent the seven students I placed in this
category

5.

Donnie also landed at High complexity critical thinking, albeit in a unique way.
At the beginning of each student section, I will explain why I chose those students

specifically to represent the others. In doing so, I will address these demographics:
gender, race/ethnicity, academic engagement/need for support, and access to material and
experiential resources. I will be looking at each student participant at three different
phases of the study: pre, middle, and post. The pre phase uses the pre-assessment as its
sole data point. My intent was to capture students’ attitudes toward revision before they
had exposure to the critical workshop. The pre-assessment gave me students’ baseline
attitudes toward revision to compare to later attitudes in order to measure what I hoped
would be movement toward more critical thinking. The middle phase is the large section
of the study that occurred during students’ exposure to the critical workshop, and I use
their two letters, two surveys, and the drafts of their four pieces of writing that show their
revisions as my data points. The letters and surveys were each connected to a different
piece of writing and were collected at progressive stages of the study when students had
had increasing exposure to and experience with the critical workshop. The middle phase
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is where I hoped to find evidence that showed growth in critical thinking through
students’ specific and personal experiences with their writing. The post phase uses only
the post-assessment as a data source. This is where I hoped to see what students’ attitudes
toward revision were after exposure to almost a whole school year of the critical
workshop curriculum and independent of a specific piece of writing. What were their
attitudes toward revision at the end of the study, and to what extent did those attitudes
show a shift toward critical thinking?

Anything Can be Better: Writing and Revision as Communication (Medium Complexity)
This group of participants consisted of two students who both presented as White
males, and they required significant academic support and encouragement in order to
complete and be successful in their schoolwork. Both students started in the pre phase
solidly in Low complexity critical thinking, and, in the post phase, both still showed
evidence of seeing revision as error-correction (L3 level), but also showed evidence of
thinking at the M3 level. I chose to highlight Van’s experience because of a unique
situation: he had strong external motivation to earn high grades—a potential reward that
was very valuable to him—and I was interested in how this affected his trajectory, as
revising merely for a grade is Low complexity critical thinking, lower than errorcorrection. Despite this dangled reward’s strong presence in his thoughts, Van made
significant critical thinking gains.

Van
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In the pre phase of the study, Van’s attitude toward revision is primarily focused
on grades and mistakes. He writes that revision involved, “rewriting, seeing if writing is
messed up,” implying that revising was, for him, a process of seeing if his writing was
broken or wrong. He uses some form of “mess up” in relation to his writing a total of
three times in the pre phase. He stated that the purpose of revision was “so you can make
your mistakes turn into no mistakes.” Here, Van appears to be making two statements
about revisions that show Low complexity critical thinking. He believes that 1) revision
is for the purpose of correcting errors and 2) it is possible to create writing that is errorfree. It seems clear that errors, or the lack of them, are lenses through which Van sees
writing and revising. Van is also equating revising with earning higher grades, stating
that he “sometimes” revises “so I don’t get a lower grade.” He thinks teachers’ grading
revisions might help “by marking the mistakes I made and fixing it.”
It is in the middle phase that Van references the reward he is aiming to get for his
“good” grades. In his first letter he writes, “I’ll include everything [all of the teacher
revision suggestions] into my next final draft because I can and I need that four wheeler I
was talking about.” Van had told me that his older brother, a quasi-parental figure for
him, had promised Van a four-wheeler if he raised his grades. This is a significant, costly
reward and a very desirable piece of equipment for Van (four-wheeling is a very popular
activity for many of my students). He continues, “But the affects thankfully are accually
doing helpful for me.” This implies that he would include the teacher suggestions even if
he felt they did not improve his writing, which is why he is “thankful” that they were
“helpful.” Van sees revision as a task he performs for a grade that will get him that fourwheeler.
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Van continues in this vein. “So I could get a better grade,” or “i want to get the
best grade” are typical reasons he gives for revising on the middle phase surveys. He also
continues to make strong connections between revising and fixing his writing. On his first
survey, in response to “Do you think teachers should require you to revise your writing?”
he writes, “Yes,” and explains, “so you can understand more what you [the student] are
not doing greatly or incorrect.” Van still appears to feel that the primary characteristic of
his writing is that it has mistakes, and the primary role of the teacher is to tell Van what
they are so that he can correct them. In his second letter, he writes, “I’m revising
everything because I screwed up really bad.” This is further evidence that Van continues
to view writing as full of mistakes or no mistakes—that his writing is something he can
screw up really bad.
But there are also comments in the middle phase that put Van in Medium
complexity critical thinking. In the second survey, he mentions the revisions making his
writing “better” or “worse”—without mentioning the effect this might have on his grade.
He mentions grades once on the last survey in response to the question, “Would you have
revised your writing if revisions had not been a big part of your grade?” to which he
answered, “no” and explained, “because I dont want to try if trying doesn’t give you a
Better grade.” This response is understandable. Grades are the currency of school.
However, Van is not linking grades to revisions as much as he was earlier in the study—
this is the only time in this data point that he mentions grades, and he waits till question
17 to do so. Furthermore, his only mention of grades is in response to a question that
specifically asked him about grades.
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Van also appears to make a shift in how he thinks about his audience. In the pre
phase of the study, he writes that he does think about the people who will read his writing
“to see if maybe they will accept it.” I interpreted this as his seeing his audience as
primarily his teachers because “accept” is a word that teachers often use (“accept” or
“acceptable”) in reference to due dates, format, legibility, neatness, conformance to
assignment, etc. This connotation leads me to believe that Van was wondering if the
teacher would literally accept the assignment—take it into possession and consider it a
viable effort and worthy of grading. In the middle phase, however, on the surveys, Van
indicates that he has started thinking differently about his readers. On the first survey, in
response to, “While you were revising, were you thinking about who would read your
writing?” he writes, “yes because I was thinking to myself if they will like it or agree.”
Van also expressed concern in his letters about whether I, as his teacher, will “like” his
writing. Because of the prominence of his concern with grades, I interpreted “like” as
“give me a good grade.” However, because this time, on the survey, he also writes “or
agree,” I feel that he is wondering what I actually think about his ideas—whether I will
come to the same conclusions he does or share his opinions—not just whether I’m going
to “give” him a good grade. In response to the same question on the second survey (the
last data point in the middle phase of the study) asking whether he thinks about his
audience, Van writes, “Yes” and explains, “because I want it to be good for the
audience.” Here, he seems to be merely interested in whether the readers have a positive
experience reading his writing. What’s “good” for the audience is not clear—but it could
easily be that he wants the reader to understand and even enjoy his writing. Given the
numerous times he mentioned grades and error-correction on earlier data points, I feel
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that if those grade-related attitudes toward revision had been on his mind, he would have
said so. This new concern for the audience is solidly at Medium complexity critical
thinking.
With regard to Van’s actual revisions, he is definitely not privileging those that
are addressing conventions. In his first piece, out of 12 revisions he tries, none of them
addresses conventions. Over his four pieces of writing, he made 63 total revisions, 17
(less than 27%) of which were related to conventions, and most of those (12) were in a
single piece of writing. In the drafts where he did make conventions-related revisions, in
three out of four drafts, he did so only after he had made other more substantive
revisions. In the piece of writing where he made a conventions-related revision in the first
draft, it was the only conventions-related revision he made in that piece of writing. Were
Van’s conventions so strong that he didn’t need to address them? No. The students in the
study had varying levels of mastery of standard conventions, but all of them could have
made more changes to such areas as spelling, punctuation, capitalization, formatting, and
so on, to make them more conventional. A lack of attention to conventions did not mean
for any of my students that there weren’t conventions-related revisions that they could
have made.
In the post phase of the study, on his post-assessment, Van is still showing Low
complexity critical thinking in that he still equates revising with earning grades and
making or fixing mistakes. However, he also shows evidence of Medium complexity
critical thinking in his view of what revision involves and its purpose. Whereas in the pre
phase he equates revising entirely with fixing what he had “messed up” and “turning
mistakes into no mistakes,” now he writes that revising involves rewriting “the writing
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that might be able to be written better” and the purpose of revision is for making “your
essay…better.” He doesn’t mention grades till question five, and he does not use words
like “mistakes” or “fixing” in the whole post-assessment. He also begins to see
applications for revisions beyond writing. In response to “What do you think is the
purpose of revising writing?” he writes, “So your essay can be better.” Then he revised
his thought about revision and drew an arrow to the word “essay” and wrote “or
anything.” He sees that revision is not solely an activity for writing. In the pre phase of
the study, he writes that, besides writing, he revises his “progress in video game,”
showing that he was already seeing other applications. However, when asked why, he
writes, “So I can get a better score. So I get more game points.” This is reasonable—after
all, the (probable) primary point of the video game is to win, and this is achieved by
getting more points (similar to how success in school is usually measured by grades
students earn). However, tellingly, in response to the same questions in the post phase,
Van writes that he revises “my black ops 3 character” and his entire explanation is
“because It will make him/she look/strength better.” He is focused on making his
character stronger and better, not on the points he might earn through making that
character stronger and better. Even in his video games, he seems to have shifted his
thinking from grades to more substantial improvements. This ability to see applications
of revisions to other realms in addition to writing puts Van—indeed, both students in this
category—in M3, the highest level of Medium complexity critical thinking.

Interest in Others’ Perspectives: The First Level of Moving Beyond the Self (H1)
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In all, 14 of the 16 participants arrived at High complexity critical thinking. Of
these 12, there were four that I placed at H1, the beginning levels of High complexity
critical thinking. In the middle and/or post phase/s of the study, these students showed
concern for their readers’ experience and, in some cases, the experience of those they
portrayed in their writing, realizing that those subjects might have had a different
experience, or interpretation of the experience, from what they, the writers, had. This is
notable because it is the border crossing into High complexity critical thinking—moving
from seeing writing and revising as primarily communication (Medium complexity) to
seeing that it has purposes and effects beyond the writer/self.
I chose Sheri as a representative of this group in part because she provides some
demographic balance. The four students in this group could be divided into subsets: two
less engaged and less independent students (one girl and one boy, both presenting as
White) and two more engaged and independent students (one girl of Color, one boy
presenting as White). Sheri represents the former subset in that she was articulate and
capable but often not particularly engaged. She was often cheerful and easy-going but
could also be hostile and resistant. She, along with the other student in this subset,
required a lot of support in terms of encouragement and structure for completing
assignments. She stands out in this group of four as being the one student with less access
to material and experiential resources. Sheri, like the rest of this whole group of four, had
attitudes toward revision in the pre phase of the study that were varied—falling in Low
or Low to Medium complexity critical thinking. Another reason to highlight Sheri is that
she also represents those students who demonstrated that they had reached High
complexity critical thinking more in the middle phase of the study than in the post phase.
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Bryant represents the other subset of this group in that he was an engaged,
independent, and socially adept student. He came from a family with resources to provide
various enrichment experiences such as travel. It feels important to include him because
most of his pre phase comments demonstrated both Low and Medium complexity critical
thinking. Like the rest of these four, Bryant reaches High complexity critical thinking in
the middle phase of the study but mainly demonstrates Low to Medium in the post phase.
For the rest of the study, while he continues to connect revision to error-correction, he
also shows strong gains in critical thinking.

Sheri
In the pre phase of my study, Sheri sees writing revision as a mix of moves. Her
main attitude toward revision was that it was a process of error-correction, which put her
largely in Low complexity critical thinking. But she also mentions that revision is a way
to make her writing “more full or complete” and that she wants her writing to be
“understandable” to her readers “who don’t know about the topic.” which indicate
Medium complexity critical thinking. It is clear she had a relatively complex attitude
toward revision that included some interest in her reader’s experience but focused on
whether she, as the writer, would be understood. Over the course of the study, however,
she showed evidence of an attitude toward revision that was much deeper and put her in
High complexity critical thinking.
From the start of the middle phase of the study, Sheri begins to show curiosity
about her readers beyond being understood by them. While she mentions that revising
“helps you see any mistakes,” she also writes, “While revising, I think about the reader,
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and what he or she might think about the writing.” One way of interpreting this comment
is that Sheri just wants her readers to like her writing—which you could say, is more
about the writer wanting to be admired (or to get a high grade) than actually being
concerned that they produce writing that is meaningful to their readers. However, because
she writes “what he or she might think” (my emphasis) instead of “whether he or she likes
my writing,” I believe Sheri is showing that she has some receptivity to, and interest in,
whatever the reader’s thoughts might be about the writing—like or dislike, yes, but also
whether they have questions or concerns and/or thoughts about how it affects them. It
feels like an invitation to the reader not of, Did you like it? But, How did this affect you?
What did it make you think?
Later in the middle phase, it appears that Sheri has also developed an awareness
not only of the people she is writing for, her readers, but the people she is writing about.
Instead of just characters she is manipulating to create her narrative, they are people to
whom the events in the story also happened, along with Sheri, but not necessarily in the
same way as Sheri. Sheri writes, “As I revise, I try to think about the day of the trip…I
also try to think about my family members who went with me, because they might have
had a different idea about that day.” This shows High complexity critical thought
because, in order to create a just world, it will be vital for people to recognize that, for a
variety of reasons, everyone experiences events and contexts differently. Sheri seems to
see the other people in her story as enfranchised individuals who might be able to tell
their own, different stories—which indicates High complexity critical thinking.
In her actual revisions, Sheri shows that conventions are not a top priority for her.
In her first piece of writing, out of 11 revisions that she tried, none of them addressed
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conventions. Overall, Sheri made 73 revisions, 15 of which addressed conventions (and
six of those were changes I directly suggested with regard to formatting dialogue, which
she probably would not have made on her own). Just a little over 20% of Sheri’s
revisions were related to conventions, which (along with the timing of her revisions)
shows that she does not see “fixing” her conventions as the primary role of revising.
Like the rest of the participants, Sheri’s critical thinking path is not a straight line.
In the post phase of the study, on her post-assessment, Sheri reverts to an attitude that
closely matches the attitude toward revisions that she had in the pre phase. She mentions
correcting mistakes (L3 level) and improving her writing (M1 level) as revision moves.
However, she shows a notable change as well. In the pre-assessment, Sheri writes about
“making sure that the reader understands” and seeing “if the writing is clear and
understandable” as well as “full or complete,” M1 level critical thinking. On the postassessment, however, Sheri twice writes that revision is for making “any changes you
need to” as well as adding “anything you need to.” It is true that the words “need to”
might refer to revisions that the teacher is making her do in order to get a good grade. But
it could also mean any revisions the writer feels they need. My interpretation is that she
has a more complex attitude toward revision. Making “any changes you need to” and
adding “anything you need to,” indicate that she feels she has more of an option to
experiment with revising—that she can take risks and try whatever she feels her writing
needs, even if it might not work. If this is what she meant, this would place her at H2
level critical thinking. It’s ambiguous enough so that I don’t feel entirely confident
placing her at H2 critical thinking level. Sheri’s comments in the middle phase, however,
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solidly indicate a gain in critical thinking from Low-Medium complexity to at least H1
level critical thinking, if not beyond.

Bryant
In the pre phase of the study, Bryant certainly made connections to using revision
to “fix any issues” (he used some version of the word “fix” four times in the first five
questions). In fact, he claims he could, “By just putting in 10-20 minutes…fix most
anything.” This indicates that, for him, revising was fixing writing in a quick, straight
forward process not bogged down by complex thinking, a more time-consuming
endeavor. He also connected this process to his teachers’ assessments when he writes that
it “makes the writing better and I can get a better grade.” He also described revision using
some version of “looking over” three times, which further supports that he saw it as a
fairly superficial process. While Bryant makes some mention at the pre phase of revision
as a way of making writing better, which puts him at the M1 level, the majority of his
pre-assessment comments were Low complexity, emphasizing fixing and grades.
However, in the same pre-assessment, Bryant reveals an attitude toward revision
of potentially more complex critical thinking. In response to “What do you do when you
revise? What does revising involve?” Bryant’s entire response was, “I look over my work
and fix issues and extend my ideas” (my emphasis). At first glance, this might be
interpreted as H3 level critical thinking (opening his mind to new ideas). However,
“extend my ideas” might merely mean that he elaborated when he revised (gave
examples, more description, etc.), “elaborate” being a common prompt teachers give
students for revising. This might not mean opening his mind to new ideas, new ways of
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thinking but just saying more about his original ideas. (A student I highlight later in this
chapter uses the term “expand your thinking,” which is clearer evidence of High
complexity critical thinking than “extend my ideas.”) Given that Bryant characterizes the
process of revision as a “10-20 minute” exercise of “fixing,” it seems likely that “extend
my ideas” is more likely to mean that he is elaborating as opposed to rethinking.
Still in the pre phase, in response to “When you revise, do you think about the
people who will read your writing? Please explain or give an example,” Bryant writes,
“In some ways, when I revise I do it to help my writing primarily, but I do look to see if it
makes sense from a readers perspective.” Here, Bryant is indicating that he is trying to
put himself in his reader’s position to see if his writing “makes sense.” This almost puts
him at H1 level of critical thinking—showing concern about other perspectives. While
this does hint at the idea of wanting to put himself in the readers’ shoes, it is for the
purpose of seeing if his readers would understand his writing, which is M2 level critical
thinking. It is certainly a sign that the reader’s experience is on Bryant’s mind. However,
it is also notable that this is not a primary function of his revising when he writes, “I do
look to see if it makes sense from a reader’s perspective,” that word “look” indicates that
he’s not digging deeply but making a surface assessment.
Bryant gave other hints that other perspectives were interesting or important to
him. In response to “Do you take risks in your writing (meaning, you try new things that
you’re not sure will work or you’re not sure your teacher will like)? Please explain or
give example/s,” Bryant writes, “Yes I sometimes do. On an ELA essay last year, I writes
a paragraph from a different point of view than the others but then tied it in.” It is unclear
here whether he is using “point of view” to mean a different type of narrator (e.g., a shift
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from first to third person) or if he is including, perhaps, a counterargument. This response
shows a potential interest in different perspectives and might be evidence that Bryant is
already showing glimmers of being in the H1 level critical thinking in the pre phase, but
it is not clear. However, even though Bryant might be starting at a level of greater
complexity of critical thinking than other students, I still believe that he makes important
gains in critical thinking over the course of the study. I can say with more confidence that
Bryant primarily started the study equating revising with fixing and improving, which put
him at Medium complexity critical thinking.
In the middle phase, in his first letter, after he has had exposure to the critical
workshop curriculum, Bryant no longer mentions conventions or anything related to
error-correction (though he mentioned them several times in the pre phase). This
indicates that error-correction is no longer foremost in his mind as an attitude toward
revision. Another significant indication again relates to different perspectives, but this
time, Bryant has a new goal. Bryant writes, “I think about what will make the most sense
from the reader’s perspective when I’m revising.” Being able to see, understand, and
attempt to experience events from another’s point of view is a crucial skill in creating a
just world. And this time, instead of just looking to see if it makes sense from a reader’s
perspective (as though that would be clearly evident from just looking at his writing),
Bryant writes, “I think about” (my emphasis) what might make sense from the reader’s
perspective, which requires engaging more closely, considering possibilities, and
assessing how he has performed from a reader’s perspective. His thinking about other
perspectives implies that those perspectives are not only worthy of thought (instead of a
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cursory look) but also indicate that his mind is open to engaging with and affirming other
perspectives.
Bryant is also including other stake holders in his writing process. In the next line
of his letter, Bryant writes, “I think about the people who affect my ‘career’ in soccer
because those people are going to be a part of my revising.” He appears to be honoring
the part that others have played in his success and bringing those people and their voices
into his writing process, as though he will listen to their voices and their interpretations in
his mind as he revises. Both of these attitudes—thinking about other people’s experience
and bringing their voices into one’s actions, play a key role in creating a just world. In the
next letter, Bryant writes, “I think about the audience that will read my piece when I
revise,” but this time he is more focused on wanting the audience to understand his
writing. He continues, “I think about them because if I do not try to express myself in a
way that the audience would understand, they will not get what I am trying to convey in
my writing” which indicates a drop in critical thinking from what he showed in the first
letter. However, it’s significant that he is still thinking of audience, and still not
mentioning conventions at all.
With regard to how Bryant connects his thinking to revising, more is revealed in
his surveys. In the first survey, in response to “After revising, did your thinking about
your topic change at all?” Bryant writes, “Yes,” and explains, “There were some very
strong counterclaims that I couldn’t respond to, but I finally found them out.” This does
not necessarily mean that Bryant changed his mind, but that he did stretch his thinking to
be able to strengthen his argument by seeking to understand and then addressing potential
concerns of readers. In his second survey, in response to “While you were revising, did
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you change your mind about your writing or your revisions?” he writes, “no.” He then
explained, “I stayed confident about my piece an didn’t change my mind.” That he did
not change his mind could be evidence of Low complexity critical thinking. However,
coupling his unchanged mind with his declaration that he “stayed confident,” could mean
that he was showing critical thought in resisting nudges he might have felt from me (and
my revision suggestions), which could be interpreted as agency and a critical move.
Bryant still makes no mention in these surveys of anything related to conventions or
fixing.
In his actual revisions, Bryant does not ignore conventions, but he does appear to
reveal that conventions are not his primary focus. Of a total of 105 revisions over his four
pieces of writing, only 27 (less than 26%) of those were related to conventions. In his
first piece of writing, he only made conventions-related revisions after he had made
several other more substantive revisions. In the other pieces, he does make some
conventions-related revisions in his first drafts, but in those same drafts, he makes many
revisions that are more consequential. Conventions appeared to be important to Bryant,
but not the main reason he was revising.
In the post phase, like the other participants, Bryant shows a mix of attitudes.
While he resumes making a connection between revising and error-correction, the one
time he uses the word “fix” (compared to the four times he uses it on his pre-assessment),
it is in the context of a more varied revision move. He explains, “I fix my conventions
and add or take away parts that fit or don’t fit. Revising involves going back with a pencil
and writing out what changes I want, crossing out unnecessary parts, and underlining
different parts.” Here, in addition to “fix,” Bryant lists at least two substantive revision
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moves—adding and deleting. It also presents as a process that fully engages him. He has
a pencil in hand and is actively changing his writing, adding parts and taking out what
“doesn’t fit,” and underlining other parts—possibly for emphasis or to mark places he
wants to go back and reconsider. This statement puts Bryant at least at Medium
complexity critical thinking.
In response to “When you revise, do you think about the people who will read
your writing? Please explain or give an example,” Bryant writes, “Yes…I usually think
about how the reader will interpret the piece and if it makes sense to them.” Different
from his pre-assessment, Bryant now mentions “how the reader will interpret the piece”
which acknowledges active meaning-making on the part of the reader, and hints that there
might be multiple ways of interpreting his writing, depending on the reader. Also in the
pre phase, Bryant indicates that he looked at his writing to see if it “makes sense from a
reader’s perspective” now, as in the middle phase, he is still engaged in thinking about
other perspectives. In addition, in the post phase, Bryant has a different kind of response
to whether he took risks in his writing. He writes, “Yes” that he did take risks. He
continued, “On the poem, I completely restarted in a new format (just to try something
new).” Here, he is even showing glimpses of H2 level critical thinking in that he
connected revising to the process of seeing what was possible with this writing—taking
risks. His use of the word “try” implies the understanding that new things can be tried
because to try is not to commit but to know that if a “try” doesn’t work, he can try
something else.
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All four students in this subset stepped outside of their own experiences to at least
the H1 level of critical thinking that acknowledged other perspectives—a necessary step
in creating more open and critically-thinking minds.

From Look to Try: Seeing What’s Possible in Level 2 High Complexity Critical Thinking
This group of three students were all boys, two of whom required more support in
completing and turning in assignments, and all of whom presented as White. These three
started the study with a strong “error-correction” attitude toward revision (L3 level) and
moved to H2, the second highest level of critical thought: seeing what’s possible by
taking risks in their thinking and writing. Eban was an apparently White boy, outwardly
affable with a good sense of humor, which sometimes belied how deeply he experienced
events both in and out of the classroom. I selected Eban to highlight because he gave
strong evidence of his growth and because of the complex emotional journey that he
explored in one of his letters. Emotions will figure heavily in a student I highlight at the
end of this chapter, and I wanted to include another student who, at one point in the
study, also grappled with anger as a result of this curriculum (although, in Eban’s case,
the anger arose because a writing assignment caused him to remember and think about an
incident outside of school that upset him).

Eban
Eban’s trajectory starts out solidly in Low complexity critical thinking and shifts
to High complexity critical thinking in the middle phase of the study. In the post phase,
his responses show primarily Medium complexity thinking with a glimmer of H2 level,
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where he seems to place a value on the “seeing what’s possible” approach to revision. In
the pre phase, on his pre-assessment, Eban is very focused on fixing mistakes as the
primary purpose of revisions, which places his critical thinking squarely in Low
complexity. He mentions this “fixing” attitude three times in responses to three different
questions, so it appears to have been a significant focus for his revising. Eban is also
concerned with making his writing better, which at first seems like Medium complexity
critical thinking. However, his ideas about what constituted better writing seemed less
about his ability to express ideas and experiences and more about flow, diction, and errorcorrection. He writes that revising was to help writing “flow better and to make it easier
to read,” and “to make it sound better and flow better without mistakes.” Even his desire
to make his writing possibly clearer to readers actually seems to be more about making
his writing easier to read and more fluid because it was error-free, not because it was
more expressive.
Paying attention to diction could indicate High complexity critical thought, but for
Eban, it also seems to be tied to a less-critical impulse, which is to use impressive words.
In response to “How would a teacher grading you on your revisions help your writing?”
Eban writes, “point out mistakes and tell you to use better words.” Here, he does not
elaborate about what constitutes better words, and clearly, there are many words that are
better than others for a variety of reasons. There are words that are more respectful,
specific, even correct—especially when writing about other people. Words can position
and label people. To create a just world, it is important to pay attention to words. But
here, Eban is connecting better words to mistakes, which might mean that using better
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words is more superficial for Eban, as though he has had teachers who wanted him to use
more “thesaurus” words.
Eban might be hinting that he is thinking of reader experience, however. Earlier,
in response to “when you revise, do you think about the people who will read your
writing?” he writes, “Yes,” and then continues, “you might chege the word ‘cut’ to
‘carve.’” He does not articulate this, but strong and specific verbs (along with strong and
specific nouns) are what many writers consider to be a cornerstone of strong writing.
Readers might appreciate the vividness and specificity of the word “carve.” Overall, in
the pre phase, Eban is not solely at Low complexity critical thinking; he is clearly
stretching toward Medium complexity critical thinking, but he is still placing emphasis
on revision as error-correction.
In the middle phase of the study, however, Eban seems to be digging a little more
deeply—laying some groundwork for High complexity critical thinking. Eban’s first
piece of writing was about his feelings regarding the sexism girls contend with in sports
and how this treatment of girls also negatively affects boys when being “like a girl” is
used to shame both girls and boys—and him personally. It was a courageous piece of
writing. In his letter about it, Eban mentions strong feelings about his topic. He writes, “I
have a very strong opinion about what Im writing about, and I get angry when I see it
[instances of sexism] happen.” Then, he admits to feeling anger about the revision
process. In response to suggestions I made for counterclaims in his essay, he writes,
“when you were writing counter claims I would kind of get angry because it was almost
like I was reading something that happened.” He feels provoked by those
counterarguments. But Eban is able to work through those feelings. He explains, “but
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then I realized your supposed to do that [offer and address counterclaims] so I calmed
down.” Eban is feeling emotions and awareness of his emotions that emerge through
revising. Later, he shares, “To be completely honest I don’t nessisarly feel comfitable
writing about this kind of topic. I think that is because I have never writes about
Something like this before.” The critical workshop seems to be enabling Eban both to
stretch as a writer into unexplored experiences that are deeply important to him and that
he has powerful feelings about. He does not mention conventions in this letter; he is
focused on his emotional journey and making his writing better (the word that he used in
the pre phase) in a way that feels more critical. He writes, “I pretty much took all your
idea’s and suggestion because I felt it made my piece of writing stronger.” While making
writing “better” is definitely a worthy goal for revising, “stronger” feels more like a goal
that is specifically more powerful and critical. In the middle phase of the study, Eban
continues to occasionally use the word “better,” but he just as often uses the word
“stronger.”
Eban also appears to be embracing the H2 critical thinking level of “Seeing
what’s possible.” In his first letter, as I reference in the above paragraph, he writes, “I
pretty much took all your idea’s and suggestions.” This implies that he accepted my
suggestions without question. I offered; he took. However, in the subsequent data points
of the middle phase, Eban instead begins to use the word “try." The first time Eban uses
this word, he makes it clear what it means to him—and that he has internalized one of my
messages about revisions, which is that they are experiments that might or might not
work. They are a way of “seeing what’s possible” in writing (as opposed to “fixing”
writing). Eban writes, “we have to ‘try’ all of them and then if we don’t like them, we
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don’t have to use them,” a sentiment he repeats later in the survey. He shows that he
actually practices this approach in his second letter where he writes, “I try all of your
ideas…I include about 95% of the rivisions you sugest” showing that he knows he can try
all of my suggestions but not ultimately keep all of them in his writing. And, on both
surveys, in response to “Of all the revisions you tried, how many did you include in your
final draft?” he circled, “More than half,” not “All of them.” In the pre phase, he does not
use the word “try” at all. In all of the middle phase data points after his first letter (where
he used “took”), he uses “try” five times (and words like “took,” zero times).
Conventions do not seem to be nearly as important to Eban in the middle phase
(where he makes no mention of them at all) as they were in the pre phase (when he
references them several times). His actual revisions support this shift as well. In the 58
total revisions Eban made over his four pieces of writing, only ten were related to
conventions (a little over 17%), and in three out of four pieces, he made those convention
revisions after he made several other more consequential revisions.
In the post phase, Eban is much more strongly at Medium complexity critical
thinking than when he started the study. He makes only one comment that connects
revision to anything like error-correction when he writes about revision, “usally is just
grammatical mistakes not changing my opion towards the topik.” This comment seems to
show that Eban only thinks of revision as “fixing mistakes,” but this is the only
connection in the post phase that he makes between conventions and revising. Elsewhere
in the post-assessment, he writes that revision is “to make your writing stronger” and “to
make my writing stronger” and, when he revises, “I usally feel my writing is stronger.”
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He does use the word “better” one time when he writes that the word “revision” means
“changing for the better.” Everywhere else, he uses “stronger.”
Eban also reaches Medium complexity critical thinking in his comments about the
reader’s experience. In the pre phase of the study, Eban writes that he wanted “to make it
easier to read” when he revised, and, in response to “When you revise, do you think
about the people who will read your writing?” he makes the comment about using
“carve” instead of “cut.” In the post phase, he writes in response to the same question,
“Yes…yes. I want my readers to understand.” Both comments could be interpreted as
concern for reader experience, but they could imply two very different revision moves. In
the first, Eban might just be looking through a thesaurus for words that might make his
writing stronger, more vivid, or possibly just more impressive to his teacher. It suggests
an activity that might be worthwhile, but also might be relatively superficial. In the postassessment, that he has the goal of the reader understanding his writing means that he is
considering what his writing is communicating and what other words, yes, but also
examples, explanations, comparisons, and so forth, might do a better job of fostering
understanding. Eban is showing more Medium complexity critical thinking in the post
phase, but he is clearly at H2 level critical thinking during the middle phase of the study.

Arriving at an Open Mind: The Highest Complexity Critical Thinking
This group was comprised of seven students: five girls and two boys. Four of
these students struggled academically and three were very strong academically. At least
three were low income, and their families struggled economically and socially. One of
the students identified as being of Color; the rest presented as White. I selected Josie
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mainly to represent three demographics of this group: academic
engagement/independence, gender, and socioeconomics. Josie was considered by all
teachers to be a strong student with good study habits and strong motivation and skills.
Josie also appeared to have relatively stable access to material and experiential resources.
I chose Camden as representative of this group because, in contrast to Josie, Camden was
male and not as confident a student; he required more support (both encouragement and
structure) to be successful. It is unclear to me if his access to material and experiential
resources was different from Josie’s. I also chose Camden because I perceived a sense of
joy and wonder in the changes that took place in his attitude toward revision (in contrast
to the anger that the next student, Donnie, experienced). Both Josie and Camden, like the
other students in this group, started at Low complexity critical thinking and rose to H3,
the highest level of critical thinking.

Josie
On her pre-assessment, Josie showed a mix of critical thinking levels, ranging
from the very beginning of my continuum (feeling like the need to revise might be a sign
of bad writing) to Medium complexity critical thinking. Overall, her attitude toward
revision appeared to be that revising was connected to error-correction, a fairly
superficial exercise, and was largely a process of garnering teacher and reader approval.
In her pre-assessment, Josie does mention that the purpose of revision was to
make her writing stronger, ordinarily an indication of Medium complexity critical
thinking. However, she couples her view of revisions as a way of making writing stronger
by correcting errors when she writes, “I think the purpose of revising writing is to find
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mistakes and make your pieces stronger.” By mentioning it first, Josie is placing errorcorrection in the primary role of revision. This response also might imply a causal
relationship between the two—that finding mistakes will make her writing stronger. Later
Josie writes, “Yes, I revise my writing because I would like to try to make my piece
stronger and find my mistakes.” Here, the same causal relationship is not implied, but she
still identifies finding mistakes as a part of the revising process. So, while thinking and
creating stronger writing is clearly a part of revising for Josie, it is still strongly tied to
error-correction.
The extent to which Josie seems to think of revising as a fairly superficial process
shows up in her descriptions of revision as some form of “looking over” three times in
the first two questions of her pre-assessment. To “look over” something connotes a
superficial and casual action, a Low complexity critical thinking move. “Looking at”
something isn’t the same as reading it or actively engaging with it. “Looking” also does
not seem to have a clear purpose for Josie. That she does not specify why she is looking
over what she is revising strengthens my sense that, at the beginning of the study, Josie
feels a lack of engagement and meaningful purpose in revising.
In some ways, it seems clear that Josie sees revision as something more than
error-correction. She does connect revising to making her “think even harder on how to
make” her pieces “stronger and more understanding.” She is connecting revising to
thinking and improving her writing by making it stronger, which is Medium complexity
critical thinking. By “understanding” Josie seems to mean more understandable to her
readers—in other words, clearer to her readers. I say this because just shortly before she
writes about wanting her writing to be more “understanding,” she writes that “sometimes
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I change my mind to make it easier to understand.” Here, she is clearly intent on making
her writing easily understandable to readers. Directly after that comment, she writes, “I
want them to understand what Im trying to say.” So, at the beginning of the study, while
Josie does write that revising “could help me on a piece of my writing because it could
make me think even harder,” it appears to be for the purpose of making her writing
understandable to her readers (Medium complexity critical thinking) as opposed to
thinking harder for the purpose of examining or meaningfully changing her thinking
(High complexity critical thinking).
With regard to Josie’s goal that her writing be easy to understand, as I’ve
mentioned before, writers usually do (reasonably) want readers to understand their
writing. But Josie seems to be sacrificing her own thoughts in order to do this. In
response to “After you revise, do you ever feel differently about the topic of your
writing? Do you ever change your mind about what you’re trying to say?” Josie writes,
“Sometimes I change my mind to make it easier to understand.” Later in the preassessment, in explaining why she ranks herself as just “okay” as a writer, she writes,
“sometimes I can’t always explain what Im trying to say as easy as it is to understand for
the reader.” Josie seems to be placing a premium on reducing or even changing her
thinking into easily digestible thoughts for the reader. This comment implies that there
had been times for Josie that her thoughts didn’t “fit” her writing. Perhaps she had
thoughts that were too complex for her to be able to express in her writing. Maybe her
teacher placed a premium on clarity. Maybe the assignment didn’t allow for her changing
her mind. Whatever the condition, Josie appears to have felt that she needed to bend her
thinking to fit the task instead of bending the task to hold her thinking. In this way, it
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almost seems as if Josie was viewing her own thinking as an error that needed to be
corrected.
However, from the beginning of the middle phase of the study, Josie shows an
increase in her critical thinking that she sustains throughout this phase. She gives no
indication that her revising is in any way superficial or related to error-correction.
Instead, she places more importance on being true to her feelings, thinking about her
level of creativity, and making her writing personal. She still indicates that she is thinking
about her readers, but now it appears to be in a more critical way. Josie now seems intent
on getting at her real feelings and thoughts and making connections with her audience.
She writes, “I am revising my work to explain my feelings better throughout the different
events” (first letter), and “When I added revisions I used my own words, and thoughts
and feelings” (second survey). She seems to feel both liberated to genuinely express
herself in her writing and to use revisions to better reveal those thoughts and feelings.
In her first letter, Josie does mention that she was “thinking how I can make my
piece as easy to understand as possible” but does not connect this to changing how she
feels or changing her message “but to have some creativity with it so it’s more personal.”
In her first survey, Josie also mentions “understanding.” She explains that her revisions
made her writing a little stronger, “on some it helped have a better understanding of what
I was talking about.” She does not, however, indicate that she is changing her thoughts
and feelings in order to make her writing easier to understand. Her comment could mean
that revising was a process of clarifying her own thinking for herself. Josie also places a
strong emphasis on making her writing interesting and strong (M1 level) through being
more creative and personal—not by fixing mistakes (L3 level). In her first letter, she
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writes, “I have made it more interesting then it had been before…without it I think it
sounds like a list and when I have them in, it flows better.” Josie’s new attitude toward
revision in this middle phase of the study puts her at Medium complexity critical
thinking.
However, in the middle phase of the study, Josie does begin to show High
complexity critical thinking. She appears to be concerned with the experience of her
readers as well as those she writes about in her stories, but for new reasons. In her second
letter, she is “trying to remember what people or me, did or said and how I reacted to
that. Im mostly thinking about my cousins when I’m revising because thats who I play
kickball with.” She is now letting other people (beyond the teacher) populate her thoughts
and process, and not for the purpose of simplifying her thoughts or conforming them to
teacher expectations. This is displaying a mind that is starting to show signs that Josie is
open to what other people are thinking and experiencing—High complexity critical
thinking.
But what about the actual revisions Josie made in her writing? Do they align with
this higher level of critical thinking? I believe they do. Josie was engaged far more in
substantive revisions (additions, substitutions, deletions, and permutations) than she was
in addressing conventions. In a total of 98 revisions over four pieces of writing, only 13
(less than 14%) were related to conventions. It is also telling that, the limited number of
times Josie did attend to conventions, she usually did so late in the revising process, after
she had made many substantive revisions. Once Josie actually started revising, “fixing
mistakes” did not seem to be her true focus. Josie chose to focus her revision moves on
more critical aspects of her writing.
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It is in the post phase of the study that Josie both brings back the connection she
makes between revision and error-correction but also reveals thinking that puts her at H3,
the most complex level of critical thinking. Along with error-correction, Josie seems to
see revision as an activity of increased engagement and purpose. On her post-assessment,
her new response to the first question, “What does the word ‘revision’ mean to you?” is
“Revision to me means trying to make your writing better.” She now identifies a clear
purpose for revising that is no longer a passive “look” with an unstated goal, but an active
pursuit of improvement. This shows Medium complexity critical thinking.
Josie also reprises the connection she seems to feel exists between revising and
error-correction in response to the second question, “What do you do when you revise?
What does revising involve?” when she responds, “When I revise I...correct spelling.”
Clearly, error-correction is still under her revision umbrella. However, her whole
response was, “When I revise, I add in words, correct spelling, change words, and try to
create stronger and better information.” That “correct spelling” is now just one of a series
of active and specific revision moves (adding, substituting, and creating) instead of the
primary method of improving her writing. This suggests that her view of revision has
expanded to include more substantive, meaning-making activities than before.
On her pre-assessment, Josie’s reply to the last question, “Why do you revise the
things you listed above?” does mention “to catch as many mistakes as I can.” However,
in her post-assessment, Josie’s response is, “I want to see if revising helps make it better
or to catch mistakes” (my emphasis). Here, I infer that Josie has created a separation in
her mind between revising and error-correction—that revising (making her writing—or
whatever she chooses to revise—better) is distinct from fixing mistakes. These all put
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Josie at Medium complexity critical thought. However, Josie also shows High complexity
critical thinking on her post-assessment when she makes connections between revising
and changes in her thinking. On the post-assessment, instead of changing her mind to
make her writing easier to understand (as she indicated on her pre-assessment), it is now,
on her post-assessment, “because I might want a bigger impact and to emphasize that
situation more so the reader thinks about it.” Several times on the assessments, surveys
and letters, Josie mentioned that she wanted her reader to “understand” her writing or
find it “interesting,” but this is the first time she states that she wants her reader to think
about what she is writing. This implies that she hopes her readers will be impacted—and
possibly changed—by her writing.
Josie is also now interested in her own thinking as part of the revision process. In
the pre-assessment, the only mention she makes of her own thought process is when she
adapted her thinking to fit what seemed to be external expectations imposed on her
writing. In her post-assessment, however, Josie seems to now think that there is room for
her own complex thoughts in her writing. In her response to the question, “What do you
think is the purpose of revising writing?” Josie shows evidence of a shift to H3, the
highest level of High complexity critical thinking, when she replies, “I think the purpose
of revising is to expand your thinking to make your writing stronger.” Here, Josie seems
to see revision as involving not only her thought process, but the growth of her thought
process. That, while she is engaged with changing her writing to make it stronger, she is
also changing her thinking to make it stronger. And, in this case, “stronger” appears to
mean more open, broader, and more flexible. Expanded thinking might be thinking that
can hold not just more ideas but ideas that are more complex and complicated—maybe
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even contradictory—and that her writing is capable of holding this expanded thinking.
Josie has clearly reached H3 level critical thinking.

Camden
In the pre phase of the study, Camden’s attitude toward revision was focused on
error-correction. In response to “What do you think is the purpose of writing,” Camden
replies, “Revising your writing is good because you can see if you got something wrong.”
This indicates that Camden sees revising as a process of looking for mistakes. He
indicates that he revises his writing “to see if I missed puntuation etc. in my writing” and
that he feels “good about the results most of the time” because “I usually get all of my
puntuation etc. on point.” Like Josie, in the pre phase of the study, Camden also sees
revision as a relatively superficial process. For the first question, “What does the word
‘revision’ mean to you?” Camden’s entire response is “Revision to me means to look
something over.” Again, there doesn’t seem to be a purpose for looking it over, and
revision doesn’t seem to be more substantive than a cursory “look.”
In the pre phase, Camden does not make a connection between revision and
making his writing stronger, delving into his thoughts and thinking or other more
complex levels of critical thought. He does make a connection between writing and his
thoughts when he responds, “I love writing essays because I can put all my thoughts into
that topic.” However, he mainly seems to think of writing as a receptacle for his thoughts,
not a way of developing his thoughts, and he does not make a connection between
revision and thoughts. Overwhelmingly, in the pre phase, Camden’s comments place him
solidly at Low complexity critical thinking.
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In the middle phase of the study, Camden shifts quickly to a different attitude
toward revision and what the act of revising involves. During this phase of the study,
Camden does not mention punctuation or error-correction at all. He seems to respond
immediately and in a sustained way to seeing revision as a process that is both more
involved, personal, consequential, and, ultimately, transformative. One way in which
Camden’s new attitude manifests is when he shows signs of thinking about himself and
his readers. In his first letter, he writes, “Whenever I’m revising I think bout myself and
my own experiences.” This implies that revision is helping him to reflect on his life,
which seems eminently more meaningful than making sure his punctuation is “on point.”
Paradoxically, in his surveys, Camden denies thinking about his readers while he
revises. On his surveys he writes, “I never think about that when I’m writing” and “when
I write, I never think anyone is going to read it.” However, in actuality, I think the
evidence points very strongly toward Camden’s developing a deep concern for his
readers in a way that puts him farther along the critical thinking continuum. In the second
survey, shortly after stating that he never thinks about who will read his writing, Camden
writes, “I want people to enjoy my writing.” However, in both letters, he takes this
concern further than just wanting people to enjoy his writing. Wanting people to enjoy
his writing is certainly thinking about his readers. But it could also be self-serving—
wanting praise without really considering the readers’ experience. But, in the letters, he
expresses deep consideration for his readers’ experience. In fact, in his first letter,
Camden, without mentioning his readers specifically, shares that he made his writing
“more personal” as a result of his revision process. Like Josie, Camden’s desire for his
writing to be personal implies that he wants to make connections with his readers by
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revealing more of himself in his writing. Creating a just world will require people to be
honest about who they are and what they think, which can create a feeling of
vulnerability. Camden’s efforts are sound practice for this. Camden also makes this
comment about revision, “Without em’ my writing would be boring and well, not as good
as it could be.” Camden seems to be thinking of revision as a deep process of creating
stronger writing, thinking about his experiences, and being concerned that his readers
have something interesting and personal to read.
Camden’s concern for reader experience continues to develop and deepen. In the
second letter, he writes, “I added a lot of dialogue to make it feel like you are actually in
the story, right next to me and my friends talking.” He is using revising to make a more
personal, immediate, and inclusive experience for his readers. Without regard for who
might be reading his writing, Camden wants his readers to be a part of his group of
friends. This would be an important goal in creating a just world—for people to be both
included and inclusive. Camden is trying to put himself in his readers’ shoes and trying
strategies in his revising that will bring the reader into his story and into his circle of
friends. Camden is also connecting revising to the idea of not just improvement in his
writing, but improvement in himself. In the second letter, he writes that revising “also
brought out my growth in this sport.” This might be demonstrating that Camden is seeing
revision as a tool of expression—of helping him reveal to the readers a tremendously
important moment of change that he experienced. However, he goes on to write, “I
believe that my essay shows that even though you might stink in the first practice, it does
not mean that you are not going to get better!” Camden appears to view his revisions and
the resulting narrative as conveying most importantly a message of growth that is very
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meaningful to him, and not primarily based in being correct but in making progress. He is
privileging a theme that is axiomatic to critical pedagogy—improvement over time is
possible.
Like Josie, Camden’s actual revisions mirror the substantive process he described
in his letters and surveys. Over four pieces of writing, Camden made 57 revisions, of
which only seven (just a little over 12%) were related to conventions. On two of his
pieces, Camden made zero conventions-related revisions. And the conventions-related
revisions he did make on the other two pieces, similar to Josie, he made in later drafts,
after he made more consequential revisions. This further indicates that Camden, when
revising, was not prioritizing conventions. Was this because his writing was so “on point”
with his conventions that he did not have more conventions-related changes he could
have made? Like all the other participants in the study, Camden was relatively strong in
his conventions—but he certainly could have addressed conventions more often than he
did. Camden’s revisions appear to solidly support the change in his attitude toward
revision that is evident in the assessments, letters, and surveys.
In the post phase of the study, Camden reaches an even more complex level of
critical thinking. For him, revising has become an eminently more meaningful practice
than what he reported in the pre phase of the study. In fact, I believe that
overwhelmingly, his comments point toward his reaching H3, the most complex level of
critical thinking. To begin with, on his post-assessment, Camden never mentions errorcorrection. The words punctuation, spelling, fixing, correction, right, wrong, or other
words that might also connote a connection between revision and error-correction are
completely absent.
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Camden also shows that the process of revision is less superficial than he
indicated in the pre phase. On the post-assessment, in response to the first question,
“What does the word ‘revision’ mean to you?” he writes, “To go over your own work.”
This might seem similar to his pre-assessment response “to look something over,” but I
see potentially significant differences. To “look something over” might just mean a
passing glance at it; to “go over” something implies more engagement, as in the term, “to
go over something with a fine-toothed comb.” The connotation is a more rigorous,
involved process. Also, in the pre-assessment response, he uses the word “something” but
in his post-assessment response, he uses “your own work,” which is not only more
specific but also more personal—a factor that was clearly on Camden’s mind throughout
the middle and post phases of the study. While both “something” and “work” don’t need
to be writing-related (important for the ultimate goals of critical pedagogy that would
move students’ revision skills from writing to other aspects of their worlds), “your own
work” implies a project of more personal involvement, investment, and effort than
“something.”
Beyond this, Camden, even more so than Josie, connects the revision process to
having a mind that can think in new ways, which puts him at H3, the most complex level
of critical thinking. In response to “What does revising involve?” Camden writes,
“Revising involves an open mind to changes.” This is a significant shift for Camden,
which he takes even further. Whereas in this response, he makes the connection between
revising and generic open minds, further down in the post-assessment, he makes it more
personal. In response to “When you revise, how do you usually feel about the results?” he
writes, “I feel proud about my results.” Then, in response to “Why?” he writes, “I have an
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open mind to changing my writing.” And later still in his assessment, in response to
“How would a teacher grading you on your revisions help your writing? He writes, “It
would make me see how open my mind is.” Camden seems to revel in his open mind. On
the pre-assessment he did not have a response to the question, “How would a teacher
grading you on your revisions hurt your writing.” On the post-assessment, he writes, “It
might ruin the purpose of my ideas.” This also seems to show a dramatic change in how
Camden views revision. It’s no longer about punctuation and seeing if you have gotten
things wrong, it’s about thoughts, purpose, a different way of thinking, and being
receptive to changing his writing, and change in general. In critical pedagogy and the
work involved in creating a just world, change is the constant. Camden’s responses
indicate a high level of preparedness for this critical work, and, consequently, H3 level
critical thinking.
Josie and Camden’s responses and revision moves lead me to believe that, at the
beginning of the year, they both understood revising to be a superficial process that was
not exclusively but primarily focused on error-correction; Camden was squarely at Low
complexity critical thinking, and Josie was at Low to Medium complexity critical
thinking. However, how they actually revised their writing and their responses in the
middle and post phases of the study show a leap to the H3 level critical thinking. Their
experience is also notable in that they seemed to make this transition painlessly. In fact,
this shift in their perception of both themselves and revision, seemed to be very positive.
The writing and revisions they did made them proud and expansive, very different from
Donnie’s experience.
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There is No Reason to Change What I Think:
An Anomaly at High Complexity Critical Thinking

Most of the participants seemed to have anywhere from a neutral to positive
experience over the course of the study. Josie and Camden’s responses appear to be
particularly positive. But there was one participant, Donnie, who stands out in another
way. Donnie expressed a lot of pain in the post phase of the study that was not apparent
in earlier phases; it’s reasonable to assume that there was something about this
curriculum that brought out these strong and negative feelings. Donnie’s experience
might serve as a caution to teachers generally, and particularly to me and those like me
who are not just encouraging students to achieve academically, but also encouraging
them to grow as critical thinkers.
Donnie was an apparently White male of very limited material and experiential
resources. He started the year as a student who was, with consistent and significant
support from special education staff and regular education teachers, reasonably engaged
in school and was generally agreeable and polite, but not outwardly expressive. He
seemed to keep his feelings to himself. In the pre phase of the study, Donnie was partly
focused on performing tasks for the purpose of earning grades, putting him at Low
complexity critical thinking, and partly interested in revising to “make it better,” putting
him at Medium complexity critical thinking. Donnie’s responses were often brief and
vague, but he makes no mention of fixing, mistakes, or other similar words. He connects
revision to “something that was redone” so “they are a little better.” “Redoing” connotes
a fairly involved process, requiring more active engagement than “looking over.” He uses
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the word “better” as in “done better,” “a little better,” and “get better” several times.
Donnie also uses this word in relationship to his grade—that he revises writing
“sometimes” in order to “get a better grade.” His comments are largely about grades (L2
level) and improvement (M1 level), but not about correction. From these responses, it
seems like Donnie might be predisposed to making greater gains in critical thinking, as
he is already starting from a view of revision that is not largely about correction. But in
the end, his experience appears (at least initially) to be a large setback.
In the middle phase of the study, on Donnie’s first letter, he continues to make no
mention of error-correction. His second sentence is “I love football so much it is my
favorite sport of all time,” which sets a positive tone. He writes, “I think I will keep most
of my revising in the final draft I think because I think It helps it sound better and look
better.” This last part is vague. It’s impossible to say for sure how he’s making his
writing sound and look better, but, as he only made one conventions-related revision in
his drafts for this essay, I infer that he means it is more substantive revisions that are
making his writing sound and look better. This puts his comments at Medium complexity
critical thinking. He also seems to feel a strong sense of control of his writing and to
know that he does not need to keep the revisions he tried when he writes, “I think I will
keep most of my revising in the final draft.” What is most notable to me, however, is how
absolutely positive and enthusiastic this letter is. He ends his letter with, “I love that
essay because it is about me and it is something I love.” I was surprised and moved to see
him express such strong emotions—I never would have guessed from working with him
that he ever felt so strongly about his writing.
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At this point in the year, writing seems to be going well for Donnie. His words
imply that he is feeling good about himself and his writing. This positivity appears to
continue, but there are hints later in the middle phase that feelings are starting to shift for
Donnie. In his first survey (written after he completed his persuasive essay on the New
England Patriots football team), his comments are brief, and he still connects revision
with improving his writing. He explains that he revised in order “to make the essay
better,” and his reason for keeping those revisions is “to make it better.” And he is not
making any connections between improving his writing and error-correction or grades.
These comments put him at Medium complexity critical thinking. However, it is here that
he begins to express some negative emotion about revision. To explain why he said that
he would not revise if it had not been attached to a big grade, he writes, “I don’t like to.”
And, in explaining his opinion that teachers should not require students to revise, he
writes, “your essay...should be what you want it to be.” Though students were, in fact,
given the freedom to make their final drafts whatever they wanted them to be, Donnie
seems to be connecting revising with creating a piece of writing that is different from
what he wants. He seems to be starting to feel constrained by my revision expectations.
Donnie’s second letter (written while he was revising a narrative about hunting
with his dad) was not as effusive as his first letter, but still very positive. His assessment
is “I think the revisions make my essay have a lot more detail and make it sound a lot
better to. I think that all of them will be used in my final draft because they make
everything sound better and just look better. All of the writing is what I wanted to say.”
While Donnie makes vague statements again about making his writing “sound better
and...look better,” he does make specific references to the revisions giving his essay “a
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lot more detail.” From this, I infer that he is demonstrating Medium complexity critical
thinking. His general positivity also leads me to think that whatever irritation he was
feeling about revisions earlier has dissipated, and he’s doing well with the process and
expectations.
Donnie continues to feel that revisions “make it better,” a phrase that he uses
twice in his second survey (completed after he finished his narrative about winning a
signed baseball in a raffle). He also circles the option “made it a little stronger” in
response to the question, “What overall effect did revisions have on your final draft?” and
the reason he gave was that they “added more details.” Nowhere on this survey does he
indicate that he connects revising to error-correction or other Low complexity critical
thinking. And, consistent with his pre-assessment, letters, and surveys, he seems to have a
positive feeling about his writing and revisions. Though he claims to have taken no risks
in his writing, as an explanation of this he writes, “I did it the way I like it,” suggesting
that writing the story the way he saw fit did not feel like a risk to him, and that he feels in
control of the process and liking his writing. He even seemed to feel a little more positive
about revising from his “I don’t like to” (my emphasis) as an explanation of why he
would not revise if it “had not been a big part of your grade” to “Sometimes I don’t want
to” (my emphasis) in response to the same question. “I don’t like to” feels definitive, but
then qualifying this with, “sometimes” and then changing “like” to “want” feels like he’s
moved from a decision he’s made about revisions (don’t like) to a feeling he sometimes
has about work expectations (don’t always want to). And now he feels that teachers
should require students to make revisions; in the second survey he answered “yes” to this
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question. Donnie seems to be increasing his critical thinking complexity and feeling
positive and in control of his writing and choices.
What did Donnie’s actual revisions show? Error-correction was not his primary
focus. Over the four pieces of writing, he made a total of 68 revisions of which 16 (under
24%) were driven by conventions (and three of those, almost 19%, were ones I
specifically suggested). The large majority of his revisions were additions, substitutions,
and deletions. The number of conventions-related revisions he made increased over his
four pieces of writing but were still a small portion of the total revisions he was making.
All but one of those conventions-related changes were made in subsequent drafts, after he
had made many more substantive revisions. Donnie was likely showing that he believed
that making additions, substitutions, and deletions were the steps that would make his
writing “better,” more than addressing conventions. These steps also helped him “get a
better score” (one of the main purposes for revising that he cited in his pre-assessment).
These two different attitudes put Donnie at Low and Medium complexities of critical
thinking for the middle part of the study.
In the post-assessment, however, Donnie’s attitude shows a notable and disturbing
change. In his pre-assessment, in response to “How could a teacher grading you on your
revisions hurt your writing?” he writes, “they could hurt people meltaly,” and his
comments on his post-assessment suggest that this might have happened for Donnie. The
process seems to have made him feel less capable as a writer. On his pre-assessment, in
response to “How would you characterize yourself as a writer?” he circled, “Okay” and
writes, “I’m okay at it.” On the post-assessment, he circled, “Terrible” and writes, “I suck
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at writing.” This strongly suggests to me that there was something about the process that
did indeed hurt him mentally, as he speculated it might in his pre-assessment.
Donnie’s post-assessment comments also indicate that he has developed a hostile
attitude toward revising. In response to the first question, “What does the word ‘revision’
mean to you?” he writes, “Change what you already worked on.” This suggests that he
sees it as an exercise in frustration—to have already put effort into something only to
have to change it—not make it better, not see what’s possible, but just change it for the
sake of changing it. To the question, “What do you think is the purpose of revising
writing?” he replies, “There is none.” When asked, “Do you revise your writing,” he
writes, “kinda...cause I have to.” These comments point to a student who is feeling
frustration and futility about revisions.
His next comments indicate that Donnie is clearly feeling aggrieved. When asked
what he thought of the results of revising, he writes, “I don’t like them...cause there is no
reason to change what I think.” Did Donnie suddenly feel that he was being forced to
change his thinking or change too much of himself because of my emphasis on revisions?
He continues to appear to show hostility by responding to “When you revise do you think
about the people who will read your writing?” with, “No...I don’t care what other people
think.” He identifies me as the only teacher who has required him to revise and in
responding to “How would a teacher grading you on your revision hurt your writing,” he
writes, “making me change my mind.” This might show that Donnie was experiencing
stress from feeling that revising his writing was demanding a revision in himself. In fact,
I am researching whether focusing on revisions can help students transform their attitudes
and skills to be more capable of creating a just world. I am interested in seeing if not just
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student writing but students themselves are changed by this process. The process of
creating a just world will require people to change, most likely in personal and elemental
ways. Donnie seems to be feeling this pressure, and it does not feel good. However, this
is what also puts Donnie at High complexity critical thinking. He clearly shows this by
making the strong connection between writing, revising, and changes in thinking. He
feels more than anything that what I am asking him to do involves changing himself at a
deep level. Though other students appear to feel liberated, even joyful about this, Donnie
feels hostility that he aims at both me, and, more concerning, at himself. Because I am
not studying whether students enjoy the process of gaining critical thinking, his hostility
and opposition do not indicate less complex critical thinking, just more difficulty in
embracing it.
However, trying to understand Donnie’s hostility is imperative. While students’
level of joy was not a focus of my study, I do not want students to end the year feeling
the level of pain and alienation that Donnie was feeling about himself and the curriculum.
As Giroux and others stress, critical pedagogy needs to be based in, at the very least,
hope. I do want and need to understand what happened to Donnie. He seemed to be
enjoying—loving— his writing and seeing value in revising right up until the postassessment when not only did he suggest that revision was a painful and devaluing
process, but that he also actually felt devalued and demoted as a writer and person. I have
no mention in my journal of any concerning interactions with Donnie, or any hints of
what he was feeling, and the parameters of my study do not allow for following up with
students. So, I will never know for sure what caused Donnie’s feelings, but I do need to
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try to understand. I will share possible sources of his negativity (and possible remedies)
in the concluding chapter.

Chutes and Ladders: Gains in Critical Thought is a Recursive Process
All of the students I chose to highlight in this chapter, as far as I know, identified
as White, which is not ideal, and I did not select them for this reason. There were two
students in my study that identified as being students of Color. This is a crucial
demographic to identify as our school has only a small population of students of Color,
and their academic needs could easily be overlooked or thwarted. One of these students,
Wren, was among the group of 14 that reached H3, the Highest level of critical thinking.
She also fell into the demographic group of students who needed more support
academically and who have far fewer material and experiential resources. Wren missed
many more days of school than most students for reasons that seemed related to family
distress. Maive, the other student of Color, is in the group that made it to the H1 level of
critical thinking, She was a part of the demographic of very engaged and independent
students and those with more material and experiential resources. I did not choose these
students to highlight in this chapter mainly because the data that caused me to place them
in their respective groups were more glimmers of what caused me to place them in those
groups instead of clearer statements that came from the students I selected. Insofar as
these two students of Color could be seen as representative (being mindful of the
historical and oppressive practice of placing the onus of representation for a whole
complex and multi-faceted population on individuals, in addition to the fact that there
were no male students of Color in this group), I am hopeful that this curriculum has
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promise for both students of Color and White students as well as students of different
genders, gender identities, levels of academic engagement and skills, and socio-economic
levels. I will explore in more detail Wren’s experience with ownership and agency in the
next chapter. Of the six students that I highlight in this chapter, only two are girls, though
girls did represent almost half of the 16 participants (at the time of this study, we had no
students who openly identified as non-binary). This skew is largely due to the fact that
three categories (students who landed at M3, H2, and the anomalous student who landed
at High complexity critical thinking) of the five total categories were comprised solely of
boys and therefore, selecting a girl to represent those groups was not possible.
I feel that this data shows that my continuum of critical thinking is a ladder that
different kinds of students can “climb” to reach High complexity critical thinking.
However (to carry forward the children’s game metaphor), there are plenty of “chutes” in
this process as well. The path on this continuum is not linear; students make gains,
students revert back to less complex critical thinking, and they make gains again. These
chutes don’t have to be seen as a failure, however, but as a natural process of growth that
mirrors the movement toward a just world. We try things that might not work out, then
we try again. This was true for my participants. While they did not arrive at the end of the
study abandoning all Low complexity level attitudes toward revision, they showed
significant gains.
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CHAPTER 6
OWNERSHIP AND AGENCY

In addition to students’ attitudes toward revision, I felt that I could also measure
changes in students’ critical thinking through exploring whether or not their sense of
ownership of their writing increased over the course of the study. To create a just world
will require of students the ability to see conditions that must be changed in their own
lives and in the world in order to move the world toward justice, and this will necessitate
students’ ability to see themselves as agents of that change. For this to happen, students
will also need to feel some ownership of their lives and the world and its conditions—to
feel the interest in as well as the responsibility and the right to affect change. Of course,
ownership is also problematic in critical pedagogy. Ownership for the sake of ownership
or as a means of ignoring the needs and concerns of others or exacerbating the misery of
others would be in opposition to the goals of critical pedagogy. It is my hope that the
critical workshop would foster in students the kind of ownership that, when transferred to
their lives and the world, would turn the response of “that’s not my problem,” into “that
is my problem, and I can do something about it.”
What helps to move students from mere ownership to ownership and action is
agency: the power to act. Of course, like “ownership,” the idea of “empowerment” is also
complicated. Power should not be “simply a commodity to be produced and/or
exchanged” (Lee 165). As Lee points out, many students walk into the classroom already
with an excess of power, but not necessarily agency to work toward critical ends. It is
therefore important to clarify that the agency I refer to is the power to act, but to act in a
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way that either furthers the goals of critical pedagogy or has the promise of doing so. I
believe that students in my study did make this transition. I believe that they started with
low feelings and expectations of ownership in the pre phase and then demonstrated
ownership and agency in the middle and/or post phase/s of the study. Therefore, along
with the three different types of ownership which I introduced in chapter four (ownership
of words and usage; ownership of thoughts, ideas, and feelings; and ownership of
experience), I will also be exploring in this chapter what types of agency students evinced
and what they seemed to be doing with it.
For this chapter, I will draw mainly (but not exclusively) on participants’
responses to the questions specific to ownership on the pre- and post-assessments and
surveys, as well as the content of their letters. In the pre- and post-assessments, the
questions are, “How much do you feel that the writing (essays, stories) that you do for
classes is your writing (what you want to write about and how you want to write it)? and
“Why?” and in the surveys they are, “Do you feel that this draft is your writing (what you
want to say and how you want to say it)? and “Why do you feel this way?” I feel now that
it is unfortunate that I phrased the pre- and post-assessment questions to ask about writing
for classes generally instead of writing for my ELA class specifically. For the preassessment, it made sense to word it this way because students completed this preassessment at the beginning of the year, before they had done any writing projects in my
class. How could they have known at that point if they would experience the writing they
were about to do in my class as their own? Because I designed the pre- and postassessments to have identical questions (in order to facilitate comparisons), the phrasing
of the question for the post-assessment is imperfect for my purposes. I don’t always know
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when students are referring to my class specifically or referring to other classes or both.
However, because I found several responses informative, I will still use students’ answers
to these questions, but with the knowledge that, on the post-assessment, it is a somewhat
flawed data point. I will also use the number and types of revisions (student-generated,
teacher-generated, revisions to revisions) that students made to drafts of their writing to
try to determine what, if any, ownership students might have been feeling.
In their article, “Analyzing Revision,” Faigley and Witte write, “Successful
revision results not from the number of changes a writer makes but from the degree to
which revision changes bring a text closer to fitting the demands of the situation” (411).
My divergent view is that the number of revisions students make is important data
because making few revisions is tantamount to accepting the status quo. However, like
Faigley and Witte, I also feel that not all revisions are equal. In this chapter, what I am
counting as revisions are meaning-making revisions; I did not count changes that
addressed conventions (punctuation, spelling, etc.) as revisions. In addition to the
numbers and types of revisions students experimented with, I will also be analyzing
actual revisions they made to also explore the kinds of agency their revisions seem to be
revealing.
I have organized the different kinds of ownership that students seemed to exhibit
into four categories:
1.

I wrote it, so it’s mine

2.

Ownership of words and usage

3.

Ownership of thoughts, ideas, and feelings

4.

Ownership of experience.
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As I mentioned in chapter four, the first type of ownership (I wrote it, so it’s mine) is the
default, and I will not be addressing this category in detail. The last three types on the list
(2-4) do not represent a hierarchy, but rather three different kinds of equally important
forms of ownership. In this chapter, I will explore students’ experiences with regard to
ownership, specifically how they both reported and demonstrated ownership of their
writing through their comments and actual revisions, and then to see what kind of agency
these revisions and displays of ownership also suggested. Again, to closely examine all of
the participants’ experiences would be beyond the scope of this chapter. Therefore, I have
selected six participants to discuss in detail:
1.

Wren and Astrid will represent the ten students I placed in the “Ownership of
words and usage” category.

2.

Milo and Hazel will represent the 11 students I placed in the “Ownership of
thoughts, ideas, and feelings” category.

3.

Sheri will represent the six students I placed in the “Ownership of experience”
category (I opted to highlight only one student in this category as there were
fewer students in this group).

4.

Leon will represent an unknown number of students who had unique and
distressed ownership responses.
At the beginning of each section, I will explain why I chose the student or

students to represent the others, addressing similar demographics as in chapter five:
gender, race/ethnicity, and academic engagement/need for support. I will also be looking
at each student at three different phases of the study: pre, middle, and post. The preassessment data indicates what level (and sometimes type) of ownership students felt (if
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any) before they were exposed to the critical workshop, and the middle, and, to a lesser
degree, the post phase, are where I will examine the types of ownership and agency
students began to show.

Ownership of Words and Usage
This group consisted of ten students: five girls (two of whom were of Color) and
five boys (all of whom presented as White). Five of these students received special
education services (four of them required quite a lot of support in order to be
academically successful). The other five were more self-directed, independent, and
motivated to earn the highest grades. I selected Wren and Astrid to represent this group. I
chose Wren because she was one of the few students of Color I had that year, and only
one of two participants in the study who was of Color. Like all of the participants, she is
in no way representing the entirety of her race/s and/or ethnic group/s or any other
demographic she belongs to, but, as a person of Color and a student who also had
significant home life obstacles, she does have important experiences to bring to this
study. Wren also represents the four students in this category who needed more support
with their academics. Despite her challenges, when she was present, Wren, though quiet,
was an engaged, deep-thinking student. In contrast to Wren, Astrid was regularly at
school and did not seem to have the conflicts at home that Wren contended with (at least,
this is the impression that Astrid presented at school). Astrid also represents the five
students on this list who were motivated and prepared to be successful in school. She
presented as White, and, like Wren, thought deeply about her work. She was a confident
student.
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Wren and Astrid’s focus, in contrast to others exemplifying other categories, was
primarily on words and usage, but each also showed some attention to ideas and feelings
as well. I did not necessarily select students for this chapter who neatly fit into just one
category. However, for Wren and Astrid, I chose to focus primarily on how they both
demonstrated and seemed to feel ownership over their words and usage.

Wren
Wren began this study without commenting on ownership. On the pre-assessment,
she left the ownership question blank. I did tell students to only answer the questions they
felt comfortable answering, and I can only speculate about why Wren did not answer this
question (it was one out of only three that she did not answer out of a total of 23
questions on the assessment). One interpretation is that she did not really know what I
meant by “ownership” of her writing. It’s possible that the idea of “owning” writing that
she did in school was so antithetical to her experience that she didn’t know how to
respond. If it’s true that she didn’t know how to respond, that is telling in and of itself.
Students’ feeling “ownership” of their writing may not have been a goal in her previous
classes. However, in the middle and post phases of the study, Wren goes on to
demonstrate strong ownership and agency in both the comments and responses she writes
in her letters and surveys and in the actual revisions she makes.
In Wren’s first letter (written while revising her essay, “Family Problems”), Wren
writes, “I think that this is my writing one-hundred percent because it looks and feels like
something I would write.” That Wren (or any of the students) made this comment in her
letter, especially after not answering the direct question about ownership in the pre233

assessment, is particularly significant. I did not require students to comment on
ownership in their letters; it was one of several suggested topics, but I also informed
students that these suggestions were truly just options—students could address one or
more of them in their letters or write about other topics they were thinking about while
they revised. The choice Wren made to address ownership in and of itself (let alone that
she reported 100% ownership) could be showing that Wren was now feeling more
ownership than she felt in the pre phase. That Wren cited what the writing looked and felt
like as proof of her ownership was one of the reasons I put her in this category. Wren also
affirmed her ownership on the first survey (completed after she finished her second
writing piece entitled, “Everyone Should Have a Home”), when she responded to the
ownership question with “yes.” Wren’s ability to use her own words in her writing seems
to have fostered a sense of ownership that she is now able to recognize and articulate.
Wren’s third piece of writing was about her frustration with her siblings’
behavior. In her second letter, written while she was revising this piece, Wren wrote, “I
think this is all my writing” though here, she doesn’t give specific reasons. But later in
the letter, she refers to “the decisions I’m making,” which led me to think that it is in part
the decisions she is able to make about her writing and revising that might be fostering
her feelings of ownership. And, again, while Wren does not elaborate by saying why she
feels this, she answers “yes” to the ownership question on the second survey (completed
after she finished writing her narrative “Music in the Parks”). Wren has gone from not
being able or willing to answer the ownership question on the pre-assessment to clear
indications that she feels a high level of ownership over these four pieces of writing. She
also writes on her post-assessment “I think all of it is my writing…Because it is in my
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words.” While I do not know if, on the post-assessment, she is specifically referring to
the writing she did in my class or her school writing generally, I am including this strong
claim of ownership because it is a notable contrast to her pre-assessment response and
because she could be referencing the writing in my class. She also indicates that it was
her words that made it her writing, which again places her in this category of ownership.
Wren’s actual revisions also indicate that she feels ownership over her words and
usage. It’s important to keep in mind that students earned revision credit mainly by trying
my revision suggestions. If they tried all of my suggestions, they earned full credit. I did
give them credit for their own revisions that they tried, but in class, I strongly encouraged
them to try all of mine. However, over four pieces of writing, Wren only tried 53 of the
77 total revision suggestions I made—just under 69% of my suggestions. Of those, she
put a total of four in different places from what I suggested. In addition, she tried 20 of
her own ideas for revisions, over 27% of the total 73 revisions she tried. That she both
ignored almost a third of my suggestions and used over a quarter of her own ideas
indicate that Wren was feeling some ownership of her writing.
In her “Family Problems” piece, one revision she made was a vast improvement
over my suggestion, “what have these family experiences meant to you? what have they
taught you?” Ignoring my suggestion that she add these thoughts and feelings, Wren
instead added a poignant description of seeing her father after a lengthy separation. She
wrote (I underlined her additions), “He was at a nursing home in Northampton we went
there on father’s day to give him his gift. I remember seeing him he was watching
baseball he had some hair on his head and a short beard…he talked to me and said jokes
like he used to. When it was time to go I gave him a hug his hands shaking as he hugged
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me.” Wren, soft-spoken and reticent, shared this very personal description of her reunion
with her vulnerable father, at an age when children are still looking to their parents for
strength and leadership—and in the process revised her essay with the affecting
information she felt was important instead of the emotions that I thought were important.
In Wren’s essay “Everyone Should Have a Home,” an example of the selfgenerated revisions she tried was when she added some context for her audience. She was
referring to someone who was trying to raise awareness of homelessness and resources
for unhoused people. Of her own accord, Wren added, “He is a youtuber. I know him
because he does magic and really funny pranks.” Wren determined that some of her
readers might not know this Youtuber, so she added background information. Later in the
piece, when she is explaining a fundraising idea, she also substituted “everyone” for
“we.” I presume that she felt that “everyone” was a stronger choice for solving a big
problem such as homelessness. “We” could mean Wren and the Youtuber or any other
vague group of people; it is unclear and not specific. But “everyone” means that no one
should be ignoring the condition of homelessness. Wren seems to be exerting control
over what words she is using to create the meaning she finds most powerful and true. At
the same time, she is also showing agency. It does not seem sufficient to her that she and
ambiguous others be aware of and involved in addressing this societal problem—she is
actively bringing everyone into the circle of both responsibility and action.
In the third piece, about her siblings’ behavior, Wren continues to use her own
ideas for revisions, even on this essay where she writes about feeling a lack of control or
ownership over her siblings’ behavior. She makes her own changes such as deleting “said
Grant” (one of her brothers) in the sentence, “’I can’t go anyway,’ said Grant,” where she
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seems to be wanting to remove him or at least reduce his presence in the writing. In a
subsequent sentence, she substitutes “Grant” for “he,” where maybe she is trying to call
him out for his behavior. Wren is making decisions about when she names Grant and
when she doesn’t. Wren also adds a teacher-generated revision by including Grant’s
age—twenty-two—when his behavior was causing problems for Wren—important
information because, based on his behavior, I, the reader, imagined him to be a much
younger sibling. That Wren chose this suggestion of mine to follow when she ignored
about a third of my suggestions seems important. Wren might be using these revisions of
her words—where she takes out Grant’s name and then puts in his name, and adding his
advanced age, as a way of establishing some agency over her brother and the piece of
writing, in a way that she does not yet seem able to do in real life. Through her revision
choices, Wren does seem to be trying to rearticulate her relationship with her brother, to
claim some agency in a relationship and situation where she appears to have little ability
to influence outcomes. Wren appears to be making very particular choices in her writing,
experimenting with what seem to be low-stakes revisions (amounting to a total of three
words), but that might be providing deeper levels of ownership and agency over personal
situations.
It is in the last piece about a music competition in an amusement park where
Wren shows what I interpret as the greatest amount of ownership. On this piece, she did
the most revising, but tried (by percentage) the fewest number of my suggestions. She
made some small but impactful diction changes like substituting “lyrics” for “notes,” and
larger changes describing what happened such as adding (I underlined her additions),
“When I got on the stage I with the rest of the band could see the judges.” Here, she is
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changing a solo experience to a communal experience, which is notable from a critical
stance as critical pedagogy is based more on accomplishing goals in solidarity than
individual achievement. It seems unlikely that Wren did fewer of my suggestions out of
laziness or disengagement; though she tried the smallest number of my suggestions, she
also, compared to the previous piece, almost doubled the total number of revisions she
tried and almost quadrupled the number of self-generated revisions she tried. My
interpretation is that, by increasing her focus on self-generated revisions, Wren is
showing more ownership over her writing. Wren appears to be exerting the ownership
over her words and usage that she reported in her letters and surveys—and this from a
starting place of not even answering the ownership question on the pre-assessment.
For Wren, the ownership I saw in her revising also appeared to lead to meaningful
agency. She demonstrated an ability to act in both personally and communally important
ways in how she both holds herself and others responsible and shares credit for successes
and how she frames and presents family and group experiences, which could very well
prepare her to transfer these revising skills to situations beyond just her writing.

Astrid
In the pre phase of the study, Astrid did not have high expectations for ownership
of the writing she did for school. On her pre-assessment, she responded to the ownership
question with, “I dont feel that they’re what I want to write about often…They are
assigned usually.” However, her sense of ownership of her words and usage appeared to
increase quite a bit over the course of the study. In contrast to Wren, the agency that this
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appeared to foster was less about gaining power over personal situations as agency to
gain power over her writing as the primary decision maker.
After exposure to the critical workshop, from the beginning of the middle phase
of the study, Astrid, like Wren, reports that she feels strong ownership. She chooses to
close her first letter (written while she was revising her essay about baking) with, “I feel
that this essay is 100% my writing.” (Again, it was a choice for students to mention
ownership in their letters.) Astrid also shows ownership when she writes in the same
letter, “I am making the decision to try all sorts of different things to put in my essay.”
Astrid’s reported ability to make decisions to “try all sorts of different things,” indicates
that she feels that she is in control of her writing and the process of revising her writing.
She seems to be, in part, sharing that ownership with me, her teacher, when she writes, “I
will include all of the revisions because you or I obviously thought that they would make
the essay better,” but my interpretation of her words is that she is seeing her authority as
equal to mine with regard to making choices about her writing. My thoughts and feelings,
as the teacher, do not seem to be prioritized.
It is in the next data point, the first survey (completed after she finished her
persuasive essay about banning homework), that Astrid indicates one of the types of
ownership she is feeling. In response to the ownership question, Astrid writes, “Yes,” she
does feel that this is her writing. She then shows ownership over her words and usage by
writing that she “said things how I wanted.” She is also reporting and showing strong
ownership by appointing herself as the sole decision maker of what she says and how she
says it when she writes that she “didn’t change it no matter what people thought.”
Granted, “no matter what people thought,” can both show strong ownership and a lack of
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critical thought—High level critical thinking always takes the audience and all others into
consideration. However, from a lens strictly focused on ownership, Astrid seems to be
feeling it intensely, if not defiantly. She also indicates that she is feeling strong agency
over her writing—that she feels empowered to make the decisions (even to decide
whether she will share that power of decision with me). From a more critical perspective,
I believe that her comment, “no matter what people thought,” is a stage of ownership
development that, in Astrid’s case, as she moves through the study, becomes more critical
in ways I will soon explain. For now, Astrid shows strong evidence of being able to effect
change in her writing—to be her own agent.
Astrid presents more clues that she is feeling ownership and agency in her
second letter (written about her parasailing story). She refers to her revising process as
one in which she is the decision maker when she writes, “The edits that I decide to put in
my final draft are only ones that I think my writing would really benefit from.” Here, she
is indicating that she is not just choosing which revisions to include but which ones
improve her writing. She takes ownership of my suggestions as well when she writes, “I
will include all of the edits that you wrote on my paper into my draft that made sense to
me and that I think will improve my writing.” Here, instead of saying she’ll include them
just because “you or I obviously thought that they would make the essay better” (what
she wrote in her first letter), she is assuming the role of sole arbiter of what works in her
writing. She ends the letter further emphasizing this role when she writes, “I feel like this
is 100% my writing and that even though you have given me suggestions, I have made
them my own.” And, in her second survey, about her story of learning how to swim,
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Astrid continues to affirm her ownership when she responds to the ownership question
with another “Yes.”
In her actual revisions, Astrid also shows signs of strong ownership. Over the
course of her four pieces of writing, Astrid makes a total of 124 revisions, and less than
51% are teacher-generated. Of the suggestions I made, she tried less than 77%, and of
those, a little over 30% she put in different places from what I suggested. Astrid also rerevised eight teacher-generated revisions. These numbers indicate that Astrid is feeling
strong ownership and agency of her writing; she is valuing her words and influence over
mine and taking it upon herself to decide what needs to be done in her writing.
In her first essay about her passion for baking, one self-generated revision Astrid
tries is in a description of her pancake-making history. Originally, Astrid had the
sentence, “You also have to be able to do math so you know how to double and/or triple
the recipe which involves multiplying fractions so that part is definitely mathematical.”
She started by deleting the last, somewhat redundant explanation, “so that part is
definitely mathematical.” Then she added a new sentence, “I remember once I decided to
try this math without any help and let’s just say it didn’t go very well at all.” Astrid is
showing ownership here by making choices about what she wants the tone of her piece to
be, choosing different words that are humorous (“let’s just say it didn’t go very well at
all”) instead of informational and prosaic (“so that part is definitely mathematical”). In
this piece, she also made the unusual move of revising a revision she had already made at
my suggestion. To her original sentence, “we would (and still do) make pancakes every
Sunday,” I suggested that she add specific kinds of pancakes they would make. In her
next draft, she adds (I underlined her addition) “plain, chocolate, and fruit pancakes.”
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Then, in the subsequent draft, she deletes that addition and substitutes, “breakfast” for the
original “pancakes.” Astrid seems to be deciding that the details about the pancakes were
much less important than the details about the family interactions—what she learned
from her family—during this breakfast-making time. Astrid makes choices that definitely
affect the tone and mood of her writing—the words she wanted to use and how she
wanted to use them. In Astrid’s persuasive essay about homework, based on her
revisions, she seems to be striving for an urgent mood in her anecdotal lead. Astrid
substitutes the pithier, “it’s now 10:00” for “and the clock reads 10:00” and the more
specific “students” for “they”—all small diction choices that make her essay about
banning homework stronger and more immediate, and they were all her own selfgenerated revisions. Astrid seems to be relishing this new ability to be making her own
choices in her writing.
Astrid’s revisions to her parasailing narrative also seem to support her strong
sense of ownership as well as her agency to shape both her readers’ experience reading
her story and how she presents her experiences. In one section of the story, she originally
wrote, “My heart stopped in anticipation,” and then added (I underlined her revisions),
“My heart stopped in anticipation and the boat seemed to go dead silent.” This addition,
specifically the use of the word “dead,” highlights the mood of fear and anticipation in
this piece. She also thought to delete part of this sentence (her deletion is crossed out),
“The parachute inflated and we began to go up” and replace those deleted words so the
sentence now reads (I underlined her revisions), “The parachute inflated and we began to
rise up into the air.” In just that small change of diction, Astrid is now giving the reader
more of a sense of lift that she herself experienced in the moment. She wasn’t going up in
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an elevator, with her feet firmly on the floor, she was rising into the air, with nothing
concrete to hold her. This revision might also be symbolic of an increasing comfort with
uncertainty in general—what it’s like to try a revision that she is not sure will work.
The place where Astrid’s ownership seems to lead to agency is in draft three of
the parasailing narrative. Here, Astrid originally described her experience and feelings
through a physical manifestation. When she first gets on the parasailing device, “they put
the seatbelt on which strapped us in there was a huge knot in my stomach and I felt
nauscouss.” Here, Astrid is being physically restrained by another person, and she is
feeling the associated physical response both to that powerlessness and the fear of what
she will experience when she is also not in control of the experience (she’s not driving
the boat that is pulling the parasail—she is just a passenger). But then, Astrid seems to
use the ownership she feels over her writing to show agency in the situation: she reframes
her experience into one where she shows more power. She is still not the one who
fastened her seatbelt, and she is still not driving the boat, but now she is moving the
experience from her body to her mind where she seems to be more in control of her
situation. She deletes “us in there was a huge knot in my stomach and I felt nauscouss”
and rewrites it so it now reads, “they put the seat belt on which strapped us. I took a deep
breath and tried to calm down.” Here, Astrid is assuming control of her body and
feelings. She continues, “You can do this, it’s no big deal, you will be fine.” Even though
she characterizes those soothing and encouraging words in this continuation of her
revision, as “a string of lies” she was “feeding” herself “in hopes that I would feel better,”
Astrid is taking measures to exert influence over her responses to this scary situation and
therefore indicating that she was feeling more agency in that moment of fear and apparent
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powerlessness. Even the comment about those messages she was telling herself being
“lies” shows ownership in that she is, once again, choosing to present the situation with
some humor instead of the more serious physical symptoms of fear she originally
included.
When Astrid wrote about learning to swim (another kind of agency in and of
itself) in her last piece of writing, she again seems to show strong ownership and
attention to her words, at one point substituting “bikini” for “bathing suit” and “large in
ground” for “pool” (both self-generated revisions). Astrid carefully selects her words as
well as considers her readers’ experience by creating more vivid and specific images for
the audience to see and feel. This is a more critical ownership stance than her “no matter
what people thought” reasoning and continues to demonstrate her ability to own the
authorship of her writing.
On her post-assessment (with the caveat I previously mentioned), Astrid reports
that she felt that the writing she did was “100% mine…I only include things…that I have
adapted to make my own.” This comment about including things that she adapted to
make her own echoes what Astrid wrote in an earlier letter. It is a stark contrast to her
pre-assessment where she reported a low level of ownership. For Astrid, she seems to be
enjoying ownership that leads to two different kinds of agency. The first is that she seems
to be relishing working on writing that is hers—which enables her to make many choices
about topic and diction that put her in control of what she shares and how she shapes the
reader experience. The second is agency that led to her being able to reframe her feelings.
She was scared to parasail—that didn’t change. What did change was how she used her
word choices to present herself less as a victim of the fear and more as someone who is
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able to manage and even joke about the fear. Her ownership of words helped to empower
her. Compared to Wren, this appears to be more about personal empowerment and is
perhaps less critical than Wren’s experience. The agency that Astrid seems to be
exercising was mainly—but not entirely—used for the sake of her writing. However, over
the course of the study, Astrid’s increase in ownership in her words and usage was
notable and increasingly critical.

Ownership of Ideas, Thoughts and Feelings
This group is comprised of 11 students: six girls and five boys, one student of
Color, and ten students who presented as White. Seven of these students received special
education services. I selected Milo and Hazel to represent this group. Milo presented as a
White boy who struggled with his academics. In this way, he is representative of the
seven students in this subset who received special education services and needed more
support in getting their work done. Milo would try to use his charm as well as other
strategies to avoid work; his classmates loved his comedic gifts. Hazel, in her own words,
strove for the highest grades. But she also provides a somewhat unique voice in that she
was often open about her negative feelings about school—that it was boring for her, and
that nothing about it really engaged her. While many of the high achievers may have felt
this way, they did not tend to share those thoughts openly. Hazel was friendly and easygoing, but she did not feel the need to be as much of a people-pleaser as other students in
her academic peer group.

Milo
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At the pre phase of the study, it seems clear that Milo does not have a strong
feeling of ownership over his writing, or even an understanding of what that means, when
he responds to the ownership question on the pre-assessment with, “I do not understand
this Question.” He also shows little ownership when he responds to the pre-assessment
question on risk-taking by explaining that he just does “what the teacher tells me to do.”
Milo might not have had writing experiences in school where student ownership was
valued and nurtured. He does write, however, in response to the pre-assessment question
about whether he ever thinks about his audience, “I like to have my own mind.” So, while
ownership of writing isn’t ringing a bell with Milo, the value of having ownership over
his mind is clearly important. Perhaps this is a seed from which Milo grows his sense of
ownership of his writing, which I believe becomes much stronger over the course of the
study.
In the first letter Milo writes (while he is revising his passion essay about music),
he does not mention ownership. He seems unengaged with revisions when he starts the
letter with, “To me revising is Boreing.” But then he shows what looks like increasing
engagement when he writes, “My revising is okay like it’s going good. im puting in long
revisens to try to answer the questions.” Here, he seems focused on at least trying my
suggestions. Then, at the end of the letter, he shows tremendous involvement with his
writing when he effuses about his topic, “To me music is a Love it’s a Dream it’s a
Passion.” Attachment to his topic, and nascent engagement in revising, seem to be a first
step toward feeling ownership, though Milo does not yet articulate it as such.
In Milo’s first survey, completed after he finished his essay promoting a later
morning start for the school day, he gives his first affirmative answer to the ownership
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question by responding “yes… Because I really want this to happen.” Milo seems to be
owning his ideas and thoughts in this piece: he has the notion of starting school later in
the morning, and he feels ownership of the piece because he is so committed to this idea.
He is also actively revising. On his survey he reports that he tried some of his selfgenerated revisions “Because I could see more things in my eassay that could make it
better.” That he is now taking an active role in revising not just based on my suggestions,
but his own ideas as well indicates that Milo is feeling ownership over his writing. Milo
is also hinting at a chance at agency as well—he really wants the school day to start later.
His writing is promoting this change, which is a step toward agency. And, just feeling the
strong awareness of wanting to effect this change and engaging in communicating those
feelings, is a step on the path toward agency and making change. People are not usually
able to effect those changes they desire without first being able to identify a desire to
change.
Milo shows what appears to be an increasing level of ownership in his next two
data points: the letter he wrote while revising a story about being soccer coach for a day,
and the second survey, completed after he finished his story about the first goal he scored
in soccer. For the coaching story, it is notable that he chose to write about an afternoon
when he was given ownership and responsibility over something important to him—his
soccer team. While he writes, “I have used all of the revising comments that ms.
Griswald has gave me,” he also writes, “I am make Decisions that are makeing my story
better in many ways.” He is showing ownership by identifying himself as a decision
maker (even if it’s a decision to try all of the suggestions I gave—which, in fact, he
didn’t—but more on this later). He then expresses explicit ownership of the piece of
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writing when he responds, “Alot of the story is mine.” He is not feeling complete
ownership; “a lot” is not the same as “all.” But this letter marks the first time Milo has
explicitly expressed ownership independently (as opposed to answering “yes” to
questions I posed about it), which I believe shows an even greater feeling of ownership.
Milo then expresses a desire to be in control of the thoughts and feelings in his
writing by continuing his letter with, “but I would take out the Part when she is asking me
what I feel.” In that sentiment, Milo might be hinting at a lack of ownership he is
experiencing over his thoughts and feelings by saying what he would do if he could
(instead of what he will do), and that he is sharing feelings he doesn’t want to include in
his story. However, he is also identifying feelings as something he wants to have
ownership over, and this realization could be a step toward actually assuming ownership
over his feelings and then assuming agency.
When reflecting on the story about scoring his first soccer goal, in his second
survey, Milo again answers “yes” to the ownership question, explaining, “Because the
reviseing did not change me.” Of course, in critical pedagogy, the idea is that people will
change, that change is necessary, is axiomatic. But it’s also important for people to feel
some ownership of the change in order to fully embrace it. As with Astrid, I feel that
Milo was saying that he was able to revise in a way that was true to himself—that he
owned his own thoughts and feelings in writing this narrative.
Milo’s actual revisions also indicate that he is feeling ownership of his writing. Of
the 56 total revision suggestions I made for his four pieces of writing, he tried just 23 (a
little over 41%), and five of those 23 were in different places from where I had
recommended. In Milo’s case, it would be reasonable to question whether he was
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showing ownership or just showing a lack of interest in completing his work. My
interpretation is that his ignoring almost 60% of my suggestions shows ownership
because he also tried a total of 30 of his own revision ideas (seven more than he tried of
mine). Out of the total number of revisions he tried (52), almost 58% were his own ideas,
which is arguably more difficult than just trying my suggestions. Milo is no longer just
doing what the teacher tells him to do.
While revising his first essay about his passion for music, Milo claims to be
bored, but his revisions belie a greater interest in revising, and, I believe, ownership.
Included in the great number of revisions he tried were several that added powerful
feeling to the essay. One self-generated revision he made was to add (I underlined his
revisions), “I like songs that have a beat and are catchy, usually a song that gets stuck in
my head is a really good song it’s annoying but this make me like the song more because
it helps me out more by knowing what the song means.” Here, Milo is including
conflicting feelings (annoyance and appreciation) that he is able to reflect on and
reconcile—he is not feeling pressure to make his musical experiences distilled to merely
appreciation, and this helps readers better understand how he experiences and enjoys
music (passions are complicated!). In response to suggestions I made, Milo adds, “music
in the morning makes me feel peaceful so i’m ready for school” and “Music at night
makes me feel calm it lowers my heart rate.” Later, he adds about a musician he admires,
“his music made me feel alive and free.” Milo is showing ownership of his thoughts,
ideas, and feelings by indicating that he realizes he has a choice in what to include or not
include and also showing agency in making decisions about which feelings (some of
them quite personal) to share. The same is true in Milo’s persuasive piece on changing
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the starting time of school to later in the morning, when Milo adds (I underlined his
revisions), “This will not make them super awake but it will help teenagers get a better
jump on the day I feel like this is a very good change in life for everyone and it is worth
all the problems and changes that this gives us.” The ownership that Milo displays seems
to be leading him to better understand his personal (and complex) feelings about the
various topics he is writing about.
In the next piece, where Milo writes about the day his soccer coach made Milo
the coach for the day, Milo’s ownership appears to allow some agency he felt over his
self-identity. He appears to be moving beyond understanding his feelings to turning that
awareness to agency over who he is and how he should act. When he finds out that he is
coach that day, Milo made this self-generated addition, “The world might push you to the
limit but just keep pushing back.” Here, he appears to be showing a type of agency—he is
“pushing back.” But it’s a solitary kind of agency, one that positions “the world” as
separate and adversarial. Admittedly, “the world” does feel adversarial at times, for some
populations much more than others, but ultimately, the goal of critical pedagogy is to
make alignments with the people of the world in order to create a whole world of
teammates working together, where “pushing back” would be an action reserved for
unjust behaviors or situations. However, this statement does have Milo putting himself in
a situation of agency—being able to actively resist (or rise to the challenge of) some way
the world is pushing him.
It is in further revisions that Milo seems to take ownership of his new identity as
coach. It was his own idea to add (I underlined his revision), “When we get there I have
to have a really awkward handshake with the refs because i am the coach aren’t I.” Here,
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Milo is assuming ownership not just by opting for a self-generated revision, but also by
adding what it actually felt like for him to be a coach (awkward and needing to fulfill
duties). Milo even grows from a lower-case “i” to an upper-case “I” when he claims the
position of coach, possibly showing that he is committed to owning the exalted feeling of
being coach. In a subsequent draft, he shows what I interpret to be an increase in
ownership of both the writing and the coach identity, as well as an increasingly critical
form of agency. Milo adds to the end of his story, “In the beginning I of course put
myself in because i am the coach aren’t I.” In this case, he is feeling empowered as the
coach to do something that benefits his team (he is a strong player and may score points)
but also benefits himself: playtime in any sport is prized, but being part of the starting
team is a particularly coveted position, and Milo uses his power to take that opportunity
for himself. But then he continues, “In the second half I put myself on the bench to show
i am responsible.” Here, Milo used his power as coach differently. Instead of continuing
to use the power for himself, he took a more team-based approach by using his agency as
coach to be “responsible,” and give others a chance. Milo is at first the powerful coach
and then the responsible, more critical coach.
While Milo expressed in his letter about revising this piece that he would choose
not to include the feelings I encouraged him to share (if he were feeling the agency to do
so), he actually included feelings that I had not suggested. One example is when he
added, “The world might push you to the limit but just keep pushing back.” What
originally appeared to be a general reluctance to include feelings might just have been a
reluctance to share the feelings I suggested. Maybe, to Milo, they were the wrong
feelings, or maybe he just wanted to be able to think of or select them himself. Milo
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actually seems to be feeling some ownership over his thoughts and feelings not by
withholding them but by sharing the ones he felt belonged in the story and turning those
feelings into increasingly critical agency.
In this last writing project, the story about scoring his first goal in soccer, Milo is
worried that he will fail and not score a goal. Milo also indicates that his feelings of
ownership are increasing. He adds these thoughts and feelings at my suggestion (I
underlined his revision), “I start to get worried and then I thought it’s a sunday they are
probably comeing,” but put them in a different place from what I suggested. In the next
draft, he revised it again when he added, “I start to get worried and then I thought it’s a
sunday they are probably coming. I was focusing more on scoring a goal but I still
wanted to win the game. I was worried on not scoring.” He made that revision, originally
my idea, much more of his own creation—including his acknowledgement of the tension
between personal (scoring his first goal) and team accomplishments (winning the game).
He also ignores other similar suggestions of mine, which indicates that he was feeling
ownership over which thoughts and feelings to include. Here, Milo also seems to be using
that ownership to feel agency. He is worried about not scoring the goal, which would
cause the coaches to not “have a good outlook of me” and not put him in “a good spot.”
All of these feelings “made me kind of scared.” However, Milo also added in this draft (I
underlined his addition), “I was running in from the right side and charging for the goal.”
Milo was taking action, trying hard for that goal, and demonstrating agency.
Team sports are about what a person does for the team, but what a player does for
the team (potentially more critical) can also be aggrandizing for the self (potentially less
critical). Milo made another self-generated addition that focused on his feelings but also
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acknowledged that accomplishments in sports are rarely solely individual achievements;
great athletes are not great without help. When he included, “So yeah he was probably
the best coach i have ever had,” Milo is acknowledging the role that others, like good
coaches, play in personal achievements. Milo’s revisions indicate that he is feeling
increasing ownership and agency in his writing and in his identity and actions. Similar to
Astrid, he is using his agency to reframe his feelings and to put himself in a more
powerful position—from worrying about whether he can make a goal to charging that
goal. He is also using it to negotiate the tension he feels between being powerful (being
able to put himself in as a starting player) and empowering others (benching himself so
others can play). The writing is a platform for Milo to explore the conflicting feelings he
finds in himself (music is annoying and his love, power can be self-serving and in service
of others), which could be helpful practice for handling the complicated and conflicting
feelings of creating a just world.
In his post-assessment, Milo reveals what appears to be a notable growth in
ownership. Instead of doing “what the teacher tells me to do”—the sentiment he
expressed on the pre-assessment question about risk-taking—Milo now writes, “I Dont
know if I do” take risks, “I Just do it my way.” This response implies a great deal more
agency than just doing what the teacher tells him to do. Again, to “just do it my way,” is
the ultimate goal of neither critical pedagogy nor team sports, but it is a step on the path
of critical agency. In his response to the ownership question specifically, Milo writes, “I
like 75% mine…because 25% is what the teacher wants me to Do.” Milo is now both
understanding and answering the ownership question that he previously left blank. He
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now seems to comprehend what it means to feel ownership of his writing because he
identifies 25% is not what he “owns” because it “is what the teacher wants me to Do.”

Hazel
Hazel also begins the study feeling a low level of ownership over her writing. In
response to the ownership question on the pre-assessment, she writes, “25/75…What to
write about isnt so much my choice, nor is the format, but I do get exceptions.” Earlier in
the pre-assessment, Hazel also writes that, “Depending on the teacher I change the tone”
of her writing. This indicates that Hazel is attuned to matching the thoughts, ideas, and
feelings she expresses in her writing to her teacher’s expectations (depending on the
teacher, given that she does “get exceptions”) instead of asserting her own thoughts,
ideas, and feelings in her writing.
Hazel’s first letter, written while she was revising her passion essay about fishing,
does not address ownership directly, but Hazel also does not seem to be withholding her
thoughts, ideas, or feelings—in fact, quite the opposite. Most of the letter is written to her
grandfather, “Grampy,” whose death she is processing. It is full of emotion (“I wouldnt
have minded lugging your oxygen tank backpack to the porch, I would have gladly done
it. I just know that if I could have had the pleasure of your accompanying me on my trip,
it would be one I never forget”). Then, there is a little more than a sentence at the end of
the letter, which is addressed, it appears, to me. Here, Hazel seems to feel free to frankly
share her thoughts when she writes, “Honestly, most of these revisions are completely
rediculous. When you ask what I mean by open-face, i’d like to” (Hazel ends her letter
there). She does not tell me what she’d like to do when I ask her to include what “open254

face21” means. This might have been because she ran out of time, or maybe she was
feeling hesitation about telling me more of what she was thinking when she had only
known me for a few weeks. However, her tone is clear, and she does not seem to feel the
need to change it for me; she can now “own” her own thoughts, ideas, and feelings about
both her grampy and me by at least beginning to share them. This ownership seems to be
allowing her to also feel some agency. Though she feels deeply heartbroken, she does not
appear to be feeling incapacitated by her feelings. The experience of writing about her
grandfather’s death seems to be allowing her to explore and reflect on those feelings.
Maybe she is letting go, maybe she is not ready yet, but this awareness creates a potential
path for her recovery from her loss.
In the survey Hazel completed after finishing her essay promoting free air travel,
she indicates that her level of ownership has grown when she responds to the ownership
question with, “Yes…It was my topic, I said what I wanted.” This response signifies to
me that it is the ability to write about her thoughts, ideas, and feelings (“what she
wanted”) that gives rise to this level of ownership for Hazel. Then, in her second letter,
drafted while she was revising a story about the night her grampy died, Hazel again
expresses ownership when she writes, “This has definitely been an emotional piece to
write. For sure this is MY writing.” Hazel indicates that she is making the connection
between both saying what she wants to say, including the emotions she was feeling, and
the extent to which she claims the writing as hers. She continues making this connection,
and, it appears, feeling this ownership, when she writes in the letter, “There wasn’t
enough things to revise that would change the writing from my thoughts and feelings.”

21

“Open face” refers to a type of fishing reel.
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She ends the letter by writing (to me, it appears), “You learned the things most people
don’t know because they don’t read into my thoughts.” These comments indicate that
Hazel is feeling ownership enough to include the thoughts and feelings that she does not
usually share and that are not apparent in the persona she presents to me specifically and
to her readers in general. This allows her the agency to make decisions about how she
presents herself to her readers and how much she wants to share. In the second survey,
completed after she finished her narrative about playing in the rain with her cousin, she
responded to the ownership question with “Yes, I said what I wanted.” Hazel continues to
feel ownership and to connect this ownership with being able to share what she wants.
Hazel’s increasing ownership and agency are also evident in her actual revisions.
In the first piece, Hazel does try all of my suggestions (she writes in the letter to her
grampy, “You know I push for the best grades”), though she does show some ownership
of my suggestions by trying two of the ten in a different place from where I suggested.
That is the first and last time she tries all of my suggestions. Of the total of 46
suggestions I made for all four pieces, Hazel tried only 34 of them (not quite 74%); eight
of those, almost a quarter, she put in a different place and 12 of those (more than a third)
she re-revised. Hazel was exerting ownership over many of those suggestions of mine
that she tried. And, though she tried less than 74% of my suggestions, Hazel was not
shirking. Over her four pieces of writing, she tried a total of 122 revisions, 88 of which
were her own ideas. Hazel appears to be assertively taking ownership of her writing.
And Hazel also indicates not just through what she wrote in her letters and
surveys but through her actual revisions that she feels agency to reveal her thoughts and
feelings—in effect, her hidden self. In one part, Hazel adds (I underlined her revision),
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“it’s hard to focus on fishing while you’re trying to sort out every crazy detail of your
week (nothing your parents would wanna hear about).” In my experience, it’s unusual for
students to criticize their parents in their writing—or hint that they have big secrets from
their parents. Most of the writing about parents is complimentary, even adoring, or the
“secrets” are about little things that eventually come out. Hazel does not appear to feel
the need to adjust her tone for me (or her parents, should they read her essay). However,
she is also not revealing to her readers just what those crazy details are that parents
wouldn’t want to know. Hazel is assuming agency to use the tone she chooses as well as
for her reader to know and understand her on her own terms.
In her essay on free air travel, Hazel continues to bravely share her thoughts and
feelings. Here, she is presenting a situation where she is assuming ownership and agency
over a circumstance where she actually feels little agency. One example of an addition
she made was the last paragraph in the essay, “It’s two days before my aunt Kaylee’s
wedding. She’s out in California, I’m here in massachusetts. A plane ticket costs nothing,
and now I can go to her wedding (i am a bridesmade) without her having to spend over
one thousand dollars flying me and my family out to the wedding.” In this paragraph,
Hazel reveals that her family does not have the money to attend a wedding she very much
wants to attend and participate in; this is a situation that shows her lack of agency. She is
sharing the disappointment of not having the funds to be a part of this very special
occasion where she would be elevated as a member of the wedding party and maybe
dress up and help to make her cousin’s day all the more special. Not all students feel
comfortable revealing that kind of information—the dream and the disappointment
brought on by a lack of money. Hazel seems to be assuming agency by revealing her lack
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of it—here is my situation (not being able to go to the wedding), this is what I can do
about it (write a persuasive essay sharing my predicament and proposing a solution,
however far-fetched).
Hazel continues to share very personal feelings when she writes directly about the
night her beloved grampy died. The last wrenching lines of the story, her own additions,
are a powerful example of this (I underlined her revisions—the formatting is Hazel’s),
I buried my face deep into my knees and just sobbed and cried, I balled my fists
and clenched my stomach till I was gagging, till I made myself sick.
He’s gone.
GONE.
Hazel was not a melodramatic student; she was composed and did not get
involved in social drama. For her to add these raw emotions to her story feels like she
was indeed experiencing enough ownership over her writing to share emotions that most
people wouldn’t guess she was feeling. Hazel seems to feel enough ownership of her
writing to share what her thoughts and feelings are about these sensitive subjects.
In the final and more lighthearted narrative about wanting to play in the rain with
her cousin Iris, the teacher-generated suggestions that Hazel tried dropped to just 20% of
the total number of revisions she made—the lowest percentage of any of the four pieces.
This drop, along with the great number of self-generated revisions she was making,
indicates that Hazel’s sense of ownership has grown substantially over the course of the
study. In this story, Hazel also seems to feel able to include her thoughts about the
afternoon when she added, “The day was just draining the life from me, it had to
change.” The problem is that she first must convince her aunt to let Hazel and her cousin
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venture outside in the rain. One of Hazel’s own additions was that her aunt, “didn’t trust
me.” In a later draft, Hazel explains this distrust when she adds, “I taught Iris very bad
things and I would get Iris in so much trouble, turning her into a rebel.” Here, Hazel
seems to feel agency enough to reveal both her own and her aunt’s unflattering opinion of
her (Hazel). This is also unique in my experience with students—students don’t usually
portray themselves negatively, unless it’s a portrayal that shows how much they’ve
grown up or changed for the better (or the negative portrayal is unintentional). In this
piece, Hazel is not “reformed” into a more trustworthy niece and cousin. Once again,
Hazel does not appear to feel the need to change her tone or persona to impress me. She
is owning her thoughts and feelings—even when they defame her—and assuming agency
by choosing to include them in her story—once again, to reveal what she wants me (and
other readers) to see of her, on her own terms.
This increase in ownership is demonstrated on the post-assessment where Hazel
has a very different interpretation of her level of ownership over her writing than she did
on the pre-assessment (where she reported feeling ownership 25% of the time). Hazel
now feels the writing she does for classes is hers “Most of the time.” She then explains,
“I write how I feel it should be.” While I cannot say for sure that this comment reflects
the writing she did in my class, the revisions and comments that she made on other data
points certainly support this apparent dramatic change in Hazel’s feelings of ownership,
resulting in an increase in agency. The agency Hazel is showing is not as critical as the
agency some of the other students demonstrated. For Hazel, her experience is much more
rooted in the personal—being able to express deep emotion about loss (and missed
opportunities), unflattering truths about her self-perception and other’s perceptions of her,
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and truths about personal circumstance that others might not be aware of. All of these
appear to be feelings and conditions she has previously concealed. While she is currently
very much concerned with her personal experience and not more communal concerns,
being able to be honest about who she is and what she feels, can be a step toward the kind
of self-reflection and honesty that will be necessary for the work that creating justice
entails. Hazel appears to be experiencing an increase in agency that is not particularly
critical at the time of the study but has the potential of becoming more critical in the
future.

Ownership of Experience
I place six students in the “ownership of experience” category. There were three
girls and two boys in this group, and all of them presented as White. Four of these six
students received special education services and two of the six often required quite a bit
of nudging and support to complete assignments. I chose Sheri because she was
sometimes (not always!) hostile to engaging with school, and the particular piece in
which she appears to show ownership of an experience (her fourth piece of writing)
involved a heated conflict that escalated quickly. Also, she does seem to develop agency
with this piece, but it only seems to develop for her after she is done writing and revising
the piece. For Sheri’s experience, I will focus on this particular narrative. However, I will
first include, for context, her journey of ownership that led up to this last piece of writing.

Sheri
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In the pre phase of the study, Sheri showed a low feeling of ownership over the
writing she did for school when she responded to the ownership question on the preassessment with “about 4 out of 10 times…Because alot of the time when you write in
class, it is for something that you were assigned to read, or it’s a topic you were told to
write about.” Sheri’s response is one of the longer and more specific responses—she
seems to know what I meant by ownership, and she knows the reasons she didn’t feel
very much of it. In her first letter (about her experience revising her essay on the
television series “Pretty Little Liars”), she does not address ownership, though she does
put herself into the position of being in control when she writes, “I think that I will
include almost all of the revisions in my final draft, because they make scence, and they
make the essay better.” She seems to show ownership by deciding which revisions to
include based on how they benefit her writing. In reflecting on the revising she did for
her essay promoting seventh- and eighth-graders being allowed to eat lunch together,
Sheri answers the ownership question, “yes…Because it is based off of my opinion.” In
the letter she wrote while revising her narrative about a visit to Hampton Beach, Sheri
fully claims ownership when she writes, “I feel like this is 100% my writing because it is
about my personal experience and it is my opinion.” Given that, as I’ve mentioned
before, it was a choice for students to address ownership in their letters, this statement,
along with the others, provides convincing evidence that Sheri is feeling ownership of her
writing.
The last piece of writing Sheri produced is where I see her taking ownership of an
experience and becoming personally transformed over the course of revising the story,
which results in agency, but it seems she only feels her agency strongly once she is done
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writing and revising the piece. In this narrative, Sheri recounts a conflict she, her brother,
and some other young people participated in. Sheri indicates that the altercation stemmed
from a misunderstanding when she writes, “they thought that I said, ‘f*** you22.’”
According to Sheri’s narrative, the other young people involved, instead of trying to
clarify what Sheri said, replied with the aggressive, ‘when and where?’” Then others who
were present, primarily her brother and another boy, began yelling at each other, “you’re
just sticking up for your little sister, you douche bag!” and “that’s why you’re walking
away like a bunch of p***ys.” The participants (whom Sheri is observing from the
remove of her porch) are using language with each other that, at the very least, is abusive
and misogynistic. Once some of the participants go home, without having resolved the
argument, Sheri ends the story with, “And I’m pretty sure that Keith went home and
cried.” With this ending, Sheri is not using agency to diffuse or reflect on the conflict.
Instead, she opts somewhat passively (in that she is making this comment to the readers
as opposed to the participants) to fuel the animosity by trying to belittle one of the young
people in her story—implying that he emerged from the clash in a weakened and
childlike state. She completely ignored my revision suggestions that asked, “why didn’t
anyone just explain the misunderstanding...? Why have an argument instead?” “Why let
it get out of hand?” and “What did you take away / learn from this experience?” These
were questions I was posing to encourage her to think about the agency she might have
had in this situation—that she might have taken a more active role to change the
outcome. Instead of taking the opportunity to include reflection about this in her story,
Sheri’s revisions focused on adding context such as, “we couldn’t really see them

22

I am quoting Sheri just as she wrote these lines; the language and symbols are hers.
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because it was dark.” This addition also could be interpreted as an excuse for what
happened or her lack of actively trying to deescalate—it was too dark to really see or
understand what was happening. She does seem to show ownership by first ignoring
many of my suggestions (she only tried nine of 24 suggestions I made, two of which she
put in a different place), and then trying nine self-generated revisions (making her own
ideas for revisions 50% of the revisions she tried), but she also seems to show little
ownership and agency over the experience which she participates in by mainly observing
the action, opting not to clarify, and then trying to inflame it at the end.
That Sheri seemed to ignore my suggestions to reflect on the incident at first led
me to believe that Sheri was not willing or ready to consider what had happened and how
it might have unfolded differently. However, I changed my mind about this when I read
her responses to the survey she completed after finishing writing and revising this story.
Over the course of the study thus far, in multiple ways (including explicitly claiming it),
Sheri felt increasing ownership over her writing. However, Sheri answers the ownership
question on the survey for this piece—which asks about her feelings of ownership of this
particular piece of writing, not writing in general—with “NO” in all capitals. She claims
to not “own” this piece, and she does not give a reason for the question, “Why do you
feel this way?” even though she was articulate and thoughtful when she answered this
question on the pre-assessment and had also elaborated on the previous survey. Why
would she not own this piece? Why not explain her lack of feelings of ownership for this
piece alone? Looking more closely at the survey, I feel that her response to the previous
question on the same survey sheds light on her response to the ownership question. In
response to “Would you have revised your writing if revisions had not been a big part of
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your grade?” Sheri writes, again in all capitals, “NO.” What is particularly telling is the
reason she gives for this. She writes, “because this isn’t really an important part of my
life, so I wouldn’t go out of my way to make it better.”
It is notable that Sheri states that the event is not important to her because she
actually titled this story, “Important Event.” In addition to making the font of this title
several sizes larger than the font for the story, she also bolded and underlined it. Just
looking at the ways she emphasized the words “Important Event” would lead me, as the
reader, to think that the conflict she depicted in this narrative was indeed and important
event. It’s also the only one of the four pieces of writing that she gave any kind of title to.
However, once she completed writing and revising it, she seems to have changed her
interpretation of this event by diminishing its significance in her life.
Creating a just world will create (and is creating) conflict. People have such
different experiences in the world. We will struggle to both hear and understand other
people’s conditions, and we will struggle to communicate our own experiences so others
can listen well. And we will struggle to take all of these truths and create something
we’ve never seen or experienced before: justice for all. It’s not that Sheri and her brother
had a conflict with other kids that compelled me to encourage Sheri to reflect on this
conflict. My motivation to urge Sheri to reflect on the altercation was that the participants
were so quick to take offense at a misheard comment and to intensify the conflict by
calling names and invoking sexism as a weapon. Also, Sheri herself was quick to take a
passive role and then fuel the conflict when the risk for doing so was low. These are all
strategies for breaking down understanding, collaboration, and conflict resolution. It also
appeared that Sheri was not interested in reflecting on what happened, the role that she
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played, and how the outcome might have been different. What did it mean that Sheri was
now reclassifying the event as unimportant, when, at the time she wrote it, it seemed
supremely important?
It’s possible that Sheri senses my judgment in my comments that encouraged her
to examine her actions and the actions of the other participants. Maybe she is trying to
deflect my intense involvement by no longer wanting to own her part of it. Maybe she is
in denial that it happened or that it was once important to her. She might be feeling all
sorts of conflicting emotions about it. On this same survey, in response to one question,
Sheri writes that she wants the “reader to understand what was happening.” Then, in
response to another question, she writes, “it is important for the reader to understand what
is happening.” These responses lead me to believe that she is intent on sharing this story
and wants others to know about it. However, she also writes on this survey, “It was still a
very weird story to be telling” and “there isn’t much to change when it is about
something that really happened.” These comments indicate that Sheri herself is not sure
what to make of this event and the fact that she is sharing it with others.
It is possible that Sheri is showing agency by reconsidering and recategorizing
her experience after all. Instead of a conflict that she fueled, that seemed to have winners
and losers, Sheri might be ready to let it go. Her comment that “this isn’t really an
important part of my life, so I wouldn’t go out of my way to make it better,” is both the
longest comment that she wrote as well as the second-to-last comment that she wrote on
the survey, followed only by the “NO” she wrote in response to the ownership question,
even though there were four more questions she could have answered. It’s possible, that,
after reflecting on her revisions and sharing the apparently conflicting feelings on the
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survey, that she is now able to move on and not continue this conflict. She is, ultimately,
not owning it. She might feel that because it “really happened,” that she can’t go back
and change the actual event, but that she is potentially capable of changing how she
thinks about it. It is possible that Sheri’s experience shows that ideas and actions that
writers consider during the revising process can deeply affect how they think about their
own experiences afterward, bringing forth opportunities to reconsider and revise not just
writing, but ownership and agency of experiences as well.

Begrudging Ownership
Not all students’ experiences fit neatly and cheerfully into the categories of
ownership and agency that I have described. Leon’s journey throughout this study stands
out because, for him, it was dominated by feelings of growing frustration. Once he is
exposed to the critical workshop, he consistently reports that he does not feel ownership
over his writing, and he expresses confusion and hostility toward the writing, revising,
and curriculum (and maybe me as well). At face value, it would be easy to say that
Leon’s experience is one of declining ownership, and that the critical workshop was not
successful for him. However, looking more deeply at what he writes and reports in his
letters and surveys, and the revisions that he tries (and doesn’t try), I believe that Leon is
actually feeling strong ownership of his writing. I also believe that generating this
ownership was an immensely uncomfortable experience for him.
In the pre phase of the study, Leon does hint at some tension he feels toward
revision. On his pre-assessment, he reports feeling “good” when he revises because
“mistakes are valuable.” Like many participants, he allows that he doesn’t take risks in
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his writing, and he identifies himself as an “Okay” writer, “not terrible, not strong, not
the best.” Leon reports that he revised writing “because we have to.” But he also writes,
with less negativity, that revision means “reviewing and reflecting” the purpose of which
is “to make things flow.” For several questions on the pre-assessment, including the
question about ownership, Leon responds, “I don’t know.” Perhaps Leon is unsure of
what I mean or he doesn’t know if he has in fact experienced ownership—he doesn’t
elaborate. Either way, he is starting with some negativity toward revision, and uncertainty
about ownership.
Just a few weeks later, reflecting on his first piece of writing about his passion for
Legos, Leon is showing actual distress. He writes, “When I’m revising I’m thinking I
can’t do this or I don’t know what to do.” I remember conversations with Leon,
encouraging him to just try some experimental revisions to see what he thinks, and Leon
ultimately shutting down and in tears and my not knowing what to do. He just didn’t see
why I was asking him to revise, and none of my explanations (or assurances that he could
always go back to the original piece of writing if he didn’t like the revisions) seemed to
make any sense to him. With regard to ownership, Leon writes in this letter, “I feel like it
is not my writing much because I have to choose what to write about usaully I given a
topic to write about wich is much easier and I feel usally that is my writing” He
continues, “I think I’m feeling mostly confused becase I feel like it is not my writing or
that this essay is about me and my experince not some easay based on informational
facts.” Leon says explicitly that he does not feel ownership, and he is feeling aggrieved
because it seems like I have given him both too much choice and not enough. He would
prefer to write about “informational facts” but also wants me to give him a topic to write
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about. And his feelings of ownership are tangled up in these thoughts. However, other
comments Leon shares and actions he takes imply that he is, in fact, taking ownership of
his writing. Leon includes in the same letter, “I’m deciding to use most but not all of your
suggestions. I feel like the revisions are having a positive effect on my writing. I think
I’m include about 90-80% of the revisions.” He shows ownership and agency here by
exercising his power to make decisions about which revisions to try. He is making the
choice to not try all of mine, and which, of the revisions he did try, to incorporate into his
essay, which indicates that Leon understands that he does not have to include them all,
and he is exercising ownership over that option as well. He even notes that he feels these
revisions are improving his writing. Leon is experiencing conflicting feelings about
ownership and what revising means to him and his writing.
Leon continues to report feeling no ownership of his writing, which appears to
stem from his objecting to the personal nature of the writing I am asking him to do
instead of writing based on researched information. On the survey for the persuasive
piece he wrote about eliminating our daily skills period, he responds to the ownership
question with, “no…becase we did not get to use facts we had to use personal
experiences.” In the next letter, written while Leon was revising his piece about getting
his first laptop, he starts showing what appears to be real hostility toward writing and
revising. He responds, “When I revise it though I feel like it’s wasted time,” and again
comments on his frustration with the genre of writing. This frustration appears to be what
is making him feel a lack of control and therefore a lack of ownership. However, in this
letter, Leon also writes, “I think I’ll include about 75% of the revisions in the finale draft
because I’m finding some to be extra information that is not needed.” Leon is
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demonstrating ownership by ignoring or changing some of the ideas I gave him and by
trying his own ideas and making himself the decision maker of which revisions and how
many to include based on what he thinks the story needs. While his perceived ownership
is quite low, Leon’s hostility and his demonstrated ownership seem to be growing at the
same time. In terms of demonstrated ownership, of the 58 total revision suggestions I
offered him over the four pieces of writing, he tried only 42, just over 72%. Five of those
revisions he put in a different place from what I suggested, and another five he re-revised.
This means that out of the 42 of my suggestions he tried, he changed almost a quarter to
make them more his own. Leon also made 36 self-generated revisions, which means that
over 46% of the revisions he tried were his own ideas. This indicates to me that Leon did
indeed exercise ownership over his writing and revising, though he did not experience it
as ownership.
Leon’s specific revisions show a writer who is paying close attention to both
words and his thoughts and feelings. From his original “minutes of entertainment” he
substitutes the punchier “hours of fun.” He also replaces “good” with “amazing” when
describing Legos—“amazing” being more appropriate for describing one’s passion than
“good.” Leon also added “I like the ones that are very detailed and unique.” All of these
revisions were his ideas. Leon continues to make similar additions to the next three
pieces of writing, such as the one he thought to include in his narrative about getting a
laptop, “Now feeling excited that i don’t have to share no longer.”
Leon’s last story was an affecting recount of his receiving the team ball from his
football coach. Once again, Leon reports “no” on the survey when asked if he feels like
the writing is his. He explains, “I would rather write about something else.” He writes
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earlier in the survey that the revisions “Didn’t have much effect” because it, “wasn’t my
writing.” However, in this story he continues making careful choices about words and
thoughts and feelings. The penultimate paragraph of the story reads (I underlined Leon’s
self-generated revisions and italicized those that were teacher-generated),
I was speechless when I accepted the ball the ball was an ordinary football you
might find brown and white, but to me it was a memory of achievement of how
far I have come. I was amazed when my friends congratulated me. I could not
believe it was me. Finally at the end of the gathering it started to rain but I didn’t
care that it was raining, I cared about how I finally felt like I was apart of the
team. From that day to today, I felt feel that same way.

Leon seems to be experiencing a meaningful transformation in this piece of
writing, from the emotions he chose to add to the substitution he made from “felt” to
“feel.” This change in verb tense communicates that this feeling isn’t one he just
experienced in the moment, but one that was still present in him.
Leon then added this last paragraph a self-generated revision:
To this day I still have the ball signed by how had helped me every step of the
way to achieve it, my team. I keep it high on a shelf to show that no dream is to
high to reach/accomplish. When I see the ball I see exactly what’s on it, my team.

These are powerful disclosures for a boy who resists this type of personal writing. Here,
he shows ownership and agency by choosing to reveal deeply personal thoughts and
feelings about his success. Leon chose to write about this personal experience of
success—why did he not feel that this was his writing? Why did he exercise ownership
and agency but not feel it? Why so much hostility? Clearly, he did not want to be writing
personal essays and narratives. On his post-assessment, Leon comments, “I feel like non
of it is my writing…I feel non of it is myne becase it’s about topics I don’t want to write
about.” He mentions wanting to write about other topics (which I interpret as genres)
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many times. He seems to prefer research-based writing where he could rely on facts to
support his writing (he clearly does not see his personal “truths” as ‘facts” about his life
or himself); this is one of the reasons he might not have seen the writing as his.
But he also gives other hints on his post-assessment that might shed light on his
hostility. With regard to revision, he writes, “I feel like it was a waste of time…because it
was good enough for me.” Later, on the post-assessment, he writes, “After a revison I
feel like maybe I have to redo the whole assignment becase a part of my ‘good’ writing
had to be changed.” And, by grading students on their revisions, Leon writes, “Basiclly
they are telling you your writing sucks making you less confident in your writing.” Leon
seems to believe that, by requiring him to revise, that I was compelling him to interfere
with writing that was already working, which frustrated him, and also communicating to
him that I thought his writing was bad, which disheartened him. In my concluding
chapter, I will address ideas for what might have made this experience more tolerable (or
even positive!) for Leon and how better to support students who might have similar
feelings.

Ownership and Agency
In the pre phase of my study, 13 out of 16 students reported feeling little to no
ownership of their writing. In the middle phase of the study, in at least one but usually
multiple data points, 15 out of 16 students reported feeling strong ownership of their
writing. In the post phase of the study, this number dips to 10 of 16 students reporting
strong ownership of their writing. This last number might be because of the wording of
the question on the post-assessment, which, as I mentioned in earlier chapters, references
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writing that students do “for classes,” not specifically for my class. However, I feel
confident saying that most of the participants both reported feeling greater feelings of
ownership of their writing in one or more of the categories of words and usage; thoughts,
ideas, and feelings; and experience. And others, like Leon, demonstrated ownership even
though they reported feeling low ownership.
As the students I highlighted in this chapter show, the ownership students felt and
demonstrated led to different types of agency, which did not correlate with the type of
ownership they experienced. For Astrid, Hazel and Leon, the empowerment they felt in
their writing was largely personal. That their increased ownership and agency were
mainly for the purpose of revealing personal truths and realities as well as reframed
feelings seems more personal than what we hope for in critical pedagogy. However, I
interpret their experience as part of a process of becoming more critical. Critical
pedagogy is not about erasing the self; it is about creating justice for everyone. A
necessary part of creating justice is for everyone to be able to gain an understanding
about not just what would render justice for others, but what would render justice for the
self, which will be facilitated by people knowing their true selves and being honest about
who they are. This in no way obviates the need for people to change—creating justice
requires both personal and collective change. But in order to change in critical ways,
people will need to know what they are changing in themselves—and what must stay the
same. Astrid, Hazel, and Leon seem to be using their ownership and agency, in part, to
discover and reveal who they are, the good, the bad and the ugly. Hazel, while her agency
is mainly turned inward, is willing to be honest about aspects of her behavior that are
potentially unattractive. Identifying the unattractive parts of ourselves is what everyone is
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faced with exploring in the process of creating a just world, and it is one of the more
challenging aspects of this work.
Astrid and Leon are also very much involved in the personal. But they are also
beginning to show signs of more communal thoughts and experiences. Astrid seems to be
thinking about audience experience with her choices in diction, and Leon’s last piece is
not just about his personal accomplishments, but also about how meaningful it is to be
successful as a team player. While these three students are showing less critical agency, I
interpret this increase in ownership and agency as a positive, particularly considering the
low level of ownership they reported feeling at the beginning of the study. They are on a
critical path. However, this positive interpretation comes with a caveat. Personal
empowerment is not the end goal of critical pedagogy, and some students, such as Leon,
require more emotional support than others. But I believe these three students could
continue to develop more critical ownership and agency with more exposure to critical
pedagogy.
In different ways, Wren, Milo, and Sheri demonstrate agency that is more critical
than the previous three. All six students seem to be feeling agency that is personally
empowering, but Wren, Milo and Sheri’s agency also has more critical aspects. Wren is
trying to gain agency in a family situation where she feels little power and respect. This is
a situation many can relate to either in the home and/or in the greater world; her attempts
to reframe and empower her situation at home could be interpreted as a microcosm of the
work to create a just world. And, despite or because of her challenges at home, Wren is
also demonstrating a wider gaze in that she is thinking about and trying to solve a specific
injustice, homelessness, and she uses her agency to bring everyone into the project of
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solving this problem. Milo, on the other hand, is exploring the complexity of feelings and
power. He shows that contradictory feelings can both be true and can exist
contemporaneously, which is certainly a factor of both critical thinking and a just world,
which is, all at once, infuriating, exhausting, satisfying, depressing, and exhilarating to
work toward. Contradictions and complexities also exist in people’s identities. We all, as
Walt Whitman wrote, “contain multitudes,” multiple facets that bring different levels of
power and responsibility. We will need to be able not just to tolerate but examine all of
those contradictory identities, as well as the personal power we were born with and/or
accrued, in order to work for and achieve justice.
And Sheri, while not necessarily being able to fully articulate the agency she
seemed to develop in her last piece, arrived at a pivotal emotional place where she was
able to reframe an avoidable conflict in a way that might influence how she might more
critically handle and interpret similar situations in the future. However, despite the more
critical nature of the agency they demonstrated, these are not ending places either. Like
all pedagogies, critical pedagogy is not an “overnight delivery” system. I believe all of
the participants in my study would benefit from, and, with the right supports, be receptive
to, ongoing exposure to critical pedagogy where they could further develop their critical
ownership and agency with educators who were willing to meet them where they are—
wherever they are—and take them forward.
One more notable outcome regarding ownership relates to how students might
have shifted their expectations of school. The comments that all six of these students—
and most of the other participants—made at the beginning of the study showed a lack of
confidence that school might be a place where they could experience ownership and (as a
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result) agency. However, by the end of the study, most students were reporting a high
level of ownership of their “school” writing, and some others were showing a more
sophisticated understanding of what kind of ownership they wanted to have in school.
Their comments indicate that school could become a place where they feel ownership and
agency, even a place that they associate with ownership and agency—where they feel
they can engage with topics that are important to them, explore and reveal challenging,
contradictory, and beautiful feelings—truths about themselves—as well as make
discoveries, show who they are, think about others, and even begin to change the world.
.
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CONCLUSION
IS THIS CRITICAL PEDAGOGY?

The aim of critical pedagogy is to teach people to identify areas of society where
injustice exists as well as to envision and implement changes (and make adjustments as
necessary) that might move society closer to justice for all. I started this study with an
approach to teaching writing and a question: can this writing pedagogy be considered
critical pedagogy? If I design writing projects so that students earn most of their credit
through revising their writing and much less credit for the final draft (about which
students make the final decisions), could it be a way of enabling students to also identify
what might be improved in the world and to see themselves as agents of that change?
I believe that all of the participants in my study made gains in and demonstrated
new critical behaviors. Specifically, that 1) students moved away from the attitude that
their writing was merely something to be corrected, 2) students moved toward seeing
revision as a process of experimenting with what might be possible, considering audience
and others, and opening their minds to new ideas, and 3) students showed an increased
sense of ownership of their own writing in terms of their words and the feelings and
experiences they wrote about, and this ownership led to agency. I believe that my study
shows that this approach to writing could be a form of critical pedagogy.
However, traditionally, critical pedagogy also calls for critique, starting with
oneself. This traditional approach would require students to examine their own privileges
and how those serve to perpetuate injustice. My pedagogy does not require this. Can it
still be called critical?
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Developmentally, my eighth-grade students typically feel that they have no
autonomy, no real power. They are children and feel that adults make just about every
decision for them. Every so often, a student will enter the classroom, put their stuff on
their desk and ask aloud, “Can I go home?” I always answer, “I can’t stop you.” When
students express surprise or protest (“We have to be here!” “It’s the law, we’re forced to
be here!”), I ask, “How am I going to stop you? Think about it. I can’t stop you from
leaving. I want you to stay, of course, class isn’t the same without you, but I can’t make
you stay.” They are not sure how to respond. Sometimes, the student will actually leave
the classroom. This gets everyone’s attention. If they don’t come back right away, I
follow the protocol of informing the office. But they always come back right away. This
is not a contentious or fraught exchange. Sometimes, there is a lot of laughter. But I take
this opportunity to make an important point: while they definitely can go home before the
school day officially ends, just as they can decide every morning not to go to school in
the first place, they rarely do. Most of them (there are always some exceptions) get up
every day and come to school and stay for the whole day. “Why do you do this?” I ask.
The answer is, for some, because they like school and/or they like seeing their friends
and/or the learning and the work involved with school. For others, the reason is that there
are unpleasant consequences for not coming to school or for going home before the
school day is over, and they’ve decided those consequences aren’t worth the benefits of
going home. I point out that, every day, all day long, most of them are making decisions
to follow expectations because to not do so has negative consequences they don’t want to
experience. It’s important that they know they are making many generally healthy
decisions every day. That they have choices and are making them. As Lee writes of her
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college students, “because they do not recognize or conceive of even having choices, they
may surrender rather than choose” (28). Pointing out to my students that they are
choosing instead of surrendering can be an important step in recognizing that they are
exercising a form of power.
But it’s not necessarily a lot of power. Eighth-graders do not typically feel that
they have much control over any part of their lives. To expect students who don’t feel
they have a say in anything to proceed directly to a self-examination of how they might
be daily and unconsciously using the power they don’t realize they have to perpetuate
injustice would be a big leap for most of the students I have. The critical workshop can
serve to bridge that developmental gap which exists for most of my students. Through
focusing on revisions more than the final draft (though not ignoring the final draft), by
promoting an understanding of revising as a way of experimenting with writing
(assessing the effectiveness of the revisions and continuing to revise or re-revise or go
back to the original), and by giving students control over which revisions stay and which
revisions go, the critical workshop can serve to increase critical thinking and generate
ownership and agency to prepare students for future critical examinations of their lives
and their power.
This preparatory stage might be the work of the first half of the year. It takes time
for students to gain and start to become comfortable with these new writing and thinking
skills. In the second part of the year, if students are on a positive trajectory of critical
thinking, ownership, and agency, students can begin to be directed toward looking at
more traditionally critical assignments—such as directly examining social injustice. This
might happen much earlier as well. But it would probably be premature for self-critique.
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At this age, it’s possible that, if students believe that they contribute to injustice (and
almost everyone, regardless of position in life, contributes to injustice), it can be a
depressing and overwhelming discovery. Given the alarming prevalence of depression
and anxiety that young people are already experiencing, it’s worthwhile to proceed with
caution. I am not trying to treat my students as too precious, too fragile to face certain
realities—some of them already face realities in their lives that are truly horrific. It’s true
that most of my students are White, and it is a White privilege to put off looking at ways
in which students (and teachers!) might be participants in maintaining an unjust world. I
am not feeling protective of them because most are White but because all of them are so
young. All students, all people, in the process of creating a just world, eventually need to
do this self-examination. While some of my students have begun to realize (or have been
taught at home to be aware of) the ways in which they benefit from and even perpetuate
injustice (middle schoolers are famous for being in the same age group but existing on a
broad developmental spectrum), this kind of self-critique is tremendously challenging for
most adults, let alone most eighth graders. What I am proposing is that, developmentally,
there might be another task for teachers to do first, and that is helping students to develop
hope.
While the introspection of understanding one’s own privilege may be premature
in a critical writing class, I realize now that looking more explicitly at how students’
critical sense of their own situations might help strengthen the connections I see between
revision and a willingness to act for social change. I suggest below, in fact, that this is an
additional element I would add to my teaching to make these connections more clearly.
Highlighting their critical work (already present) and offering more opportunities to write
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about taking social action would provide a bridge between seeing change as possible
through revision and thinking of it applied to the larger social world. Without promoting
“either cheery optimism or righteous certainty” (McLaren 51) and without the
“suffocating smugness of a certain political correctness” (Giroux 33), it’s possible that
the next step for teachers to take with students at this age is to develop their hope. As
Linda Alcoff (as quoted by Giroux) explains, “you cannot mobilize a movement that is
only and always against: you must have a positive alternative, a vision of a better future
that can motivate people to sacrifice their time and energy toward its realization” (66).
Hope cannot be taken for granted; for many, hope is not innate, it is, instead, “learned
hope,” (Giroux 99, my emphasis). Once students are equipped with increased critical
thinking skills, a greater feeling of ownership and agency, and more hope, they can then
begin to do more traditionally critical moves such as the deep self-critique that feels more
developmentally appropriate for high school students and beyond.
The critical workshop, I believe, has the development of hope built into its
foundation. Espousing the attitude that everyone can get better and providing the
opportunity, time, and support to try and retry new ideas, language, and skills,
communicates that what students have to say and the variety of how it might be said is
valued. Those are inherently hopeful practices and attitudes. On their post-assessments,
after almost a year with the critical workshop, when Milo writes that he can revise “My
life…because I can try to make it better,” and when Van writes, “your essay or anything
can be better,” I hear hope. When Hazel firmly states on her pre-assessment that “my
mind doesn’t change,” and then on her post-assessment writes that, for her, revising
involves “New thoughts, better thoughts,” that feels hopeful. When Eban wrote on his
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pre-assessment, “I don’t think its ‘our writing,’” and then later in the study writes, “I feel
like it is my writing,” and, “I was thinking about what if this eassay got past just ms.
Grizwold,” I hear disgust transform into pride, ownership, and engagement not just with
his writing, but with potential audiences beyond me. And to me, that feels like hope. The
adaptability to focus on hopeful topics and model hopeful situations—when people have
faced adversity and made modest or remarkable gains—those are all ways in which the
critical workshop can be molded to focus on creating hope. Measuring how hope might
be generated effectively could be an area of future research, which I will discuss later in
this chapter.

My Teacher Role
I also believe that the critical workshop approach to writing instruction can only
be critical pedagogy if I, the teacher, also look for ways to grow and change. As Lee
writes, “we must continually critique our pedagogies for ways in which we reproduce that
which we seek to challenge” (102), and “we cannot expect to engage students in a critical
examination of their identities and voices while refusing to participate in a similar
examination ourselves” (103). This kind of self-examination can be as challenging for
teachers as it is for students, and that we ask this of students is all the more reason why
teachers must also do it. We teachers must be at least as brave as we ask our students to
be. What I encountered in students’ reflections on their writing were a lot of deep feelings
about how they experience writing in a school setting, the process of revising, and the
events and feelings they wrote about. I was often moved by what students had to say—
the despair, the revelation, the joy. It was a privilege for me to have access to their
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thoughts and experiences. And, obviously, it is also an opportunity for me to learn from
what students shared with me.
Since I undertook this study, I have also had five more years of teaching
experience (more than one year of which was during the COVID-19 pandemic), five
years of looking for ways in which I can move closer to a better, more effective, and
more just classroom. In that time, I have made changes to my practice, taking cues from
students in this study and beyond this study, trying to create a pedagogy that includes my
“learning, relearning, and unlearning” (Wink 67) and “in which students serve as
coauthors and heroes” (Halasek 178). In the following sections, I will explain changes in
my practice that I have made and plan on making in response to data I collected in my
study. These include how I approach revision suggestions (and the feelings they can
generate), the IDK phenomenon, the revision of how I use the word “grades,” choice, and
ways in which I can extend students thinking to become more critical.

Revision Suggestions
There is much to learn from students’ resistance to revising. In his article, The
Write to Literacy, John Lofty writes about “the influence of cultural frameworks” (39) as
a reason why students resist revision. The situation he cites is a fishing village in Maine
where students had an attitude of “Do it once and get it right" (41). Lofty continues,
The students argued that they already knew what they wanted to write and,
therefore, should produce one finished copy without preliminary drafting. It was
an argument grounded in their culture-based experience of completing an activity
in one session, whenever possible, instead of prolonging its duration by
interrupting its progress (41).
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Students learned this approach from, and practiced it with, their parents. One
student explained that this was the method she and her mother used to sew a quilt. She
said, “I did it all at once. We stayed up real late one night. My mother and I finished it.
We just started it and did it all day. That's the way I am. When I get started, I never stop"
(41). In this culture, Lofty explains, “the islanders construct the material texts of their
houses, boats, and fishing gear with clear conceptions of the final product that preclude
revision” (41). Because of their culture of fishing, “the students often misinterpreted a
teacher's encouragement to revise a paper as leniency toward failure, a second chance that
the sea seldom offered to those who made mistakes” (42). As far as I know, none of my
students’ families fish for a living. But many of them are hunters and some of them are
farmers of one kind or another (or have a recent family history of farming), and perhaps
resist revising for similar reasons as the students Lofty is writing about. Deer, rabbits, and
other wildlife don’t stick around while the person with the gun tries and then retries to
shoot them if the first shot didn’t work. And my hunting students are not hunting for
sport; they are hunting for food and the pride (and economy) of putting it on the table and
in the freezer.
It’s possible that this disconnect between writing expectations and cultural
experience that Lofty posits is an example of what Welch is referring to when she
explains resistance students feel as
not a marker of a lower intellectual stage…Instead, resistance marks rupture as
the moi 23(“me,” sense of self) is continually discovered to be different from and
in conflict with the je (“I,” spoken or written self). The exploration of such
ruptures may promise revelation, revision, and learning, but any exploration will
also push against and even deconstruct the moi; hence, “death-work” and
resistance to it (39).
23

Moi and je are French words that, respectively, mean “me,” and “I.”
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It makes sense that, if what is expected of students in writing for school is the
antithesis of what they learn at home, that there would be rupture and resistance. In
witnessing Leon’s strong emotional responses in class to my revision expectations, and in
reading his and Donnie’s written responses in my data, I do not doubt that they were
feeling rupture and the death-work of revision. And, adding to feelings of rupture,
perhaps Leon and Donnie’s resistance was a sign that they saw my revision suggestions
as a judgment that not only was their writing not good enough, but that they, as people,
were not good enough. There is, after all, “a wealth of evidence that we can’t separate
writing from the person doing the writing” (Welch 57). These two students may also have
been feeling a lack of ownership over the revision process because they thought I was
appropriating their writing. There are many potential reasons why students might resist
revising, many I’m sure I haven’t even thought of yet. How many students feel these
emotions in my classroom but don’t express them? How many students had other reasons
for resisting revising but didn’t share them? It’s another reason why it makes sense for
teachers to get to know their students and to ask for feedback from them. Partially as an
attempt to address Leon and Donnie’s anger and resistance, and partially in an attempt to
make continuous improvement in all students’ experiences, I have changed certain
aspects of my approach to making revision suggestions.
I think the most impactful change I have made is that I now give students the
option of receiving revision suggestions from me. Instead of automatically giving these
suggestions, I take students through a process in which they decide whether or not they
want my feedback. First, students and I together review the rubric for whatever type of
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writing they are working on. The rubrics, as I explained in chapter three, are based on
student-generated lists of what they value in various types of writing. I then remind
students that they will demonstrate most of their learning (which translates into points
toward their grade) in the revisions they attempt. Next, I share with students an example
of student revisions that earned full credit, so they have a model that shows the extent of
revising that I am expecting them to do. I let them know that, even if they get suggestions
from me, they don’t have to use them, and they can always change their minds if at first,
they decline. I am always happy to give suggestions! After students have had a chance to
look over the sample and ask questions and discuss, I then show them how they can
check either “Yes, I would like suggestions for revisions,” or “No, I will just use my own
ideas for revisions” at the top of their documents.
I am hoping that giving students this choice will reduce hostility and anger and
increase feelings of ownership that might help students to engage more willingly and
inquisitively with revising their writing. Some still object to the idea of revising itself and
tell me, “I like my writing just the way it is,” to which I continue to respond, “That’s
great—I’m glad you like your writing! I like it, too! And it’s still important to experiment
with revisions. When you are done, you can choose what you want to include, not
include, or revise again. You can always use your original draft for your final draft. But
you can’t really know if your final draft is the draft you want unless you experiment with
options.”
I’ve also added to my explanation of why I ask students to try so many revisions.
Choice is widely recognized as one of the most powerful engagement strategies in the
classroom. Therefore, I explain to students how revising is a process of creating choices
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for themselves. I tell students, “Because you have created these choices through revising,
you can select the best options for your writing. When you create choices for yourself, in
the end, you can choose what’s best.” Here, I am attempting to make a connection
between revision, choice, and students taking ownership of their writing and process.
Another change I’ve made is that I no longer have the expectation that students
try all or nearly all of the revisions I suggest (if they opt to get suggestions from me).
Even though, for the final draft, they could always take out any revisions they didn’t like,
requiring students to try all of my suggested revisions creates a “do it my way” approach.
In an attempt to reduce the extent to which I am “asking…students, to some degree, to
take up” my “words, meanings, values and, identities” (Prior 321), by asking them to at
least try all or even some of my suggestions, students now earn credit for the overall
revisions they have tried, whether they are self-generated, teacher-generated, or both.
However, this is not without structure. I still expect students to attempt revisions based on
the rubrics (which, again, are based on the lists they generated). In other words, if a
student has no dialogue in their early draft narrative and does not experiment with
dialogue in their revisions, they would not get full credit (dialogue being something that
always appears on the narrative list and rubric). However, I am giving students much
more authority over what or where they revise. As Leon wrote on his pre-assessment,
teachers are “not always knowing what you are trying to get at,” and I am hoping this
change will, at least in part, address that problem. These seem like prudent changes as
they might also increase students’ independence in revising—to give them practice in
using their own judgment and seeing themselves as agents of change. (I further address
the role of independence later in this chapter.)
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I have also made changes in how I phrase my revision suggestions. In reading
over some of the suggestions I made on the student writing in this study, I felt
chagrinned. Some of my suggestions felt abrupt or more like orders than suggestions. For
example, in one of Donnie’s drafts, I wrote, “What color?” “What did you say to her?”
and “your thoughts/feelings?” I sometimes wrote suggestions this way because, with this
approach to teaching writing (all students writing the same type of writing at the same
time), I had a lot of writing to respond to in a short amount of time and being more
mindful of my tone takes more time. I have recommitted myself to being more aware of
how my students (my audience) might experience my comments. As an example, I am
now using the words “how about,” “try,” and “maybe,” as well as question marks, more
consistently to soften the tone of my suggestions (e.g., “How about writing this as
dialogue?” or “Maybe try this as dialogue?” instead of “Write this as dialogue”). I feel
that these strategies mitigate the prescriptive nature of revision suggestions and create
more of a spirit of coaching and experimentation. These small changes might better
encourage students to see revisions as experiments instead of commitments and to see me
as more of a co-thinker than a director. I have loaded my comment bank in Google docs
with the suggestions I most often use, so using more words will not take more time (or be
more wear on my typing fingers—something I increasingly think about as I become an
older teacher).
In the past I was also reluctant to include comments of praise among my revision
suggestions as I was worried that positive comments “might be interpreted by developing
writers to mean, ‘Leave this part alone’” (McGarrell and Vebeem 233). I don’t want to
send the message to students that there are certain parts of their writing that are off limits
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for revision. Also, writing additional, positive comments is another practice that takes
more time. I now include positive comments, but, instead of pointing out specific parts of
the early drafts that I think are particularly effective, I write an overall positive and
encouraging comment. Instead of placing this comment at the end of their writing (the
typical placement teachers use), I position it at the very beginning, so students read the
positive messages before they read the other suggestions. In just a few words, I always
comment on the content, which for the majority of students is the most significant aspect
of their writing. If it’s about an adventure they took, I write that it sounded exciting; if
it’s about an accident, I write that I’m glad they were okay; if it’s about a death in the
family, I express condolences—whatever the appropriate comment is for the content. I
also thank students for sharing their writing with me. My aim in these positive comments
is to affirm my appreciation of their lives and their efforts and to try to communicate to
them that I am seeing them as a human who is sharing something that might make them
feel vulnerable—either because of the content and/or because of the anxiety about how I
will respond to their writing. While it’s true that “teacher efforts” are not always “enough
to make the classroom a safe place” (Lensmire 25), it’s important for me to communicate
that I not only value their writing, I value them, and their experiences and their efforts,
and I honor the courage and volition it takes to share writing with a teacher. I take the
time to do this because it is important for the students. But, I’ve found, it’s also important
for me, and I think it would also be helpful for teachers who sometimes despair about the
writing skills their students have (or don’t have). Ending the feedback with an affirming
comment to students makes me feel happy. It is also my intention to start having students
give me feedback on my writing. Giving students the chance to suggest revisions with the
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spirit of seeing what’s possible and giving them the opportunity to see me try their ideas,
might help foster a team spirit that will make it easier for them to engage with their own
writing.
To help students begin to reflect more meaningfully on how revisions impact their
writing, I have also started asking them to score their pieces on the rubric twice: once for
the final draft and once for the first draft, and then I do the same. This way students can
see the difference in the effectiveness of the first draft as compared to the final. It is my
hope that this process of assessment will help them gain a sense of how their writing
develops—through their revising, from start to finish—and that this might help them feel
more strongly, over time, the benefits of revising. My aim is to give students multiple
opportunities to see the first draft of their writing as a sprout that they then prune and
foster till it’s a more complete and developed entity. After they have scored their first and
final drafts and compared the scores, they are, I feel, better informed and prepared to
contemplate their writing and process, and I then have them complete their writer’s
reflections as usual.
With regard to feelings students have about their writing and revising, in the
future, I will try using a writing “mood meter” in the classroom. Mood meters are charts
with many boxes that each name an emotional state (calm, frustrated, bored, energized,
hopeful, etc.), and these are often organized by color. I will try sharing some version of
this with students along with a lesson about how writing (like sports, music, and other
activities) can bring up a lot of different feelings—some of which can help, some of
which can get in the way. I will encourage them to check in with the mood meter and let
someone know if they have feelings that seem to be an obstacle to making progress (or if
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they have feelings they want to share for other reasons). I will stress that feelings are not
an excuse for not writing, but that being aware of feelings is one step in the process to
understanding how to identify and manage them.
And, as this study has shown me, giving students regular opportunities to give me
feedback about how I’m doing as their teacher is vital. Whether it’s through the mood
meter, daily reflection, letters they write to me, or forms they fill out, this will help me
know how they are doing and how the writing and revising process is working for them.

IDK
I have also started to address the “IDK” syndrome. This is when students 1) determine
that they don’t know something (e.g., where dialogue might go in their writing, or how
their evidence supports their thesis), 2) write or say “IDK,” and 3) stop there. It can be
very helpful for students and teachers alike to identify when we don’t know an answer or
solution to a problem. However, “IDK” can also be an excuse to quit. Therefore, I have
begun to communicate to students that “IDK” can be an excellent place to start, but it’s
not a good place to stop. IDK does not absolve them (or anyone) from continuing until
they at least have tried to “K” by formulating some other possible responses, even if they
might seem far-fetched or even totally wrong. Therefore, after IDK comes IT—I’ll Try.
I’ll try taking a little time to think it over. I’ll try consulting others, guessing,
brainstorming, assessing, revising, getting feedback—some form of action. Hopefully,
this approach will reinforce the idea that not knowing is a natural state we all experience,
and that students should use it as an opportunity to experiment, knowing that they can
always revise.
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Grades…or Learning?
Over the course of this study, particularly in the beginning, many students
mentioned on their pre-assessments and other materials some version of “to get a better
grade” as a reason for revising. This has helped me to revise the way that I talk about
grades. Over the course of this study, I started to notice that the term “grades” had
supplanted the idea of learning in many of the ways I and others communicate with
students. My colleagues and I often used the term “grades” when discussing how students
are doing in their academics. Students have access to the digital grade book, and they
often “check their grades.” The guidance counselors meet with students to “go over their
grades.” Parents, students, and teachers exchange emails expressing concern over low
grades or celebrating improved grades. This language communicates to students, parents,
and other educators that learning is all about the grades, and I was reminded of this when
I saw several students make the connection between revising and getting a grade.
Therefore, I have stopped using grades as the symbolic goal. Instead of telling
students, “The more revisions you try, the more credit you earn,” or “You can keep
revising until you have earned the grade you want,” I have started to use language along
the lines of, “If you try more revisions, you’ll learn more, which will be reflected in your
grade,” or “You could complete more of the reflection questions to show more learning.”
I have replaced or augmented the word “grade” with terms such as “learning”
“education,” and “goals,” because earning grades is not why I am asking students to do
this work.
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Choice
Since I undertook this study, I have found ways to increase the choices I give
students in their writing. I will continue to offer choice in their topics, and, this past year,
I also offered them choices about when they would write the genres I ask them to write. I
explained to students at the beginning of the year what types of writing and, minimally,
how many of each type, they needed to write over the course of the year. I gave them due
date suggestions along the way and the expectation that, during writing time, they would
write or engage in writing activities (thinking, planning, reflecting, etc.). They could not
complete my minimum expectations early in the year and then stop writing. I am eager to
see how this affects students’ writing and how they feel about it. While students had
choice during the year of my study—they chose topics, theses, and, when applicable, the
readings they wrote about—but I did not give them choice about which genres would best
match their audiences and purposes; I dictated the genre. Taking away this choice
deprived students of a measure of agency, which is in opposition to the values of critical
pedagogy. Reestablishing this level of choice, I believe, would increase agency, and
awareness of audience would be built into this choice as I would expect them to explain
how their choice of genre was best suited to their purpose and audience.

Opportunities to Extend Critical Thinking
Over the course of my study, it was evident to me that students increased their
critical thinking. However, I now realize that there is something that didn’t happen during
that year: I did not call my students’ attention to the instances where I saw their increase
in critical thought. This was, in part, because some of their growth in critical thought was
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only evident in data that I did not have access to until after the school year had ended: the
comments and responses they wrote in the pre/post assessments, the surveys and the
letters. However, there were certainly instances in student writing where I could have
shown students specific places where I saw them showing critical thinking and taking
ownership and exhibiting agency in ways that I saw as critical or possibly on a critical
path. I could have had such discussions with Wren, Astrid, Sheri, Hazel, and others. I
might have broached these conversations with comments such as, “What I’m seeing here,
beyond a story about a disappointing birthday, is a narrator/writer who seems to be
showing agency over a situation where she might not always feel that much control,”
“This story seems to be more than a story about parasailing but also a story of someone
who is showing agency in how she tells her story and even how she felt about the
experience,” “It seems here, that you might be letting go of this conflict…it looks like
you might have rethought how this exchange might have gone a different way,” and
“You seem to be addressing some big issues here of fairness and inequality when you
write about free air travel.” These are opportunities I will look for in the future with the
hope that students will begin to see for themselves ways in which they are thinking (and
acting) critically.
In addition, I can point students in the direction of writing more specifically about
critical issues in the writing prompts I give them. I can either encourage them to write
about topics that have the potential to engage critically, such as, Why do you think it’s
important to stand up for what you believe? What is a time you changed a belief you had?
Why can it be difficult to stand up for what you believe? When is a time you advocated
for yourself? When is a time you advocated for someone else? When is a time you talked
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with someone about a belief you didn’t have in common with them? These and many
more prompts can provide direct opportunities for students to grapple with social justice
topics.
And, while I studied my writing pedagogy for this dissertation, there is another
large part of my curriculum that I did not write about: the reading through which students
and I do have critical discussions about injustice. We read books, short stories, essays,
and poems from a diverse range of voices, so students have exposure to many
perspectives and experiences. Students are capable at this age of discussing social justice
issues as they pertain to other people, though, as can also be the case at the high school
and college levels and beyond, it can be extremely challenging (this is the nature of
discussing topics of social justice). They can even discuss personal experiences of
injustice, though this often proves the most challenging for students who feel singled out,
such as students of Color, who are sometimes the only person of Color in a class. In the
past, I have had students of Color and of other marginalized groups embrace such
discussions, but more often, it has been challenging for them. I have had students of
Color ask me to Please stop talking about this stuff because they felt it put even more of
an uncomfortable spotlight on them. This singling out can also happen for any student
whose membership in a marginalized group feels visible. However, as our school
becomes more diverse, or, as Shonda Rhimes likes to say, normal, I feel that students will
feel more supported and less singled out when classes discuss social injustice. One
example of a topic of discussion is from the essay I list in Appendix G, The American
Dream by Yasmina Shaush. In this essay, Shaush, an immigrant to the United States,
expresses her belief that anyone who works hard can get ahead (one of the grand
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narratives of the United States). Students and I examine and challenge this belief; most of
them know people who have worked tremendously hard who do not manage to access
basic needs for living a safe and healthy life. My ability to draw students’ attention to
times they are exhibiting critical thinking and action, along with continuing to explore
social justice issues through my reading curriculum, has the potential of reinforcing the
ways in which my writing pedagogy promotes critical thinking.

Future Research
There are limitations to any study. My students are not representative of all
middle school students: they attend a small school where almost every adult knows their
names and often their families—or they are family. My students live in a rural setting
where some of the towns still don’t have or only this past year got internet access, and
they are primarily White. I am also not representative of all middle school teachers: I am
a White woman and on the far side of middle-aged. I grew up in reasonably safe
environments with love and many opportunities, knowing I would go to college. I don’t
identify these as flaws in my students or myself, just as limitations. My study looked at a
small area of what could be researched regarding critical pedagogy, writing curriculum,
and middle school. But these limitations bring the excitement of what more could be
discovered. Like all research, mine raises questions that might be explored in future
studies.
With regard to certain limitations of my study, it would be worthwhile to examine
this approach to writing in an entirely different setting such as a large urban school and/or
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a school that has a much larger population of students of Color. Would any of those
factors change the results? If yes, then how?
Another fruitful area of research would be focused on middle school students’
resistance to revision. In Lofty’s article, he posits that the objection to revision in the
community he wrote about was not present from the beginning of their formal education
because, “when teachers asked the students in the lower elementary school to revise their
writing, the children readily complied and did not see revision as repetitious” (41).
Resistance to revision seemed to develop in children so that, “by grade 6, the students
were more acculturated to the community's time values, and many students were reluctant
to write multiple drafts” (42). Lofty is connecting the resistance to revision to cultural
values and practices. Further research into determining the various reasons why students
resist writing would be extremely helpful to classroom teachers across the curriculum. If
we knew why students were resisting, we could potentially address those concerns and
smooth the path for students to engage with revising their writing (and other assignments)
in all areas of school and with revising other areas of their lives and the world.
Earlier in this chapter, I posited that this pedagogy might prepare students for
more traditional approaches to critical pedagogy in high school. This could also be an
area of future research. What happens when students who have experienced the critical
workshop become exposed in high school to more traditional critical pedagogy and begin
to self-critique? Are they, in fact, better prepared than other students who have not had
that previous exposure and practice? Are they able to engage in meaningful examinations
while keeping hope alive—more so than students without prior exposure? It is humbling
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to realize, however informative it might be, that my research is ultimately one small
study, but how exciting—and hopeful!—to imagine how others might build on it.

The Need for Critical Pedagogy…and Hope
Earlier in this chapter, I brought up the call to keep hope alive in the classroom.
It’s worth revisiting the topic as it is central to critical pedagogy. Critical pedagogy is
challenging. It requires core revision for both what students do and think and what
teachers do and think. The goal of a more just world is both lofty and urgent, but how we
get there will necessarily be an incremental and sinuous process. As President Barack
Obama told the country on November 9, 2016, when many were reeling from the results
of the presidential election the day before, “The path that this country has taken has never
been a straight line. We zig and zag, and sometimes we move in ways that some people
think is forward and others think is moving back. And that's okay.”
But it doesn’t always feel okay, either on a national or global level. I began
writing this conclusion in the summer of 2020, the (first) summer of COVID-19, which
further highlighted the gaping racial, sexual, economic, and other inequities in our
country and our world, as well as, once again, amplifying our vast political divide. It was
also the summer of the resurgence of Black Lives Matter, the movement given renewed
and outraged energy by the police killing of George Floyd, an unarmed Black man
suspected of passing a counterfeit twenty-dollar bill. Mr. Floyd is only one of many
people of Color who have suffered similar fates, and police violence is only one way in
which life expectancy continues to be lower for Black and Brown-skinned people in the
United States than it is for White people.
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As I drafted and revised, communities were demonstrating agency and continuing
to protest. Statues honoring Confederates who fought for the right to enslave Black
people were not being toppled—people were toppling them. Confederate flags were not
banned from NASCAR and removed from the state flag of Mississippi— people wielded
their legislative, executive, and commercial power and got them banned and removed.
They showed ownership and agency, and took the chance of acting, even if they might
not have been sure it was exactly the right action. And while this was happening, the
then-president of the United States called those Confederate generals heroes and the
protestors unpatriotic. As a people, we are far from agreeing about what justice is and
how to get it. There will always be work we need to do to bring our world closer to, as
our Pledge promises, justice for all. And, while this work can produce joy, satisfaction, a
strong sense of community, and other positive feelings, it can also have the opposite
effects. It’s not easy work, and it’s a long journey. Students—even with all the supposed
optimism of youth—and adults alike can feel disheartened. I think it’s possible that how
we teach writing might help to give students and teachers—each with their unique
perspectives and experiences as well as preferred political candidates and symbols they
display and revere—the skills, the hope, and the joy of expressing themselves—
ourselves—in ways that engage those with different experiences and opinions, that help
us listen to and respect those different experiences and opinions, and help us revise,
opening ourselves to be changed by how other people experience the world.
In this dissertation, I have explored how focusing on writing revision might be a
form of critical pedagogy. It is my dream that critical pedagogy in general and this
pedagogy specifically can, for students and teachers, “make despair unconvincing and
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hope practical” (Giroux 105) and even transform “the burden of knowledge into a scandal
of hope” (McLaren 141). It’s worth a try.
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APPENDIX A: ASSENT FORM

Assent to Participate in Research
Study of Grading Revisions in Writing
1. My name is Andrea Griswold, and I’m your ELA teacher this year. I am
also a Ph.D. candidate at UMass.
2. I’m asking you to participate in a research study because I’m
interested in seeing if my grading the revisions on your writing
affects the way you think about your writing.
3. If you agree to be in this study, you won’t have extra work. You’ll be
doing what I ask all students to do this year:
a. Fill out four surveys total—two about revision generally and two
about your writing
b. Write two informal letters to me about your writing
c. Write and revise essays, memoirs and narratives (stories)
d. That’s all—no interviews, no video or audio taping, and no followup. I won’t contact you about the study afterward.
4. I don’t see any risks to being a part of this study. If you have any
questions, email or call me (agriswold@mohawkschools.org, 413625-9811 ext. 1181) or email my supervisor at UMass, Donna LeCourt
(donnal@english.umass.edu). Or you can speak to Ms. Ruggeri.
5. Everything you write in the surveys and letters will be confidential
(unless what you write leads me to think you’re in some kind of
danger). Any information I use from your surveys, letters or writing
will be used anonymously (without your name).
6. The benefit to being in this study is knowing that your thoughts about
writing will be used to help me and possibly other teachers improve
their teaching.
7. Talk this over with your parents/guardians before you decide. You
don’t have to participate—it won’t affect your grade. I won’t know
who is participating, and I won’t be looking at your surveys or letters
until after I have turned in your final grades in June.
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8. If you decide to be in the study, you can change your mind later and
not participate. Just let Ms. Ruggeri know.
9. Sign below to agree/not agree to be in the study. You will get a copy
of this signed form.
Sign here if you agree to be in the study:
___________________
Signature of Student

___________________
Printed name

_____
Date

___________________
Signature of Student

___________________
Printed name

_____
Date

OR

13. SUBJECT STATEMENT OF VOLUNTARY CONSENT
When signing this form I am agreeing to let my child voluntarily enter this
study. I have had a chance to read this consent form, and it was explained to
me in a language which I use and understand. I have had the chance to ask
questions and have received satisfactory answers. I understand that I can
withdraw at any time. A copy of this signed Informed Consent Form has
been given to me.
Sign here if you are agreeing to have your child participate in this study:
_____________________

__________________

______

Parent or Guardian Signature:

Print Name

Date

OR
Sign here if you not agreeing to have your child to participate in this study:
_____________________

__________________

______

Parent or Guardian Signature:

Print Name

Date

*******************************************************************
For Ms. Ruggeri to fill out:
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By signing below, I indicate that the participant has read and, to the best of
my knowledge, understands the details contained in this document and has
been given a copy.
___________________

________________

______

Signature of Person
Obtaining Consent

Print Name:

Date:
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APPENDIX B: CONSENT FORM

Consent Form for Participation in a Research Study
University of Massachusetts Amherst

Researcher(s):

Andrea Griswold, 8th grade ELA teacher at Mohawk Trail
Regional School and Ph.D. candidate at the University of
Massachusetts at Amherst.

Study Title:

Grading Revisions as a Way of Promoting Critical Thinking and
Critical Pedagogy.

1. what is this form?
This form is called a Consent Form. It will give you information about the study so you can make
an informed decision about participation in this research.

2. WHO IS ELIGIBLE TO PARTICIPATE?
Students in Ms. Griswold’s 8th grade ELA classes.

3. WHAT IS THE PURPOSE OF THIS STUDY?
The purpose of this study to better understand how grading revisions might promote critical
thinking and pedagogy.

4. WHERE WILL THE STUDY TAKE PLACE AND HOW LONG WILL IT LAST?
The study will take place in Ms. Griswold’s 8th grade classroom at Mohawk Trail Regional Middle
School. It will be a year-long study. Participants will not be doing extra work for this study—they
will be doing the work that all students (participating or not) will be asked to do, which is to fill
out three surveys and write on reflection letter. The total time estimated that will be spent on
this work will be 40-120 minutes total for the year. Participants will not be contacted in the
future regarding the study.

5. WHAT WILL MY CHILD BE ASKED TO DO?
Students who participate will not be doing anything different from students who are not
participating.
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1.At the beginning of the year, all students (whether participating or not) will fill out a survey
about their thoughts on and approaches to revision. A sample question from the survey is, What
do you think is the purpose of revising writing? Students may skip any question they do not
want to answer.
2. Later in the year, all students (whether participating or not) will fill out one survey about a
final draft piece of writing, their revision process, and their thoughts about revising and the final
draft. A sample question from the survey is, What helps you the most when it comes to revising
your writing? Students may skip any question they do not want to answer.
3. Later in the year, all students (whether participating or not) will write one informal letter of
reflection about their revision process. This letter will ask students to reflect on such topics as
how easy or hard it was for them to revise that piece of writing and how they feel about the
revising they are doing.
4. Toward the end of the year, all students (whether participating or not) will fill out the same
survey they took at the beginning of the year about their thoughts about and approaches to
revising (see #1).
If you agree to let your child to participate, you will be giving permission for Ms. Griswold to
read your child’s surveys and reflection letter and use information in them, as well as
information in their drafts of writing, in her research. (Ms. Griswold will not have access to the
surveys or letters until she enters final grades for the year and they are stored by the school.)

6. What are my benefits of being in this study?
There is no direct additional benefit to participants, but the intended benefits to future students
and writing teachers in general will be improved teaching and student writing and revising
experiences.

7. WHAT ARE my RISKS OF being in THIS STUDY?
We believe there are no known risks associated with this research study.

8. how will my CHILD’S personal information be protected?
The following procedures will be used to protect the confidentiality of your child.
The researchers will keep all study records, including any codes to your child’s data, in a locked file
cabinet.
Research records will be labeled with a code. A master key that links names and codes will be
maintained in a separate and secure location. The master key will be destroyed three years after
the close of the study.
All electronic files containing identifiable information will be password protected. Any computer
hosting such files will also have password protection to prevent access by unauthorized users. Only
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the members of the research staff will have access to the passwords. At the conclusion of this
study, electronic files containing student writing will be deleted.
The researchers may publish their findings. Information will be presented in summary format and
your child will not be identified in any publications or presentations.

9. WILL TAKING PART IN THE STUDY IN ANY WAY AFFECT MY child’s
GRADE?
No. The researchers will not know who is participating in the study until the end of the year,
when final grades have been entered by Ms. Griswold and stored by the school. Therefore,
while students are being graded by Ms. Griswold, she will not know who is participating and
who is not.

10. WHAT IF MY CHILD OR I HAVE QUESTIONS?
Take as long as you like before you make a decision. We will be happy to answer any question you
have about this study. If you have further questions about this project or if you have a researchrelated problem, you may contact me, Andrea Griswold (agriswold@mohawkschools.org or 413
625 9811) or my dissertation advisor, Donna LeCourt (donnal@english.umass.edu). If you have
any questions concerning your rights as a research subject, you may contact the University of
Massachusetts Amherst Human Research Protection Office (HRPO) at (413) 545-3428 or
humansubjects@ora.umass.edu.

11. CAN CHANGE MY MIND ABOUT MY CHILD BEING IN THE STUDY?
You do not have to be in this study if you do not want to. If you agree to be in the study, but later
change your mind, you may drop out at any time. There are no penalties or consequences of any
kind if you decide that you do not want to participate.

13. SUBJECT STATEMENT OF VOLUNTARY CONSENT
When signing this form I am agreeing to let my child voluntarily enter this study. I have had a
chance to read this consent form, and it was explained to me in a language which I use and
understand. I have had the chance to ask questions and have received satisfactory answers. I
understand that I can withdraw at any time. A copy of this signed Informed Consent Form has
been given to me.
Sign here if you are agreeing to have your child participate in this study:
_____________________

___________________

Parent or Guardian Signature:

Print Name

_______
Date

OR
Sign here if you not agreeing to have your child to participate in this study:
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_____________________
Parent or Guardian Signature

_________________
Print Name

_______
Date

*************************************************************
For Ms. Ruggeri to fill out:
By signing below, I indicate that the participant has read and, to the best of my knowledge,
understands the details contained in this document and has been given a copy.
______________________
Signature of Person
Obtaining Consent

____________________
Print Name:
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__________
Date:

APPENDIX C: PRE AND POST ASSESSMENTS

Pre/Post Survey on Revising

Name:

A. Please answer following questions.
Period:
B. You may skip any questions you don’t feel comfortable answering.
Date:
1. What does the word “revision” mean to you?

2. What do you do when you revise? What does revising involve?

3. What do you think is the purpose of revising writing?

4. Do you revise your writing?
5. Why?

6. When you revise, how do you usually feel about the results?

7. Why?

8. After you revise, do you ever feel differently about the topic of your
writing? Do you ever change your mind about what you’re trying to
say?
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9. Please explain or give an example.

10. When you revise, do you think about the people who will read your
writing?
11. Please explain or give an example.

12. How many other teachers have you had who required that you revise
your writing?

13. How have teachers in the past graded or evaluated your revisions?

14. How would a teacher grading you on your revisions help your writing?

15. How would a teacher grading you on your revisions hurt your writing?

16. Do you take risks in your writing (meaning, you try new things that
you’re not sure will work or you’re not sure your teacher will like)?
17. Please explain or give example/s.

18. How much do you feel that the writing (essays, stories) that you do
for classes is your writing (what you want to write about and how you
want to write it)?
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19. Why?

20. How would you characterize yourself as a writer (circle one)
Terrible

Okay

Strong

I am the best writer in the world

21. Why?

22. Are there other things besides writing that you revise? (List as many
as you like.)

23. Why do you revise the things you listed above?
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APPENDIX D: REFLECTION LETTER INSTRUCTIONS AND PROMPTS

Please write an informal letter explaining what you’re thinking and feeling about the
revising you’re currently experimenting with on your writing.
You might include thoughts on
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

what you are revising
what you’re thinking about when you revise and why
who you’re thinking about when you revise and why
what decisions you’re making and why
what effect the revisions are having on your writing
how much of your revising you think you’ll include in the final draft and why
how much you feel like this is your writing (what you want to say and how you
want to say it)

You don’t need to answer all of these questions (although you may if you like)—they are
just examples of what you might write about.
You may address your letter to whomever you like. You may write to me, a friend, a
hero, a fictional character, a pet—you choose!
I will not be grading you on what your thoughts and feelings are (positive or negative or
in between), and this is informal, first draft writing—don’t worry about conventions like
spelling, punctuation, paragraphing, etc.
When you are done, please fold your letter and put it in the envelope I’ve given you and
sign your name across the seal.
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APPENDIX E: REVISION SURVEY

Revision Survey for Final Drafts

Name:
Period:
Date:

A. Please answer the following questions about your revising process
for this final draft

.

B. You may skip any questions that feel uncomfortable to you.
1. How many of Ms. G’s revision suggestions did you try? (Circle one.)
None

Fewer than half About half

More than half

All of them

2. Why did you do try the amount that you did?

3. How many of the revisions that you tried were your own ideas (not Ms.
G’s)? (Circle one.)
None

Fewer than half About half

More than half

All of them

4. Why did you try those revisions?

5. Of all of the revisions you tried, how many did you include in your final

draft? (Circle one.)
None

Fewer than half About half

More than half

All of them

6. Why did you include the revisions that you included?

7. What overall effect did revisions have on your final draft? The
revisions… (circle one)
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Ruined my writing

Didn’t have much effect

Made it a little stronger

Made it just the way I wanted

8. Why do you think the revisions had this effect on your final draft?

9. After revising, did your thinking about your topic change at all?
10. Please explain.

11. While you were revising, did you change your mind about your writing
or your revisions?
12. Please describe or explain.
13. While you were revising, were you thinking about who would read your
writing?
14. Please explain.

15. How motivating was it that the revisions you tried had a big grade
attached? (Circle one.)
Not at all

A little

Fairly

Very!

16. How motivating was it that the final draft would also get a (much
smaller) grade based on where in the rubric you scored? (Circle one.)
Not at all

A little Fairly

Very, but not as much as the revisions grade

Very!

17. Would you have revised your writing if revisions had not been a big
part of your grade?
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18. Why or why not?

19. Do you think teachers should require you to revise your writing?
20. Why or why not?

21.

Do you feel that this final draft is your writing (what you want to say and
how you want to say it)?

22. Why do you feel this way?

23. Do you think you took risks in this final draft? (Did you try something
you weren’t sure about or something you liked but you weren’t sure if
Ms. G. would like?)
24. Please explain/describe

25. Why did you take this risk?
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APPENDIX F: STUDENT ESSAY FOR REVISION PRACTICE

In eighth grade, I made many friends. Friends are really important. I met my
friends in many different ways. Some of my friends I know will always be there for me. I
wonder which friends I’ll see next year. I wonder if I’ll make more friends next year.
Some of my friends I met in different ways, I met Jasmine and Jacob on the bus. I
met John, Ashley and Juan in band. I also met Millicent and Danny in Spanish class.
There are so many other friends I met in other ways.
Many of my friends will always be there for me. Ashley will always be there for
me because I was always there for her. Juan will always be there for me because I’ve
always been there for him, and I always will be. Also because Juan and I always have fun
together. I know that both Juan and Ashley will always be there for me.
Out of all my friends that I have made this year, I don’t know if I’ll see any of
them next year. I don’t know because next year, I’ll be going to Smith Vocational. I don’t
know if any of my friends that I made this year will be going there or not.
I think out of all my friends that I made this year, I’ll miss, Ashley, John, Steve
and Juan. I’ll miss Ashley because she was my best friend in eighth grade and because I
could tell her anything. I’ll miss John because he was kind of like a big brother in a way.
I’ll miss Stave because he always knew how to make me laugh even when I was upset.
I’ll miss Juan because he was always there for me, and he can always make me laugh and
can talk me out of doing things I know I shouldn’t do.
Eighth grade year has been the best. I made so many friends and had a lot of fun.
Friends are really important.
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APPENDIX G: THIS I BELIEVE ESSAYS

These essays, and thousands more, can be found at https://thisibelieve.org/.

1. The American Dream by Yasmina Shaush
2. At the Beach in My Burkini (NYT, August 26, 2016) by Romaissaa Benzizoune
3. Beyond the Noise by Kathryn (No last name given)
4. I Believe in Cookies by Heidi (No last name given)
5. I Believe in Failure by John (No last name given)
6. Practice Until Perfection is Attained by Nicole (No last name given)
7. The Power of Hello by Howard White
8. Right on Red by Ashley (No last name given)
9. The Snicker Doodle Bond by Amber (No last name given)
10. There is a Deer Before Me by Michael (No last name given)
11. The Triumph of Kindness by Josh Stein
12. The True Value of Life by Sudie Bond Noland
13. Finding Out What’s Under Second Base by Lex Urban
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APPENDIX H: LIST OF WHAT STUDENTS VALUE IN ESSAYS

The Elements We Value in Essays

•

Being personal
Parts I can visualize
Strong Title
Lots of detail
Imagery/sensory language: showing, not telling!
Metaphors, similes, and other figurative language

•

Uncommon, strong, and interesting vocabulary

•
•
•
•
•

•

Humor
Quotes
Dialogue

•

Anecdotes and Flashbacks

•

Passion! Strong emotions/feelings

•
•

•

Self-reflection and realizations that change us as readers
Life lessons
Interesting thesis/claim/topic/event/purpose that readers can relate to

•

Strong lead and memorable

•

The end refers back to the beginning!
Strong conventions

•
•

•
•
•
•

•

conclusion / wrap up

Topics readers and writers can

relate to
Gives readers something to think about
Beginnings and ends of paragraphs make me want
to keep reading

The unexpected

Your essay should be something only YOU could
have written!
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APPENDIX I: PROMPTS FOR THE PASSION/THIS I BELIEVE ESSAY

This is a list that I have compiled over many years of teaching, some of my own ideas, some
ideas other teachers gave me.

Ideas for your essay…
When did you first realize your family loves you?
When did you learn that it is better to tell the truth?
Who was the first person to make you feel invincible?
When did you realize you could be anything you want to be?
When did you learn that life isn’t always fair?
Who taught you that sometimes things don’t work out the way you
want them to?
• When did you learn that you can’t always get what you want?
• What is an important piece of advice someone gave you?
• What difficult experience changed you?
• When did you start to feel more grown up?
• When did you realize you can make your own decisions?
• When did you realize that everyone makes mistakes?
• When did you learn to not fear failure?
• Who has been your role model?
• What was the first big responsibility you had?
• When did you feel a big loss?
• When did you solve an important problem on your own?
• When did you try something that scared you?
• When did you realize that other people have problems, too?
• When did you realize the importance of your attitude?
• How did you learn about the Tooth Fairy, or other characters?
• Has anyone ever tested your faith?
• Have you ever done something that you regret?
• What was a positive experience that changed your life?
• Why should everyone __________________? (fill in the blank)
• How did you learn to trust or not trust?
• When did you first feel that you belonged?
AND…
• What did you learn from that experience/moment?
•
•
•
•
•
•
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APPENDIX J: RUBRIC FOR ESSAYS
Writing Rubric for Argument (Essays)

Purpose

Details and
Evidence

Organization

5
4
3
Exceeding Meeting the
Almost
the Standard
Standard
There!

2
Developing

1

Thesis/claim is
particularly
insightful,
creative, or
thought
provoking &
drives the essay.
Counterclaims,
when
appropriate, are
addressed
especially
convincingly.
Details/
evidence are
accurate, varied,
particularly
effective in
connecting to +
supporting the
thesis/claim.
Evidence has
needed
citations.
Ordering of
sentences and
paragraphs +
use of
transitions
builds the
argument
powerfully.
Intro orients
and grabs the
reader’s
attention
skillfully.
Conclusion
supports claim
and is
particularly
memorable.

Beginning

Thesis/claim is
strong and
drives the essay.

Thesis/claim is
general and may
drive the essay.

There is a
central
thesis/claim.

There might be the
beginning of a
thesis / claim.

Counterclaims,
when
appropriate, are
addressed
convincingly.

Counterclaims,
when
appropriate, are
mentioned but
might still need
to be addressed
effectively.

Counterclaims
might be
mentioned but
not addressed
effectively.

Might not be able
to tell claim from
counterclaim.

Valid details &
evidence clearly
connect to &
support the
central
thesis/claim.

Valid detail &
evidence
generally
connect to &
support the
thesis/claim.

Detail listed
might support
the thesis/claim.
Some detail/
evidence might
be accurate.

Detail and
evidence might
not be clearly
connected to the
thesis / claim, or
might not be
accurate.

Evidence has
citations where
needed.

Evidence has
most citations
where needed.

Might have
citations.

Might need
citations.

Ordering of
sentences and
paragraphs and
use of
transitions
creates flow +
sense of
organization.

Ordering of
sentences and
paragraphs and
use of
transitions
generally
organizes
essay.

Sentences +
paragraphs
might organize
the essay

There might be the
beginning of
organization.

Intro orients
and grabs the
reader’s
attention
Conclusion
supports claim.

Intro generally
orients and
grabs the
reader’s
attention
Conclusion
generally
supports claim.
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There might be
transitions.
Intro might
orient or grab
the reader’s
attention
Conclusion
might be
abrupt.

There might be
transitions.
Might have the
beginning of an
intro
Might have no
conclusion.

Interpretation

Analysis
Reflection

Tone

Shows insightful
understanding
of topic /text.

Shows proficient
understanding
of topic or text.

Shows general
understanding
of topic or text.

Shows some
understanding
of topic or text.

Connects
evidence to
claims in a
particularly
insightful,
creative, or
persuasive way.

Proficiently
connects
evidence to
claims.

Generally
connects
evidence to
claims.

Shows some
connection of
evidence to
claims.

Diction/word
choice is
appropriate and
effective.

Diction/word
choice is
generally
appropriate.

Diction/word
choice is mostly
appropriate.

There is a
variety of
sentences.

There might be
some sentence
variety.

Shows
command of
conventions.

Shows general
command of
conventions.

Diction is
particularly
specific and
powerful.

Conventions

Variety or lack
of variety of
sentences is
fully effective.
Conventions
add to strength
of the writing.
Unconventional
spelling, etc.,
are purposeful
& add to
strength of the
writing.

Unconventional
spelling, etc., do
not appear to
be for effect.
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Might show some
understanding of
topic or text.
Details/evidence
not yet connected
to thesis/claim.
There might be the
beginning of
appropriate word
choice.

Sentence
structure might
not create
intended voice.

Shows a
developing
command of
spelling,
punctuation,
paragraphing,
capitalization,
etc.

Shows a
developing
command of
spelling,
punctuation,
paragraphing,
capitalization, etc.

APPENDIX K: WRITERS’ REFLECTIONS

Essay/Report

Writer’s Reflection

1. What genre is this piece?
___ Literary Interpretation
___ Other: _________

___ Personal Essay ___ Persuasive Essay
___ Book/Music/Video Game/Movie Review

2.

What is one thing you really like about this piece? Why?

3.

What gave you trouble in writing this piece? Why/how did it give you trouble?

4.

How did your revisions affect this piece?

5.

What’s an example of a revision that you included in the final draft?

6.

Why did you include this?

7.

What is your thesis/claim for this writing (complete sentence!)?

8.

What is a counterclaim you included?

9.

How did you respond to/ rebut the counterclaim?

10.

What is the point of view? __ 1st person

11.

Why did you choose this point of view? Did you want a more formal or a more
personal/informal tone?

12.

What lead strategy did you use to draw the reader in?

13.

What are some transition words/sentences you used?

14.

What kinds of evidence/support/details did you use for your essay?
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__ 2nd person

__ 3rd person

___ Anecdotes ___ Data ___Quotes of experts ___
___Analogies ___Examples ___Definitions ___ Interviews
___ Sensory language/Imagery ___Outside sources
___Surveys
___Figurative language ___ Observation ___ Dialogue
___ Textual evidence (quotes) ___ Textual evidence (examples)
___Other:
15.

What is the tone of your essay?

16.

Give three examples of word choice/diction you used to establish this tone:

17.

Explain what makes your conclusion memorable and compelling.

18.

What are you hoping your reader will appreciate or notice about your piece?

19.

What’s at least one goal you have for yourself as a writer?

20.

Anything else you want me to comment on or know about this piece?

21.

Do you want to publish this in a class magazine? ___ Yes ___Not now

22. I give permission to Ms. Griswold to use this in class anonymously as a model of
strong writing. (Cross this out if you do not give permission.)
23. I feel I earned the following points:
Revision
____ out of 43
Rubric
____ out of 20
Reflection
____ out of 20
Conventions/mechanics
____ out of 20
I can’t wait to read your writing!!

________________________________________________________________________
Ms. Griswold will fill this part out:
Revision
____ out of 43
Rubric
____ out of 5
Reflection
____ out of 20
Conventions/mechanics
____ out of 20
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APPENDIX L: PERSUASIVE ESSAY PREPARATION

Name:
Date:

Per:

Your Persuasive Essay Prewrite!
1. Your Audience: The person/s you are trying to persuade
______________________________________

2. Your Thesis/Claim: What do you want to persuade them of?
(One sentence)
_____________________________________________
_____________________________________________

3. Your main points: Reasons why you audience should be
persuaded.
(One sentence each)
•

____________________________________________________

•

____________________________________________________

•

____________________________________________________

•

____________________________________________________

4. Counterclaims: How will your audience argue against your points?
(Put yourself in your audience’s shoes.)
#1 ______________________________________________________
How will you respond to this concern?
_________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________
#2 ______________________________________________________
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How will you respond to this concern?
_________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________
#3 ______________________________________________________
How will you respond to this concern?
_________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________
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APPENDIX M: SAMPLE PERSUASIVE ESSAY

Paving the Dirt Roads
(Model persuasive essay from Vermont Department of Education)
The car slips on the muddy terrain, trying desperately to regain traction. The car jumps
after hitting the holes formed in the dirt. To the left are ruts created by other vehicles that
went through the same struggle. To my right, snow is slowly melting, seeping into the
dirt. The car swerves, trying to avoid the ruts. Yet, inevitably, the wheels get stuck in the
soft dirt as the driver waits for some help to come along. To think that this whole trauma
could have been avoided if the roads in Manchester were paved.
One of the biggest issues for Manchester residents is the fact that more than half
of the roads are not paved. Having dirt roads contributes to the country atmosphere that
Manchester provides. On the other hand, it also makes driving difficult during the winter
and spring. If the roads were paved it would help cars avoid swerving off the road,
getting stuck in ditches, and getting damaged, and the scenery shouldn’t even be an issue.
We would still have the beautiful surroundings that Vermont is known for, but it will also
be easier on cars in every season.
Another concern about paving the roads is the possibility of people being
encouraged to drive at higher speeds. Yet many people already travel well above the
speed limit. Many locals are used to the roads and drive fifty to seventy miles per hour.
Some might argue that the number of cars driving down the roads of Manchester
will also increase with pavement. People who live here are used to few cars passing their
houses each day. If the roads were paved, there might be more cars driving down them
because it would be easier on the cars. Yet the number wouldn’t be enough to disturb the
residents on each road. Right now, there are about fourteen cars that pass by my house
each day. If the roads were paved and the number doubled, there would still be only
twenty-eight cars per day. This is a low number of cars.
Paved roads will also save the town time because the repairs will be fewer. It
takes a lot of time to fix all the roads in Manchester after each mud season. Many times,
people are late for jobs, school, or important meetings because they were not able to
leave their homes due to the condition of the roads. Sometimes, the roads become so bad
that they are closed off. This creates problems for the people who live on them. When the
roads become impassable, it takes even more time to reconstruct them in order to have
them be safe enough to drive on. To keep dirt roads decent, it usually takes a great
amount of grading whereas with pavement, there are few annual repairs needed each
year.
Mud not only creates more work for our town, it also creates problems for cars.
During mud season, deep ruts are formed, making driving harder on the cars. There are
often times where cars are seen bottomed out on the side of the road. Anyone who lives
in Manchester has endured the frustration of being stranded on the side of the road,
hoping that help will come along shortly. These problems also cost the drivers a lot of
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money because of the damage to tires, brakes, and shocks. Many people find themselves
having to buy mufflers each year.
Each year, people in Manchester go through the traumatic experience of
bottoming out on an abandoned dirt road. There is always the sinking feeling of knowing
that it could be your car stuck and awaiting help. The cost of repairing the damage on the
car due to the mud season adds up. Spring is often a season most residents wish they
didn’t have to go through. Yet, instead of experiencing this problem year after year, it
could be ended by simply paving the roads.
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APPENDIX N: WHAT STUDENTS VALUE IN NARRATIVES

What We Value in Narratives (Short Stories and Memoirs)
❖Sensory language/imagery
❖Characters’ thoughts and feelings
❖Strong vocabulary, including words from other languages!
❖Figurative language
❖Dialogue
❖Unexpected story line while still making sense and feeling real
❖Action
❖Reflection
❖Comedy
❖Suspense/mystery/cliff hangers
❖Appropriate pacing (moves quickly when needed and slows down
when needed)
❖The end connects to the beginning
❖Flashbacks
❖Foreshadow
❖Strong leads and conclusions
❖Personal
❖Interesting characters
❖First person (some people have a strong preference for this, but it’s not a requirement)
❖Clear setting (when and where a story takes place)
❖Interesting relationships between characters
❖Appropriately paced climax (don’t rush it!)
❖Informal English
❖Use of graphic devices like italics
❖Variety in sentence length
❖A reason to read it (there’s a point to the story)
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APPENDIX O: NARRATIVE RUBRIC

Narrative Rubric with Revision Suggestions
Narrative/
Narrative/
Memoir
Memoir
5
4
Exceeding
Meeting the
the Standard
Standard

Purpose

Details/
Techniques/
Strategies

Real or
imagined, the
narrative is
especially
insightful,
original,
engaging,
suspenseful,
reflective, or
humorous.
Uses
dialogue,
sensory
language/
imagery,
characters’
thoughts,
figurative
language,
new words,
other
languages to
create a
particularly
vivid world
and
characters

Real or
imagined, the
narrative is
engaging,
suspenseful,
reflective,
and/or
humorous.

Uses
dialogue,
sensory
language/
imagery,
characters’
thoughts,
figurative
language,
new words,
other
languages to
create a
believable
world and
characters

Narrative/
Memoir
3
Almost at
the
Standard
Real or
imagined, the
narrative is
generally
engaging
and/or
humorous.

Uses
dialogue,
sensory
language/
imagery,
characters’
thoughts,
figurative
language to
generally
create a
world and
characters
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Narrative/
Memoir
2
Developing

Narrative/
Memoir
1
Kickoff!

Real or
imagined,
there is a
narrative

Real or
imagined, there
might be the
beginning of a
narrative

There might
be dialogue,
imagery/
sensory
language,

There might be
evidence of
dialogue,
imagery/
sensory
language,
characters’
thoughts, or
figurative
language that
begins to
create a world
and characters

characters’

thoughts, or
figurative
language to
start to
develop a
world and
characters

Organization Creates
especially
purposeful
progression
of events
building on
one another

Creates a
purposeful
progression
of events
building on
one another

Creates a
progression
of events the
reader can
follow

Has satisfying
Has
especially
satisfying

reflection or

reflection or

Pacing is
appropriate
showing
/telling

connection in
conclusion

connection in
conclusion

Has an
ending

There is the
outline of a
story
Ending might
be abrupt
Pacing is
developing

Pacing is

There might be
events that
begin to
develop a story
Ending is
abrupt or
unfinished
Pacing might be
too fast

appropriate

Pacing is
especially
skillful

Voice
Mood
Tone

Conventions

Sophisticated
use of precise
words and
phrases
engage the
reader and
move the
story forward

Strong use of
words and
phrases
engage the
reader and
move the
story forward

Sentence
variety or
structure is
especially
effective

Sentence
variety or
structure is
effective

Shows an
especially
strong
command of
spelling,

Shows a
strong
command of
spelling,

Use of words
and phrases
generally
move the
story forward
There might
be sentence
variety

Shows some
command of
spelling,
punctuation,

Use of words
is mostly
appropriate

Sentence
structure
might not
create
intended
voice

Shows a
developing
command of
spelling,

There is some
appropriate use
of words
There might be
some effective
sentences

Shows a
developing
command of
spelling,
punctuation,

paragraphing
paragraphing, punctuation,
paragraphing, capitalization, paragraphing, capitalization,
paragraphing, capitalization, etc.
capitalization, etc.
capitalization, etc.
etc.
etc., which
add to the
strength of
the writing
punctuation,

punctuation,
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APPENDIX P: WRITERS’ REFLECTION NARRATIVE

Writer’s Reflection #1
Memoir/Fiction

1. What genre is this piece?

___ Memoir

___ Fiction

2.

What is one thing you really like about this piece? Why?

3.

What gave you trouble in writing this piece? Why/how did it give you trouble?

4.

How did your revisions affect this piece?

5.

What is a theme for this writing (complete sentence!)?

6.

What is the point of view of this piece _____ first person
____ third person

_____ second person

7.
Why did you choose this point of view? Were you interested in a more formal,
less personal experience or a more personal maybe less formal experience for the reader?
8.

What lead strategy did you use to draw the reader in?

9.

Write a line of narration from this piece:

10.

Write a line of dialogue from this piece:

11.

Write a line that shows a character’s unspoken thoughts:

12.

What is some sensory language you used?

12.

What is the turning point or climax of this piece:

13.

What changes for the main character at this point?
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14.

What is the protagonist’s name?

15.

What is the mood of this piece?

16.

What are words that help to create this mood?

17.

If there is an antagonist, what or who is the antagonist?

18.

What is a sentence that you wrote in active voice?

19.

Explain how your conclusion is memorable, compelling and/or satisfying to
readers:

20.

What are you hoping your reader will appreciate or notice about your piece?

21.

Please write an approximately 25-word summary of your memoir/story
You could write this as a “somebody wanted but so.”

22.

What’s at least one goal you have for yourself as a writer?

23.

Anything else you want me to comment on or know about this piece?

24.

Do you want to publish this in class (in a binder for classmates to read) ___ Yes
___No

25.
I give permission to Ms. Griswold to use this in class anonymously as a model of
something powerful. (Cross this out if you do not give permission.)
Checklist for Finished Pieces / Final Drafts:

2. I feel I earned the following points (see your binder for an explanation of the
following):
Revision
____ out of 43
Rubric
____ out of 4
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Reflection
Conventions/Mechanics

____ out of 20
____ out of 20

I can’t wait to read your writing!

Ms. Griswold will fill this part out:
Revision
Rubric
Reflection
Conventions/Mechanics

Writer’s Reflection #2
1. What genre is this piece?

____ out of 43
____ out of 4
____ out of 20
____ out of 20

Memoir/Fiction
___ Memoir

___ Fiction

2.

What is one thing you really like about this piece? Why?

3.

What gave you trouble in writing this piece? Why/how did it give you trouble?

4.

How did your revisions affect this piece?

5.

What is a theme for this writing (complete sentence!)?

6.

What is the point of view of this piece _____ first person
____ third person

_____ second person

7.
Why did you choose this point of view? Were you interested in a more formal,
less personal experience or a more personal maybe less formal experience for the reader?
8.

What lead strategy did you use to draw the reader in? (Action, dialogue, description,

strong feeling, mystery, etc.)

9.

Write a line of narration from this piece:
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10.

Write a line of dialogue from this piece:

11.

Write a line that shows a character’s unspoken thoughts:

12.

What is the turning point or climax of this piece:

13.

What changes for the main character at this point?

14.

What is the protagonist’s name?

15.

What is a character trait of the protagonist?

16.

Quotes that show this trait:

17.

What is the mood of this piece?

18.

What are words that help to create this mood?

19.

If there is an antagonist, what or who is the antagonist?

20.

What is a sentence that you wrote in active voice?

21.

What is your last word?

22.

What makes it a powerful last word?

23.

What are you hoping your reader will appreciate or notice about your piece?

24.

Please write an approximately 25-word summary of your memoir/story
You could write this as a “somebody wanted but so.”

25.

What’s at least one goal you have for yourself as a writer?

26.

Anything else you want me to comment on or know about this piece?

27.

Do you want to publish this in class (in a binder for classmates to read) ___ Yes
___No
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28.
I give permission to Ms. Griswold to use this in class anonymously as a model of
something powerful. (Cross this out if you do not give permission.)

2. I feel I earned the following points (see your binder for an explanation of the
following):
Revision
____ out of 43
Rubric
____ out of 4
Reflection
____ out of 20
Conventions/Mechanics
____ out of 20
I can’t wait to read your writing!
********************************************************************************

Ms. Griswold will fill this part out:
Revision
Rubric
Reflection
Conventions/Mechanics
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____ out of 43
____ out of 4
____ out of 20
____ out of 20
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